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Abstract: In this work, the influence of the Hurst exponent and Peclet number (Pe) on the temporal
mixing behavior of a conservative solute in the self-affine fractures with variable-aperture fracture
and constant-aperture distributions were investigated. The mixing was quantified by the scalar
dissipation rate (SDR) in fractures. The investigation shows that the variable-aperture distribution
leads to local fluctuation of the temporal evolution of the SDR, whereas the temporal evolution of
the SDR in the constant-aperture fractures is smoothly decreasing as a power-law function of time.
The Peclet number plays a dominant role in the temporal evolution of mixing in both variable-aperture
and constant-aperture fractures. In the constant-aperture fracture, the influence of Hurst exponent on
the temporal evolution of the SDR becomes negligible when the Peclet number is relatively small.
The longitudinal SDR can be related to the global SDR in the constant-aperture fracture when the
Peclet number is relatively small. As the Peclet number increases the longitudinal SDR overpredicts
the global SDR. In the variable-aperture fractures, predicting the global SDR from the longitudinal
SDR is inappropriate due to the non-monotonic increase of the longitudinal concentration second
moment, which results in a physically meaningless SDR.

Keywords: mixing; conservative solute; fractal; roughness; fracture

1. Introduction

It has been widely recognized that fractures can play an important role in the transport and fate of
contaminants. Characterizing the spreading and mixing processes of conservative solute through the
fractures is very important for the understanding of reaction rates and mass transport rates associated
with nuclear waste disposal, enhanced oil recovery, and bioremediation [1–6]. Although, in recent
decades, many studies have provided new insights into the mechanisms and properties of mixing
processes in homogeneous and heterogeneous porous media [7–17], to date, little attention has been
focused on mixing behavior in fractures.

Since the heterogeneity of geological formations is ubiquitous, a fundamental issue about the
difference between spreading and mixing processes of conservative solute needs to be understood.
Several authors [9,12,18] emphasized the difference between spreading and mixing. Spreading
indicates the change of the spatial extent of a solute plume whereas mixing describes the process that
uniformizes the concentration distribution of solute inside the plume. In other words, spreading leads
to the stretching and deformation of a solute plume while mixing gives rise to dilution of a conservative
solute with time. Thus, spreading and mixing are not the same, but complete conservative solute
transport can be thought of as being composed of both spreading and mixing. For a conservative
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solute transport in a spatially variable velocity field, the spreading of the solute plume is driven by
the differences in advection that deform and stretch out the plume along the streamlines, whereas at
the same time molecular diffusion causes the mixing that smooths out the concentration gradients
within the solute plume. There is a complex interaction between the spreading and mixing processes,
especially in heterogeneous flow fields [19,20]. Due to the naturally-coupled property of spreading
and mixing, separating the spreading and mixing process is challenging, but studying the temporal
evolution of mixing is still useful and important for improving predictions of reactive transport and
mixing. Describing conservative solute transport only by the spreading is valid for some applications
(for example, risk analysis). However, due to the influence of the mixing behavior of reactants on rate
of reaction, describing the transport with the mixing-controlled chemical reactions only by spreading
is insufficient [3,21,22].

To this end, many efforts have been made to develop methods for quantifying mixing and
spreading. Following Aris’s method of moments [23], the second central spatial moment of
a conservative solute is a measure of spreading. This is because the spatial extent of the plume can be
easily estimated based on the temporal evolution of spatial moments of the plume and is related to an
apparent dispersion coefficient even for pre-asymptotic times [7,9,24,25]. In a homogeneous flow field,
the second central spatial moment increases monotonically with time, which can be expected as a good
measure for both spreading and mixing. This approach is invalid for a heterogeneous flow field where
the second central spatial moment could decrease due to the convergence of streamlines [14,16,26].
Various metrics for quantifying mixing have been proposed.

Since the dilution caused by mixing is an irreversible process, Kitanidis [12] proposed the dilution
index that measures the volume occupied by the solute plume. The dilution index is obtained from
the statistical entropy (Shannon entropy) of the solute distribution. As opposed to the second central
spatial moment, the dilution index is capable of quantifying true mixing and a mixing rate can be
calculated by the rate of change of the entropy. The dilution index is useful not only for conservative
solute transport but also for reactive transport [27]. The ratio of actual to theoretical maximum dilution
index can be an indicator of the influence of incomplete mixing on reactive transport [15,28]. Moreover,
based on the original concept of the dilution index, the flux-related dilution index that describes
dilution as “act of distributing a given solute mass flux over a larger water flux” was proposed by
Rolle et al. [14] for steady-state transport with continuous injection mode.

From the view of stochastic hydrogeology, the concentration distribution of a solute plume can
be decomposed into a cross-sectional mean and a fluctuation about that mean. The concentration
variance method has been proposed as a measure of mixing [11,29,30]. In addition to the dilution
index and concentration variance, the mixing can be alternatively quantified by the scalar dissipation
rate (SDR) which is determined from the time derivative of the integral of squared concentration
within the solute plume [22,31]. Although the SDR was proposed for the study of turbulent flow
and combustion, several studies [32] have shown that the SDR can be also applied to a variety
of problems of subsurface contaminant transport (e.g., compound-specific transport, conservative
solute transport, and multicomponent reactive transport). Le Borgne et al. [31] investigated the
temporal evolution of the SDR in heterogeneous porous media and demonstrated the occurrence
of a non-Fickian scaling of mixing. Bolster et al. [7] used the SDR to decompose the global mixing
state into a dispersive mixing state and a local mixing state. Jha et al. [33] applied the SDR to
quantify the mixing in a viscously unstable flow. Dreuzy et al. [21] considered that mixing resulted
from competition between velocity fluctuations and local scale diffusion, and they proposed a new
decomposition of mixing into potential mixing and departure rate. This new decomposition of mixing
showed a generic characterization and could offer new ways to establish a transport equation with
consideration of both advection, spreading, and mixing. A comparison of different transport models
can be found in [10]. A series of analytical solutions for the SDR was derived in non-conservative
transport systems by Engdahl, Ginn, and Fogg [32]. Furthermore, previous studies [7,21,31] in porous
media showed that the transverse mixing generating the concentration gradients in the transverse
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direction influenced longitudinal mixing. If the global mixing was dominated by the spreading
at asymptotical time, the transverse mixing could be negligible and the global mixing could be
predicted by the longitudinal mixing. However, these current studies on the SDR are limited to specific
homogeneous or heterogeneous porous media. Since anomalous (non-Fickian) transport has been
observed in single rough fractures [34–38] and mixing and spreading could play an important role in
fractures, the study of the performance, characteristic, and evolution of the SDR in other important
subsurface geological formations (e.g., single rough fractures) needs further investigation.

The primary objective of this work is to investigate the effects of the Hurst exponent (which can
indicate the roughness features of the fracture walls) and Peclet number on the temporal behavior
of mixing. The validity of using longitudinal mixing to predict global mixing was evaluated in
self-affine fractures. Two groups of different self-affine fractures were considered and denoted as
the constant-aperture fracture and the variable-aperture fracture. The computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) simulations of the flow field and solute transport in fractures were implemented. There are
three major contributions here relative to previous work. The first is to show the capability of the
SDR for characterizing the mixing in self-affine fractures. The second is to quantify the influence of
the Hurst exponent and the Peclet number on the SDR scaling in constant-aperture fractures and the
variable-aperture fractures. The third is to test and evaluate the validity of using the longitudinal
mixing to predict the global mixing in self-affine fractures.

2. Methodology

2.1. Fracture Generation

Previous studies [39] on the morphology of natural fracture walls indicated that the walls of
natural fractures could be characterized as statistical self-affine distributions. The mathematical
characterization of the self-affine rough fracture wall was briefly reviewed here. A two-dimensional
single fracture was considered, whose height is defined by a single-value function Z(x) and the
statistical self-affine property of the height can be expressed as:

λHZ(x) = Z(λx) (1)

where H indicates the magnitude of the roughness or the so-called Hurst exponent varying from 0 to 1
and λ is a scaling factor. Z(x) can be thought of as a function of an independent spatial or temporal
variable x. For a self-affine fracture wall, the stationary increment [Z(x + hx)− Z(x)] over the distance
hx follows a Gaussian distribution with mean zero. Thus, for the arbitrary λ, the mean and variance of
the increments can be expressed as:

〈Z(x + λhx)− Z(x)〉 = 0 (2)

σ2(λ) = λ2Hσ2(1) (3)

where 〈·〉 represents the mathematical expectation. For the different distances, the variance σ2(λ) is
defined as a function of λ:

σ2(λ) = 〈[Z(x + λ)− Z(x)]2〉 (4)

σ2(λhx) = 〈[Z(x + λhx)− Z(x)]2〉 (5)

Then, depending on Equation (3):

σ2
λhx

= λ2Hσ2
hx

(6)

σλhx = λHσhx (7)

3
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where σ2
λhx

and σ2
hx

represent the variances of increments with different distances λhx and
λ, respectively.

Based on the self-affine scaling law given by Equations (1)–(7), a number of algorithms
(e.g., the successive random additions, the randomization of the Weierstrass-Mandelbrot function,
and the Fourier transformation) have been developed for synthetic self-affine fracture generation.
In the present study, the successive random addition algorithm [40] was used to generate the synthetic
self-affine fracture wall. It should be noted that to generate the self-affine fracture wall, the desired
Hurst exponent must be selected. For this, the rough surface morphology of the bottom fracture
wall of a single-fracture dolomite rock block (of 280 × 210 × 70 mm in size) was measured by using
a 3D stereo-topometric measurement system (ATOS II from GOM mbH, Braunschweig, Germany).
Preparation of this single-fracture dolomite rock block has been described in [41]. A 3D model of the
fracture wall surface was generated by ATOS II using non-contact optical scanning technique [42].
A raw dataset of fracture surface heights from the dolomite rock fracture sample was obtained with
a spatial resolution of ~250 μm (See Figure 1). From variogram analysis [43], the self-affinity of
dolomite rock surface was evaluated. The distribution of Hurst exponent values was examined over
200 profiles along the longitudinal direction (for example, A-B profile in Figure 1). The calculated
Hurst exponent values were between 0.55 and 0.91, where Hurst exponent between 0.6 and 0.8 covers
~90% of profiles. Thus, due to the computational cost, three different Hurst exponents were selected
(i.e., H = 0.6, H = 0.7, and H = 0.8).

 

Figure 1. Dolomite rock fracture surface 3D profile and distribution of Hurst exponent for the different
2D profiles along the longitudinal direction.
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Once the desired Hurst exponent was selected, the self-affine fracture wall was generated by the
successive random addition algorithm. Figure 2 shows the generated self-affine fracture walls with
H = 0.8, H = 0.7, and H = 0.6, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 2 that the larger Hurst exponent
leads to a higher spatial correlation and a smoother wall.

 

Figure 2. Self-affine fracture walls with the different Hurst exponents. (a) The self-affine fracture walls
with H = 0.6, H = 0.7, and H = 0.8, respectively. (b) The zoom-in self-affine fracture wall with H = 0.6
between x = 80 mm and x = 90 mm.

In self-affine fractures, the aperture distribution can have a significant influence on the spreading
and mixing processes. The reconstruction of the aperture field from a pair of generated fracture walls
is dependent upon the way in which the walls are oriented relative to each other. Note that the Hurst
exponent could be different for the top and bottom fracture walls. However, our aim here is not to
perform an exhaustive investigation for all possibilities. It is assumed that the reconstructed fracture
is two-dimensional, uniform mineral component, there is no contact area (no zero-aperture region),
and the Hurst exponent for both of the top and bottom fracture walls is the same. Two possibilities to
reconstruct the rough fracture aperture field from the specific self-affine fracture walls were considered.
First, a constant-aperture rough fracture was introduced, where the top fracture wall was a replica
of the bottom fracture wall translated a distance b normal to the mean plane (See Figure 3a). In this
case, the fracture walls are rough and self-affine, but the local aperture b(x) is constant and equal
to b. Alternatively, the variable-aperture rough fracture was studied, where the top fracture wall
was a replica of the bottom wall. The bottom wall was sheared along the horizontal direction by
a displacement d0 and then translated a distance b normal to the mean plane (See Figure 3b). Obviously,
the two walls of the reconstructed fracture with shear displacement d0 do not overlap and the local
aperture is a function of the horizontal location x. Based on the self-affine scaling law, Wang, et al. [44]
developed the shear displacement model to obtain the aperture field with Gaussian distribution.
The local aperture b(x) is given by:

5
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S2(x) = S1(x + d0) + b (8)

b(x) =

{
S2(x)− S1(x)

0
if S2(x) > S1(x)

otherwise
(9)

where S1(x) and S2(x) are the top and bottom fracture walls, respectively. Figure 3c shows that when
the Hurst exponent of the self-affine fracture wall is H = 0.7, the aperture field of the variable-aperture
rough fracture follows a Gaussian distribution with the mean aperture b = 0.5 mm and the standard
deviation of the aperture σb = 0.17 mm.

 

 

Figure 3. Reconstruction of aperture field in the self-affine rough fracture with H = 0.7. (a) Reconstruction
of constant-aperture rough fracture. (b) Reconstruction of variable-aperture rough fracture. (c) Gaussian
distribution of aperture field for the variable-aperture rough fracture.

In this study, the total length of the generated self-affine fracture wall is set as 100 mm and
the horizontal distances between two adjacent points in the self-affine fracture wall were equal to
0.1 mm (see Figure 2b). Three self-affine fracture walls with H = 0.6, H = 0.7, and H = 0.8 were
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generated by the successive random addition algorithm. Each self-affine fracture wall was used
to reconstruct the constant-aperture fracture and the variable-aperture fracture, respectively. Thus,
there were six fractures in this study. The coefficient of variation (COV) was set to 0.35 for the
variable-aperture fracture.

2.2. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) Simulations of the Flow Field and Solute Transport in Single Rough
Fractures

Since the mixing behavior is highly dependent on the flow field [8,9,16,45], the flow field in
a single rough fracture was solved directly by using the Navier-Stokes and continuity equations for
isothermal, incompressible, and homogenous single Newtonian steady flow:

∇·u = 0 (10)

ρ(u·∇u)−∇(μ∇u) = −∇p (11)

where ρ is the density of fluid, u = [u, w] is the velocity vector, p is the fluid pressure, and μ is the
dynamic viscosity of fluid. Two given pressure values were implemented at the inlet and outlet
boundary. The steady-state flow field was solved by the pressure drop over the entire fracture.

Transient solute transport in a single self-affine fracture was described by the advection-diffusion
equation for conservative non-sorbing solute transport:

∂c
∂t

= −∇·(uc) + Dm∇2c (12)

where c is the solute concentration, t is time, and Dm is the molecular diffusion coefficient. The velocity
vector in Equation (12) is from the flow field based on solution of Equations (10) and (11). It is assumed
that the initial concentrations were given by:

c(x, t = 0) =

{
m0

b(x)∗ΔL∗W if x∗L < x < x∗L + ΔL
0 otherwise

(13)

where m0 is the mass of injected solute, b(x) is the local aperture, W is the width of fracture in the out
of plane direction (equal to 1 m in the 2D problem) and ΔL is the width of injected solute. The ΔL
is constant for all of simulations and assumed as ΔL/L = 0.001, where the L is the length of the
whole fracture. To avoid boundary effects, the initial injection location of the solute e mass is shifted
downstream from the fracture inlet by a distance of x∗L = 0.01L. The inlet and outlet boundary
conditions for transient solute transport were specified as:

c(0, t) = 0 t ≥ 0 (14)

∂c(L, t)/∂n = 0 t ≥ 0 (15)

where n represents the normal direction to the outlet boundary.

2.3. Mixing: Scalar Dissipation Rate (SDR)

Mixing can be described by the SDR that is a global mixing measure based on the integral of
concentration gradients. Recently, several studies have focused on the SDR evolution and scaling
properties during solute transport in porous media [7,10,13,21,27,31,32,46]. However, all of those
studies on SDR were restricted to porous media. The study on the SDR evolution in rough fractures is
still limited, which motivates our investigation. The SDR of a conservative scalar is given by:

χ(t) =
∫

Ω
Dm∇c(x, t)·∇c(x, t)dx (16)
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To obtain the SDR by using the Equation (16), the local concentration gradients needs to be
determined. However, due to the occurrence of the sharp concentration gradient over small distances
in the relatively heterogeneous flow field, a very fine numerical discretization for both of the flow
and the concentration field is required to obtain an accurate quantification of concentration gradients,
which results in the huge computational cost. Le Borgne et al. [31] showed that the SDR can be
approximated from the concentration second moment (the integral of the squared concentrations).
After multiplying Equation (12) by c(x, t) and integrating over the entire domain:

1
2

∂
∂t

∫
Ω c(x, t)2dΩ + 1

2

∫
Ω ∇·[uc(x, t)2]dΩ = 1

2 Dm
∫

Ω ∇·∇c(x, t)2dΩ
− ∫Ω Dm∇c(x, t)·∇c(x, t)dΩ

(17)

Assuming that the fractured domain is infinite, there is no mass flux out of the domain, and the
flow field is divergence-free, the terms involving a divergence operator in Equation (17) are zero. Then
it can obtain:

χ(t) = −1
2

dM2(t)
dt

= Dm

∫
Ω
∇·∇c(x, t)2dΩ (18)

where M2(t) is the concentration second moment and can be expressed as:

M2(t) =
∫

Ω
c(x, t)2dΩ (19)

Le Borgne et al. (2010) reported that the results from using Equation (18) instead of Equation (16)
are more accurate than from using Equation (16) directly and the calculation for Equation (18) is
computationally more efficient. In this study, the temporal mixing state is obtained from Equation (18).

For an infinite 1D homogeneous domain with zero velocity Fick’s Law of diffusion can be used to
describe the spatial distribution of solute concentration. The corresponding analytical solution for the
concentration distribution in the absence of reaction is given by:

c0(x, t) =
m0√

4πDmt
exp (− x2

4πDm
) (20)

By integrating the square of Equation (20) over all domains, the corresponding concentration
second moment can be expressed as:

∫
Ω

c0(x, t)2dΩ =
m2

0√
8πDmt

= M0(t) (21)

From Equation (18), the analytical 1D SDR solution can thus be expressed as:

χ0(t) = −1
2

dM0(t)
dt

=
1
8

m2
0√

2πDm
t−

3
2 (22)

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Model Setup

In this study, the water with standard properties at 20 ◦C (e.g., ρ = 998.2 kg/m3 and
μ = 1.002 × 10−3 Pa·s) was used to saturate the void space in the fractures. The typical conservative
solute transport (e.g., Cl− in water) and the corresponding Dm = 2.03 × 10−9m2/s were assumed
depending on the reference of [47]. The matrix of the fracture was assumed impermeable and the
rough fracture walls were considered as non-slip boundaries. As background flow, the steady-state
flow was induced by a given pressure drop over the entire fracture. The solved flow field serves as the
input for the transient solute transport model. The flow field and transient solute transport models
based on Equations (10)–(16) were implemented in the COMSOL Multiphysics package version 5.2
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(COMSOL Inc., Burlington, MA, USA) using the Galerkin finite-element method [48]. In order to
ensure numerical stability and accuracy, the fracture domain was discretized into ~152,000 triangular
elements. The number of triangular elements was determined by the mesh independence analysis.
Under the same pressure gradient (−∇p = 185 Pa/m), the steady-state flow rate changes about 0.95%
(from 9.550 ×10−4m3/s to 9.641 ×10−4m3/s) as the number of triangular elements increases by about
104% (from 152,000 to 310,000). This indicates that 152,000 triangular elements are sufficient to provide
stable and accurate numerical results.

The Peclet number, Pe = τD/τa = ub/Dm, was defined by the ratio of the characteristic diffusion

time (τD = b
2
/Dm) to the characteristic advection time (τa = b/u) where the u is the mean flow

velocity in the fractures. In each simulation, three different Pe values (Pe = 10, Pe = 100, and Pe = 1000)
were considered. Without loss of generality, Figure 4 shows the flow fields in variable-aperture and
constant-aperture fractures for a self-affine fracture wall with H = 0.6 and Pe = 1000. Figure 5 shows
the results for both constant-aperture and variable-aperture fractures when the Pe is set as 1000 and
Hurst exponent is equal to 0.6.

 

Figure 4. The flow fields in variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures with H = 0.6 for Pe = 1000.

Figure 5. The solute transport in variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures with H = 0.6 for
Pe = 1000.

9
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3.2. Influence of the Roughness of Fracture Walls on the Temporal Behavior of the Global SDR

To investigate the influence of the roughness of fracture walls on the temporal behavior of
the global SDR, the conservative solute transport in self-affine rough fractures with different Hurst
exponents and Peclet number values were simulated. Figure 6 shows the evolution of SDR in the
constant-aperture fracture and variable-aperture fracture for Hurst exponents of 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 and
Peclet number values of 10, 100, and 1000. In Figure 6, the time is normalized by the characteristic
advection time τa and the temporal SDR χ(t) is normalized by χ0(τa). It can be seen from Figure 6
that the SDR in general decreases with time for all conditions considered. The temporal evolution of
the SDR in the variable-aperture fracture fluctuates more than that in the constant-aperture fracture.
This indicates that the spatial distribution of local apertures and the corresponding spatial changes in
velocity have a significant influence on the temporal evolution of the SDR. Since mixing is the only
process of solute mass exchange between the different streamlines, the distribution of streamlines
significantly impacts the mixing [8]. In the constant-aperture fracture, the streamlines are uniform over
the entire fracture, whereas the streamlines in the variable-aperture fracture are deformed and bent
due to the spatial distribution of local apertures (see Figure 4). The deformed and bent streamlines lead
to changes in the transverse concentration gradients during transport along the fracture. In contrast,
in the constant-aperture fractures, the transverse concentration gradients are smoothed out by diffusion

after the characteristic diffusion time (i.e., > b
2
/Dm). In addition, the trend in the temporal evolution

of the SDR for the variable-aperture fractures reveals that the magnitude of this fluctuation is affected
by the Hurst exponent. For the smaller Hurst exponents (H = 0.6 and H = 0.7), the fluctuation of the
SDR around the corresponding power-law fitting line exists over the entire interval of the transport
time. However, the fluctuation is much less when H = 0.8 for t < 10τa.

   

 

Figure 6. Cont.
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Figure 6. Scalar dissipation rate estimated in the constant-aperture fracture (a–c) and variable-aperture
fracture (d–f) with H = 0.6, 0.7, and 0.8 for Pe = 10, 100, and 1000, respectively.

Each SDR in Figure 6 was fitted with a power-law function of the dimensionless time over the
entire temporal range (10−1 < t/τa < 103). For both constant-aperture and variable-aperture fractures,
the SDR scaling for a given Peclet number is generally independent of the Hurst exponent of the fracture
wall, while the Peclet number has a significant influence on the SDR scaling. When the Hurst exponent
ranges from H = 0.6 to H = 0.8 the exponents in the power law fit are very similar for a particular
Peclet number value in both constant-aperture and variable-aperture fractures. For one-dimensional
fractures, the analytical SDR scaling follows the Fickian scaling χ(t) ∝ t−1.5, as shown in Equation (22).
Thus, as per the definition by Le Borgne et al. [31], the results in Figure 6 indicate that the SDR scaling
is non-Fickian and the exponent of the best-fit power law equation for the SDR increases as the Peclet
number decreases. This indicates that predicting the temporal evolution of the SDR over the entire
temporal range in both constant-aperture and variable-aperture fractures using the one-dimensional
analytical SDR scaling is inappropriate as this underpredicts the SDR, especially for the cases with the
high Peclet number. Furthermore, it can be seen from Figure 6a–c that in constant-aperture fractures,
for a given Peclet number, the results are similar for H = 0.6, H = 0.7, and H = 0.8. This implies that
the roughness of the self-affine fracture walls, as characterized by Hurst exponent, is not a dominant
influence on the temporal evolution of the SDR in the constant-aperture fractures. In contrast, as
shown in Figure 6d–f, for a given Peclet number, the exponent of the best-fitting power law decreases
as the Hurst exponent increases and spatial correlation increases.

The characteristic of the mixing can be seen from the SDR scaling over the different temporal
ranges. For the cases with Pe = 10 and Pe = 100 in both constant-aperture and variable-aperture
fractures, the SDR scaling is approximately Fickian at late time (t > 10τa), but becomes non-Fickian for
the temporal range examined for Pe = 1000. The transition time between the Fickian and non-Fickian
temporal evolution of the SDR is important for predicting the mixing process. Before the transition time,
the temporal evolution of the SDR shows non-Fickian mixing behavior [31,49]. In constant-aperture
fractures (see Figure 6a–c) the transition time increases as the Peclet number increases while the
transition time is insensitive to the Hurst exponent. For the cases with Pe = 100 the corresponding
transition time is equal to 30τa, whereas for the cases with Pe = 1000 it is more than 100τa. In the
variable-aperture fractures, both the Hurst exponent and the Peclet number influence the transition
time. It fails to capture the exact transition time for the cases with Pe = 1000 due to the limitation of
fracture length scale. For a given Peclet number and Hurst exponent, the occurrence of non-Fickian
mixing in fractures depends on both the aperture distribution and the fracture length scale.
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3.3. Validity of Predicting Global SDR from the Longitudinal SDR

Since Taylor’s work [23,50] demonstrated that solute transport in an asymmetrical shear flow
field can be reduced to a one-dimensional dispersion process by using a longitudinal effective
dispersion coefficient, this idea has been proven useful and effective among a wide range of fields
and applications [37,51–54]. The spatially variable velocity field dominates the behavior of solute
spreading process, while the local diffusion process can smooth concentration gradients at the same
time. These two coupled processes lead to the incomplete mixing inside the plume and reflect the
fact that the mixing can be considered as a result of both the local diffusion and solute spreading.
Le Borgne et al. [31] pointed out that the incomplete mixing inside the plume, which generates
the concentration gradients in the transverse direction, results in the non-Fickian scaling of mixing.
Bolster et al. [7] distinguished the two coupled process of mixing by expressing the concentration
as the sum of the average of the concentration over the transverse cross-section and the deviation
about it. In order to investigate the validity of predicting the global SDR by the longitudinal SDR
in both constant-aperture and variable-aperture fractures, the method in [31] was used to obtain the
mean longitudinal concentration projected in the transverse direction c(x, t) and then calculate the
longitudinal SDR:

c(x, t) =

∫ b(x)
0 c(x, t)dx

b(x)
(23)

The validity of predicting the global SDR by the longitudinal SDR can be evaluated by comparing
the longitudinal SDR to the global SDR. The longitudinal SDR can also be considered as the contribution
of the transverse concentration gradients to the global SDR. For the cases in the constant-aperture
fractures, Figure 7 shows the global SDR estimated from the full concentration field and the longitudinal
SDR estimated from Equation (23). In general, regardless of the influence of the Hurst exponent and
Peclet number, the temporal evolution of the longitudinal and global SDR both decrease as power-law
functions of time. For the cases with Pe = 10, the longitudinal SDR is very close to the global SDR, which
indicates that the longitudinal SDR is capable of predicting the global SDR in the constant-aperture
fractures. This also reveals that the transverse concentration gradients, in this case, do not play
a dominant role in global mixing. Thus, both of the longitudinal and global SDR follow Fickian scaling
(χ(t) ∝ t−1.5).

 

Figure 7. Cont.
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Figure 7. The global SDR estimated from the full concentration field and the longitudinal SDR estimated
from the average of the concentration over the transverse cross-section in the constant-aperture fractures
with the Hurst exponent H = 0.6 (a), H = 0.7 (b), and H = 0.8 (c) for the Pe = 10, 100, and 1000.

For the cases with Pe = 100 and Pe = 1000, the longitudinal SDR is smaller than the global
SDR for most of the temporal range, indicating that the longitudinal SDR underpredicts the global
SDR at that time. In contrast to the cases with Pe = 10, the transverse concentration gradients are
relatively large and make significant contributions to the temporal evolution of the global SDR. As the
transverse concentration gradients decrease due to diffusion, the concentration distribution inside the
plume becomes more homogeneous. The characteristic time for diffusion smoothing the transverse
concentration gradients depends on the Peclet number. For the case with Pe = 100, the longitudinal SDR
gradually converges towards the global SDR around t/τa = 100, which implies that the longitudinal
SDR appears to be valid for predicting the global SDR when the influence of transverse concentration
gradients becomes negligible. Moreover, Figure 7 shows that the Hurst exponent has little influence
on the relationship between the longitudinal and the global SDR. These results indicate that in the
constant-aperture fractures, the Hurst exponent is not a dominant factor in the development of
transverse concentration gradients.

To predict the global SDR from the longitudinal SDR, it is essential that the temporal evolution of
the longitudinal SDR has the same tendency as the global SDR, which implies that the longitudinal
concentration second moment should decrease as a power-law function of time. This would be true
for the cases in the constant-aperture fracture, however, it is not necessary in the variable-aperture
fractures where the abruptly changing aperture leads to the convergence of streamlines. The temporal
evolutions of both the longitudinal and global concentration second moments in the variable-aperture
fractures were investigated. The longitudinal and global concentration second moments is associated
with the temporal evolutions of longitudinal and global SDR, respectively, as shown in Figure 8. Unlike
the temporal evolution of the global concentration second moment, the temporal evolution of the
longitudinal concentration second moment does not follow a strictly monotonic decrease with time for
all conditions considered. Consequently, the longitudinal SDR in the variable-aperture fractures has
a negative value (corresponding to the discontinuities in the lines in Figure 8b,d,f) though this is not
possible as per the definition of Equation (16). This negative longitudinal SDR results from the fact
that the longitudinal concentration second moment increases when the plume is transported in the
small-aperture regions. For conservative solute transport, the mixing is an irreversible process and
associates with the entropy of the mixing system towards its maximum. Although the longitudinal
SDR generally decrease as a power-law function of time in the variable-aperture fractures, the negative
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value in SDR is physically meaningless. Therefore, predicting the global SDR by the longitudinal SDR
is inappropriate in the variable-aperture fractures.

 

 

 

Figure 8. (a,c,e) represent the global concentration second moment estimated from the full
concentration field and the longitudinal concentration second moment estimated from the average
of the concentration over the transverse cross-section in the variable-aperture fractures with H = 0.6,
H = 0.7, and H = 0.8, respectively. (b,d,f) represent the global SDR estimated from the full concentration
field and the longitudinal SDR estimated from the average of the concentration over the transverse
cross-section in the variable-aperture fractures with the Hurst exponent H = 0.6, H = 0.7, and H = 0.8
for the Pe = 10, 100, and 1000, respectively.
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4. Summary and Conclusions

In this work, the successive random additions technique was applied to generate the 2D self-affine
fracture wall for both the variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures. The Hurst exponent of
the generated 2D fracture wall was determined by the statistical analysis of the surface heights of the
dolomite rock. Although there was no contact area (zero-aperture zone) in the generated 2D fractures,
the simulations of conservative solute through variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures
highlighted the influence of the Hurst exponent and Peclet number on the temporal mixing behavior.
It was found that, as in porous media, the SDR, decreased as a power-law function of time, and was
characteristic of the mixing in both variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures. The Peclet
number had a significant influence on the temporal evolution of the SDR. The variable-aperture
distribution led to the local fluctuation of the temporal evolution of the SDR, even for the small
Pe. For both the variable-aperture and constant-aperture fractures, as the Peclet number increased,
the exponent of the best-fitting power law for SDR scaling decreased significantly, indicating that the
relatively large Peclet number enhanced the mixing process.

The influence of Hurst exponent on the temporal evolution of the SDR was dependent on the
Peclet number and the aperture distribution. For the constant-aperture fracture, the influence of
Hurst exponent on the temporal evolution of the SDR become negligible when the Peclet number was
relatively small. The transition time between Fickian and non-Fickian mixing process was sensitive to
the Hurst exponent, Peclet number, aperture distribution, and fracture lengh scale. For a given Peclet
number and Hurst exponent, the occurrence of the non-Fickian mixing in fractures was dependent on
the aperture distribution and the fracture length scale.

Comparisons of the longitudinal and global SDR showed that the global SDR could be predicted
from the longitudinal SDR for Peclet number values of 100 or less in the constant-aperture fracture,
independent of the value of the Hurst exponent for the self-affine fracture wall. However, for Peclet
number of 1000, the longitudinal SDR would overpredict the global SDR. For the variable-aperture
fracture, predicting the global SDR from the longitudinal SDR was inappropriate for all Peclet number
and Hurst exponents investigated due to the non-monotonic increases of the longitudinal concentration
second moment, which resulted in the physically meaningless SDR (i.e., negative SDR).

This study provides new insights into the temporal mixing behavior in self-affine fractures.
However, the results for the validity of predicting the global SDR from the longitudinal SDR needs to
be extended and tested in 3D real fractures with a comparison with experimental data, particularly
to determine the influence of contact area (zero-aperture zone) and preferential flow on the SDR.
In addition, the complex flow field (i.e., turbulent flow) in fractures would have a significant influence
on the temporal mixing behavior, which also needs to be considered.
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Nomenclature

b(x) The local aperture of the fracture
b The distance normal to the mean plane
c The solute concentration
c(x, t) The mean longitudinal concentration projected in the transverse direction
d0 The shear displacement distance along the horizontal direction
Dm The molecular diffusion coefficient
H Hurst exponent
hx The horizontal distance
L The length of the whole fracture
ΔL The width of injected solute
m0 The mass of injected solute
M2(t) The concentration second moment
n The normal direction to the outlet boundary
Pe Peclet number
p The fluid pressure
S1(x) The top fracture wall
S2(x) The bottom fracture wall
t Time
u The velocity vector
W The width of fracture in the out of plane direction
x∗L The initial injection location of the solute mass
Z(x) A function of independent variable x
λ Scaling factor
μ The dynamic viscosity
ρ The density of fluid
σ2(λ) The variance
σ2

λhx
The variance of increments with the distances λhx

σ2
hx

The variance of increments with the distances λ

σb The standard deviation of the aperture
τD The CHARACTERISTIC diffusion time
τa The characteristic advection time
χ(t) The scalar dissipation rate
χ0(t) The analytical 1D SDR solution
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Abstract: The coupling between hydraulic and mechanical processes in rock joints has significantly
influenced the properties and applications of rock mass in many engineering fields. In this study,
a series of regular shear tests and shear-flow coupled tests were conducted on artificial joints with
sawtooth asperities. Shear deformation, strength, and seepage properties were comprehensively
analyzed to reveal the influence of joint roughness, normal stress, and seepage pressure on shear-flow
coupled behavior. The results indicate that the shear failure mode, which can be divided into
sliding and cutting, is dominated by joint roughness and affected by the other two factors under
certain conditions. The seepage process makes a negative impact on shear strength as a result of the
mutual reinforcing of offsetting and softening effects. The evolution of hydraulic aperture during
the shear-flow coupled tests embodies a consistent pattern of four stages: shear contraction, shear
dilation, re-contraction, and stability. The permeability of joint sample is considerably enlarged with
the increase of joint roughness, but decreases with the addition of normal stress.

Keywords: artificial joint rock; shear-flow coupled test; hydraulic aperture; roughness;
seepage pressure

1. Introduction

The strength and deformability of rock joints have been the subjects of numerous investigations,
in design and analysis of underground structures, foundation, slope stability, and risk assessment of
underground disposal [1–3]. The coupling between hydraulic and mechanical processes in rock joints,
as one of these subjects, has received wide attention, since a series of events, including dam failures,
landslides, and injection-induced earthquakes, were believed to result from it [4–6].

Performing laboratory coupled stress-flow tests is an effective way to study the coupled stress-flow
characteristics of rock joint [7]. Iwai [8] presented a one-dimensional model where a rough fracture
consists of a series of wedge-shaped increments. Raven and Gale [9] studied the effect of changes in
sample size on the normal stress-permeability properties of natural fractures. Durham and Bonner [10]
characterized the hydraulic behavior of joints under conditions where fluid migrates. These early
studies were limited to investigating the effect of normal loading on fluid flow through rock fractures.

The mutual effects of normal and shear stress on fractures with fluid flow were considered in
further studies. Singh [11] measured the permeability of sandstone using triaxial tests, proposing that
permeability changed as a function of differential stress. Some studies have been dedicated to jointed
rock behavior under triaxial undrained conditions, including pore water pressure behavior, with or
without infilled joints [12,13]. Chen [14] investigated the effects of normal stress on the mechanical
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and hydraulic behavior of fractures. Liu [15] analyzed the relationships between aperture and triaxial
stresses, and developed coupled models of seepage and triaxial stresses. Although these investigations
involved seepage of rock fractures subjected to three-dimensional stresses, which is more appropriate,
the effect of shear stress on the jointed rock has not been involved.

In the past decades, numerous studies have been performed to investigate the shear behavior
of rock joints under different conditions: constant normal load (CNL) and constant normal stiffness
(CNS) [16–20]. However, the seepage behavior coupling with stress was not comprehensively involved
in these studies. A series of shear-flow coupling tests were carried out by Jiang et al., with some
empirical relations proposed [21–24], but they did not investigate the influence of water pressure on
permeability characteristics. Olsson and Barton [25] carried out a shear-flow coupled test under low
seepage pressure, and studied the influence of joint dilatancy on the joint width. Shi [26] introduced
a new sealing system of shear box to achieve higher hydraulic pressure shear-flow coupled tests on
jointed rock samples. They developed an empirical equation for obtaining the shear strength of jointed
rocks experiencing a higher seepage pressure.

Studies on the interaction of high water pressure, joint roughness coefficients, and normal stress
in the shear-flow coupled tests are still few, due to various reasons. In this paper, direct shear tests and
shear-flow coupled tests, with different joint roughness, normal stresses, and seepage pressures, were
performed to investigate the shear behavior of joint rock, choosing sawtooth surface as a simplification
of the natural structure planes. The mechanisms of shear strength, seepage process, and shear failure
modes under different conditions are compared and evaluated. The results could improve the basis
work for studying the mechanics and hydraulic characteristics of jointed rock mass, thus providing
certain engineering application value for problems in underground cavern excavation, reservoir,
mining, dam, and other fields.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Test Equipment

The regular shear tests and shear-flow coupled tests were both carried out on the digit-control
shear-flow coupled test system, as shown in Figure 1, which was developed by Tongji University
and manufactured by Digit-Control Technology Company of Changsha YaXing [27]. The test system
mainly includes four parts: servo control unit, normal and tangential loading system, sealed shear box,
and seepage loading system. The servo control unit is characterized by rapid speed, high measurement
precision, and short feedback time, which can realize the control mode of constant normal load (CNL).
The largest normal and tangential stress is 30 MPa, with the measuring accuracy of 1%; the largest
deformation measurement range is 25 mm, with the measuring accuracy of ±0.5%.

The maximum shear deformation along the shear flow direction is 15 mm and the maximum
seepage pressure is 3 MPa. The joint sample was placed in the middle of the sealed shear box. During
the test, the water was pumped from a water tank and flowed into the joint through water inlet under
the set pressure. The outflow of the water was collected and weighted. Three sensors were set on the
water outlet for averaging to reduce errors.
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of shear-flow coupled test system.

2.2. Sample Preparation

Considering that this study was a fundamental research study, artificial joint samples made of
plaster were used to simulate the natural rock structure. Plaster and water were mixed in the ratio of 4:1
by weight, which was based on a previous study [28]. The plaster material could be easily molded into
any shape and size, and was ideal for modelling rock samples with low to medium strength [18,19].

To meet the requirement of the shear-flow coupled test system, cylindrical samples with a
circular shear surface (φ200 mm × 150 mm) were needed. Some previous studies investigated the
hydromechanical properties of joint rock, using cylindrical samples, but with different scales or
structures [11,13,14,26,29]. Before the preparation of samples, the molds, as shown in Figure 2, were
cleaned and smeared with Vaseline, to ensure successful knockout. The mix of plaster and water was
poured into the molds to be solidified for about 30 min, and then left undisturbed for 8 h after being
taken out. Then, a hole (φ5 mm) was drilled in the center of the samples as the injection hole of the
radiation flow.

 

Figure 2. Molds for sample preparation.
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Four kinds of samples were prepared: intact samples, samples with smooth profiles, and rough
profiles consisting of triangular asperities with either 15◦ or 30◦ inclination angles. Details of these
profiles are shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that the results of angles greater than 45◦ are symmetrical
with the results of angles less than 45◦. Additionally, a previous similar study suggested that the shear
properties of the joint with this morphology showed uniqueness when the angle is around 20◦, while
the cases of 30◦ and 45◦ did not show much difference [28]. Therefore, the characteristics of artificial
joints samples of joint roughness of 0◦, 15◦, 30◦ were studied. In an earlier study, Dove and Frost [30]
introduced a roughness parameter, R = As/A0, where As is the actual area of the surface, and A0 is
the projected area of the surface. In our experiments, this roughness parameter can be calculated as
R = sin θ + cos θ, where θ is the sawtooth angle and 0◦ < θ < 90◦. Therefore, the angle of the asperity
was used to represent the roughness of joint surface in this paper, and the roughness increased as
this angle increased. The uniaxial compressive strength of these samples was about 25 MPa, obtained
though uniaxial compression tests. The regular shear tests were performed to obtain the shear strength
parameters of intact samples, which were shown in Table 1.

Figure 3. Diagram of artificial joint samples: (a) joint roughness is 0◦; (b) joint roughness is 15◦; (c) joint
roughness is 30◦ (unit: mm).

Table 1. Shear strength parameters of intact cylindrical specimens.

Normal Stress (MPa) 1.5 2.5 3.5 4.5 C = 1.62 MPa
ϕ0 = 32◦

Shear Strength (MPa) 2.23 2.63 3.03 3.44

2.3. Testing Scheme

In both shear tests and shear-flow coupled tests, the normal stresses were chosen to be 1.5 MPa and
2.5 MPa, which were approximately the overburden pressures of the rock masses with burial depths of
60 m and 100 m, respectively. All the tests were performed with the maximum shear displacement of
20 mm, and the shear rate of 2 mm/s.

Three groups of samples with different artificial joint surface were subjected to regular shear
testing, and each group has two samples for the two levels of normal stress. In regular shear tests,
the normal stress was applied on the sample to the predefined value, and remained for 5 min to
ensure the normal stress was stable, and then the shear stress was applied until the sample failed.
As for shear-flow coupled tests, the samples were divided into three groups according to different joint
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roughness, and six samples in each group. When the normal stress was stable, the seepage pressure
was applied to the predefined value, which was 0.5 MPa, 1.0 MPa, and 1.5 MPa. Being set through the
pressure gauge, as shown in Figure 1, this pressure represented the pressure of the water inlet, namely,
the pressure of radiant point on the joint surface. Since the joint surface pressure was impossible to
measure directly, the water pressure of radiant point was considered as the mean pressure of joint
surface. Although the flow form was radiation, theoretically, the water mostly flowed along the joint
surface during the experiments, especially when the seepage pressure is small. Basically, the direction
of fluid velocity is parallel to the asperities. As the outlet radiant flow was stable, the shear stress was
then applied until the sample failed.

In both shear tests and shear-flow coupled tests, the changing values of shear stress with the
increase of shear displacement were documented for further analysis. In order to calculate the
hydraulic aperture, it was necessary to measure the seepage amount during the shear-flow coupled
tests. The method for obtaining the seepage volume was to stop the test every displacement of 1 mm
and measure the volume of water flowing out within 30 s at the outlet of the test system.

3. Results of Shear Tests

3.1. Shear Deformation Curves

The regular shear tests under two levels of normal stress were carried out on the joint samples
with different sawtooth angles. Figure 4 shows the shear deformation curves of these tests. The failure
mode of shearing can be obtained by analyzing the shear deformation curves. As shown in Figure 4a,
when the joint roughness is 0◦, the shear displacement curve is a typical sliding failure mode, showing
obvious sliding characteristics, which includes two regions: the shear dilatancy area and the sliding
area. As the normal stress increases, the deformation curves keep a similar shape, while the peak shear
stress and the residual shear stress increase. Take Figure 4c, for example: the peak stress varies from
0.93 MPa to 1.60 MPa when the normal stress increases to 2.5 MPa; meanwhile, the residual shear
stress varies from 0.54 MPa to 0.79 MPa.

In Figure 4b, when the joint roughness is 15◦, the shear deformation curves of the joint surface
under the normal stress of 1.5 MPa and 2.5 MPa show multiple cutting types. It can be seen that a
sliding stage occurs after the initial shear dilatancy area, and then the shear stress rapidly decreases
with the increase of deformation. After a fluctuant valley, the shear stress grows slowly until the
second peak stress appears. Then, it swiftly falls without a sliding stage and begins to repeat this
process. The second peak stress is even larger than the first one in the condition of smaller normal
stress. This phenomenon illustrates that the shear failure is sliding failure mode before the first batch
of sawteeth are sheared, and the subsequent shear is cutting type, until the wear and destruction of
joint surface reach a threshold.

 

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Shear deformation curves of joint surfaces with different roughness under different normal
stresses: (a) joint roughness is 0◦; (b) joint roughness is 15◦; (c) joint roughness is 30◦.

As for the condition of larger sawtooth angle, 30◦, it can be observed from Figure 4c that the shear
deformation curve also exhibits multiple cutting mode with a short sliding stage when the normal
stress is 1.5 MPa. However, the one with larger normal stress of 2.5 MPa does not display a sliding
stage after the dilatancy area, but decreases quickly. This indicates that the cutting type failure will be
more significant with the increase of normal stress.

It is obvious that the roughness of the joint surface and the normal stress mutually affect the shear
failure mode. When the joint surface is smooth, the shear failure is totally in sliding mode. However,
when it is rough with a number of high sawteeth, the failure mode tends to change to cutting type.
The larger the normal stress is, the bigger this kind of tendency is. The increase of the roughness,
meaning the enlargement of the sawtooth, results in a more remarkably interlaced occlusion effect of
the contact area, leading to higher strength and more possibility for cutting failure.

3.2. Shear Strength

Shear strength parameters are listed in Table 2, using peak shear strengths obtained from direct
shear tests and corresponding normal stresses. In this study, two levels of normal stress are selected.
Previous studies have been performed to investigate the shear behavior of joint samples made of
similar materials, so the strength parameters in our study are obtained, comprehensively, based on
shear tests and other similar studies [26,28].

Table 2. Shear strength parameters of joint samples with different roughness.

Roughness Normal Stress (MPa) Shear Strength (MPa) Cohesion (MPa) Friction Angle (◦)

0◦
1.5 0.77

0.30 17.222.5 1.08

15◦
1.5 0.80

0.08 30.542.5 1.39

30◦
1.5 0.93

0.07 33.822.5 1.60

In Table 2, it is notable that the friction angle increases remarkably as the roughness of joint
surface increases. This result is consistent with the observations from shear deformation curves
(Figure 4). As the roughness of joint surface increases, the shear failure mode is inclined to cutting
type, which allows the interlaced occlusion effect of contact area increasing. In the plaster—plaster
interfaces, the ductile and destructive behavior of asperities is proven to have an important influence
on the shear strength [19,31]. As a result of the enlargement of the sawtooth, the friction angle reflected
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from tests is becoming larger. Therefore, the increasing occurrence of cutting mode will result in a
larger shear strength, with the addition of joint sawtooth angle.

4. Results of Shear-Flow Coupled Tests

4.1. Shear Deformation Curves of Shear-Flow Coupled Tests

The shear-flow coupled tests were performed on joints samples under two levels of normal stress
and three levels of seepage pressure. Figure 5 shows the shear deformation curves with different
roughness under different seepage pressures when the normal stress is 1.5 MPa. The curves with the
same roughness exhibit the similar pattern. In Figure 5a, under different seepage pressures, the shear
stress stays stable after an initial increase, showing the typical characters of sliding failure mode. When
the sawtooth angle is 15◦, a short stage of sliding mode occurs before the cutting process in Figure 5b.
However, the sliding process disappears with the increase of joint roughness, as shown in Figure 5c.
After the dilatancy area, the shear stresses increase rapidly until the cutting failure when the sawtooth
angle is 30◦. Comparing with the results of the regular shear tests, it can be found that the seepage
pressure does not have obvious effect on the shear failure mode when the normal stress is small.

 

Figure 5. Shear deformation curves of joint surfaces under different seepage pressures when normal
stress is 1.5 MPa: (a) joint roughness is 0◦; (b) joint roughness is 15◦; (c) joint roughness is 30◦.

Figure 6 gives the shear deformation curves of joint surfaces with different roughness values
under different seepage pressures when normal stress is 2.5 MPa. The shear deformation curves with
the same roughness show very similar characteristics. The exception appears after the dilatancy area
when the joint sawtooth angle is 15◦. When the seepage pressure is 0.5 MPa or 1.0 MPa, a small cutting
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area occurs after the dilatancy (Figure 6b); as the seepage pressure increases to 1.5 MPa, the failure
mode changes from cutting to sliding mode at the first peak strength. However, the curves in Figure 6c
do not display this feature. It seems that larger seepage pressure contributes to the occurrence of sliding
failure when the normal stress is higher, while the increase of roughness is helpful for the occurrence
of cutting failure. The impact of roughness exceeds the effect of seepage pressure in Figure 6c, so that
cutting failure is prevailing, even with the high seepage pressure.

 

Figure 6. Shear deformation curves of joint surfaces under different seepage pressures when normal
stress is 2.5 MPa: (a) joint roughness is 0◦; (b) joint roughness is 15◦; (c) joint roughness is 30◦.

In summary, it can be found that the increase of seepage pressure results in the reduction of peak
shear strength and residual shear strength, in Figures 5 and 6. The shear failure mode changes from
sliding to cutting type with the increase of joint roughness, while the increasing seepage pressure has
an opposite effect when the normal stress is 2.5 MPa. Comparing Figure 5 with Figure 6, it can be
summarized that the normal stress only contributes to the change of peak shear strength, and has no
effect on the shear failure mode.

In shear-flow coupled tests, the displacements at the peak strength are extracted and plotted
in Figure 7. Figure 7a shows the displacements corresponding to the peak shear strength under the
normal stress of 1.5 MPa. When the seepage pressure is 0.5 MPa, it can be seen that the displacements
corresponding to the peak shear strength are almost same for different joint roughness. However, for
the larger seepage pressure of 1.0 MPa and 1.5 MPa, the peak shear strengthes with the roughness of
15◦ are obtained at the largest displacements. This phenomenon indicates that the sliding or cutting
failure is less likely to happen with the sawtooth angle of 15◦ when the seepage pressure is large, while
this influence of joint roughness can be neglected when the seepage pressure is small (0.5 MPa).
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Figure 7b shows the displacement values corresponding to the peak shear stresses under the
normal stress of 2.5 MPa. Like those in Figure 7a, the displacements corresponding to the peak stresses
for the sawtooth angle of 15◦ are the largest, even including the one under the seepage pressure of
0.5 MPa. This may suggest that the increase of normal stress highlights the role of joint roughness.
Further study is needed to explain why the angle of 15◦ is special in the shear-flow coupled tests.

 

Figure 7. Displacements corresponding to the peak shear stresses under different seepage pressures:
(a) normal stress is 1.5 MPa; (b) normal stress is 2.5 MPa.

4.2. Shear Strength of Shear-Flow Coupled Tests

The shear strength in the shear-flow coupled tests is generally controlled by the roughness, normal
stress, and seepage pressure. The shear strength parameters with different roughness and seepage
pressures are listed in Table 3. According to the results of regular shear tests, the friction angle increases
as the roughness increase. However, in shear-flow coupled tests, the friction angle decreases rapidly
with the increase of roughness and seepage pressure, as seen in Table 3.

Table 3. Shear strength parameters of joint samples with different roughness and seepage pressures.

Roughness Seepage Pressure (MPa)
Shear Stress (MPa)

Cohesion (MPa) Friction Angle (◦)
σ = 1.5 MPa σ = 2.5 MPa

0◦
0.5 0.65 1.06 0.03 22.29
1.0 0.55 0.93 0.02 20.81
1.5 0.47 0.64 0.21 9.65

15◦
0.5 0.57 0.92 0.04 19.29
1.0 0.48 0.63 0.25 8.53
1.5 0.40 0.50 0.25 5.71

30◦
0.5 0.56 1.07 0.20 27.02
1.0 0.44 0.82 0.13 20.80
1.5 0.30 0.58 0.12 15.64

It can be speculated that the reason for the decrease of shear strength caused by seepage pressure
is that this pressure counteracts the effect of normal stress. Furthermore, the seepage process can
apparently soften the plaster–plaster interface to damage the original sawtooth structure. This softening
effect, which will enhance with the increase of seepage pressure, has been reported by previous
studies [26,32]. The mutually reinforcing of offsetting and softening eventually ruins the structure of
the joint surface, leading to the quick decrease of shear strength.

The photos of failed joint in the shear-flow coupled tests when normal stress is 2.5 MPa and
joint roughness is 15◦ are selected to illustrate the failure morphology, as shown in Figure 8. It can
be observed that when the seepage pressure is 0.5 MPa (Figure 8a), the joint surface with the traces
of cutting shear is almost intact, while obvious characteristics of sliding shear can be found under
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larger seepage pressure in Figure 8b,c. In Figure 8c, some sludge regions can be clearly observed under
seepage pressure of 1.5 MPa, which reflects the existence of the softening effect. An intact area in the
center of each surface occurs because the contact region will become smaller as the shear test proceeds,
due to the cylindrical shape of samples.

Figure 8. Photos of joint surface after the shear-flow coupled tests when normal stress is 2.5 MPa and
joint roughness is 15◦: (a) Wp = 0.5 MPa; (b) Wp = 1.0 MPa; (c) Wp = 1.5 MPa.

4.3. Analysis of Seepage Properties

In the shear-flow coupled field, the permeability of the joint samples can be represented by the
value of hydraulic aperture, which can be calculated using the so-called cubic law [33], with the results
obtained from the shear-flow coupled test. The cubic law is expressed as follows:

Q =
g
ν

we3

12
i, (1)

where Q is the flow rate; g is the acceleration of gravity; e is the hydraulic aperture; ν is the dynamic
viscosity coefficient; w is the width of the flow region; and i is the unit hydraulic gradient.

The hydraulic apertures of joint surfaces under following conditions are calculated: sawtooth
angle of 15◦/30◦, seepage pressure of 1.0 MPa, and normal stress of 1.5/2.5 MPa. Figure 9 displays
the hydraulic aperture curves under different normal stresses. It can be observed that these curves
have four stages as the shear deformation increases: shear contraction, shear dilation, re-contraction,
and stability. In the initial stage of shearing (Stage I), the shear displacement causes joint shrinkage,
and the hydraulic aperture of the joint decreases. The reason for this phenomenon is that the joint
surfaces are not completely meshed with cracks in the middle, and their initial hydraulic apertures are
not zero. Immediately after the adding of normal load, the joint surface has a tendency of compression
and closing. As the shearing progresses (Stage II), the dilations of the joint surfaces make the hydraulic
aperture increase rapidly [34]. Due to the sliding and cutting damage during the shearing process of
the 15◦ joint surfaces, their hydraulic apertures have some fluctuations with a second peak value in
stage III (Figure 9a). However, the shearing of 30◦ joint surfaces are dominated by the cutting failure
mode so that their hydraulic apertures decrease quickly as a result of the complete occlusal, even
destruction of sawteeth in stage III. As the tests progress, the contact surfaces become smooth, and
all the hydraulic apertures are almost no longer changed, reaching the residual hydraulic aperture
(stage IV).

The comparison of experimental results in Figure 9 reflects the influence of the surface morphology
on the mechanical aperture evolution. For a roughness of 15◦ (Figure 9a), a relatively larger void space
will be generated between the surfaces after the partial shearing. This will result in smaller values of
hydraulic apertures compared to those of 30◦. In general, when the shear displacement increases to
6–8 mm, the hydraulic aperture of the joints reaches the maximum value due to the effect of dilatancy.
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Figure 9. Hydraulic aperture curves under different normal stresses when seepage pressure is 1.0 MPa:
(a) joint roughness is 15◦; (b) joint roughness is 30◦.

The increasing normal stress leads to the decrease of hydraulic aperture, which represents the
decrease of permeability. This conclusion was demonstrated by many previous studies [11,15,35].
In our tests, the comparison between Figures 9a and 9b illustrates that the permeability of joint sample
is considerably enlarged by the increasing surface sawtooth angle. However, some previous studies
proved that roughness increases would decrease the fracture transmissivity, thus resulting in greater
resistance to flow, and finally, in lower conductivity of rough joints [22,36,37]. This discrepancy can be
explained by the significant softening effect of the seepage process, which brings severe damage to the
joint surfaces and makes the fracture transmissivity larger.

5. Conclusions

This study performed the regular shear tests and shear-flow coupled tests to comprehensively
consider the effect of roughness, normal stress, and seepage pressure on the shear process of artificial
joint rock samples. The major conclusions are as follows:

(1) In a dry environment, the roughness of joint surface has a significant influence on the shear failure
mode and strength. With the increase of the roughness, the failure mode of the joint changes from
sliding failure to cutting failure, and the shear strength becomes larger. The normal stress has
little influence on the failure mode of the joint surface when it is small, but has a notable effect
when large. With the increase of normal stress, it is less likely that sliding failure would occur.

(2) The seepage pressure has no obvious effect on the failure mode of the joint sample when the
normal stress is 1.5 MPa. However, the failure mode under the normal stress of 2.5 MPa varies
from cutting to sliding type as the seepage pressure increases. Under the normal stress of 2.5 MPa,
the mode of macroscopic failure depends on the mutual competition between roughness and
seepage pressure. The normal stress only contributes to the change of peak shear strength, and
has no effect on the shear failure mode in the shear-flow coupled test.

(3) The seepage process can clearly lower the shear strength of the joint sample. Moreover, this effect
will be more significant as the pressure increases. The internal mechanism for this phenomenon
is the mutual reinforcing of offsetting and softening effects.

(4) The evolution of hydraulic aperture during the shear-flow coupled test can be divided into four
stages: shear contraction, shear dilation, re-contraction, and stability. The permeability of joint
sample is considerably enlarging with the increasing surface sawtooth angle, but decreasing with
the addition of normal stress.
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Abstract: When the hard and thick key strata are located above the working face, the bed separation
structure is easy to be formed after mining because of the high strength and integrity of the hard
and thick key strata and the initial breaking step is large. After the hard, thick strata are broken,
the overburden will be largely collapsed and unstable in a large area and the dynamic disaster is
easily induced. In this study, considering the fundamental deformation and failure effect of coal
seam, the development law of the bed separation and the fractures under hard and thick magmatic
rocks and the mechanism of breaking induced disaster of hard and thick magmatic rocks are studied
by similar simulation tests. The results of the study are as follows: (1) The similar material ratio
of coal seam is obtained by low-strength orthogonal ratio test of similar materials of coal seam,
that is, cement:sand:water:activated carbon:coal = 6:6:7:1.1:79.9. (2) The magmatic rocks play a role
in shielding the development of the bed separation, which makes the bed separation beneath the
magmatic rock in an unclosed state for a long time, providing space for the accumulation of gas and
water. (3) The distribution pattern of the fracture zone shows different shapes as the advancing of
working face and the fracture zone width of the rear of working face coal wall is larger than that of the
front of the open-off. (4) The breaking of magmatic rocks will press the gas and water accumulated
in the bed separation space below to rush towards the working face along the fracture zone at both
ends of the goaf. The above results are verified through the drainage borehole gas jet accident in the
Yangliu coal mine. The research results are of great significance for revealing the occurrence process
of dynamic disasters and adopting scientific and reasonable preventive measures.

Keywords: hard and thick magmatic rocks; orthogonal ratio test; similar simulation; fracture;
bed separation; disaster-causing mechanism

1. Introduction

There are often magmatic rock intrusions in coal measures strata and the variation process and
occurrence state have great influence on mining safety [1–3]. When the overburden of the working
face contains tens of meters or even hundreds of meters of magmatic rock, due to the large thickness,
high strength, good integrity and large initial breaking step of the magmatic rock, the hard and thick
strata are suspended in the large area after the working face is mined and the lower bed separation
space is large, which is easy to cause the stress of the stope to be concentrated and its breaking
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and movement easily induces strong dynamic phenomena and even leads to dynamic disasters
such as mine shock, large surface subsidence, bed separation water, gas outburst, rock burst and
so on, which poses a serious threat to mine safety production, causing casualties and economic
losses [4–7]. Magmatic rocks are prevalent in most of Chinese mining areas, such as the Huaibei,
Yanzhou and Datong coal fields [8–10]. During the mining process, the hard and thick strata break
down, resulting in the occurrence of dynamic disasters. For example, in China, Huafeng coal mine is
covered with 400–800 m thick magmatic rocks and the abutment pressure during the mining process
is abnormal [11]. Since 1992, rockbursts have occurred tens of thousands of times and the maximum
magnitude is up to 2.9. The number of damage to the working face is 108 times, forcing the working
face to stop production 12 times, resulting in a total of 43 serious injuries and countless number of
roadway maintenance, adversely affecting social and economic benefits. During the mining process of
Huafeng mine, the surface subsidence has a jump growth after the breaking of the thick magmatic rock.
The collapse and cracks on the ground have severely damaged farmland and buildings. On 17 July 2011,
a gas jet occurred at the ground #2 drainage borehole from the 10,414 working face of the Yangliu mine
in China. During the gas jet period, the water outlet of 87# rack (borehole location) in the working
face was abnormal and the water inflow reached heights of up to 46 m3/h. The entire process lasted
33 h, with gas discharge of 166,383 m3 and the water inflow in the working face reached 7845.6 m3.
The analysis shows that the dynamic phenomena in the 10,414 working face, such as the gas jet from
drainage borehole and the roof water burst, are caused by high igneous rock collapse, which results in
the rapid closure of the bottom separation space and induces water-gas outburst. Therefore, it is of
great theoretical significance and application value for the control of rock strata and prevention and
control of dynamic disasters to study the evolution law of the mining induced bed separation and
fracture under the hard and thick magmatic rocks and to reveal the mechanism of the corresponding
dynamic disasters.

At present, many scholars have applied numerical simulation, theoretical analysis and on-site
observation methods to study the occurrence of dynamic disasters and overburden structures under
hard and thick strata for mining [12–16]. Guo studied the mechanism of the rock burst of hard and
thick upper strata and proposed the method of overburden bed separation grouting for controlling
rock bursts [17]. Taking the No.103up02 working face of Baodian coal mine as an engineering example,
according to the field measured microseismic data, Wu studied the law of the overlying hard and
thick sandstone breaking caused by the mining face and explained the relationship between the
microseismic data and the rock movement [18]. In view of the two layers of hard and thick strata
overlying the working face, microseismic monitoring was carried out on the site by Ning et al. and the
relationship between the fracture of hard thick rock strata and microseismic data was studied by using
the law of microseismic distribution and the prevention measures were proposed [19]. Jiang used
numerical simulation method to analyze the stress distribution characteristics, energy evolution law
of the working face and surface subsidence under hard and thick strata and found that the vertical
stress and energy reaches the maximum before the hard and thick strata break and the vertical stress
and energy decrease after the hard and thick strata break but the subsidence of the ground surface
increases sharply [11]. Based on the special geological conditions of two layers of hard and thick strata
overlying the working face of Yangliu coal mine, Xu used theoretical analysis to derive the analytical
formula of the fracture of hard and thick strata and verified the theoretical model by numerical
simulation and field data measurement. Based on the key strata theory and numerical simulation
method [20]. Wang et al. analyzed the fracture of hard sandstone roof and found that the coal and
gas dynamic disaster in the working face is caused by the fracture of hard and thick sandstone [21].
Based on the key strata theoretical analysis of strata movement, He et al. believed that the mine
pressure reaches the maximum when the key strata of the overburden fracture, which easily leads
to the occurrence of strong mine earthquake and rock burst [22]. Wang et al. analyzed gas disaster
characteristics and evolution rules under the igneous sill in the Haizi coal mine, and gas control
methods were proposed and tested [23]. Xuan et al. used UDEC numerical simulation to study the
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mining stress evolution law under magmatic rocks and explained the causes of coal and gas outburst
disaster from the perspective of stress [24]. In summary, the existing research uses field measurement,
theoretical analysis and numerical simulation to study and analyze the disaster mechanism and
breaking law of hard and thick strata in working face mining. Although the field measured data are
reliable, they cannot reflect the characteristics of bed separation development and fracture distribution
in the whole strata. Theoretical analysis is often based on field measurements and experimental results,
it is difficult to systematically analyze the development of the bed separation and the distribution of
fractures. Numerical simulation technology is currently the most widely used research technique and
some scholars have introduced stochastic modelling of crack propagation, discrete element method,
fracture toughness into numerical calculations and achieved good results [25–29]. But it also has some
shortcomings. For example, it is difficult to achieve true restoration in the simulation of overlying rock
movement process. The physical similar material simulation test can approach the real simulation
of the collapse movement, the bed separation development and the fracture formation process of
the overburden. However, in the physical similar simulation material test, the existing research
rarely considers the influence of the fundamental deformation and damage of the coal seam on the
overburden movement.

Therefore, in view of previous studies, the similar simulation test method is adopted in this study.
The ratio of similar materials in coal seam is firstly determined by the low-strength orthogonal ratio
test of the coal seam similar materials and then the law of the bed separation and fracture development
under the hard and thick magmatic rocks during the mining process is studied and analyzed and
finally the breaking mechanism of the hard and thick magmatic rocks is proposed, which is of great
significance to predict and prevent dynamic disasters of coal mining under the hard and thick strata.

2. Experimental Study on Low-Strength Orthogonal Ratio of Similar Materials in Coal Seam

2.1. Selection of Ratio Test Scheme

After investigating the existing similar material test ratios for simulating coal seams,
the aggregates are mainly coal fines or sand and the cement is mostly made of gypsum and cement [30].
Comparing the comprehensive investigation data, in order to choose a more reasonable ratio scheme,
coal fines, sand, activated carbon were chosen as aggregate, cement or gypsum as cement. First of
all, a preliminary strength test was performed on the cement and the gypsum and after the cement
was preferably used, an orthogonal test was performed. The test piece size was φ 50 mm × 100 mm.
The test piece making mold and some test pieces are shown in Figure 1. The test was carried out using
the Shimadzu electronic universal testing machine.

  

Figure 1. Test piece making mold and some test pieces.
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2.2. Low-Strength Orthogonal Ratio Test and Scheme Optimization

2.2.1. Cement Optimization

The test selected gypsum and cement as cement, respectively. After the test piece was finished,
the test piece was tested for strength. The test results are shown in Table 1. According to the similarity
theory, similarity ratio and mechanical properties of coal seams in similar simulation tests [31],
combined with the test results of Table 1, the low-strength of gypsum and cement can meet the
needs of the test. For different proportions of gypsum, uniaxial compressive strength was 85–118 kPa,
for different ratios of cement, uniaxial compressive strength was 114–456 kPa, which means that when
coal fines are used as the main aggregate, the strength of the test piece is stronger when cement is used
as cement. In order to meet the needs of the test coal body strength, this test used cement as a cement
for similar simulated test coal.

Table 1. Optimum test results of cement.

Test Number Cement (%) Sand (%) Water (%)
Activated Carbon

(%)
Coal (%)

Sand to Rubber
Ratio (%)

Density
(g·cm−3)

Uniaxial Compressive
Strength (kPa)

Gypsum #1 8 7 11 0.9 73.1 10.13 0.972 85
Gypsum #2 12 6 11 0.5 70.5 6.42 0.961 97
Gypsum #3 15 6 11 0.5 67.5 4.93 0.885 118
Gypsum #1 8 4 7 0.5 80.5 10.63 0.866 114
Gypsum #2 10 4 11 1.1 73.9 7.9 0.935 228
Gypsum #3 12 7 13 1.1 66.9 6.25 1.089 456

2.2.2. Orthogonal Ratio Test Scheme

Select the orthogonal test table of 5 factors and 4 levels (factors are cement, sand, water and
activated carbon, the fifth factor is empty, the proportion of coal is determined by the total mass ratio
of the above four factors) for orthogonal test. The ratio scheme and results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Low-strength orthogonal ratio test scheme for coal seam similar materials.

Factor Number Cement (%) Sand (%) Water (%)
Activated Carbon

(%)
Coal
(%)

Density
(g·cm−3)

Uniaxial Compressive
Strength (kPa)

Sand to
Rubber Ratio

1 6 5 11 0.7 77.3 0.917 96 13.83
2 10 7 7 0.7 75.3 0.986 121 8.30
3 8 7 11 0.9 73.1 0.958 204 10.13
4 12 5 7 0.9 75.1 0.958 187 6.75
5 6 6 7 1.1 79.9 0.913 76 14.50
6 10 4 11 1.1 73.9 0.935 228 7.90
7 8 4 7 0.5 80.5 0.866 114 10.63
8 12 6 11 0.5 70.5 0.949 319 6.42
9 6 4 13 0.9 76.1 0.953 210 13.50
10 10 6 9 0.9 74.1 1.012 156 8.10
11 8 6 13 0.7 72.3 1.046 147 9.88
12 12 4 9 0.7 74.3 1.013 264 6.58
13 6 7 9 0.5 77.5 1.008 146 14.17
14 10 5 13 0.5 71.5 1.011 160 7.70
15 8 5 9 1.1 76.5 0.959 167 10.38
16 12 7 13 1.1 66.9 1.089 456 6.25

2.2.3. Optimization of Ratio Scheme for Similar Materials in Coal Seam

According to the geological data of the simulated coal seam and the mine, the average density
of the coal seam is 1.2 g/cm3 and the uniaxial compressive strength is 16 MPa. According to the
low-strength ratio test results and the similarity theory requirements, the uniaxial compressive strength
of the coal seam in the similar material simulation test should be 0.07 MPa and the ratio #5, that is,
cement:sand:water:activated carbon:coal = 6:6:7:1.1:79.9, was selected as the ratio of the coal seam
in the similar material simulation, the density of the coal seam produced was 0.913 g/cm3 and the
uniaxial compressive strength was 0.076 MPa.
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3. Similar Simulation Material Test Design

3.1. An Overview of Similar Simulation Test

Similar simulation test is a test method of making model in laboratory using similar materials,
according to the actual strata data of coal mines, following similar theory and similarity criterion.
After the model is completed, the model is mined and analyzed to observe the movement of the
overlying strata. The test results and the laws of overburden movement are analyzed. The similar
material simulation method is based on the similar simulation conditions and the formation prototype
can be simplified appropriately. If there are many rock layers laid, the upper strata can be properly
simplified and converted into corresponding loads as compensation to the top of the model.

3.2. Similar Conditions for Similar Simulation Experiments

The similar material simulation test is based on the similarity theory [32–34]. The geometrical
similarity, time similarity, bulk density similarity, elastic modulus similarity and Poisson’s ratio
similarity must be followed between the laying model and the original model.

1. Geometrical similarity. Assuming that the three vertical dimensions of the original model are XP,
YP, ZP and the corresponding dimensions of the similar model are Xm, Ym, Zm, then, the geometric
similarity ratio is: Cl =

Xm
Xp

= Ym
Yp

= Zm
Zp

.

2. Time similarity. The time similarity ratio is: Ct =
Tm
Tp

=
√

Cl .

3. Bulk density similarity. Assuming that the bulk density of the i layer of the original model is γpi
and the bulk density of the rock is γmi in the similar model, then the similarity ratio of the bulk
density is: Cγ = γmi

γpi
.

4. Strength similarity. Assuming that the uniaxial compressive strength of each rock layer of the
original model is σcpi, σcmi and the uniaxial compressive strength similarity coefficient of each
layer material is Cσc, then the strength similarity ratio is: Cσc = σcmi · σcpi = Cl · Cγ.

5. Elastic modulus similarity. Assuming that the elastic modulus of each rock layer in the original
model is Epi, Emi, the elastic modulus similarity ratio is CE = Emi

Epi
= Cl · Cr.

6. Poisson’s ratio similarity. Assuming that the Poisson’s ratio of each rock layer in the original
model is μmi, μpi, then the Poisson’s ratio similarity coefficient is Cu = μmi

μpi
.

In this study, the similar simulation experiment was based on the coal seam geological
comprehensive histogram and rock mechanics parameters of the 104 mining area of Yangliu coal
mine in Huaibei Mining Group. The thickness of the magmatic rock in the model was 60 m, which was
80 m away from the mining coal seam and the designed coal seam was 8 m thick. There was 8# coal
overlying the mining coal seam, but it could not stoped. Select model geometric similarity constant
Cl = 200, bulk density similarity constant Cγ = 1.5, then, other similar constants can be obtained:
time similarity constant Ct =

√
Cl ≈ 14, elastic modulus similarity constant CE = Cl · Cγ = 300,

strength similarity constant Cσc = Cl · Cγ = 300. A 500 kg iron block was applied on the model to
simulate some unpaved rock formations.

3.3. Test Material Selection and Model Making

In this simulation test, except for the coal seam, other lithology selected fine river sand as
aggregate, calcium carbonate and gypsum as cementing materials and mica powder was used as the
sandwich material to simulate interlayer joints. The different lithologies of each stratum layer can
be achieved through different ratios of materials in the test. According to the determined similarity
constant, the ratiometric parameters of the similar material test were determined by the proportioning
test, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Ratio of materials and materials for different strata in similar simulation tests.

Rock Number Rock Name Thickness (cm)
Cumulative Thickness

(cm)
Proportioning Number

Bulk Density
(g/cm3)

R-29 Siltstone 6 162.7 755 1.6
R-28 Mudstone 6 156.7 864 1.5
R-27 Fine sandstone 6 150.7 782 1.6
R-26 Siltstone 5.2 144.7 755 1.6
R-25 Mudstone 5.2 139.5 864 1.5
R-24 Siltstone 5 134.3 755 1.6
R-23 Mudstone 12 129.3 864 1.5
R-22 Fine sandstone 7 117.3 782 1.6
R-21 Sandy mudstone 4.4 110.3 864 1.5
R-20 Fine sandstone 4.8 105.9 782 1.6
R-19 Mudstone 4.6 101.1 864 1.5
R-18 Siltstone 5.4 96.5 755 1.6
R-17 Mudstone 3.6 91.1 864 1.5
R-16 Magmatic rock 30 87.5 737 1.5
R-15 Mudstone 1.5 57.5 864 1.5
R-14 Fine sandstone 2.8 56 782 1.6
R-13 Sandy mudstone 3 53.2 864 1.5
R-12 Siltstone 3.2 50.2 755 1.6
R-11 8# coal 1.6 47 864 1.5
R-10 Siltstone 1.5 45.4 755 1.5
R-9 Mudstone 3.2 43.9 864 1.5
R-8 Siltstone 3.2 40.7 755 1.6
R-7 Sandy mudstone 4 37.5 864 1.5
R-6 Siltstone 3 33.5 755 1.6
R-5 Mudstone 2.8 30.5 864 1.5
R-4 Siltstone 3 27.7 755 1.6
R-3 Piebald mudstone 3 24.7 864 1.5
R-2 Siltstone 3 21.7 755 1.6
R-1 Fine sandstone 1.2 18.7 782 1.6

Coal Coal 4 17.5
F-1 Coarse sandstone 13.5 13.5 773 1.6

3.4. Test Model Laying

According to the design, the aggregate and cement materials required for each layer were
calculated and uniformly mixed together. The stirred materials were evenly laid on the model support,
rammed with iron blocks and then a layer of mica powder was evenly spread on the layered surface
to simulate interlayer joints. Lay the other strata in turn as described above until the model design
height. The weight of overburden which cannot be simulated above the model is implemented by
adding weights.

3.5. Monitoring Arrangement and Mining Method

Grids of 100 mm (length) × 100 mm (width) were arranged on the surface of the test model.
A total of five monitoring lines were arranged on the model and the distance from the coal seam was
12.5 cm, 32.5 cm, 37.5 cm, 42.5 cm and 112.5 cm, respectively. Each monitoring line was equipped
with 29 measuring points, numbering #1 to #29 respectively. The test model was excavated 50 mm
each time and the interval between two excavations was generally 1.5 to 2 h. Record the state of the
overburden structure with a camera before each excavation and record the test phenomenon in time.
The total station was used to record the displacement change state of the monitoring points during the
simulation. The model monitoring line and point layout are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Similar simulation test model and monitoring line and point layout.

4. Evolution Process of Overburden Bed Separation under Hard Thick Magmatic Rock Conditions

4.1. Overburden Bed Separation Morphology and Developmental Height Evolution

The whole process of the overburden bed separation evolution can be visually displayed by the
method of similar simulation test, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3a shows that when the working face advances 40 m, the falling immediate roof cannot
fully enrich the goaf, causing the lower part of the unfallen roof to lose support and bending and
sinking. Due to the difference in lithology, the roof strata are not synchronously bent. The sinking
results in the bed separation of the siltstone-mudstone interface at 26 m above the coal seam, with a
span of 19.6 m. When the working face advances 70 m, Figure 3b shows that the main roof of the
working face is pressed and the bed separation position is moved up to 32 m above the coal seam and
the bed separation span is slightly increased but the shape of the bed separation remains the same.
As the mining area continues to increase, when the working face advances 100 m, the working face is
periodically pressed. Figure 3c shows that the roof of the working face is broken and moved in a large
area. The height (the maximum displacement difference of the upper and lower strata at the largest bed
separation) and the shape of the bed separation space change rapidly, the height of the bed separation
space is instantaneously increased to 3 m, the span reaches 40 m and the bed separation develops
to 40 m above the coal seam and the distribution pattern of the bed separation changes. When the
working face advances 130 m and 160 m, as shown in Figure 3d,e, the overburden fracture movement
is carried out in groups and the shape of the bed separation gradually develops to the higher strata
and develops to the bottom of the magmatic rock. The vertical height of the bed separation is 4.6 m
and the span reaches 66 m. When the working face advances 200 m and 240 m, the overlying rock falls
in a large area and the fallen strata in the middle of the goaf is gradually compacted. As shown in
Figure 3f,g, the height of the bed separation space below the magmatic rock increases to 5 m and the
span reaches 104 m, 134 m respectively, the development pattern of bed separation increases in both
horizontal and vertical directions. When the working face advances 340 m, the magmatic rock breaks
and loses stability and the magmatic rock and its upper strata sink and the bed separation under the
magmatic rock is closed.
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(a) Working face advancement 40 m (b) Working face advancement 70 m 

  
(c) Working face advancement 100 m (d) Working face advancement 130 m 

  
(e) Working face advancement 160 m (f) Working face advancement 200 m 

 

 

(g) Working face advancement 240 m (h) Working face advancement 340 m 

Figure 3. Evolution law of overburden bed separation.
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In summary, under the condition that the working face is covered with hard and thick magmatic
rocks, the evolution characteristics of the overburden bed separation are mainly characterized by the
change of the morphology and developmental height. For the bed separation morphology, as shown in
Figure 4, as the working face advances, the falling immediate roof cannot completely fill the goaf and
the upper strata of the goaf does not move synchronously, resulting in the bed separation. With the
advance of the working face, the goaf falls and the range of the fractures increases continuously in both
the height and the length. The middle part of the fractured rock mass is hinged, forming a “triangular”
shaped bed separation zone with the upper unbroken strata and compared with the previous bed
separation, the volume of the bed separation is significantly increased. As the working face continues
to advance, the “triangular” shaped bed separation zone is developed to the bottom of the hard and
thick key strata. Under the shielding of the hard and thick key strata, the bed separation does not
continue to develop upwards but is developed into a “basin” at the bottom of the hard and thick key
strata. The bed separation has experienced the entire process of appearance-expansion-closing at the
bottom of the hard and thick key strata.

Figure 4. Evolution process of the bed separation under the hard and thick key strata.

4.2. Dynamic Evolution Law of Mining-Induced Overburden Bed Separation

The bed separation value (bed separation height between adjacent strata, m) and the bed
separation rate (bed separation value in unit thickness, mm/m or �) can quantitatively describe
the dynamic process of overburden bed separation during coal mining. According to the sinking
amount of each monitoring point in the mining process, the dynamic change law of the bed separation
value and the bed separation rate between the monitoring lines is calculated. Figures 5–7 shows the
dynamic changes of the bed separation value and the bed separation rate between monitoring lines #1
and #2, #2 and #3, #3 and #4 respectively under different advancing lengths.

As shown in Figure 5, when the working face advances 130 m, the main roof of the working
face is periodically collapsed and the falling height of the roof has not touched the strata where the
measuring line 2 is located and the maximum bed separation value between the monitoring lines #1
and #2 reaches 6.8 m. The bed separation rate is as high as 170� and the maximum bed separation
value is located in the middle of the goaf. As the working face continues to advance, the high strata
break down and the bed separation value and the bed separation rate between the monitoring lines
will decrease. When the working face advances 200 m, the bed separation value and the bed separation
rate between the monitoring lines are greatly reduced. The maximum bed separation value is only
4 m, the maximum bed separation rate is 100� and the bed separation value and the bed separation
rate is reduced by 41%. The fallen strata in the middle of the goaf are gradually compacted and the
bed separation between the monitoring lines is closed or reduced, resulting in a significant change in
the distribution of the bed separation value and the bed separation rate. The peaks are located at 50 m
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in front of the open-off cut and behind the coal wall respectively. When the working face advances
290 m and 350 m, the distribution of the bed separation value and the bed separation rate are similar
to that of 200 m. The peaks of the bed separation value and the bed separation rate before the open-off
cut are slightly reduced compared with 200 m but the peaks position is stable at 50 m in front of the
open-off cut and the peaks distribution in front of the open-off cut are approximately equal.

 
(a) Bed separation value  (b) Bed separation rate 

Figure 5. Dynamic evolution of the bed separation between the monitoring lines #1 and #2.

As shown in Figure 6, the variation of the distribution pattern of the bed separation value or
the bed separation rate between the monitoring lines #2 and #3 is basically the same as that of the
monitoring lines #1 and #2. The #2 line was arranged in the sub-critical strata. The #3 line follows
closely the #2 line movement. The bed separation between the monitoring lines is quickly compacted,
so that the maximum bed separation value in the “Camel Valley” position is only 4 m before the
magmatic rock is broken (working face advance 340 m). When the working face advances 350 m,
the magmatic rock has been broken and the bed separation between the monitoring lines is basically
compacted, leaving only the 0.2 m remnant bed separation. In addition, when the working face
advancement length is greater than 130 m, the peak value of bed separation in front of the open-off cut
is gradually decreased. Figures 5 and 6 show that the bed separation value between the #2 and the #3
is much smaller than that of the #1 and the #2 but the distance between the #2 and the #3 is only 10 m,
so the bed separation does not change significantly.

(a) Bed separation value (b) Bed separation rate 

Figure 6. Dynamic evolution of the bed separation between the monitoring lines #2 and #3.
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The bed separation value and the bed separation rate between the magmatic rock and the
lower rock are in a dynamic process, as shown in Figure 7. When the working face advances 130 m,
the overburden movement does not affect the strata where the #3 is located. There is almost no
bed separation between the #3 and the #4. As the working face continues to advance, the lower
strata of the magmatic rock begin to bend, break and sink and the bed separation between the
magmatic rock and the lower strata continues to expand. When the working face advances 200 m,
the maximum bed separation value between the monitoring lines reaches 5 m and the bed separation
rate is as high as 500�. At this time, the bed separation value between the monitoring lines reaches
the maximum. As the working face continues to advance, the bed separation value between the
monitoring lines undergoes a stabilization-reduction-closing process. When the working face advances
290 m, the maximum bed separation value between the monitoring lines is reduced to 4 m and
the bed separation value in the middle of the goaf is reduced to 3.2 m. The central part of the
suspended magmatic rock has been obviously bent and sunk. When the working face advances 350 m,
the magmatic rock breaks and loses stability and the bed separation is basically closed except for the
rear of the coal wall and the front of the open-off cut. Compared with before breaking, the maximum
bed separation rate in front of the open-off cut is reduced by 120� and the maximum bed separation
rate behind the coal wall is reduced by 320�.

  
(a) Bed separation value (b) Bed separation rate 

Figure 7. Dynamic evolution of the bed separation between the monitoring lines #3 and #4.

5. Analysis of Evolution Law of Mining-Induced Overburden Fractures

The similar simulation test results show that the fracture distribution in the overburden has
obvious zoning characteristics, as shown in Figure 8. Figure 8 shows that after mining of coal seam,
the overburden breaks to produce fractures and as the working face advances, the fracture range
expands in height and width. As the mining activity progresses, new fractures continue to occur.
Under the action of the overburden, the original part of the fractures is gradually compacted, forming a
compacted and fractured areas. The boundary shape of the compaction zone and the fracture zone
is approximately trapezoidal. When the fracture development does not reach the magmatic rock,
as shown in Figure 8a, the upper boundary of the compaction zone is lower than the upper boundary
of the fracture zone. When the fractures develop to the lower surface of the magmatic rock, due to
the shielding effect of the magmatic rock on the fracture development, the height of the fracture
zone before the magmatic rock breaks no longer develops upward, while the middle part of the goaf
is compacted, resulting in the upper boundary of the compaction zone coinciding with the upper
boundary of the fracture zone, as shown in Figure 8b,c. After the magmatic rock is broken, the height
of the fracture zone changes rapidly and the fracture zone height develops to the top of the model.
The distribution of the fracture zone also undergoes singularity change. The boundary morphology of
the fracture zone evolves into a double trapezoidal distribution with the lower surface of the magmatic
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rock as the boundary. As shown in Figure 8d. During the development of the fractures, the weak
and small thickness strata can only remain stable in a short period of time, which has little effect on
the development speed of the fractures, while the strata with large hardness can maintain stability
and integrity for a long time and play a vital role in the formation and development of the fractures.
Under the shielding effect of the key strata, the height of the fracture zone changes rapidly, especially
in the case of overlying the hard and thick key strata. At the early stage of working face mining, the
height of the fracture zone is continuously expanded and stops at the magmatic rock. The boundary
area of the fracture zone advances with the advancement of the working face. During the process
of fracture zone distribution evolution, the width of the largest fracture zone behind the coal wall is
larger than the front of the open-off cut and the width of the fracture zone behind the coal wall is
constantly changing. The maximum width is about 40–60 m and the width of the fracture zone in front
of the open-off cut is stable at around 30 m.

  
(a) Working face advancement 120 m (b) Working face advancement 160 m 

  
(c) Working face advancement 260 m (d) Working face advancement 340 m 

Figure 8. The distribution characteristics of fractures in overburden.

When the working face is covered with hard thick magmatic rocks, the development of overburden
fractures has obvious characteristics in the direction of the working face height and advancement.
In the height direction, in the early stage of mining, with the working face advancing, the range of
fracture development under the magmatic rock expands continuously but the height of the fractures is
only developed to the bottom of the magmatic rock under the shielding of hard and thick magmatic
rocks. As the working face continues to advance, the hard thick magmatic rock breaks and loses
stability and the development range of the fractures above the goaf changes rapidly and the fractures
develop instantly to the top of the model. In the advancing direction, the maximum width of the
fracture areas behind the coal wall of the working face is larger than the front of the open-off cut.
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When the hard and thick magmatic rock is broken, the width distribution of the fracture zone remains
the same. Under this influence, the gas in the bed separation space below the hard and thick key strata
will flood into the working face through the fracture areas behind the coal wall after the hard and thick
key strata is broken, resulting in a safety accident.

6. Mechanism of Breaking Induced Disaster of Hard and Thick Magmatic Rocks

The thermal metamorphism near coal seams under the hard thick magmatic rocks is high and
the coal gas content is high, which is the main source of the bed separation gas. Through the law
of the bed separation and fracture development of the overburden before and after the breaking of
the hard and thick magmatic rock, it is known that before the magmatic rock breaks, there is a huge
bed separation space between the magmatic rock and its lower strata and it does not communicate
with the fractures and the evolution of the developmental morphology of the bed separation and the
height of the bed separation space provides a good space carrier for gas accumulation, which plays
a good role in trap accumulation. If the bed separation beneath the magmatic rock communicates
with the perforating fractures of the lower strata of the magmatic rock, this will provide a natural
passage and accumulation space for the accumulation of gas. Under the combined action of vacuum
negative pressure and physical properties, the gas released in the coal seam mining process and the gas
remaining in the goaf are collected into the bed separation space of the lower part of the magmatic rock
through the surrounding fractures, forming a bed separation gas, as shown in Figure 9. The direction
of the arrow is the direction of gas flow.

The results of similar simulation test show that the bed separation space at the bottom of the
magmatic rock changes dynamically with the mining of the working face. Therefore, the gas in the
bed separation space is also in a dynamic process. Magmatic rocks control the development height
of the bed separation and fractures and limit the migration height of the gas. When the hard thick
magmatic rock breaks, it exerts a strong dynamic impact on the gas in the bed separation, causing the
secondary development of the vertical fractures. The bed separation gas is subjected to the strong
dynamic pressure and the accumulated gas is partially poured into the working face along the fractures
around the goaf, resulting in the gas outburst accident of the working face and the other part is poured
out the ground to form drainage borehole gas jet, as shown in Figure 10.

 

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the formation of bed separation gas.
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Figure 10. Schematic diagram of bed separation gas inrushing.

7. Engineering Case Analysis

The 10,414 working face of Yangliu coal mine is located in Suixi County, Huaibei City,
Anhui Province, China. The average coal seam is 3.05 m thick and the buried depth is about 600 m.
The 10,414 working face mining area is covered with a layer of magmatic rock with a thickness of 60 m,
with an average spacing of 80 m from the coal seam. In order to effectively control the gas content of
the working face and ensure safe production, four gas drainage holes of diameter 300 mm, such as 1#,
2#, 3-1#, 3# and so forth, were arranged in the working face range, which were 316 m, 515 m, 654 m
and 721 m respectively from the open-off cut. The gas drilling arrangement is shown in Figure 11.

 

Figure 11. Schematic diagram of the gas drainage drilling arrangement of the 10,414 working face.

At 14 o’clock on the 16 July 2011, the extraction parameters of the 80-type ground pump began
to change. The extraction concentration continued to drop from about 90% under normal conditions
to about 20% of the lowest point. The extraction flow had a sharp fluctuation from the normal value
of 55 m3/min, while negative pressure and temperature fluctuations were not large. At 17:20 on the
17 July, the extraction concentration rose sharply from 20% to 100% in just 32 min and the negative
pressure dropped sharply to 0. At the same time, a gas jet occurred at 2# drainage borehole, as shown
in Figure 12. The ejecta was a water-gas mixture and the gas jet lasted 21 h and 30 min, with a total
amount of 77,400 m3.
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Figure 12. Gas jet at the ground 2# drainage borehole.

Figure 13 shows the relationship between the gas extraction amount and the mining distance in
the gas drainage borehole during the mining of the 10,414 working face. As shown in Figure 13 that
when the working face advances 500 m, the amount of extraction of the 2# gas drainage hole begins to
increase sharply. When the working face advances 525 m, the extraction volume of the 2# gas drainage
hole reaches 0.15 m3/min and the gas jet begin to occur. When the working face advances 543 m,
the gas extraction volume in the 2# gas drainage hole reaches a peak value of 45.22 m3/min. When the
working face advancing distance is greater than 600 m, the gas extraction volume of the wells in all
areas is greatly reduced.

The magmatic rock structure area contains a large amount of gas and water. Because the magmatic
rock is dense and hard, the gas is not easily diffused and lost. In addition, No. 10 coal is rich in gas.
After the working face is mined, the gas adsorbed in the coal seam is liberated and spreads along
the fractures in the goaf to the top of the coal seam. According to the results of similar simulation,
it is known that in the process of the working face advancing, a large amount of negative pressure
separation space is formed between the magmatic rock and the lower rock strata and a large amount
of gas and water are drawn into the space due to the caving and sinking of No. 10 coal overburden are
not synchronized with magmatic rocks above.

Figure 13. Relationship between the gas extraction amount and the mining distance in the gas
drainage borehole.

When the magmatic rock sinks quickly, the gas in the bed separation space is squeezed. Since the
ground #2 borehole penetrates the bed separation space through the fractures, causing the gas to flow
through the borehole to the ground, resulting in the gas jet. According to the site geological and mine
pressure data, the reason for the rapid movement of magmatic rocks is probably the fracture of the
magmatic rocks. According to the records of the field engineering technicians, when the working face
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advances 480 m, the microseismic frequency and the microseismic energy level in front of the working
face and above the goaf begin to increase. When the working face advances 500 m, the microseismic
frequency and energy level increase rapidly and the large energy microseisms occur in front of the
work face. As the working face continues to advance, the vibration energy continues to strengthen and
large energy events with energy greater than 50,000 J are concentrated in front of the working face,
accompanied by the occurrence of drainage borehole gas jet events. According to the on-site analysis,
the gas jet of the #2 borehole is caused by the breaking of the overlying hard and thick magmatic rock.
The occurrence of the gas jet event in the 10,414 working face confirmed the law of the bed separation
and fracture development under the hard thick magmatic rock in mining.

8. Conclusions

1. Through the low-strength mechanical test, the cement with a wider range of strength is selected as
the cementing material to carry out the low strength orthogonal ratio test of the similar simulation
material of coal seam and the ratio of coal seam which conforms to the actual field and the similar
theory is determined, namely cement:sand:water:activated carbon:coal = 6:6:7:1.1:79.9, the density
of the coal seam produced is 0.913 g/cm3 and the uniaxial compressive strength is 0.076 MPa.

2. Before the hard thick magmatic rock breaks, the developmental height of the overburden
bed separation develops upward in a nonlinear way with the advance of the working face.
The developmental height of the bed separation is blocked by the hard thick magmatic rock and
the height is stopped at the bottom of the magmatic rock and the bed separation is not closed
for a long time. As the working face advances, the bed separation changes only in the lateral
direction. The bed separation space at the bottom of the hard thick magmatic rock is expanded
for a long time, providing a breeding space for the bed separation gas and bed separation water.

3. When the working face is covered with hard thick magmatic rock, the development of overburden
fracture has obvious characteristics in the direction of the working face height and advancement.
In the height direction, in the early stage of mining, with the working face advancing, the range
of fractures development under the magmatic rock expands continuously but the height of the
fractures is only developed to the bottom of the magmatic rock under the shielding of hard and
thick magmatic rock. As the working face continues to advance, the hard thick magmatic rock
breaks and loses stability and the development range of the fracture above the goaf changes
rapidly and the fractures develop instantly to the top of the model. In the advancing direction,
the maximum width of the fracture area behind the coal wall of the working face is larger than
the front of the open-off cut. When the hard and thick magmatic rock is broken, the width
distribution of the fracture zone remains the same.

4. Before the magmatic rock breaks, there is a huge bed separation space between the magmatic
rock and its lower strata and it does not communicate with the fractures and the evolution of
the developmental morphology of the bed separation and the height of the bed separation space
provides a good space carrier for gas accumulation, which plays a good role in trap accumulation.
If the bed separation beneath the magmatic rock communicates with the perforating fractures
of the lower strata of the magmatic rock, this will provide a natural passage and accumulation
space for the accumulation of gas. When the hard thick magmatic rock breaks, it exerts a strong
dynamic impact on the gas in the bed separation, causing the secondary development of the
vertical fractures. The bed separation gas is subjected to the strong dynamic pressure and the
accumulated gas is partially poured into the working face along the fractures around the goaf,
resulting in the gas outburst of the working face and ground drainage borehole gas jet accidents.
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Abstract: Coal and gas outbursts are serious safety concerns in the Chinese coal industry. Mining of
the upper or lower protective coal seams has been widely used to minimize this problem. This paper
presents new findings from longwall mining-induced fractures, stress distribution changes in roof
strata, strata movement and gas flow dynamics after the lower protective coal seam is extracted in
a deep underground coal mine in Jincheng, China. Two Flac3D models with varying gob loading
characteristics as a function of face advance were analyzed to assess the effect of gob behavior on
stress relief in the protected coal seam. The gob behavior in the models is incorporated by applying
variable force to the floor and roof behind the longwall face to simulate gob loading characteristics in
the field. The influence of mining height on the stress-relief in protected coal seam is also incorporated.
The stress relief coefficient and relief angle were introduced as two essential parameters to evaluate
the stress relief effect in different regions of protected coal seam. The results showed that the rock
mass above the protective coal seam can be divided into five zones in the horizontal direction,
i.e. pre-mining zone, compression zone, expansion zone, recovery zone and re-compacted zone.
The volume expansion or the dilation zone with high gas concentration is the best location to drill
boreholes for gas drainage in both the protected coal seam and the protective coal seam. The research
results are helpful to understand the gas flow mechanism around the coal seam and guide industry
people to optimize borehole layouts in order to eliminate the coal and gas outburst hazard. The gas
drainage programs are provided in the final section.

Keywords: longwall mining; gob behaviors; stress relief; permeability; gas drainage

1. Introduction and Background

Coal as a major energy source accounted for 62% of Chinese energy consumption in 2016. It has
remained the most important fuel in China’s energy mix for the last few decades [1]. In recent years,
the safety situation of Chinese coal industry has improved, but gas and coal outbursts still seriously
threaten coal mine safety due to the fact that the mining depth increases at a rate of 30–50 m/year
in China [2]. According to statistical data, the death toll of coal miners reached up to 608 in 76 gas
accidents from 2012 to 2015 [3]. Additional effective measures and research, hence, should be carried
out to reduce and avoid gas disasters in China.
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Stress redistribution and rock mass fracture are two dominant factors influencing rock mass
permeability [4–6]. Coal and rock mass permeability increases due to stress relief and mining induced
fracturing [5]. It has been reported by several researchers at both laboratory and field scales [1–4,7].
A great deal of previous work showed that changes in coal permeability is induced by changes
in the confining stress, and found an exponential relationship between permeability and stress [8].
A confining stress change of 10 MPa may result in changes in permeability with approximately one
order of magnitude. Yang et al. [9] provides a visible relationship between dimensionless permeability
and multiples of the initial normal stress (see Figure 1, σn0 is initial normal stress, σn/σn0 is multiples
of the initial normal stress, and k f is dimensionless permeability). It shows permeability decreases
with increasing normal stress. Therefore, the mining of the protective coal seam is wildly used in
the multiple coal seams in China (Figure 2). As shown in Figure 2, the coal seam which overlies the
target seam is designated as the upper protective seam, whereas the underlying coal layer is called
the lower protective seam. Extraction of a protective seam results in redistribution and relieving
of some of the stress around underlying or overlying rock mass, thereby establishing new stress
equilibrium [10]. Reestablishment of a new stress state will inevitably lead to the changes of structure
and properties of rock masses, which will eventually promote the desorption rate of gas from coal
matrix and considerably increase permeability in the target coal seam or strata with high gas content.

Figure 1. Relationship between permeability and normal stress [9] (Reproduced with permission
from [9], Copyright Elsevier, 2011).
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Figure 2. Illustration of protective coal seam mining.

2. Objective of Research

Stress relief coefficient and pressure relief angles are introduced by authors of this paper to
evaluate the influence of lower protective excavation on its upper protected coal seam. The location of
the protective layer, the horizontal butt entry and the mining height are key factors affecting the safety
of protected coal seam mining [11]. This is because the relief area in the protected coal seam depends
on a variety of parameters such as: The thickness and strength of the strata between the protected
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coal seam and the protective coal seam, the mining thickness, gob loading behavior, face advance rate,
panel width, and pillar width of the extracted protective coal seam [11]. All of these factors should be
taken into consideration to insure the safety of mining and the protected coal seam. In this paper, the
mining height and gob behavior characteristics of protective coal seam are chosen as the two main
factors affecting the results from protected coal seam excavation. As the effect of these two factors on
the safety of mining the protected coal seam is still not clear. Therefore, an in-depth investigation on
these two factors is necessitated in order to acquire the relief area in the protected coal seam and insure
engineering safety. The final goal of this paper is to determine the stress relief coefficient and pressure
relief angles along the strike and incline of the protective coal seam in order to locate the protection
region (which is used for drilling boreholes) in the protected coal seam.

In this paper, authors attempt to develop a 3D model of two adjacent longwall faces in a physically
realistic way with a consideration of gob loading behavior behind the face to improve understanding
of stress distribution and stress relief not only around the protective coal seam but also in the protected
coal seam after the excavation of protective coal seam (Figure 3). The stress distribution in the
gob depends on mining depth, mining speed, excavation height, bulking factor and compressive
strength. Since increasing the mining speed may delay the time for the stress recovery in the gob, it is
worthwhile to do some research with a consideration of different gob loading behaviors behind the
face. The longwall mining method has been widely used around the world in recent years because of
its most important advantage of high efficiency [12]. A mine in Shanxi province (China) with longwall
mining method is chosen for the research in this paper.
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Figure 3. A schematic plan view of two adjacent longwall faces in the numerical model, showing the
geometry of the longwall faces. Both panel 1 and panel 2 represent half of original panel width in the
studied mine site.

3. Literature Review on Gob Behaviors in Longwall Mining

Numerical modeling of protective coal seam mining’s influence on the protected coal seam has
been extensively performed in the previous research [1,11]. However, gob loading characteristics
have been widely ignored in their models. The authors believe that incorporating the gob loading
characteristics into the model is essential for obtaining meaningful and realistic results. This is because
the waste in the gob area can transfer the load from overburden to floor after the excavation of the coal
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seam. Ignoring load carried by the gob material will tend to increase stress concentrations in the face
area and cause different stress distribution around excavation.

As the gob is inaccessible and direct measurements cannot be easily taken, it is very difficult to
determine rock mass properties and stress distribution in the gob. A few techniques and research
had been used and reported by previous researchers [13–16]. Figure 4 shows the strata pressure
redistribution in the plane view of the seam around a longwall face after extraction. It shows that
the abutment stress in coal ribs gradually recovers to the original stress state with the increasing
distance from the rib-edge. The loading in the waste area gradually starts to pick up the overburden
loading, and recovers its original stress at a distance from the face after the gob material can take
the load from the overburden. Peng et al. [13] studied the supporting role of the gob material by
performing three-dimensional element analysis. They divided the gob into three different zones:
Loosely packed zone, packed zone, and well packed zone. The side and front abutment stresses will
decrease considerably because of the support offered by the compacted gob. Whittaker [14] claimed
that the cover pressure re-establishment distance is 0.3–0.4 times the coal seam depth (H) from the
solid abutment (Figure 4). Wilson et al. [15] found that the vertical stress in the gob changes linearly,
increasing from 0 at the rib to the original stress at a distance of 0.2–0.3 times the overburden depth.
Whittaker and Singh [16] assumed that the gob began to take the load at a distance of 45 m from the
face, and whether the gob can recover its original stress only depended on the width of the panel.
Campoli et al. [17] investigated the longwall gob behavior in No. 3 coal seam of Pocahontas by field
measurements under varying sets of geological conditions, and they found that the stress recovery
distance in the gob was approximately 0.2 times of coal seam depth (360 m).
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Figure 4. Strata pressure redistribution in the plane of the seam around a longwall face [16] (Reproduced
with permission from [16], Copyright Elsevier, 1979).

Modeling of Longwall mining with consideration of gob behaviors has also been documented
in previous studies [18–20]. In these studies, the “double yield” elements were incorporated in their
simulation model and the gob was regarded as a strain-hardening material. The stress-strain response
of gob material was obtained through uniaxial compression tests and displacement measurements in
a laboratory test [17]. Li et al. [18] evaluated the stress distribution in the yield pillar and the other
rib of the entry in order to find the principle for yield pillar design by Flac3D numerical modeling.
Esterhuizen et al. [19] examined the interaction between the surrounding rock mass and typical pillar
systems for different geological conditions at various spans and depths of cover by establishing Flac2D

numerical models. A method was proposed by H. Yavuz [20] to estimate the pressure distribution
in the gob of flat-lying longwall panels and cover pressure distance, and this method was verified
with curves obtained through numerical models. However, all these numerical longwall models with
the gob behaviors were about pillar design and stability of entries, but not for the protective coal
seam mining.

Generally, gob modeling can follow two approaches, explicit model and implicit model [21].
The explicit model needs to explicitly model the gob formation process based on the study of roof
fracturing, roof caving and gob development in response to coal mining, while the implicit simulates
the effect of the gob on the stability of surrounding coal mine entries and pillars, making sure that
the both load redistribution to the surrounding rock and the large-scale overburden defection and
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subsidence are correct. Both the double-yield model and gob loading model belong to the second
approach [4]. This paper addresses the second method. Alternatively, setting up a large-scale model is
capable of avoiding simulating the complex material behavior that corresponds the response curve,
and equivalent gob stress distribution can be created by simply following the gob response curve.
The gob load model has been used in Abbasi et al. [22] work with Flac3D. They estimated the overall
gob mechanical behavior by comparing model outputs with field measurements at several points
around a longwall face in a coal mine of Illinois. The gob achieved pre-mining vertical stress at
approximately 55 m behind the back end of the shields, and the gob load installed in the mine-out
area was estimated by field measurements. The gob load varied both along and cross the face advance
directions. The gob load model not only characterizes the effect of the gob on the surrounding entries
and coal pillars but also simplifies the process of calculation, thus the model size was reduced with
finer mesh at the area of interest. As such, in this paper, the gob load model was adopted.

4. Materials and Methods

4.1. Description of Case Coal Mine

The Changping coal mine, with the annual production capability of 5 Mt, is located in the
northwestern of Gaoping City, Shanxi, China. The thickness of the coal-bearing geological section
ranges from 125 m to 174 m. It contains about sixteen coal seams. The four key minable seams include
seams 2#, 3#, 8# and 15#, only portions of 2# and 8# coal seams can be mined. The position relation
of Changping coal mine is shown in Figure 5. The thickness of 2# and 3# coal seams are 0–2.95 m
and 4.67–6.58 m, respectively. Currently the mine is extracting seam 3# which is classified as a low
permeability seam with a methane content of 6.5–15.09 m3/t. The gas content affected by the geological
structure and mining depth is extremely unbalanced; it increases gradually from the eastern part to
the western part of the coal field. As the coal mining turns to the west, the gas content and emission
quantity increases constantly. The gas dynamic phenomenon and gas outbursts were found in the
roadway of Faces 4304 and 4306, which largely decreased the roadway excavation efficiency and
brought potential dangers to the production. To avoid the coal and gas outbursts, 8# coal seam was
taken as the lower protective coal seam for 3# coal seam.
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Figure 5. Position relation of coal seams.
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The basic parameters of coal seam 3# (No. 3 coal seam) are listed in Table 1. It shows the
characteristics of coal seam 3#: Low permeability, high gas content and low hardness. The 4306 panel
is in seam 3#, its dip angle ranges from 0–6◦. Average dip angle can be regarded as 0◦. The coal seam
has an average thickness of 5.23 m, with overburden depth ranging between 500–550 m. The panel
advance length is about 1100 m and the panel width is about 270 m. The 84306 panel is in seam 8#, its
gas content is 4–6 m3/t, there is no danger of coal and gas outburst in 8# coal seam, and the 84306 panel
is mined first as a protective seam for 4306 panel.

Table 1. Basic parameters of No. 3 coal seam.

Coal Seam Coal Face
Mining

Thickness/m
Gas

Content/m3/t
Original Gas
Pressure/MPa

Coal Stiffness Outburst Risk

No. 3 4306 protected
longwall face 5.23 3.5–15.09 0.38–0.55 0.44–0.56 Yes

No. 8 84306 protective
longwall face 1–3 2–3 None 0.51–1.12 No

4.2. Description of Numerical Models

Flac3D, an explicit finite-difference program for engineering mechanics computation, is used to
model the excavations of protective coal seam in this paper, which has been widely used in mining
engineering [23]. In this paper, Flac3D was employed to investigate the displacement and stress
distribution in the overlying strata (including the No. 3 coal seam) of coal seam 8# (No. 8 coal
seam—see Figure 6). In order to eliminate the effect of boundary conditions to the simulation
results, both the downside boundaries and the upper coal pillar were confirmed by taking the
movement and deformation of the cover rock into account [24]. Therefore, the size of the model
is 300 m × 100 m × 200 m. The working face advances in the Y direction, and the surrounding
displacement boundary is restricted horizontally; the top of the model is free in Z direction, while the
vertical displacement of bottom is restricted. A load of 11.25 MPa was added in the upside boundary
of the model for representing an overlying strata of 450 m. The lateral pressure stress was added
according to the measured data of the original in-situ stress of this mine. The horizontal stress in
the X and Y direction was approximately confirmed as 14.56 MPa and 13.26 MPa, respectively in the
numerical models by comparing calculated values with measured values. The dimension of the 8#
coal seam is 1 m × 1 m × 1 m, extraction of the coalbed was modeled by removing elements over the
height of the coalbed by 1 element height, 2 element heights, 3 element heights, respectively.

 

Figure 6. Flac3D model.

There are 2 monitoring lines that are totally installed in the model: (1 m above the No. 8 coal
seam along mining direction), (2 m above No. 3 coal seam floor along mining direction).

Rock mass engineering properties for different lithologies were described in Table 2. These values
were calculated through estimated the geological strength index (GSI) rock mass system and
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Hoek-Brown failure criterion [25]. (Equations (1)–(7)). The generalized Hoek-Brown criterion is
expressed as:

σ′
1 = σ′

3 + σci

(
mb

σ′
3

σci
+ s
)a

(1)

where σ′
1 and σ′

3 are the major and minor effective principle stresses at failure, σci is the uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS) of the intact rock material, mb, s and a are material constants. where mb is
a reduced value of the material constant mi and is given by

mb = mi exp
(

GSI − 100
28 − 14D

)
(2)

s and a are constants for the rock mass, and we have the following relationships:

s = exp
(

GSI − 100
9 − 3D

)
a =

1
2
+
(

e−GSI/15 − e−20/3
)

(3)

where D is a factor depending upon the degree of disturbance to which the rock mass has been
subjected by blast damage and stress relaxation. It varies from 0 for undisturbed in situ rock mass to 1
for very disturbed rock masses. D = 0 is assumed in this paper.

The estimation of rock masses strength are as follows:
The UCS is:

σc = σcisa when σ′
3 = 0 (4)

The tensile strength is:

σt = − sσci
mb

by setting σ′
1 = σ′

3 = σt (5)

The rock mass modulus of deformation (GPa) is:

Em =

(
1 − D

2

)√
σci
100

·10((GSI−10)/40) for σci ≤ 100 MPa (6)

Em =

(
1 − D

2

)
·10((GSI−10)/40) for σci > 100 MPa (7)

Table 2. Rock mass properties, GSI and Hoek-Brown parameters used in the numerical modeling.

Lithology ν σci/MPa GSI mi mb s a Em/MPa

3# Coal seam 0.33 6 75 11 4.504 0.0622 0.501 2938.86
Fine grained sandstone 0.19 90 90 16 11.195 0.3292 0.500 6566.53

Medium grained sandstone 0.20 73 88 15 9.772 0.2636 0.500 5020.52
Mudstone 0.28 16 80 12 5.874 0.1084 0.501 3433.36
Sandstone 0.24 40 86 13 7.885 0.2111 0.500 4203.05

Sandy mudstone 0.26 35 85 13 7.084 0.1512 0.500 4095.07
Limestone 0.19 75 90 10 6.997 0.3292 0.500 9682.03

8# Coal seam 0.29 6.4 75 11 4.504 0.0622 0.201 3020.50

4.3. Gob Behaviors in the Model

Numerical modeling of gob behavior in longwall mining is a challenge. In order to make
a better understanding of the stress recover distance in the gob, some researchers use double
yield model to simulate the gob behavior [18–20], H. Yavuz et al. [20] proposes a methodology
for estimating the re-establishment distance of the cover pressure and stress distribution in the
gob by analyzing a large quantity of field data from British longwall coal mine over several years.
He introduced a three-parameter power function, in which the independent variables are excavation
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height, mining depth, bulking factor and compressive strength of the rock fragments. The cover
pressure re-establishment distance in the gob is estimated via Equation (8). His conclusion was finally
verified with curves obtained through numerical models. As the bulking factor of the rock pile increases
with mining height increasing, hence this results in increase in cover pressure re-establishment distance.
According to the mining condition of the case coal mine, the parameters obtained for the case mine are
given as: b = 1.2–1.4, the bulking factor of the caved roof; σc = 30 MPa, the compressive strength of
the rock pieces; H = 480–530 m, the mining depth; h = 1–3 m, coal thickness; γ = 0.025 MN/m3, the
unite weight of overburden. As a result, the cover pressure re-establishment distance for the example
working face were found to be 120 m–140 m from Equation (8).

Xcd = 0.2H0.96γHb8.7/[10.39σ1.042
c (b−1)+γHb8.7] (8)

In this paper, gob behaviors were regarded as linear recovery, two gob behaviors (cover pressure
re-establishment distance for Gob 1 and Gob 2 at 120 m and 140 m respectively) were incorporated in
the 4 Flac3D numerical models with different mining height (Table 3).

Table 3. Parameters of each Flac3D model.

Model Parameters Cover Pressure Re-Establishment Distance/m Mining Height/m

Model 1 Gob1-120 1
Model 2 Gob1-120 2
Model 3 Gob1-120 3
Model 4 Gob2-140 3

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Stress Distribution around the Protective Coal Seam

5.1.1. Stress Distribution in the Gob

The lower roof will move downward and collapse after the coal seam is extracted. The weight of
the upper strata will be supported by both sides of the panel as the lower strata fall into the extracted
space. The stress in the gob area will be redistributed due to coal seam extraction (Figure 7), as the
overburden strata broken condition likes “O” shape, Lin et al. [26] and Qian et al. [27] characterized it
as “Ring” circle and “O” circle, respectively. The pressure arch will develop across the solid coal and
the destressed zone will be formed above the gob. As the longwall face retreats and the caving process
continues, the caved material comes into contact with the roof and takes load from the upper strata
due to the combined influence of floor heave, roof sag, and waste rock bulking. And then the stress in
the gob will make a further redistribution.

 Headgate

Tailgate
"O" Circle  (Macrofractures)

Compaction area
(Microfractures)

Figure 7. The plane schematic diagram of goaf mining fissure.
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Figure 8 shows the vertical stress distribution in the roof of gob area after the excavation of No. 8
protective coal seam (results of model 3). It can be seen from the figure that the vertical stress is small
in the area close to the face and pillar, but the stress values increase when moving toward the center
of gob. The results are consistent with the “O” circle theory mentioned above. This is because there
is less support near the face and pillar area, the roof therefore gets stress relief. These areas typically
make up the main gas flow fissure in protective coal seam.

 

Figure 8. Vertical stress distribution in the roof of gob area.

5.1.2. The Zones in the Horizontal Direction of Protective Coal Seam

Figure 9 shows the stress and displacement distribution in the immediate roof of protective coal
seam after 130 m of face advance (results from Model 3), the face position is at 0 m in the horizontal
coordinate, as can be seen from Figure 9, and the overburden can be divided into 5 zones according to
the stress and displacement change: The original zone, compression zone, expansion zone, recovering
zone and re-compacted zone [9].

The original zone was 40 m beyond the coal face, this area was far away from the coal face, the
stress was almost initial stress and the displacement decreased to 0, very little deformation occurred,
the pr-existing fracture was isolated, showing that the mining activity had little effect on this area, the
gas extraction therefore is difficult in this area.

The compression zone was from 5 m to 40 m ahead of the coal face, it can also be called the
abutment stress area, the pre-existing cracks in the coal and rock mass of this area was closed due to the
high abutment stress, new cracks developed and expanded. The cracks were gradually connected to the
network especially from the 5 m to the peak abutment stress and the gas emission and transportation
fissure was gradually formed.

The expansion zone extended from 5 m ahead of the coal face to −60 m behind the coal face,
including the stress relief area ahead of the coal face and part of the gob area. As plastic failure occurred
in the stress relief area of the coal, it reduced the ability to support the overburden. In the working
face area, the overburden was broken due to the shield supporting, and more and more new cracks
developed and connected in this area. The roof displacement increased gradually from coal face to
gob, which means the expansion of the rock mass. The cracks in this area were open and connected
into the network, which made the rock mass permeability increasing and the methane much easier to
be extracted. This area was the best place for gas drainage of the protected coal seam.

The recovering zone extended from −60 m to −120 m within the gob. The vertical stress gradually
increased with the increasing distance from the working face, and the rock mass in the gob was
gradually compacted. The gob material could take some load from overburden, which resulted in the
gradual closure of cracks in the roof and gob area. The rock mass permeability and the gas extraction
quantity in this area decreased slowly.

The re-compacted zone was located at the back of the gob starting from −70 m behind the coal
face. The vertical stress gradually recovered to its original stress. At the same time, the rock mass
deformation, roof displacement and permeability became stable in this area. The expansion cracks
shrunk and most of the cracks were closed. Gas extraction in this area was therefore very difficult.
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Figure 9. Five zones above the protective coal seam along mining direction.

5.2. Factors Affecting Pressure Relief and Deformation of Protected Coal Seam

5.2.1. Stress Relief Coefficient and Relief Angle of Protected Coal Seam

After the extraction of the protective coal seam, the stress around the opening will redistribute.
Figure 10 shows that the stress added to the surrounding rib of the gob and the working face is
concentrated at both ends of protective coal seam. At the same time, the roof and floor at the back of
the gob were relieved. This is due to the influence of the abutment pressure of two-way rib of the gob,
which lead to a certain pressure relief of the protected coal seam. The extent of the pressure relief can
be described with pressure relief coefficient [28], which is defined as Equation (9).

k =
σ0 − σ

σ0
(9)

where k is stress relief coefficient, σ0 is the initial stress of the coal seam (MPa), σ is the stress in
the protected coal seam after extraction of the protective coal seam (MPa). When k > 0, σ0 > σ, it
means pressure relief occurred in the protected coal seam; when k < 0, σ0 < σ, it means pressure
concentration occurred in the protected coal seam; when k = 0, σ0 = σ, it means there is no stress
change in the protected coal seam.

 

Figure 10. Contour of vertical stress along incline in the gob for 120 m face advance.

The protection criteria taking mining stresses into account is adopted in our study [29]. The relief
angle can be then evaluated by the following critical stress relief value, as given in Equation (10).

|σzc | ≤
(

cos2α + λsin2α
)

γH (10)
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where σzc is the vertical stress when the coal seam angle is 0◦. σzc is the Z-stress. α is the coal seam angle.
λ is the lateral pressure coefficient. γ is the bulk density and H is the initial depth of the outburst.

According to the conditions of Jincheng coal mine, the followings are taken: γ = 25 kN/m3,
H = 470 m, α = 0, then |σzc| ≤ 2500 × 470 = 11.7 MPa. Therefore, when the stress decreases to
11.7 MPa, a gas outburst will not occur. Therefore, 11.7 MPa is taken as the critical value, the cross
point of the critical value line and the stress curves are critical points. By substitution of value 11.7 MPa
into Equation (9), the critical value of stress relief coefficient (0.1) could be obtained.

5.2.2. Abutment Stress Changes for Different Gob Behaviors and Mining Height in Protective
Coal Seam

Figure 11 shows the vertical stress concentration factor (or VSCF) in the immediate roof of
84306 working face with different gob behaviors after 120 m face advance at the mining height of 3 m.
The coal face is at 0 point on the horizontal coordinate. As can be seen from Figure 11, the vertical
stress concentration factor varies in the gob and ahead of the coal face. In the back of the coal face,
the value gradually decreases from 1 at the coal face to almost 0 at approximately 10 m back of the
coal face, then it gradually increases as it is far away from the coal face. While in front of the coal
face, the VSCF gradually increases until it reaches its peak value at around 7 m ahead of the coal face.
Comparing the cures of Gob 1 with Gob 2, the VSCF value is almost the same from 7 m behind the coal
face to 4m ahead of the coal face, and this means the length of yield zones in ahead of the coal face is
the same, while the peak value of the VSCF in ahead of coal face and affecting range is different, the
affecting range of Gob 2 is larger than Gob 1, and the peak value of VSCF of gob 2 is 3.1 compared
with 2.8 for Gob 1 model. This is because the gob 2 has larger recovery distance to pre-mining stress
value and the coal face need to take more overlying strata load than gob 1.

 

Figure 11. Vertical stress concentration factor in the face area of protected coal seam.

Figure 12 shows the VSCF curves with gob 1 for different mining height of 1 m, 2 m, and 3 m,
respectively. It shows that the VSCF value is equal at the back of the coal face for different mining
heights with the same gob behaviors. While the peak value of VSCF ahead of the coal face and their
affecting range is different with mining height changing. The peak values of VSCF for 1 m, 2 m, and
3 m mining height are 3 m, 2.8 m and 2.7 m, respectively; the peak value of VSCF is located in 4 m,
6 m, 8 m respectively ahead of the coal face. And the influence area of abutment stress increases
with the mining height. According to the above analysis, a negative relationship is found between
seam height and the VSCF values ahead of the coal face. This is because the stiffness of the coal seam
decreases with increasing coal seam height. The coal seam deforms more both laterally and vertically.
Larger deformation on the face or even face falls in the return, distresses the solid coal and decreases
the VSCF values. On the other hand, thinner seams can sustain more load because of higher stiffness.
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Figure 12. Vertical stress concentration factor with different mining height for Gob 1.

5.2.3. The Effect of Gob Behaviors to Protected Coal Seam

Figure 13 shows the pressure relief coefficient of the protected coal seam with different gob
behaviors for different face advance. The starting line lies 20 m of the horizontal coordinate. As shown
in Figure 13, overall, the pressure relief coefficient of the protected coal seam has same changing trends
under the condition of two different gob behaviors in the protective coal seam, stress concentration
occurs both ahead of the coal face and behind the set-up room. The pressure relief changes regularly
during the mining process. Taking the gob 1 for example, it increases gradually at the beginning of the
mining process. It then reaches the peak value at approximately 0.3 when the protective coal seam
is mined 50 m; and later, the peak value gradually decreases and levels off at approximately 0.26.
While it also shows some difference in terms of magnitude and scope for different face advance with
different gob behaviors. It does not show the difference until the face advance is larger than 50 m,
this shows these two kinds of gob behaviors have the same effect to the protected coal seam when
the protective coal seam is mined within 50 m. When the protective coal seam is mined 100 m, the
magnitude and scope of protected coal seam begins to show difference with gob 1 and gob 2. The peak
value of pressure relief coefficient of gob 1 is about 0.28, which is approximately 34 m behind the coal
face, and the pressure relief scope is about 74 m, while the corresponding values of gob 2 are 0.33 m,
37 m and 79 m, respectively, increasing by 18%, 8.8% and 6.8%, respectively.

 
(a) Gob 1 

Figure 13. Cont.
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(b) Gob 2 

Figure 13. Pressure relief coefficient of protected coal seam with different gob behaviors for different
face advance.

The relief angle in Figure 2, is one of the major parameters used to describe the relief effect after
mining a protective coal seam. Relief angles α and β can be expressed as α = arctan(b1/a1) and
β = arctan(b1/a1) [1]. The relief area of the protected coal seam presents the range where the coal
and gas outburst danger is eliminated. A greater the relief angle corresponds to a larger relief area.
As stress distribution in the gob is different, it will result in a different relief angle. Table 4 shows the
relief angles change along strike with different gob behaviors for different face advance. Overall, the
relief angles in the coal face are larger than those in the set-up room side. this is because the broken
rock mass in the gob can pick up some load from overlying strata while there is only a shield support
in the face area which can only take a little load, and the pressure of overlying strata above the face
area transfers to the solid coal, which result in larger pressure relief above face area than gob side.
In the starting line side, the relief angles gradually decrease during the mining process, decreasing
from 82◦ for 30 m face advance to 43.1◦ (gob 1) and 55.2◦ (gob 2) for 120 m face advance, and the relief
angle in the set up room side become different for gob 1 and gob 2 after the coal seam is mined 100 m,
gob 2 has larger relief angle than gob 1 in gob side, this is because gob 2 has larger stress recover
distance than gob 1, the relief angle for gob 1 and gob 2 is 55.2◦ and 61.0◦, respectively, when the coal
seam is mined 100 m. In the coal face side, the relief angles experience the increase, decrease, and
stabilization process; it decreases from 82◦ for 30 m face advance to 76◦ for 100 m face advance and
stabilizes at approximately 76◦. The relief angle is almost the same in the face area for different gob
behaviors; it means the gob behaviors have little effect on the pressure relief of the face area.

Table 4. Relief angles change along strike with different gob behaviors for different face advance.

Face Advance 30 m 50 m 100 m 120 m

Gob 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
Set up room/◦ 82.0 82.0 74.5 74.5 55.2 61.0 41.3 55.2

Coal face/◦ 82.0 82.0 80.6 80.6 76.0 76.0 76.0 76.0

5.2.4. The Effect of Mining Height to Protected Coal Seam

Figure 14 shows the pressure relief coefficient of protected coal seam with different mining heights
as a function of face advance. It is the results of Models 1 and 3. The peak value of pressure relief
coefficient is 0.12 and 0.14 respectively for 1 m mining height and 3 m when the coal seam is mined
30 m from the start position. The value of 3 m mining height increases by 17% than that of 1 m mining
height, and both of the peak values are at 17 m behind the coal face. The peak values are 0.21 and
0.28 respectively for 1 m and 3 m mining height when the coal seam is mined 50 m, the value of 3 m
mining height increases by 33%, while these values become 0.23%, 0.24%, and 4.3% respectively when
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the coal seam is mined 70 m, and the peak values are equal for 1 m and 3 m mining height when the
coal face in mined 120 m. According to the above data, we can draw the following conclusion: the
mining height of protective coal seam mainly has an effect to the protected coal seam at the beginning
of the mining process, the effect to protected coal seam decreases and even becomes very little when
the coal seam is mined a certain distance.

 

Figure 14. Pressure relief coefficient of protected coal seam with different mining height for different
face advance.

In order to further quantitatively determine the regularities of mining height of protective coal
seam to the stress relief and range of protected coal seam, the relief angles along strike with different
mining heights for different face advances are obtained by Model 1 and Model 3 (Table 3). As can
be seen from Table 5, the relief angles decrease with face advance. In the set-up room side, the relief
angles decrease from 82◦ for 30 m face advance to 41.3◦ for 120 m face advance when the mining
height is 3 m, and the relief angles are a little larger compared with 1 m mining height at the same
condition. The difference becomes less and less with further face advance. The relief angles of two
different mining heights are the same when the coal seam is mined 120 m; while in the coal face side,
the relief angle of 3 m mining height is always larger than 1 m mining height with face advancing.

Table 5. Relief angles along strike with different mining height for different face advance.

Face Advance 30 m 50 m 70 m 120 m

Ming
height/m 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1

Set-up room/◦ 82.0 74.5 74.5 71.6 64.7 63.5 41.3 41.3
Coal face/◦ 82.0 77.5 80.6 76.0 77.5 74.5 76.0 68.1

5.2.5. Pressure Relief Scope in Protected Coal Seam

As the lower protective coal seam (No. 8 seam) mining will generate stress relief in low
permeability protected coal seams (No. 3 seam), the adsorbed gas will desorb and flow into the fracture
network as the effective stress decreases and new fracture system growth occurs. The cross-measure
boreholes are constructed as an artificial channel because the desorbed gas cannot flow out of the stress
relief coal seams independently. A good understanding of stress-relief area with protective coal seam
mining therefore is the key point for high efficiency gas drainage. The simulation results are capable of
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helping us identify the stress relief area of target coal seam prior to mining operation. According to the
results of the four Flac3D models, the pressure relief scope in protected coal seam can be calculated
(Table 6), both the pressure relief scope and location in protected coal seam changes with the excavation
of protective coal seam, so the boreholes can be dynamically connected and disconnected from the gas
drainage system to get high-concentration gas.

Table 6. Pressure relief scope in protected coal seam.

Face Advance 30 m 50 m 70 m 100 m 120 m

Ming
height/m 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 1

Gob 1/m 27 19 41 36 52 49 73 – 77 72
Gob 2/m 27 – 41 – – – 78 – 93 –

5.3. Gas Drainage Program

A field study was carried in protected longwall face 4306 and protective longwall face 84306
for the drainage of desorbed gas and elimination of coal and gas outburst risks. 4036 working face
has three roadways (Figure 15): 43061, 43062 and 43063 (original 43042). As 43063 is the original
roadway of 4304 working face, 43061 and the 43042 roadway still need to be excavated. According to
the field data, 4306 working face has a methane content of 7.66–13.25 m3/t. The methane emission
content during the excavation of 43061 and 43062 roadways is 2.25–6.32 m3/min and 2.35–6.34 m3/min,
respectively. The prediction of methane emission content in 4306 face area is about 21.2–37.38 m3/min.
A combination gas drainage program of gas drainage while driving the roadway, drilling boreholes
along coal seam and gas drainage by floor Tunnel 2 after stress-relief are used to eliminate outburst
risk in 4306 working face. The roadway layout and boreholes parameters are shown in Figure 15.

 

Figure 15. Illustration of gas drainage during and after roadway excavation.
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5.3.1. Gas Drainage While Driving the Roadway and Drilling Boreholes along Coal Seam

Areas A and B in the Figure 15 represent the process of gas drainage while driving the roadway
and drilling boreholes along the coal seam, respectively. The construction of floor Tunnel 1 and
cross-measure boreholes was completed prior to gas drainage. The drilling of the borehole can increase
plasticity of coal mass, reduce outburst prevention indexes effectively, and make sure the roadway
tunnel safely and effectively.

The results of gas drainage by floor Tunnel 1 are shown in Table 7. It is proven through field
application that draining methane while driving cannot only effectively prevent gas and coal outburst
from occurring and reduce methane emission in the roadway, but also greatly reduce the frequency to
adopt technical measures against outburst and raise the advancing speed.

Table 7. The results after gas drainage by floor tunnel 1.

No. Parameters
Before Gas
Drainage

After Gas
Drainage

1 Average gas content/m3/t 12.41 7.68
2 Maximum gas emission during roadway excavation/m3/min 7.5 3.48

3 Gas outburst prevention index K1 Average value 0.4–0.42 0.32–0.33
Exceed or not Y N

4 Roadway excavation speed Excavation footage/m 2.4 5–7
Weather gas affect roadway

excavation or not Y N

5.3.2. Gas Drainage by Floor Tunnel 2 after Stress-Relief

As the high initial stress, low permeability and low hardness condition of protected coal seam, the
gas drainage by borehole along coal seam cannot meet the safety mining requirements of protected coal
seam. Further gas drainage must be done before excavating the protected coal seam. The floor tunnel
is therefore driven for further gas drainage during the excavation of the lower protective coal seam
(longwall face 84306). The floor tunnel is located in the K7 fine sandstone of No. 3 coal seam floor at a
depth of 6 m. The cross-measure boreholes are drilled through the full thickness of the No. 3 coal seam.
The horizontal and vertical cross-sectional views of the protected longwall face are shown in Figure 16.
The spacing of adjacent holes and rows is 10 m × 5 m in length and width. Each borehole is attached to
the gas drainage system immediately after drilling. The range of boreholes is 140 m × 900 m in width
and length. There are a total of 18 gas drainage units in 4306 longwall face, every unit has 10 groups
of boreholes, the quantity of boreholes is 15 and 14 respectively for single array and double array
(Figure 16a). The borehole parameters of 4306 floor tunnel 2 are listed in Table 8.

According to the results of Table 6, for different mining height and face advance of lower protective
coal seam, the pressure relief scope in protected coal seam is different. As such, the results of Table 6
can be used to guide the gas drainage scope along the strike. This will highly improve gas drainage
efficiency and reduce unnecessary work.
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 16. Diagram of the spatial configuration of the protected longwall and stress-relief gas drainage.
(a) Horizontal plane view; (b) vertical section view.

Table 8. The borehole parameters of 4306 floor tunnel 2.

Singular Group Even Group

No. Dip/i Azimuth/z Depth/m No. Dip/i Azimuth/z Depth/m

1 14 270 70.5 1 15 270 65.5
2 16 270 60.5 2 18 270 56
3 19 270 51 3 21 270 46.5
4 23 270 41.5 4 26 270 37
5 29 270 32.5 5 34 270 28
6 41 270 24.5 6 51 270 20.5
7 61 270 18.5 7 56 200 19.5
8 57 177 19 8 55 156 19.5
9 59 90 18.5 9 48 90 21.5
10 40 90 25 10 34 90 28.5
11 29 90 32.5 11 26 90 37
12 23 90 41.5 12 20 90 46.5
13 18 90 51 13 17 90 56
14 16 90 60.5 14 15 90 65.5
15 14 90 70.5

6. Conclusions

The mining of protective coal seam is wildly used in the multiple coal seams in China to eliminate
or at least mitigate the coal and gas outburst. In this study, a 3D numerical model has been established
with a consideration of the gob loading characteristics, to make a better understanding of the mining
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influence of lower protective coal seam to the protected coal seam. The gob characteristics are
developed by H. Yavuz’s method and calibrated by the realistic VSCF value ahead of coal face.
The model can be easily changed for specific coal mine gob loading behaviors based on field
measurements and has the potential to realistically model longwall mining. The stress recovering
distance in the gob and mining height of protected coal seam were selected as the important variables
to assess their influence on the stress relief of the protected coal seam. The stress relief coefficient and
relief angle were introduced as two important parameters to evaluate the stress relief effect in different
regions of the protected coal seam. Finally, the reasonable gas drainage programs were provided.
The main results of this study are summarized below.

(1) “O” circle was found in the gob after the mining of protective coal seam. The area closes to
pillar and coal face made up of the main macro-fractures for gas flow.

(2) The overburden of protective coal seam can be divided into 5 zones according to the
distribution of stress and displacement in the mining horizon: the original zone, compression zone,
expansion zone, recovering zone, and re-compacted zone; the expansion zone had largest permeability
compared with other areas and was the best place for gas drainage.

(3) The peak value of VSCF ahead of coal face increased with the increase of the stress recover
distance; it decreased with mining height.

(4) For the same mining height with different gob behaviors of protective coal seam, the relief
angles experienced the increase, decrease and stabilization process with face advancing in the coal face
side; the relief angle was almost the same in the face area for different gob behaviors, indicating that it
has little effect to the pressure relief of the face area.

(5) For the same gob behaviors with different mining height of protective coal seam, the mining
height of protective coal seam mainly has an effect to the protected coal seam at the beginning of the
mining process. This effect decreases and becomes very little when the coal seam is mined a certain
distance. And the relief angle of 3 m mining height is always larger than 1m mining height with face
advancing on the face side.

(6) Pressure relief scope in protected coal seam was acquired under specific mining condition.
A combination gas drainage programs were provided for the case working face. The gas content
reduced from 12.41 m3/t to 7.68 m3/t in 15 m range of roadway. It effectively prevented gas and coal
outburst from occurring and reduced methane emission in roadway, and raised the advancing speed
at the same time. And the research results can be used to guide the scope of gas drainage and highly
improve gas drainage efficiency and reduce unnecessary work. More field data need to be collected
for further research.
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Abstract: Subsection split grouting technology can effectively improve the grouting efficiency and
homogeneity of grouting in a target reinforcement area. It is therefore necessary to clarify the
reinforcement mechanism and characteristics of the soft filling medium under the condition of
split grouting. A three-dimensional grouting simulation test of segmented split grouting in a soft
filling medium was conducted. The distribution characteristics and thicknesses of the grouting
veins were obtained under the condition of segmented grouting. The mechanical mechanism
of segmented split grouting reinforcement, based on the distribution characteristics of different
grouting veins, was revealed. After grouting, a uniaxial compression test and an indoor permeation
test were conducted. Based on the method of the region-weighted average, the corresponding
permeability coefficient and the elastic modulus of each splitting-compaction region were obtained.
The quantitative relationship between the mechanical properties and the impermeability of the soft
filling medium before and after grouting was established. The results revealed that three different
types of veins were formed as the distance from the grouting holes increased; namely, skeleton veins,
cross-grid grouting veins, and parallel dispersed grouting veins. The thicknesses of the grouting veins
decreased gradually, whereas the number of grouting veins increased. Moreover, the strikes of the
grouting vein exhibited increased randomness. The reinforcement effect of segmental split grouting
on soft filling media was mainly confirmed by the skeleton support and compaction. The elastic
modulus of the grouting reinforcement solid increased on average by a factor that was greater than
100, and the permeability coefficient decreased on average by a factor that was greater than 40 in the
direction of the parallel grouting vein with the most impermeable solid. The research results may be
helpful in the investigation of the split grouting reinforcement mechanism under the condition of
segmented grouting.

Keywords: rock-soil mechanics; soft filling medium; segmented grouting; split grouting; model
experiment; reinforcement mechanism

1. Introduction

Grouting [1–3] is increasingly and widely being used in underground engineering, to effectively
strengthen soft rock and soil. The reinforcement mode of the fault-fracture zone and the quaternary
topsoil layer, which are composed of a soft filling medium [4], are usually dominated by fracturing
grouting [5]. Moreover, the mechanical properties and impenetrability performance of the soil can
be significantly improved by grouting [3]. In the grouting processes, split grouting technology [6]
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can effectively improve the grouting efficiency when the method of single drilling and multiple
grouting is adopted. In addition, it can significantly improve the homogeneity of grouting in a target
reinforcement area [7]. However, the grouting reinforcement mechanism and simulation test research
of the segmented grouting do not meet the requirements of engineering.

At present, many scholars have conducted numerous studies on the split grouting of soft filling
mediums. In a theoretical study, Zhang et al. [8] considered the effect of an asymmetrical load,
and obtained the analytical solution of splitting-opening pressure. Based on the flat slit model,
Li Shucai and Sun Feng et al. [9–12] established a split grouting diffusion equation for different
constitutive models, and a relationship between the grouting pressure or slurry viscosity and the
diffusion radius of the slurry. Based on a hypothesis that the semi-infinite space of the injected medium
on both sides of the grouting vein was subjected to a uniform force, Zhang Qingsong et al. [13]
considered the coupling effect between the slurry flow field and the stress field of the injected medium,
and established a spatial distribution equation for the width of the splitting channel. In experimental
research, Zhang Lianzhen [14] developed a two-dimensional visualization split grouting simulation test
device to study the split grouting mechanism of water-rich sands. The spatial attenuation characteristics
of the thickness of the split grouting vein and the approximate influence range of the split grouting
were obtained. Li Peng et al. [15,16] reported the improvement of the mechanical properties of a
fractured mud medium before and after split grouting. However, the focus of the study was on the
splitting-opening pressure [17], the relationship between the diffusion distance [18] and pressure,
and the effect of single split grouting. There are few discussions on the spatial distribution and the
thickness variation of the grouting veins [19], and the reinforcement that is caused by segmental
split grouting.

To obtain the reinforcement characteristics of the soft filling medium under the condition of
segmented split grouting, a three-dimensional grouting simulation test system was developed,
which could realize segmented split grouting. A simulation test was conducted with a typical soft
filling medium of the F2 fault shale filling of the Yonglian Tunnel in the Jilian Expressway, Jiangxi
Province, China The reinforcement mechanism under the condition of segmented split grouting was
studied. The distribution characteristics and the thickness variation of the grouting veins were obtained.
The mechanism of segmental split grouting reinforcement was revealed. A uniaxial compression test
and indoor penetration test were carried out by the grouting reinforcement solid in different splitting
and compacting areas, and the corresponding permeability coefficient and elastic modulus of different
splitting and compacting areas were obtained. Based on the methods of the regional weighted
average [20], a quantitative relationship between the mechanical properties and the impermeability of
the soft filling media before and after grouting was established.

2. Three-Dimensional Grouting Simulation Test System

The segmental split grouting simulation test system mainly consisted of a simulation test frame
and a grouting module. The test system could realize segmental split grouting in a soft filling medium.
Moreover, it could also be used to excavate, to obtain the distribution characteristics and the thickness
of the grouting veins, and sampling to analyze the grouting reinforcement effect.

2.1. The Simulation Test Frame System

In order to expediently install, disassemble, observe, and sample, a simulation test frame was
designed by stratified combination. It consisted of four rings with inner diameters of 1.5 m and heights
of 30 cm, as shown in Figure 1. The material of the rings was high-strength steel, and they were
connected to each other by high-strength bolts.
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Figure 1. Model test equipment.

2.2. Grouting Module

The grouting module included an internal preset device and an external grouting support system.
As presented in Figure 2a, the internal preset device included grouting holes, a preset grouting
pipe, and a pressure bearing separator. The diameter of the preset grouting pipe was 20 mm, and it
was composed of a galvanized steel pipe with overflow holes arranged at intervals. The grout was
injected into the ground layer through the overflow hole under the grouting pressure. As presented
in Figure 2b, the pressure-bearing separator included a diffuser-bearing body and a waterproof sand
bag. The waterproof sand bag was filled with sand to prevent the passage of the slurry during the
grouting process.

The external grouting supporting system included a grouting pump, a grouting pipe, and a slurry
mixer. To obtain medium pressure and high pressure grouting, a pneumatic grouting pump and a
manual grouting pump were used for the experiment.

Figure 2. The internal preset device: (a) the physical picture of the internal preset device, (b) the
principle of pressure bearing separator.

3. The Experiment Design for Grouting

3.1. Test Target

1. The thickness variation characteristics and the spatial distribution of the grouting veins along the
direction of grout migration were obtained.

2. The mechanical parameters and permeability coefficient of the injected media before and after
grouting were tested, and the quantitative relationship between the mechanical properties and
permeability coefficient of the soft filling medium before and after the grouting was established.

3.2. Segmented Split Grouting Process

The segmented split grouting process was as follows. Firstly, the grouting pipe was vertically
arranged in the simulation test frame, as shown in Figure 3. The grouting work was divided into
three segmental grouting works by the pressure-bearing separator, and the grouting was begun from
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the bottom up. Then, before a segmental grouting work, the separator above the grouting pipe of
this segmental grouting work was closed. When the segmental grouting work was finished and the
slurry was consolidated, the waterproof sand bag in the pressure bearing separator was destroyed
manually to allow the slurry to pass through. Next, the next segment grouting was carried out, so the
grout could enter the injected medium from the overflow hole of the next section of the grouting pipe.
Finally, three segmental grouting works were finished, the experiment was set for 14 days, and then it
was excavated.

Figure 3. Internal structure of the simulated test.

3.3. Design of Filling Scheme

The fault muddy filling was used as the filling medium in this experiment, which was sourced
from the F2 fault of the Yonglian Tunnel in the Jilian Expressway, Jiangxi Province, China [21]. The basic
parameters are presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Basic physical parameters of the soil [21].

Initial Water
Content

Dry Density
Permeability
Coefficient

Liquid
Limit

Fine
Cement

Porosity

Material type ω (%) ρd (g·cm−1) k (cm·s−1) WI (%) M (%) P (%)
Soft clay 37.8 1.17 5.2 × 10−4 45.9 36.7 31.5

First, before filling, the side walls of the model test stand were smoothed using glass glue.
To simulate the real conditions of the tunnel fault, the soft filling medium was divided into eight layers
into the mold, and then these were artificially compacted. Finally, when the filling was completed,
glass glue was used to fill the gap between the inside and the filling of the model frame, to prevent the
gap from becoming the dominant channel in the grouting.

3.4. Selection of Grouting Parameters

3.4.1. Selection of Grouting Pressure

The grouting pressure range was 0–1 MPa, and the grouting rate was 0–5 L/min. The grouting
end standard were as follows: the grouting volume of each section was 20–40 kg, and the pressure of
the external pressure gauge was a maximum of 1 MPa.

3.4.2. Selection of Grouting Material

The grouting material in this experiment consisted of Ordinary Portland cement (P.O 42.5) and a
new special grouting material GT-1 [22,23]. GT-1 was self-developed by Shandong University, and it
is composed of cement, polymer, dispersant, accelerator, early strength agent, pumping aid, and a
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defoamer. GT-1 has a quick setting effect and a higher strength in the early stages. In the grouting
process, GT-1 was mixed with P.O 42.5 slurry at a certain volume ratio to form a new C-GT slurry,
and it was injected into the stratum. In this experiment, the ratio of C-GT was 1:1. The basic parameters
of the C-GT slurry are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Parameters of the C-GT slurry.

W/C VC:VGT Stone Rate (%)
Gel Time (s) Age Strength (MPa)

Initial Setting Time Final Setting Time 1 h 5 h 1 Day 3 Days 14 Days 28 Days

1:1 1:1 85 45 80 0.5 1.8 3.0 7.0 8.0 8.9

3.4.3. Design of Slurry Color

To clearly determine the process of slurry migration and to compare the changes in the thicknesses
of the grouting veins in different segmented split grouts, three kinds of color slurries were developed;
namely, original, yellow, and red. The grouting parameters are shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Selection of grouting parameters.

Serial
Number

Order
Design

Grouting Rate
Design Grouting
Pressure (MPa)

Slurry
Color

Bottom Height of
Overflow Hole (cm)

1 First 0–5 L/min 1 original 30
2 Second 0–5 L/min 1 yellow 60
3 Third 0–5 L/min 1 red 90

4. Experiment Result Analysis

The experimental results were analyzed from two aspects of distribution characteristics and
thickness, as well as the grouting reinforcement effect. The distribution characteristics and the
thicknesses of the grouting veins of the soft filling medium were observed and measured, obtaining
the distribution characteristics and the thickness variation of the grouting veins under the condition
of segmented grouting. In the aspects of the grouting reinforcement effect, the soft filling medium
was sampled before and after grouting, and the uniaxial compression test and the indoor penetration
test were carried out to measure the mechanical properties and the permeabilities of the samples.
The changes of the elastic modulus and the permeability coefficient before and after grouting were
compared. The test results were as follows.

4.1. Distribution Characteristics and Thickness Analysis of Grouting Vein

Figure 4 shows the location of excavation section in the simulated test, and the excavation sections
were A, B and C, respectively.

-400
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-200
-100

Y(mm)

Excavation
 section

Grouting
hole

Side wall of
test frame

R=
75

0m
m

100
200
300
400
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Y(mm)
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Figure 4. Location of excavation section.
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As shown in Figure 4, the excavation sections were perpendicular to the bottom plate of the
simulated test frame, and they were excavated from the simulated test frame to the grouting hole.
The line that crossed the grouting hole and that was perpendicular to the excavation section was
taken as the x-axis. The intersection line between the excavation section and the floor of the simulated
test rack was taken as the y-axis. In the excavation process, the section excavation method was
adopted. The excavation step length was 200 mm, and the excavation plane was smooth. The position
coordinates of the grouting veins and thickness variation of the grouting veins were recorded in detail.

Figure 5 presents the veins of the whole excavation section of the three segmental grouting works.

Figure 5. The veins of the whole excavation section.

With respect to the grouting vein that was exposed by the excavation, it was found that when
the segmented split grouting was compared with the traditional full grouting, the segmented split
grouting had a complex network of veins in the soft filling medium, and the spatial distribution of the
veins was significantly different. Moreover, based on the thickness distribution and the morphological
characteristics of the grouting veins, it could be divided into skeleton veins, cross-grid grouting veins,
and parallel dispersed grouting veins.

4.1.1. Skeleton Vein

Figure 6 presents the skeleton veins of the three segmental grouting work. Figure 6a–c present the
original skeleton vein in the first segmental grouting work, the yellow grouting vein in the second
segmental grouting work, and the red grouting vein in the third segmental grouting work.

Figure 6. Framework grouting vein: (a) original grouting vein, (b) yellow grouting vein, and (c) red
grouting vein.
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Considering the grouting hole as the origin, the skeleton vein extended outward along the
direction of grout migration. Moreover, the thickness of the grouting vein was larger near the grouting
hole. From the excavation results, it was found that the thickness of the grouting veins of each
segmental grouting work was different along the grouting pipe. The thickness of the grouting veins
was larger near the grouting hole, and the injected medium compressed by the grouting vein was
denser. This indicated that the supporting role of the skeleton vein was more significant when the
grouting vein was closer to the location of the grouting hole.

Figure 7 presents the thickness distribution of the skeleton veins in the A (200 mm) section.
Figure 7a presents the thickness distribution of the skeleton veins along the direction of grout migration.
Figure 7b presents the thickness distribution proportions of the different skeleton veins.

Figure 7. Thickness distribution of the grouting veins in A (200 mm) section: (a) thickness distribution
of the grouting veins along the direction of grout migration; and (b) thickness distribution proportions
of the different grouting veins.

As presented in Figure 7, the skeleton veins were mainly distributed near the A (200 mm) section,
and the thicknesses of the skeleton veins were mainly concentrated within the range of 10–20 mm.
Moreover, the skeleton veins were close to the overflow hole, and the thicknesses of the skeleton veins
decreased significantly along the direction of grout migration.

4.1.2. Cross-Grid Grouting Vein

Figure 8 presents the cross-grid grouting veins after the three segmental grouting works.

Figure 8. Cross-grid grouting vein.

As presented in Figure 8, the grouting veins of each segmental grouting work intersected
each other to form a more distinct cross-grid grouting vein structure. Under the condition of
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subsection split grouting, the formation stress was the same as the original formation stress in the
first segmental grouting work, whereas the formation stress was changed in the residual grouting
segments. The change of the formation stress resulted in a change in split direction; thus, the splitting
channel developed in a zigzag manner along the direction of grout migration. The grouting veins
of each segmental grouting work converged and intersected in the section of the lower formation
stress to form cross-grid grouting veins in the region. There were three different reinforcement
areas in the area affected by the cross-grid grouting vein, namely, the grouting vein skeleton area,
the penetration-filling area, and the compacted area. Therefore, the support of the grouting vein,
penetration-filling, and compaction-consolidation were the three main reinforcement modes of the
cross-grid grouting vein, and they were synergistic and complementary.

Figure 9 presents the thickness distribution of the grouting veins in the B (400 mm) section.
Figure 9a–c present the thickness distribution of the original grouting vein, the yellow grouting vein,
and the red grouting vein along the direction of grout migration, respectively. Figure 9d presents the
thickness distribution proportions of the different grouting veins.

Figure 9. Thickness distribution of the grouting veins in the B (400 mm) section: (a) thickness distribution
of the original grouting vein; (b) thickness distribution of the yellow grouting vein; (c) thickness
distribution of the red grouting vein; and (d) thickness distribution proportions of the different
grouting veins.

From the results of the excavation, the cross-grid grouting veins were concentrated near the B
(400 mm) section. As presented in Figure 9, it was found that the thicknesses of the grouting veins
were within the range of 5–15 mm, and an increase in the distance from the grouting hole resulted
in a decrease in the thickness of the grouting veins. Due to the mutual influence of each segmental
grouting work, the veins exhibited irregular variations at the local location.

4.1.3. Parallel Dispersed Grouting Vein

Figure 10 presents the parallel dispersed grouting veins. Figure 10a presents the original-red
parallel dispersed grouting veins, and Figure 10b presents the blue-yellow parallel dispersed
grouting veins.
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Figure 10. Parallel dispersed grouting veins: (a) original-red parallel dispersed grouting veins and
(b) blue-yellow parallel dispersed grouting veins.

The parallel dispersed grouting vein was mostly present at a position that was far away from
the grouting hole and close to the grout frontal surface. With an increase in the distance of the grout
migration from the grouting hole, the grout pressure gradually decreased, resulting in a smaller
opening of the split channel. The grouting veins of this type were approximately parallel. There were
many permeable diffusion regions near the parallel dispersed grouting vein. In the region that
was affected by the parallel dispersed grouting vein, the reinforcement modes were the same as
that of the cross-grid grouting vein, including the support of the grouting vein, penetration-filling,
and compaction-consolidation. Compared with the skeleton vein and the cross-grid grouting vein,
the thicknesses of most of the parallel dispersed grouting veins were relatively small, and the
reinforcement effect of the grouting veins was significantly limited to the injected medium.

Figure 11 presents the thickness distribution of the grouting veins in the C (600 mm) section.
Figure 11a–c presents the thickness distributions of the original grouting vein, the yellow grouting
vein, and the red grouting vein along the direction of grout migration, respectively. Figure 10d presents
the thickness distribution proportions of the different grouting veins.

Figure 11. Thickness distribution of the grouting veins in the C (600 mm) section: (a) thickness
distribution of the original grouting veins; (b) thickness distribution of the original grouting veins;
(c) thickness distribution of the red grouting veins; (d) thickness distribution proportions of the different
grouting veins.
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From the results of the excavation, more parallel grouting veins were mainly distributed near
the C (600 mm) section. As presented in Figure 11, it was found that the thicknesses of the parallel
grouting veins were concentrated to within a range of 0–10 mm. The grouting veins were distributed
near the grout frontal surface, and a decrease in the grouting vein thickness was clearly observed.

Therefore, when the soft filling medium was reinforced by segmented grouting, skeleton grouting
veins, cross-grid grouting veins, and parallel dispersed grouting veins were formed in an orderly
manner, in accordance with the increase in the distance from the grouting hole. The reinforcement
modes of the subsection split grouting were the main supports of the grouting vein skeleton,
permeation-filling, and compaction consolidation.

The thicknesses of the grouting veins in the grouting area decreased with an increase in the
distance from the grouting hole. For example, the thicknesses of the skeleton grouting veins were in
the range of 10–20 mm, whereas the thicknesses for the parallel grouting veins were in the range of
0–10 mm. The number of grouting veins increased from the grouting hole to the grout frontal surface,
and the strikes of the grouting veins exhibited increased randomness.

4.2. Analysis of Grouting Reinforcement Effect

From the results of the distribution characteristics of the grouting veins, the reinforcement effect
of the soft filling medium by the split grouting was mainly reflected by two phenomena. On the one
hand, the soft filling medium at the corresponding position was replaced by the grouting vein skeleton,
which could act as a support for the injected medium. On the other hand, the grouting vein skeleton had
a significant compaction-consolidation effect and a permeation-filling effect on the soft filling medium.
After the permeation-filling and the compaction-consolidation of the grouting veins, the mechanical
properties and the impermeability of the soft filling medium were significantly improved.

To quantitatively analyze the reinforcement effect, and to determine the quantitative relationship
between the mechanical properties and the permeability before and after grouting, the grouting
reinforcement area was divided, based on the spatial distribution positions and the reinforcement
methods of the grouting veins. It could be divided into three regions: the replacement region of
the grouting veins, the grouting split zones, and the grouting compaction zone. The replacement
region of the grouting veins was the grouting vein skeleton area; the grouting split zone was the area
that was significantly affected by permeation-filling and compaction-consolidation; and the grouting
compaction zone was the edge of the influence area of the segmental grouting area, which was
dominated by compaction.

Figure 12 presents the schematic diagram of the injected medium zoning. As presented in
Figure 12, 1© and 9© indicate the compact area; 3©, 5©, and 7© indicate the replacement region of
grouting vein; and 2©, 4©, 6©, and 8© indicate the grouting split zone formed by the slurry split.

Figure 12. Schematic diagram of the injected medium zoning.
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As presented in Figure 13, the cross-section samples of the typical grouting reinforcement area
(non-grouting vein replacement area) were selected along the direction of grout diffusion, and the
space of each sample was a distance of 20 cm.

Figure 13. Location of cross-section sampling.

4.2.1. Compression Strength

Figures 14 and 15 present the cross section sampling and single cycle compression test in the
grouting reinforcement area, respectively.

Figure 14. Cross section sampling.

Figure 15. Compression test.

An electric rotary coring machine was used to sample the grouting reinforcement solid area.
The 144 samples were selected, and the diameter and height of the sample were 50 mm and 100 mm,
respectively. The compressive strength of the sample was tested according to GB/T 50081-2002, and the
elastic modulus of the sample was calculated from the compression stress-strain curve.

The replacement region of the grouting veins was mainly filled with grout stone; therefore,
the elastic modulus (14 days) of the grout stone was used as the elastic modulus of the replacement
region of the grouting veins. The elastic modulus and the standard deviations of other regions are
presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Data sheet of the specimens in the splitting and compacting zone.

Elastic Modulus(E)/MPa and Standard Deviations(S)

Location of Sample
Cross-Section (cm)

Compacting
Zone 1

Splitting
Zone 2

Splitting
Zone 4

Splitting
Zone 6

Splitting
Zone 8

Compacting
Zone 9

E S E S E S E S E S E S

x = 0

96 1.56 182 1.45 284 2.23 235 2.21 168 1.10 94 3.21
124 1.36 205 2.11 296 3.12 312 5.36 212 3.65 126 2.10
178 1.23 285 4.21 340 4.96 325 4.25 271 4.23 182 0.86
152 2.65 247 3.95 388 6.02 363 6.21 243 5.21 148 0.79
110 3.21 226 4.23 312 2.70 318 3.65 184 1.89 120 1.89
85 2.21 196 1.87 275 1.14 304 1.58 150 5.11 87 2.36

x = 20

80 1.26 127 4.56 226 3.21 185 3.65 106 2.68 82 0.68
104 1.03 196 2.36 288 4.05 302 5.65 172 2.13 94 1.65
148 2.01 264 3.29 307 3.04 325 4.96 203 0.98 138 2.31
94 0.98 225 1.95 334 5.69 296 3.68 245 3.69 124 1.15
87 1.68 158 0.98 272 4.12 252 1.56 164 5.45 91 2.35
74 0.45 135 1.14 215 3.14 201 1.02 124 2.12 80 1.89

x = 40

65 0.65 105 1.68 202 4.56 196 3.68 94 1.56 52 1.22
92 1.56 150 1.89 243 3.68 230 2.65 144 1.68 68 2.36

106 1.89 226 2.68 271 2.68 264 2.31 191 3.21 93 1.10
85 0.96 210 3.87 238 1.59 256 1.58 244 2.68 102 0.65
72 1.45 154 1.56 222 3.68 228 2.10 141 1.36 74 0.98
54 1.54 96 1.68 195 4.65 184 1.22 116 1.26 65 0.48

x = 60

45 0.98 67 0.98 93 0.65 97 0.98 54 0.79 52 2.56
57 1.32 75 1.35 114 1.56 110 1.65 67 0.86 66 5.65
93 1.89 101 1.68 146 1.75 158 2.65 96 1.12 80 2.65
86 1.68 93 2.68 134 2.31 146 2.31 114 2.01 64 3.57
78 2.12 78 0.98 102 1.62 112 1.12 84 1.10 48 2.32
64 0.97 66 1.10 88 1.59 103 2.02 65 0.88 35 0.68

In Figure 12, the area weighting coefficients of areas 1©– 9© were calculated from the partition
characteristics of the injected media, and the equivalent elastic modulus of the grouting reinforcement
solid area could then be calculated using the method of the weighted mean value.

The average elastic modulus of a grouting reinforcement area was calculated by the equation [24]
as follows:

Ej−i =
1
6

6

∑
m=1

Ej−i−m (1)

where j is the section number ranging from 1–4, which represents the sections corresponding to
x = 60 cm, x = 40 cm, x = 20 cm, and x = 0 cm, respectively; i is the area number of the section,
which ranges from 1–9; m is the sample number in a certain area, which ranges from 1–6; Ej−i is
the average elastic modulus of the excavation section j and area i; and Ej−i−m is the average elastic
modulus of the excavation section j, area i, and sample m.

The average elastic modulus of a section can be expressed by the equation [24] as follows:

Ej =
9

∑
i=1

sj−i

Sj
Ej−i (2)

where Sj is the total section area of the excavation section j; Sj−i is the total section area of the excavation
section j and area i; and Ej is the average elastic modulus of the excavation section j.

The equivalent elastic modulus of the grouting reinforcement solid is:

Ee =
1
4

4

∑
j=1

Ej (3)

where Ee is the equivalent elastic modulus of the grouting reinforcement solid.
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According to the calculation Formula (1)–(3) and the elastic modulus data in Table 4, the equivalent
elastic modulus of the grouting reinforcement solid Ee was 205.2 MPa. Before the split grouting,
the elastic modulus ES of the soft filling medium sample without grouting was 2 MPa. Thus:

Ee = 102.6ES (4)

Under the experimental conditions used in this study, the elastic modulus of the grouting
reinforcement solid increased on average by a factor greater than 100 after the grouting
reinforcement, thus indicating that the support of the grouting vein, permeation-filling, and the
compaction-consolidation formed by the split grouting could significantly improve the mechanical
properties of the injected medium. Segmental split grouting was therefore effective in improving the
mechanical properties of the weak filling media.

4.2.2. Anti-Permeability

Figure 16 presents the specimen sampling of the grouting reinforcement solid area and the
permeability test. The permeability coefficient of the sample was tested using a TST-55 permeameter,
and the diameter and height of the sample were 61.8 mm and 40 mm, respectively. The sampling
distance of each reinforced area was 30 cm.

Figure 16. Specimen sampling and permeability test.

As shown in the Table 5, the permeability coefficients of each section were calculated using
Darcy’s law. The permeability coefficient of the grouting reinforcement solid was measured separately,
and was 5.5 × 10−8 cm/s.

Table 5. Permeability coefficients.

Location of Sample
Cross-Section (cm)

Permeability Coefficient (10−6 cm/s)

Compacting Zone Splitting Zone

1 9 2 4 6 8

x = 0
8.6 27.4 0.7 0.2 0.4 1.7

16.3 32.6 1.6 0.4 0.6 2.2
10.7 44.8 2.2 0.6 0.8 3.4

x = 20
22.5 38.5 1.2 0.4 0.8 3.4
27.4 45.4 2.3 0.4 0.6 4.4
38.6 56.8 3.3 0.8 1.0 5.8

x = 40
48.1 67.4 4.6 0.7 0.7 5.7
52.7 71.5 5.2 0.8 0.8 6.3
64.2 82.8 6.7 0.9 1.2 7.8

x = 60
68.8 78.5 5.5 0.9 1.3 7.3
74.5 86.2 6.6 1.12 1.4 7.9
82.4 95.6 7.8 1.4 1.8 9.1
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Figure 17 presents the schematic diagram of the stratified seepage in the parallel and vertical
grouting vein directions.

Figure 17. Schematic diagram of stratified seepage: (a) parallel grouting vein direction and (b) vertical
grouting vein direction.

As presented in Figure 17, the soft filling medium exhibited significant stratification characteristics
after grouting. The grouting reinforcement solid area was composed of lamellar regions with different
permeability coefficients. According to the principle of seepage mechanics, the equivalent permeability
coefficient in the parallel grouting vein direction was calculated by the equation [25] as follows:

Kh =
n

∑
i=1

Hi
H

Ki (5)

where Kh is the equivalent permeability coefficient in the parallel grouting vein direction; Hi is the
thickness of region i; H is the total thickness of the injected medium; Ki is the average permeability
coefficient of region i.

The equivalent permeability coefficient in the vertical grouting vein direction was calculated by
the equation [25] as follows:

Kv =
1

n
∑

i=1

Hi
H

1
Ki

(6)

where Kh is the equivalent permeability coefficient in the vertical grouting vein direction.
The permeability coefficient of the C-GT grouting reinforcement solid was small, thus Kh >> Kv.

The equivalent permeability coefficient Kh, which was most unfavorable in the parallel slurry direction,
was calculated to represent the permeability coefficient of the grouting reinforcement solid. According
the permeability coefficient of the soft filling medium in Table 5, the permeability coefficient of the
grouting vein, and formula (5), the equivalent permeability coefficient of the grouting reinforcement
solid Kh was calculated as 12.95 × 10−6 cm/s, whereas the initial permeability coefficient of the soft
filling medium KS was 5.2 × 10−4 cm/s. Therefore:

Kh = 40.15−1KS (7)

After grouting, the permeability coefficient was the biggest in the parallel grouting direction,
but the permeability coefficient of the soft filling medium was reduced by a factor greater than 40.
This indicated that the compaction effect of the grouting vein formed by the split grouting reduced the
permeability of the soft filling medium. Thus, the subsection split grouting could effectively improve
the anti-seepage performance of the soft filling medium.
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5. Conclusions

Segmental splitting grouting is widely used in soft ground grouting reinforcement projects,
such as fault fracture zones and the quaternary topsoil layers. The study of the section splitting
grouting mechanism is helpful to realize the quantification of grouting design. The simulation test
formed the following important conclusions:

(1) A three-dimensional grouting simulation test system was developed, which could realize the
subsection split grouting in a soft filling medium. Moreover, it could be used to conduct the
excavation observation and sampling analysis after grouting.

(2) There was no permeable grouting in the soft filling medium with poor permeability, but the form
of grouting in this medium was mainly split grouting. Three types of veins were formed when
the soft filling medium was consolidated by subsection split grouting; namely, skeleton support
veins, cross-grid pulp veins, and parallel dispersed pulp veins. The thicknesses of the grouting
veins decreased gradually as the distance from the grouting holes increased, and the strikes of
grouting veins exhibited increased randomness.

(3) The special grouting reinforcement mechanism under the section split grouting was determined,
and it consisted mainly of the reinforcement mode of the grout vein skeleton support,
permeation-filling, and compaction-consolidation.

(4) The elastic modulus of the grouting reinforcement solid increased on average by a factor greater
than 100, and the permeability coefficient decreased on average by a factor greater than 40 in
the direction of the parallel grouting vein with the most impermeable solid. This confirmed that
segmental split grouting is an effective method for the improvement of the mechanical properties
and the impermeability of the weak filling media.

The soil used is sourced from the F2 fault of Yonglian Tunnel in Jilian Expressway, Jiangxi Province,
China in this paper. The test results obtained are aimed at the injected medium that is used in this
experiment. It is not clear whether the test results are applicable to other media. A plan has been
drawn up to conduct experimental research in this field.
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Abstract: Modeling the coupled evolution of strain and CH4 seepage under conventional triaxial
compression is the key to understanding enhanced permeability in coal. An abrupt transition of
gas-stress coupled behavior at the dilatancy boundary is studied by the strain-based percolation
model. Based on orthogonal experiments of triaxial stress with CH4 seepage, a complete stress-strain
relationship and the corresponding evolution of volumetric strain and permeability are obtained.
At the dilatant boundary of volumetric strain, modeling of stress-dependent permeability is ineffective
when considering the effective deviatoric stress influenced by confining pressure and pore pressure.
The computed tomography (CT) analysis shows that coal can be a continuous medium of pore-based
structure before the dilatant boundary, but a discontinuous medium of fracture-based structure.
The multiscale pore structure geometry dominates the mechanical behavior transition and the
sudden change in CH4 seepage. By the volume-covering method proposed, the linear relationship
between the fractal dimension and porosity indicates that the multiscale network can be a fractal
percolation structure. A percolation model of connectivity by the axial strain-permeability relationship
is proposed to explain the transition behavior of volumetric strain and CH4 seepage. The volumetric
strain on permeability is illustrated by axial strain controlling the trend of transition behavior and
radical strain controlling the shift of behavior. A good correlation between the theoretical and
experimental results shows that the strain-based percolation model is effective in describing the
transition behavior of CH4 seepage in coal.

Keywords: enhanced permeability; deviatoric stress; mechanical behavior transition; CH4 seepage;
volumetric strain; strain-based percolation model

1. Introduction

Enhanced coal permeability after failure under triaxial stress can be determined quantitatively by
the stress-dependent model. However, the sudden change in permeability from porous to fractured coal
is more important in order to understand the enhanced mechanism and improve the stress-relieving
technology and hydromechanical (HM) fracturing method. On the other hand, the production of
coalbed methane (CBM) as green energy has been increasingly important, particularly in winter 2017,
with more determination to fight air pollution in the face of the gas shortage initiative in China [1].
Most of China’s coal has high density and low permeability, typically less than 1 mD [2,3]. In coal
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seams, to improve permeability for easy extraction, premining the protective coal is often carried out
to relieve the stress [4,5]. At the working face, the hydraulic fracturing method is often employed to
achieve local stress adjustment. The huge demand in CH4 promotes a deep understanding of sudden
changes in permeability, especially induced by the coupled effect of gas and stress. The key to all these
problems is to accurately understand the transition of permeability. We need a new model that can
illustrate the whole change in permeability, even sudden transitions.

Under triaxial compression, the permeability of CH4 mainly depends on the shearing-induced
dilatancy of the coal. Modeling enhanced permeability with deviatoric stress is useful for understanding
the coupled mechanism between the dilatant deformation and the seepage or percolation channel.
Many outstanding achievements focus on the study of stress-dependent permeability without considering
transition effect. Many models [6–11], as shown in Table 1, have been made based on the excavation
damage zone (EDZ), which depends on continuous media to explain the coupled process [12]. To our
knowledge, the stress-dependent model can effectively explain the coupled effect before the dilatant
boundary, taking coal as a continuous porous medium, and after, taking coal as discontinuous fractured
medium. According to percolation theory, there must be a state transition of the continuous-discontinuous
behavior controlling the coal permeability by connected clusters of multiscale networks [10]. The multiscale
can be referred as nano, mirco, meso, macro, and even mega scale. The corresponding structure of
discontinuities changes from pore to fracture. Here, we only focus on the study of cylindrical coal sample
in lab. The resolution for pore structure by CT is about 60 μm, which can be the lower limit of size.
There will be fracture generation connecting the top and bottom of the coal sample, which is about 12 cm
long. The study is based on the multiscale structure from 60 μm to 12 cm, and the upper limit is 2000 times
the lower limit. Indeed, the multiscale network of pore-crack-fracture is mainly generated at the dilatant
boundary, and the focus of study is on the multiscale behavior and sudden transition of permeability. It is
difficult to determine the boundary of two kinds of adjacent pore structures and the scale invariance is
often used to understand the multiscale behavior based on the percolation theory. So, the sudden transition
in permeability needs a new understanding of phase transition for the continuous-discontinuous behavior.

Considering the transition behavior, the local stress redistribution around isolated fractures
changes dramatically, and the deviatoric stress cannot control the sudden increase of volumetric
strain and permeability. Eventually, open fractures provide the main path for gas seepage until
there is a steady flow. So, the initial permeability k0 can be determined by Darcy’s law [6,7,13] or
the Carman-Kozeny equation [14,15]. The final permeability k f is often determined by the cubic
law [11,13,16] through fissure flow in discontinuous fractured coal. For the transition behavior,
there is always a sudden increase of volumetric strain or permeability [17,18]. Meanwhile, the coal
changes from continuous to discontinuous, corresponding to the generation of a multi scale network
of void structures. In mathematical terms, we can understand such behavior as a continuous and
nonderivative relationship. In physical terms, we propose the sudden changes of mechanical behavior
from pore-dominated structure to fracture-dominated structure as the phase transition according
to percolation theory [19,20]. The initial phase dominated by the continuous behavior moves into
the final phase dominated by discontinuous structural behavior. The pore-based material behavior
is continuous for Darcy’s flow and the fracture-based structural behavior is discontinuous for the
cubic law.
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Therefore, it is necessary to establish a new model that will help us understand transition behavior
in permeability. Percolation theory [21–24] is very effective at explaining such phase transitions in
disordered media. For coal under conventional triaxial compression, the continuous-discontinuous
transition depends on the cluster generation of multiscale pore-crack-fracture, as well as the structural
phase transition behavior of the connected clusters. Percolation models have been used to analyze
the fracture-induced transitions of various rocks [23–26]. However, due to our limited knowledge,
there has been almost no analysis of CH4 flow considering the mechanical-structural transition in coal.

Another focus is the multiscale geometric topology of the network that influences percolation
depending on the generation, distribution, and opening of fractures. It is impossible to find the exact
solution of local stress near all fractures, which dominate local opening and closing. The topology
evolution can be considered by the equivalent strain of coal considering the discontinuities. We mainly
focus on the percolation model of strain-dependent permeability by designing a series of orthogonal
experiments of conventional triaxial compression for coupled stress-strain permeability.

2. Materials and Experimental Methods

2.1. Coal Sample Preparation for Orthogonal Experiments

The coal blocks in China were selected at a depth of 690 m, and the coal seam has an average
thickness of 3.5 m with an inclination of 23◦. The roof and floor of the roadway are fine-grained
sandstone. Then, the coal blocks were processed into cylinder-shaped samples with a standard size of
50 mm diameter × 100 mm height [27]. The 9 samples were numbered C01, C02, C03, C04, C05, C06,
C07, C08, and C09.

Figure 1 illustrates the designed cycle of experimental procedures for coupled research including
the determined physical parameters, the multiscale structures by computed tomography (CT) before
and after failure, and triaxial compression coupled with CH4 seepage. Triaxial servo-controlled seepage
equipment for coupled thermos-fluid-solid of coal was adopted for the coupled behavior. The system
collected data at 1 s intervals, automatically recording axial force, axial and radial displacement,
confining pressure, temperature, and gas flow. After the samples were dried in an oven for 12 h,
their height, area, and porosity were measured, as shown in Table 2.

Figure 1. Experimental design.
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Table 2. Physical parameter determination. Porosity is measured by computed tomography (CT)
after failure.

Samples
Height Cross-Section Area Volume Dry Weight Density Porosity

/cm /cm2 /cm3 /g g/cm3 %

C01 10.40 19.63 204.15 279.0 1.37 4.83
C02 10.56 19.63 207.29 281.5 1.36 3.32
C03 10.50 19.63 206.12 276.7 1.34 3.13
C04 10.50 19.63 206.12 269.8 1.31 1.44
C05 10.27 19.63 201.60 299.0 1.48 4.87
C06 10.56 19.63 207.29 279.3 1.35 1.17
C07 9.44 19.63 185.31 250.2 1.35 6.02
C08 10.40 19.63 204.15 269.2 1.32 8.25
C09 10.52 19.63 206.51 278.9 1.35 4.32

Then, the coupled tests were carried out. To prevent gas leakage through the sidewalls, they were
covered with a 1 mm thick layer of silica gel. Sliding the heat-shrink tubing over the surface keeps
the gel in close contact with the sidewalls, preventing the hydraulic oil from penetrating into the
samples. After that, the extensometer for radial displacement was installed and the flow meter was
connected. The outlet valve was closed after removing the air from the chamber with a vacuum pump,
filling it with CH4 and allowing 24 h for adsorption equilibrium. We then started the system and
imposed displacement controlled axial stress load at a rate of 0.1 mm/min. Table 3 shows the designed
orthogonal experiments with confining pressures of 3 MPa, 6 MPa, and 9 MPa, and gas pressures of
1 MPa, 1.5 MPa, and 2 MPa.

Table 3. Experimental design by orthogonal stress.

Sample

Confining
Pressure

Inlet Gas
Pressure

Dilatant Stress
and Strain

Peak Stress
and Strain

Residual Stress
and Strain

Permeability
Stress
Ratio

σ3 p1 σD εD σP εP σR εR k0 kf σD/σP

C01 9 1 22.77 0.45 43.12 −0.31 21.58 −6.45 3.93 56.96 0.53
C02 6 1.5 17.30 0.38 35.62 −1.05 26.77 −9.01 16.75 31.73 0.49
C03 3 2 18.08 0.39 25.83 0.17 19.04 −4.56 0 2434 0.70
C04 9 1.5 25.25 0.67 39.39 −1.14 31.59 −4.78 65.75 27.17 0.64
C05 6 2 22.01 0.44 43.12 −4.03 21.58 −6.44 11.07 1086 0.51
C06 3 1 24.37 0.63 39.20 −0.14 29.53 −4.50 187.5 51.87 0.62
C07 9 2 27.38 0.45 50.78 0.19 33.43 −2.51 0 Failed 0.54
C08 6 1 27.36 0.51 40.53 −0.59 26.15 −8.25 375.2 3653 0.68
C09 3 1.5 35.90 0.80 42.06 0.25 39.60 −4.20 0 4343 0.85

Note. σ3, p1, σD , σP and σR have the same unit of MPa. εD , εP and εR have the same unit of %. k0 and k f have the
same unit of 10−18 m2.

2.2. CT Observation of Multiscale Structures

Before the coupled test for permeability, the samples were scanned using an industrial CT scanner.
A random zone of 30 mm to 35 mm from the bottom was determined as the interesting area, and the scan
interval was set at 0.1 mm, with a total of 51 layers, shown in Figure 2. After sample failure, the same
zone of all 9 samples was scanned again for CT images of 1024 × 1024 pixels and 57 μm resolution.
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Figure 2. CT scan of interesting area.

2.3. Theory of CH4 Seepage in Coal

Coal is often described as a dual-porosity medium considering the multiscale effect. When there
is CH4 flow in the multiscale network, an assumption of isothermal seepage in coal is often given as
the ideal gas. The gas flow rate is automatically recorded and the permeability at different points can
be determined by Darcy’s law [28,29]:

k =
2qp0μL

A(p2
1 − p2

2)
(1)

where q is the flow rate (m/s), k is the permeability (m2), p0 is the atmospheric pressure (0.1 MPa),
A is the cross-sectional area (m2), μ is the gas viscosity coefficient (1.087 × 10−5 Pa · s) at 20 ◦C, L is the
height of the cylinder (m), and p1 and p2 are gas pressure at the air inlet and outlet, respectively (MPa).

3. Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1. Effect of Volumetric Deformation on CH4 Seepage

Figure 3 shows the coupled evolution of permeability with volumetric strain. The nine samples
experienced the same behavior, including linear elastic compression, nonlinear compression with local
damage, plastic deformation, and post-peak softening before failure. Accordingly, the volumetric strain
underwent the two main stages, compression and dilatancy. There are two kinds of transition point:
the first is the dilatant point, indicating the deformation transition from compression to dilatancy,
and the second is the continuous-discontinuous point, indicating the phase from pore-based to
fracture-based structure. The confining pressure promotes strain-softening behavior in the post-peak
deformation. The higher the confining pressure, the more likely that volumetric strain will increase
nonlinearly with stress.
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Figure 3. Cont.
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Figure 3. Evolution of volumetric strain and permeability on samples (a) C01, (b) C02, (c) C03, (d) C04,
(e) C05, (f) C06, (g) C07, (h) C08, and (i) C09. Black lines indicate the stress–strain relationship, red lines
indicate the volumetric–axial strain relationship, and blue lines indicate permeability with axial strain.

The permeability evolution with deviatoric stress can be determined according to Equation (1),
and it shows high consistency with volumetric strain. The initial permeability k0 for different
samples varies, as shown in Table 2. For C01, C03, C05, C07, and C09, k0 is close to 0. For C02
and C04, it is measured at 10−17 m2, and for C06 and C08, it is at 10−16 m2, which can be considered
low-permeability coal. Increasing deviatoric stress often causes pores to open and fractures to form.
Since the volumetric change of a solid matrix is much smaller than the discontinuous geometric
structures (e.g., pores, cracks, and fractures), the volumetric strain can be a multiscale variable to
illustrate the discontinuous geometries.

When the deviatoric stress is low, low-permeability coal can be considered as a porous medium
with preexisting pores under compression. The corresponding volumetric strain decreases, seepage
channels close, and permeability decreases. When it reaches the dilatant point, an increase in deviatoric
stress will cause crack generation, maintaining volumetric compression, and the channels of the
multiscale network are not completely connected. Until the linear-nonlinear transition in volumetric
strain, permeability starts to increase significantly. Nonlinear deviatoric stress can be considered as a
mechanical phase in percolation theory, in which geometric channels tend to interconnect. During the
post-peak stage, fractures connect through the coal sample with a typical stress drop corresponding
to strain softening. Fracture geometries, which determine the change of volumetric strain, show a
sharp and dramatic increase in dilatancy and seepage. At the end, with the stabilization of residual
stress, permeability remains constant. Meanwhile, the confining pressure still has a constraint effect on
fracture channels. Therefore, the ultimate permeability is not necessarily greater than the initial value
for all samples, such as C04 and C06. There is another possible reason that shear-induced fractures
often have an off-axial fracture angle and the connected fracture cannot effectively connect the upper
and lower ends of the surface.

3.2. Effect of Confining Pressure on Deformation and CH4 Seepage

During the complete stress-strain evolution, dilatant stress represents nonlinear dilatancy,
peak stress indicates coal strength, and residual stress indicates strain-softening behavior.
Corresponding to volumetric deformation, there are dilatant strain, peak strain, and residual strain,
respectively. Furthermore, permeability changes consistently with nonlinear deformation, and the
corresponding points are dilatant permeability, peak permeability, and residual permeability.

The change rates of stress, deformation, and permeability are influenced by the coupled effect of
confining pressure and gas pressure. Thus, the stress drop rate can be illustrated by the percentage
of stress drop relative to the peak value, the volumetric strain change rate by the percentage of
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initial to final volumetric strain, and the permeability change rate by the percentage of initial to
final permeability.

With increasing confining pressure, peak stress increases accordingly, as shown in Figure 4a,c.
However, both the randomness in sampling and the inhomogeneity influence the peak stress;
for example, the peak stress of sample C02 was the lowest when gas pressure was 1.5 MPa, shown in
Figure 4b. There is no significant correlation between dilatant stress or residual stress and confining
pressure. According to the Griffith crack theory, dilatant stress is mainly influenced by nonlinear
deformation and damage accumulation. After the peak strength, the stress drop with discontinuous
fractures dominates the residual stress. The increasing confining pressure has an inhibiting effect on
dilatancy, while the heterogeneity of fractures determines that the effect under a confining pressure of
9 MPa is not significant.
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Figure 4. Deviatoric stress, volumetric strain, permeability, and permeability change rate at dilatant
point, peak point, and residual point under confining pressures of (a) 1 MPa, (b) 1.5 MPa, and (c) 2 MPa.
∞ indicates an infinite value because the denominator may be 0, represented by a larger value such as
200 or 10,000.
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Positive dilatant strain means a state of compression, and confining pressure does not increase
significantly. Peak strain changes slightly with an increase in confining pressure. Residual strain
largely changes in the same trend as peak strain. Residual strain is much greater than peak strain,
and post-peak volumetric strain increases rapidly, as shown in Figure 4.

Change in volumetric deformation is mainly due to the interconnection of the multiscale network,
and the nonlinear volumetric deformation leads to a change in permeability, not the linear change.
In spite of the heterogeneity of the different samples, overall, confining pressure has a significant
inhibiting effect on permeability, with residual permeability being the highest, peak permeability next,
and dilatant permeability the lowest, even as low as 0. During the post-peak stage, volumetric strain
and permeability change significantly. The change rates of volumetric strain and permeability are
highly consistent, but have low correlation with confining pressure.

3.3. Effect of Gas Pressure on Deformation and CH4 Seepage

According to the principle of effective stress, the enclosed gas pressure can reduce the net value
of external pressure on the coal matrix. Overall, with an increase in gas pressure, dilatant stress, peak
stress, and residual stress all increase accordingly. With an increase in confining pressure, the enclosed
space tends to be ideal and the three types of stress show a much more significant increase, as shown
in Figure 5. In most cases, residual stress is greater than dilatant stress. After peak stress, the enclosed
space is broken and the static pressure in the porous network does not play a determining role,
while under dilatant stress, the sample is still in a nonlinear enclosed space and pore pressure does not
effectively cause an increase. Such difference indicates that pore pressure plays a less significant role
than confining pressure. For the applicable conditions of the principle of effective stress, there is an
available-to-unusable transition corresponding to the enclosed space existing and breaking after failure.
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Figure 5. Deviatoric stress, volumetric strain, permeability, and permeability change rate at dilatant point,
peak point, and residual point under confining pressures of (a) 3 MPa, (b) 6 MPa, and (c) 9 MPa ∞ indicates
an infinite value because the denominator may be 0, represented by a larger value such as 10.
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Volumetric change under different pore pressures is not significant, and dilatant strain experiences
no change. Therefore, the change in peak strain and residual strain is mainly due to deviatoric stress.
Permeability changes in a similar way to volumetric change. The sensitivity of pore pressure on the
rate of volumetric strain and permeability is greater than the stress drop.

Coal deformation includes continuous deformation of matrix influenced by effective stress,
pore deformation influenced by pore pressure, and discontinuous deformation of fracture influenced
by deviatoric stress. Based on triaxial compression, before the dilatant strain, coal can be considered
as a porous medium, dominated by matrix deformation and pore deformation, and the principle of
effective stress is met in the enclosed pore space. After dilatant strain, nonlinear deformation promotes
the development of a multiscale network, including pore interconnection and fracture generation.
After peak strain, the deformation is mainly due to discontinuous fracture connection, and the principle
of effective stress is no longer applicable in the broken enclosed space. Before peak strain, deviatoric
stress and effective stress dominate the deformation continuously. After, deviatoric stress dominates
the structural deformation by discontinuous fractures. Confining pressure and pore pressure can
be external stress factors, and the complicated distribution and formation of discontinuities of the
multiscale network are internal factors. External stress controls coal deformation by the local stress
influenced by internal factors.

4. Percolation Model for Critical Behavior of CH4 Seepage

4.1. CT Reconstruction of Network and Determination of Fractal Dimension

The CT topography of fractures for all nine samples is shown in Figure 6. After failure,
the discontinuities can be divided into micropore network and macro-shear fractures. The complicated
distribution of discontinuities shows the strong multiscale effect, and the multiscale connection forms
a shearing block. Under triaxial compression, shear stress dominates the connected fracture generation
and the shear in 3D space can occur in multiple fracture planes resulting in single network (C01
and C04), multiple network (C02 and C03), bending network (C06), crossed network (C07 and C08),
pore-dominated network (C05), and complex network (C09).

Fractal dimension is often used to measure the roughness of a fracture surface, and spatial
roughness reflects the complexity of the distribution of shear planes. In this study, we propose a
self-similar fractal method [30], i.e., the volume-covering method, to characterize the roughness of a
fracture surface. The fundamental concept here is to replace specific grid-covered shape with volume.

For a fractal set F, most researchers would use the n-dimensional ball or another collection method
such as measuring fractal box scales. A collection of box dimension, often with an easy-to-use and less
restrictive concept of s-dimensional tolerance degree, has a close relationship to volume. To illustrate
this point, Fδ of δ parallel to the body is defined by:

Aδ = {x ∈ Rn : |x − y| ≤ δ, ∀y ∈ A} (2)

So, the definition of Fδ of δ parallel to the body includes all points set at less than distance δ. For
example, in the space R3, assuming a single point of collection F = {x0}, there is a sphere of radius δ

and center coordinates x0; assuming a line segment of collection F = {x0}, there is a cylinder with the
center line F. The n-dimensional volume of Fδ can be expressed by voln(Fδ) considering the speed of
convergence under the condition δ → 0 with

voln(Fδ) ∼ cδn−s (δ → 0) (3)

where s denotes the dimension of F and c can be taken as the s-dimensional tolerance in set F.
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The three-dimensional volume of Fδ could be expressed by vol3(Fδ) considering the speed of
convergence under the condition δ → 0 with form

vol3(Fδ)

δ3 ∼ cδ−s, (δ → 0) (4)
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Figure 6. CT topography of multiscale network. Yellow and red points indicate CT before and after
failure, respectively. C01 and C04 are single network, C02 and C03 are multiple network, C06 is
bending network, C07 and C08 are crossed network, C05 is pore-dominated network, and C09 is
complex network.

To extend the meaning of the cubic volume δ3, there is the definition of v(δ) with the condition
lim
δ→0

v(δ) = 0. On the whole, the prism-like volume, including the rough surface, could be covered by

the volume of v(δ) instead of the cubic shape to calculate all the numbers. The total number Ni,j of
volume covering one prism-like volume within grid (i, j) could be expressed by

Ni,j = INT
(

vol3(Fδ)

v(δ)
+ 1
)

(5)
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So, the total number N of volume covering all prism-like volume could be calculated by

N(δ) =
n−1

∑
i,j=1

Ni,j (6)

By changing the scale of observation, the total number N could be calculated repeatedly. Based on
fractal theory, the rough surface has fractal properties that strictly follow the relationship

N(δ) ∼ cδ−s (7)

According to the volume-covering method, the relationship between fractal dimension D and
porosity φ (Table 2) of rough fractures after failure is obtained, shown in Figure 7. The relationship
shows good linear characterization with fractal dimension and porosity, verifying that the fractal
dimensions can be used to quantitatively characterize the complexity of the spatial distribution of
rough fractures.

Figure 7. Relationship between fractal dimension and porosity of rough fractures.

4.2. Probability of Multiscale Connectivity Denfined by Strain-Based Damage

Under triaxial compression, spherical stress and deviatoric stress both increase. Before the
dilatancy boundary, compression is mainly induced by spherical stress with the multiscale network
closed. After, deviatoric stress starts to play a role in the open network. In addition, the multiscale
behavior influenced by the network connection promotes increasing dilatancy. The deviatoric
stress-induced dilatancy and contact surface of asperity decreasing is the main reason for enhanced
permeability. Such explanation cannot quantitatively reveal the rapid increase until the network is
connected. Indeed, the new interconnection channels by the deviatoric stress-induced deterioration
of coal, which connect isolated pores into clusters, are the basis for the sudden transition behavior
in permeability.

Moreover, volumetric strain can be used to describe the interconnectivity of the multiscale
network indirectly, as shown in Figure 3. There is an increase in damage with shear stress, as well as
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the growing multiscale network in coal. Based on axial strain, damage D induced by deviatoric stress
can be defined as:

D =
ε1

ε1D
(8)

where ε1 is the axial strain corresponding to axial stress σ1 and ε1D is the critical axial strain at the
dilatant boundary.

When the damage reaches the value of 1, the stress–strain relationship turns from increasing
into decreasing, indicating that strengthen behavior changes into strain-softening. The volumetric
strain with axial strain also shows the sudden increase at the boundary as well as permeability.
We can understand that the transition behavior is caused by the sudden connection of multiscale
networks corresponding to the volumetric behavior shifting from compression to dilatancy. With the
complete connection of multiscale networks in coal, the probability of CH4 flow through the coal
increases. Without micropores in the linear deformation, we mainly focus on the permeability evolution
influenced by nonlinear deformation.

Clusters are formed by connecting adjacent pores, with an increase in local damage. Then, the clusters
keep connecting to each other to form a bigger multiscale network. The connectivity of two pores can
be defined as the number of paths allowing CH4 to flow as well as the two clusters, even two networks.
On a different scale, the number is different and its evolution with the damage is scale invariance [21–24].
Based on the percolation model, we can understand the phenomenon of phase transition caused by the
multiscale network [20,26].

When the percolation threshold of network connectivity is reached, permeability increases
drastically. The transition of connectivity means the phase of coal changes from porous to fractured
medium. By taking the void generation and connection between them as sites and bonds in the
percolation modeling, the probability of connectivity P can be defined as:

P ∝ (p − pc)
β (9)

where p and pc mean the cause of phase transition of connectivity, which is defined as the probability
of the occupied lattice of a detailed parameter, i.e., void density ρ or volumetric strain, and critical
probability, respectively. β is a conductivity index of 2 considering the 3D effect [31–33].

Void density is defined as the number of sites in a covering element, and it is also influenced by
the multiscale network. As for the sharply increasing transition, crack density instantaneously changes
with axial stress, confining pressure, and gas pressure. Its evolution depends on the spatial topology
of the network’s distribution, generation, and connection. Determination of density can be obtained
quantitatively by CT technology. CT is often used to describe the micropore structure in coal, and the
phase transition of multiscale structure may adapt the same way.

The final CT topography of the multiscale network can be easily obtained, as shown in Figure 6.
The multiscale effect indicates that the scale-dependent variables should be taken into consideration.
The critical behavior often shows self-similarity and scale invariance, and fractal theory is often used
to describe the similarity of the disordered structures. The linear relationship of the fractal dimension
by the volume-covering method and porosity, shown in Figure 7, indicates the self-similarity of the
network. The fractal dimension has the same scale invariance as the conductivity index β in percolation
theory. Therefore, we can define the multiscale structure of this nature as fractal percolation.

4.3. Percolation Model for Transition Behavior of CH4 Seepage

Multiscale and quantitative descriptions of conductivity are normally based on permeability
and correlate with connected clusters. The geometric opening and closing of pore-crack-fracture
are determined by the competition behavior between normal stress-induced compression and shear
stress-induced dilatancy. Indeed, shear stress can cause slipping behavior with opening of the contact
at the aperture scale, and the improved permeability enhances conductivity.
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The evolution of stress-strain-connectivity-conductivity-permeability is stress-dependent permeability,
or stress-permeability for short [34]. Many results of stress-permeability show a good fitting relation
before failure without strain-connectivity-conductivity. When coal as a porous medium changes into a
fracture-dominated structure, few results of stress-permeability can illustrate the sudden transition of
the geometric phase. Darcy’s law can describe the seepage behavior in porous media, and the cubic
law is the theoretical basis for analyzing stress-permeability for fractures [35–37]. For steady flow,
the two laws can well describe before and after the dilatant boundary. Based on the steady state of
stress, stress-permeability can have good applicability. When at the dilatant boundary, brittle failure
with decreasing stress and unchanged strain indicates that stress-permeability is invalid to describe
the abrupt change in permeability. Indeed, using stress-induced strain for the direct variable as a
geometric factor for permeability and strain-permeability needs more consideration.

It is difficult, if not impossible, to precisely measure and quantify the aperture of multiscale
networks. Alternatively, strain can be measured directly and has an advantage of taking into
consideration all complicated factors. Establishing strain-permeability may be a more effective method.
The relationship between the probability of connectivity and permeability can be defined as:

P ∝
k
k f

(10)

The percolation model for a multiscale network depends on volumetric strain and can be
established by triaxial compression of coal. Volumetric strain at the dilatant boundary, shown in
Table 3, is determined by axial strain and radical strain. Therefore, critical probability pc can be
expressed as:

pc ∝ ε1D + ς(ε3D) (11)

where ε1D is critical axial strain at the dilatant boundary and determines the trend of the percolation
curve and ς(ε3D) represents the effect of radial stain and determines the shift of the trend.

The probability density function of axial strain can be used for the multiscale analysis of
percolation structures. Therefore, the corresponding occupied probability is:

p = 1 − exp
(
− ε1

ε1D

)
(12)

When the multiscale structure reaches the critical state corresponding to ε1D, then the critical
percolation can be defined as:

pc = 1 − e−1 = 0.63 (13)

With Equations (9), (10), (12), and (13), the permeability relationship under percolation theory can
be obtained as:

k = Ck f

[
1 − e−(ε1/ε1D) − 0.63

]2
(14)

where C is a constant with a value of 40, which is obtained from the fitting curve in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Percolation model validation and comparison with the experimental data for samples (a)
C01, (b) C02, (c) C03, (d) C04, (e) C05, (f) C06, (g) C07, (h) C08, and (i) C09. Black lines indicate the
percolation model, red lines indicate the volumetric-normalized strain relationship, and blue lines
indicate permeability with normalized strain.

Using Equation (14), we compare the theoretical model with the experimental data for the
permeability of all nine samples under triaxial compression. In Figure 8, the effective permeability of
C07 is not obtained experimentally. The results for the remaining samples show acceptable matches,
and even satisfying matches for C02, C03, C04, C06, and C08. Although confining pressure and gas
pressure boundaries are different for each sample in Figures 4 and 5, the percolation model for CH4 in
coal shows excellent effectiveness.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the multiscale network is reconstructed by CT technology and determined
quantitatively by fractal theory according to the volume-covering method proposed. The coupled
tests are carried out by orthogonal experiments of confining pressure and gas pressure. The evolution
of CH4 seepage is modeled by percolation theory for the coupled strain-permeability. The main
conclusions are drawn as follows:

1. The gas-stress coupled experiment was carried out for ineffectiveness of the stress-dependent
model of permeability at the dilatant boundary. The results show that before failure, coal, as a
porous medium, can be coupled with CH4 seepage by the Darcy’s flow, and after failure, coal as
a fractured medium can be solved by the cubic law. The closed space before and after failure is
the key controlling the assumptions for the law. The stress-dependent model is only effective
based on the representative volume element as the continuous medium. The results also show
that breakage of the closed space at the dilatant boundary will cause the multiscale behavior,
with a sudden increase in volumetric strain and permeability.

2. The coupled strain-permeability of orthogonal experiments on confining pressure and gas
pressure was investigated. The results show that there is not good agreement between deviatoric
stress, volumetric strain, permeability, change rate, and confining pressure and pore pressure.
Almost all the samples have a highly consistent relationship between volumetric strain and
permeability at the dilatant point, peak point, and residual point of the stress-strain curve.

3. CT-based reconstruction of multiscale networks in coal at the dilatant boundary is proposed.
The results of all samples show various kinds of multiscale networks, and the isolated micropores
can be neglected in the linear deformation for the transition of permeability. The shear stress
induced by nonlinear deformation of the network should receive more attention.
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4. The fractal percolation model of the multiscale network by shear stress is verified by the
volume-covering method. The linear relationship between porosity and fractal dimension by the
volume-covering method shows the multiscale effect and effective description by fractal theory.
The scale invariance of void density, connectivity, and conductivity suggests the percolation
model’s understanding of the coupled behavior of gas-stress-induced behavior.

5. The strain-based percolation model of permeability evolution under triaxial compression is
proposed. The volumetric strain of connected clusters in triaxial compression dominates
the transition behavior. The evolution of permeability with volumetric strain shows a good
correlation. The results show that the percolation model is very effective at illustrating and
predicting the sudden transition behavior of CH4 seepage in coal by high agreement with the
experimental data.
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Abbreviations

DS Dilatant stress (deviatoric stress)
PS Peak stress (deviatoric stress)
RS Residual stress (deviatoric stress)
DP Dilatant permeability
PP Peak permeability
RP Residual permeability
DSN Dilatant strain
PSN Peak strain
RSN Residual strain
SDR Stress drop rate
PCR Permeability change rate
VCR Volumetric strain change rate
EDZ Excavation damaged zone
CT X-ray computed tomography

Symbol List

k, k0, k f permeability, initial permeability, final permeability
p0 atmospheric pressure, 0.1 MPa
p1, p2 inlet and outlet gas pressure
q flow rate
A cross-sectional area
μ gas viscosity coefficient
L length
F fractal set
Aδ

F parallel body with distance δ
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δ distance
x0 center coordinates
x, y Cartesian coordinates
voln(Fδ) volume in n-dimensional space
s dimension of F
c s-dimensional tolerance in set F
v(δ) prism-like volume
i, j grid coordinate

Ni,j
total amount of volume covering one prism-like
volume

N
total amount of volume covering all prism-like
volume

D damage
φ porosity
P probability of connectivity
p probability of occupied lattice
pc critical probability
β conductivity index
σ1, σ3 maximum and minimum principal stress
ε1, ε3 maximum and minimum principal strain

ε1D, ε3D
maximum and minimum principal strain at critical
dilatant boundary

C a constant obtained from the fitting curve
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Abstract: Landfill is still the most important process to dispose of municipal solid waste in
China, while landfill closure aims for pollution control, security control, and better land reuse.
However, uneven settlement of landfill cover system is very likely to cause deformation and
cracking. The objective of this paper is to examine the effects of geogrid reinforcement on the
deformation behaviour and hydraulic conductivity of the bentonite-sand mixtures that are subjected
to differential settlement. The laboratory model tests were performed on bentonite-sand mixtures
with and without the inclusion of geogrid reinforcement. By maintaining the type and location of the
geogrid within the liner systems as constant, the thickness of the bentonite-sand mixtures is varied.
The performation of the liner systems with and without the inclusion of geogrid reinforcement was
assessed by using jack to control differential settlement. Un-reinforced bentonite-sand mixtures
of 100 mm and 200 mm thickness were observed to begin cracking at settlement levels of 2.5 mm
and 7 mm, respectively. When settlement reached 25 and 42.5 mm, cracks for 100 mm and 200 mm
thick bentonite-sand mixtures without geogrid penetrated completely. The settlement levels for
bentonite-sand mixtures of 100 mm thickness with and without geogrid reinforcement was found
to be 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, when its hydraulic conductivity was around 5 * 10−7 cm/s.
In comparison, geogrid reinforced bentonite-sand mixtures was found to sustain large deformation
with an enhanced imperviousness. The results from the present study can provide theory evidence of
predicting deformation and hydraulic conductivity of the landfill cover system.

Keywords: bentonite-sand mixtures; differential settlement; deformation; hydraulic conductivity;
crack; geogrid

1. Introduction

Apart from exhaust and drainage layers, an impervious layer is set in landfill terminal cover
systems to prevent methane entry into the atmosphere or explosion that is caused by agglomeration
following landfill closure. Meanwhile, impermeable layer can prevent rain from flowing into landfill
to form leachate, thus avoiding pressure to treatment, and provide space for land reuse after landfill
closure. Of the two structures for landfill closure cover systems in China, the more commonly adopted
one is to use natural clay barrier materials to collect air and prevent rain from entering the garbage,
with a required clay layer hydraulic conductivity of lower than 10−7 cm/s and a soil thickness of larger
than 300 mm [1].

In this paper, municipal solid waste is defined as high compressibility with large pores.
Actual observation finds that a lot of compression remains in landfills after the closure. When the fill
height reaches the designed level and the landfill is closed, with compression settlement exceeding fill
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height by 30%, bending deformation appears at the top of landfill impervious layer. When subjected to
shear and tension in the cover system, cracks occur in imperious materials and such fissures become
channels for surface water and landfill gas.

It is suggested that clay has very low cracking resistance performance and would crack with
slightly bending deformation, meanwhile change of soil moisture content is likely to cause cracking and
thus directly affect permeability [2]. Cracking behavior of compacted clay beams with different water
content was studied, with crack propagation analyzed, revealing the strain localization of crack tip and
obtaining the cracking strain of compacted clay with various water content [3,4]. The tension cracking
process of clay was studied through a three-point bending test of compacted clay beam, along with the
effects of water content on cracking properties [5]. In addition, saturated/unsaturated flow models
for compacted clay layer with single slit were established, while the water migration process in the
fractured clay layer was analyzed. As a result, it was thought that crack development has significant
effect on seepage properties of the compacted clay layer [6]. Deformation characteristics of clay
under tension are mostly demonstrated through uniaxial tensile test, triaxial tensile test, bending test,
and splitting test of soil beam [7,8]. Uniaxial tensile test of compacted clay reveals a different tensile
strength of compacted clay with different tensile stress and strain curve profile [9]. Some tests studied
the triaxial tensile and compressive properties of dam clay, established clay joint strength criteria,
and extended the Duncan-Chang model [10].

Since the solid waste is highly heterogeneous material and can settle either due to biodegradation
of waste, or by its own weight or by overlying pressure applied above the barrier, development of
differential settlement within the landfill area is common. The excessive differential settlements
can result in the development of tension cracks in the soil barrier [11,12]. Bending tests were
also conducted to investigate deformation characteristics of compacted clay cover systems under
differential settlements, while considering that clay was cracking when its distortion reached 2~3% [13].
Four points bending test and on-site bending test were carried out on the surface of soil layer to measure
soil strain, showing that cracking strain was about 0.1~2% [14,15]. Deformation characteristics of clay
liner under local settlement were analyzed by centrifugal model, finding that cracking occurred in
a clay liner under no overburden pressure [16]. The Mohr-Coulomb (M.C) Elasto-plastic model for
soil beam bending tests was carried out by Plé et al. [17] to interpret data from both laboratory and
field tests. Viswanadham and Jessberger and Viswanadham and Muthukumaran [18,19] introduced a
biaxial geogrid layer within soil barrier to suppress cracks in the soil barrier, while being subjected to
differential settlements.

This simulation was then used to study the crack formation in the clay cover barrier caused
by differential settlement and predict the initiation cracks. Test site of compacted clay cover
system was monitored for many years, while detecting the integrity of compacted clay layer by
excavation, which showed that factors, including desiccation cracks and plant root holes, would have
a significant impact on the impermeability of clay layer [20–23]. In effect, field measurements
and researches of existing landfills have revealed that many traditional covers are not obtaining
anticipative performances in semi-arid and arid areas [24]. Cracks in clay liner and complicated
composition of landfill leachate may have effect on hydraulic conductivity of compacted clay liner,
while desiccation cracks and bentonite have more crucial influence on permeability than analog
leachates [25]. Desiccation cracking is a common phenomenon in soils [26], with significant factors
evaluated, proving that soil shear strength and tensile strength and soil thickness had a dominant
effect on desiccation cracking [27,28]. It is worth noting that wet and dry cycles are considered to affect
soil permeability by changing joint soil parameters of the entire non-saturated permeability, as well as
to reveal seepage control of water content on compacted clay cover system [29,30].

As mentioned above, existing researches mainly focus on tensile strength and crack characteristics
of soil. However, there is no adequate investigation on development of cracks in soil regarding
the change of differential settlement, change of hydraulic conductivity during crack development,
and effects of geogrid on deformation and hydraulic conductivity of bentonite-sand mixtures.
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2. Material and Methods

2.1. Materials

2.1.1. Low-Permeability Soil

As imperious material in our test, low-permeability soil is made up of sandy soil and bentonite
due to that clay is difficult to obtain in many places. Sandy soil particle size distribution is shown in
Figure 1, showing that the maximum particle size is less than 5 mm, with 2.52% fine grain fraction,
5.1 inhomogeneity coefficient, and 1.15 curvature coefficient, which belongs to graded soil.

Figure 1. Particle-size distribution of sand.

Bentonite is Na-bentoite obtained from the United States, which has low-permeability, good
expansibility, high ion exchange capacity, as well as sufficient mechanical cushioning properties.
Specific gravity is 2.76, plastic limit 38, liquid limit 581, plastic index 543, and cation exchange capacity
0.77 meq/g.

The content of bentonite is 10% (kg/kg, dry basis) of dry sand. Results of Proctor compaction
tests (compaction energy = 592.2 kJ/m3) on bentonite-sand mixtures shows that the maximum dry
density of sand is 1.60 g/cm3 with an optimal moisture content of 17.5%. The hydraulic conductivity
is 8.99 * 10−7 cm/s at steady state by penetration test.

2.1.2. Geogrid

The geogrid with the thickness of 1.2 mm is made of high density polyethylene (Figure 2). It has a
hole size of 15 mm and tensile strength of 7.6 kN/m.
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Figure 2. Geogrid.

2.2. Apparatus

Experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 3. Low-permeability clay is used for laying in the
model box, with length of 800 mm and width of 200 mm. A plastic pipe with holes is embedded
just beneath the top of the bentonite-sand mixtures. The distilled water after infiltration is collected
in the lower part of the apparatus. A rubber air bag is embedded on the top of soil, and hydraulic
conductivity of low-permeability soil after local subsidence is obtained by adopting the Darcy’s law
under constant head condition. The middle 400 mm is settlement area, which is controlled by Jack, with
the displacement meter set on both sides. A rubber bag is placed on low-permeability soil, and uniform
load is applied by filling air pressure. Tests are conducted to record settlement, deformation, load,
and soil cracks.

 

Figure 3. Sketch of apparatus (all dimensions are in mm).

2.3. Test Procedure

2.3.1. Experimental Scheme

To observe the influence of soil thickness, geogrid, and upper load on the cracking and hydraulic
conductivity of low-permeability soil, upper load is set constant at 147 KPa, with four schemes, as
shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Details of model tests.

S.No. Study Focus d (mm) Geogrid

1 Deformation and cracks 100 No
2 Deformation and cracks 200 No
3 Deformation and cracks 100 Yes
4 Deformation and cracks 200 Yes
5 Hydraulic conductivity 100 No
6 Hydraulic conductivity 200 No
7 Hydraulic conductivity 100 Yes
8 Hydraulic conductivity 200 Yes

d—thickness of the bentonite-sand mixtures; Yes/No—with or without the inclusion of geogrid reinforcement.

2.3.2. Methods

Mixed soil is prepared with a bentonite mixing amount of 10% and water content 17.5%,
and then compacted in three layers with more than 95% of compaction degree. As shown in Figure 4,
the dimensions of specimens were: length 500 mm, height 100 (or 200), width 200 mm. Water pipes
were placed on the soil, then with waterproof membrane laid above, and finally pressure rubber bags.
A layer of bentonite is expanded on the contact surface between soil and model box wall, which swells
with water and thus can seal the gap between the soil and model box wall to prevent leakage.

At the start of test, water valve was first opened, with water pressure maintained at 9.8 kPa,
to observe water level and flow changes every 10 min. When the flow became stable and was then
pressurized to the set load, Jack was falling at the speed of 0.5 mm/min until the set settlement.
The designed settlements of bentonite-sand mixtures with thickness of 100 and 200 mm were 30
and 45 mm, respectively. Load, settlement, crack, and water flow were recorded during settlement.
Deformation and cracking was analyzed through photographing marks that were set on the sides
of soil.

 

Figure 4. Sample.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Settlement and Crack Development

Soil cracked with lower settlement and first occurred on the settlement edge. The relationship
between settlement and crack development is presented in Figure 5, which shows crack development
on the right side. It can be seen that cracks of soil layer gradually develop from bottom to top with
the increase of settlement. With soil thickness of 100 mm, cracks started when settlement was 2.5 and
3.5 mm, respectively, for bottom not laid and laid with geogrid. As settlement continued to increase,
cracks became more serious from bottom to top along the height, accounting for 25%, 50%, 75% of
total height, and even crack transfixion. Settlement was, respectively, 5, 12.5, 22.5, and 25 mm when
not laid with geogrid, while 6.5, 14.5, 23, and 30 mm when otherwise. Test results for thick soil layer
of 200 mm and 100 mm are similar, i.e., cracking accounted for 25%, 50% of total height, and even
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crack transfixion. Settlement was, respectively, 7, 18, 34.5, and 42.5 mm when not laid with geogrid,
while 10.5, 20.5, 38, and 45 mm when otherwise.

According to experimental results, with equal soil thickness, the relationship between crack depth
ratio and settlement fluctuates, but on the whole under the same ratio settlement is slightly larger when
laid with geogrid than otherwise. The difference is likely due to that geogrid laid has an inhibiting
effect on the bottom layer and thus results in delayed cracking. When compared under the same crack
depth ratio, settlement value for soil layer of 200 mm is larger than that for 100 mm.

Figure 5. Relationship between settlement and crack development.

3.2. Crack Angle and Size

Soil cracks occur with the increase of settlement in the lower section, and the condition for soil
thickness of 200 mm upon crack transfixion is shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that cracks occur
on both sides of the subsidence area, which are in splayed shape, big on the top, while small on the
bottom, with basically the same angle on the left and right side. Cracks development and angle are
shown in Table 2.

Figure 6. Picture of sample after test.
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Table 2. Crack trend.

Crack Development

Angle (◦)

Soil Thickness 100 mm Soil Thickness 200 mm

No Yes No Yes

Initiation 40 45 45 40
25% of thickness 47 45 50 48
50% of thickness 50 50 55 53
75% of thickness 53 57 60 59

Penetration 62 59 58 60

Yes/No—with or without the inclusion of geogrid reinforcement.

Table 2 records the angle between the crack and the height direction, showing that the angle is
as small as about 40–45 degrees when cracks first occur whether or not being laid with geogrid and
regardless of soil layer thickness. The angle increases with cracks development and reaches 60 degrees
upon crack transfixion. When compared with a soil layer thickness of 100 mm, crack angle for soil
layer thickness of 200 mm is slightly larger when the crack height is small. However, the results are
basically the same when crack height becomes greater than 50% of soil thickness, indicating that soil
thickness has little effect on fracture angle.

Similarly, soil bottom not laid with geogrid also has little effect on crack angle. It can be analyzed
from digital camera images that with soil thickness of 100 mm and not laid with geogrid on the bottom,
crack width is smaller than 1 mm at the start of cracking. With the increase of settlement, cracks in the
lower section become larger, with crack width reaching 5 mm and 15 mm, respectively, when crack
height is 50% of soil thickness and upon cracks transfixion. Crack development for soil thickness of
200 mm is similar to that for 200 mm, with a maximum width of 20 mm upon cracks transfixion.

With geogrid laid on the bottom, crack width remains smaller than 1mm from the occurrence of
cracks to cracks developing upward along the height till crack development height reaching 50% of
soil thickness. When settlement reaches 45 mm, crack width keeps around 3 mm, for soil thickness of
both 100 mm and 200 mm.

3.3. Settlement and Hydraulic Conductivity

Settlement and Hydraulic Conductivity

The relationship between settlement and hydraulic conductivity is presented in Figures 7–10.
As shown in Figures 7 and 8, with soil thickness of 100 mm, whether or not being laid with
geogrid on the bottom, hydraulic conductivity is as big as 10−5–10−6 cm/s at the start of watering
and before the occurrence of cracking. With infiltration time prolonging, bentonite swelling in
the soil filled the space between particles and hydraulic conductivity decreased. After watering
for 100 h, hydraulic conductivity of soil was reduced to 10−7 cm/s level, or to even lower
level of 10−8 cm/s, which meets the penetration requirements as impermeable layer. As the
foundation settled, bentonite-sand mixtures started to deform and cracks appeared and exceeded
25% of the bentonite-sand mixtures thickness when the bentonite-sand mixtures without geogrid
reinforcement settlement was 10 mm. The hydraulic conductivity increased from 10−8 cm/s to
about 5 × 10−7 cm/s, because cracks were formed at the bottom of the bentonite-sand mixtures
without geogrid reinforcement and negatively impacted permeability. With settlement over 20 mm,
bottom cracks developed upward rapidly and formed crack transfixion, thus losing impermeability.
As shown in Figure 8, relationship between variation of settlement and hydraulic conductivity was
similar whether or not laid with geogrid. With settlement of 15 mm, crack height was about 50%,
with hydraulic conductivity ranging between 5 × 10−7 cm/s and 10−6 cm/s. However, when the
settlement was over 30 mm, hydraulic conductivity could still reach 10−6 cm/s level, and crack
transfixion occurred after 150 min, with the breaking of soil layer and the loss of impermeability.
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Figure 7. Time and hydraulic conductivity (soil thickness100 mm; without geogrid).

Figure 8. Time and hydraulic conductivity (soil thickness 100 mm; with geogrid).

With soil thickness of 200 mm and whether or not being laid with geogrid, relationship between
settlement and hydraulic conductivity was similar, as shown in Figures 9 and 10. After 400 min of
infiltration and without foundation settlement, hydraulic conductivity was kept at about 5 × 10−8 cm/s.
With 15 mm of settlement, hydraulic conductivity was about 8 × 10−8 cm/s and 7 × 10−8 cm/s,
respectively, when being laid with and without geogrid, which was very close mainly due to that
crack height did not reach 50% of soil sickness with crack width less than 1 mm, thus having little
effect on hydraulic conductivity. With further increase of settlement, cracks extended upward with
increased width. When settlement reached 30 mm, crack height was close to 70% of soil thickness,
with only about 60 mm uncracked and a maximum width of over 5 mm, which led to decreased
hydraulic conductivity, being 2 × 10−7 cm/s and 7 × 10−7 cm/s, respectively, when being laid with
and without geogrid. With settlement exceeding 40 mm, crack transfixion gradually occurred, and thus
lost impermeability.
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Figure 9. Time and hydraulic conductivity (soil thickness 200 mm; without geogrid).

Figure 10. Time and hydraulic conductivity (soil thickness 200 mm; with geogrid).

4. Conclusions

Based on the analysis and interpretation of the model test results, the following conclusions
can be drawn when the length of the settlement area was is relatively close to the thickness of the
bentonite-sand mixtures:

(1) Bentonite-sand mixtures reinforced with geogrid restrained carcking better. Un-reinforced
bentonite-sand mixtures of 100 mm and 200 mm thickness were observed to begin cracking
at settlement levels of 2.5 mm and 7 mm, respectively. The bentonite-sand mixtures of 100 mm
and 200 mm thickness with geogrid reinforcement were observed to begin cracking at settlement
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levels of 3.5 mm and 9 mm, respectively. When settlement reached 25 and 42.5 mm, cracks for
100 mm and 200 mm thick bentonite-sand mixtures without geogrid being penetrated completely.
Moreover, cracks for 100 mm and 200 mm thick bentonite-sand mixtures without geogrid
penetrated completely when settlement reached 30 and 45 mm.

(2) Bentonite-sand mixtures reinforced with geogrid restrained carck width better. The maximum
crack width for 100 mm and 200 mm thick bentonite-sand mixtures unreinforced with geogrid
was found be 15 mm and 20 mm. The cracks of bentonite-sand mixtures reinforced with geogrid
were <1 mm in width when the crack approached 50% of the layer thickness. When settlement
reached maximum settlement, crack width kept around 3mm no matter whether the crack
thickness was 100 mm or 200 mm.

(3) The settlement levels for bentonite-sand mixtures of 100 mm thickness with and without geogrid
reinforcement was found to be 10 mm and 15 mm, respectively, when its hydraulic conductivity
was around 5 × 10−7 cm/s. With the crack approaching 70% of the layer thickness, the hydraulic
conductivity of bentonite-sand mixtures with and without geogrid reinforcement increased to
2 × 10−7 cm/s and 7 × 10−7 cm/s, respectively.

(4) The effect of geogrid on development of crack angle of bentonite-sand mixtures is little. Angle of
the cracks just initiated was relatively small, at around 40–45◦. The angle increased gradually as
the crack continued to grow, with angle of the penetrating crack at about 60◦.
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Abstract: A coupled thermal-nonlinear hydraulic-mechanical (THM) model for fault water inrush
was carried out in this paper to study the water-rock-temperature interactions and predict the
fault water inrush. First, the governing equations of the coupled THM model were established by
coupling the particle transport equation, nonlinear flow equation, mechanical equation, and the heat
transfer equation. Second, by setting different boundary conditions, the mechanical model, nonlinear
hydraulic-mechanical (HM) coupling model, and the thermal-nonlinear hydraulic-mechanical (THM)
coupling model were established, respectively. Finally, a numerical simulation of these models was
established by using COMSOL Multiphysics. Results indicate that the nonlinear water flow equation
could describe the nonlinear water flow process in the fractured zone of the fault. The mining stress
and the water velocity had a great influence on the temperature of the fault zone. The temperature
change of the fault zone can reflect the change of the seepage field in the fault and confined aquifer.
This coupled THM model can provide a numerical simulation method to describe the coupled process
of complex geological systems, which can be used to predict the fault water inrush induced by coal
mining activities.

Keywords: fault water inrush; coupled THM model; nonlinear flow in fractured porous media;
numerical model; warning levels of fault water inrush

1. Introduction

Fault water inrush frequently occurs in China’s coal mines, which is a major threat to mine
safety and production. The complexity of geological systems in deep mines, including high ground
temperature, high ground water pressure, and high ground stress, has motivated researchers to
consider the temperature (T), hydraulic flow (H), and mechanical deformation (M) coupling model
for fault water inrush. The coupled THM process has been widely studied in recent years, including
the TH [1,2], TM [3], and THM [4,5] coupling process. The international project DECOVALEX has
promoted the research on the coupled THM process. Tsang et al. [6] summarized some studies of the
project DECOVALEX III. These studies included two field experiments on coupled THM processes in a
crystalline rock-bentonite system and in unsaturated tuff, three benchmark tests to evaluate the impact
of coupled THM processes under different scenarios and geometries, and different approaches and
computer codes for coupled THM processes. Bond et al. [7] presented a study that included 2D and 3D
high-resolution coupled thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical models to study the impact of complex
physical and chemical processes on the geological formation surrounding the nuclear waste disposal
facility. Graupner et al. [8] introduced and compared different THM coupling models developed by
eight modelling teams to study the impact of THM processes on the properties of bentonite where
all models were able to reproduce the coupled THM processes of the experiment. Sheng et al. [9]
proposed a mechanical model of coupled THM processes for saturated porous media to study the
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impact of the coupled THM processes on the stresses of borehole wall and wellbore stability, and this
model was translated into a set of partial differential equations by using COMSOL (COMSOL Co., Ltd.,
Shanghai, China). Zhu et al. [10] proposed a THM coupling model to study the effects of the coupled
THM processes on the rock damage. Hence, the recent research in this area has mainly focused on
the impact of coupled THM processes on the properties of geological environment, while very few of
them have studied the hydraulic impact on temperature under the coupled THM processes.

From the aspect of predicting fault water inrush, many scholars have undertaken many studies.
Some monitoring techniques have been applied to predict fault water inrush, such as the micro-seismic
monitoring technique [11] and multi-field information monitoring technique [12]. Zhou et al. [13]
predicted the fault water inrush under the impact of mining depth, fluid pressure, fault dip, and fault
length. Xue et al. [14] predicted the water or mud inrush from a fault based on the cusp catastrophe
model, and the method of risk prediction was successfully used in the Qingdao Kiaochow Bay subsea
tunnel. However, the coupled THM processes has not been considered in the recent research on
predicting fault water inrush.

Nonlinear flow in fractured rock has also been widely studied. Liu et al. [15] presented a
fractal length distribution model to characterize hydraulic properties of rock fracture networks.
Cherubini et al. [16] analyzed nonlinear flow in fractured media through hydraulic tests and numerical
simulations. Liu et al. [17] developed a numerical approach to study the hydro-mechanical properties
of rock fractures, and obtained the critical condition of quantifying the transition from a linear flow
regime to a nonlinear flow regime in 2D fracture networks. According to Yang et al. [18], water inrush
through fractured porous media experiences the Darcy flow in a confined aquifer, the non-Darcy flow
in the fractured zone of a fault, and the Navier-Stokes’ turbulent flow in coal seams. The non-Darcy
flow in the fractured zone in a fault can be governed by the Brinkman equation or Forchheimer
equation [19,20]. However, very little of the recent research on nonlinear flow in fractured rock has
considered the impact of the coupled THM processes.

The processes of the fault water inrush include the nonlinear water flow process in the fractured
zone of the fault and the coupled process of complex geological systems including high ground
temperature, high ground water pressure, and high ground stress. In order to predict the fault water
inrush, it is necessary to establish a coupled THM model that considers the effect of nonlinear flow
in the fractured zone of the fault. In light of this, a coupled thermal-nonlinear hydraulic-mechanical
(THM) model for fault water inrush was established in this paper. The governing equations of
the THM coupling model couples the particle transport equation, the nonlinear flow equation,
the mechanical equation, and the heat transfer equation. The nonlinear flow equation consists of
the Darcy-Brinkman-NS equations. By setting different boundary conditions, the mechanical model,
HM coupling model, and THM coupling model were established, respectively, to study the nonlinear
water flow process in the fractured zone of the fault and the impact of water velocity on the temperature
in the coupled THM process. The research results can be used to predict the fault water inrush.
This coupled THM model can provide a numerical simulation method to describe the coupled process
of the complex geological systems, which can be used to predict the fault water inrush induced by coal
mining activities.

2. Governing Equations of Coupled THM Model

The governing equations of the coupled THM model couple the particle transport equation,
nonlinear flow equation, mechanical equation, and heat transfer equation. The nonlinear flow equation
consists of the Darcy-Brinkman-NS equations [21].
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2.1. The Particle Transport Equation

The system of porous media of the fault includes fluid media, solid media, and the particles from
solid According to Yao et al. [22], the convection-diffusion equation governs the particle transport.
Taking the solid particles as the research object, the governing equation of particle transport was
established based on the convection-diffusion equation. Figure 1 shows the micro-control volume for
the particle transport equation in rectangular coordinates.

Figure 1. The micro-control volume for the particle transport equation.

The process of particle transport in the fractured zone of the fault can be treated as the transport
of solute in the porous media. As the porous media is non-continuum and the convection diffusion
equation is based on fluid continuous media, only the particles and fluid are treated as continuous
media, so the convection diffusion equation can be used to establish the particle transport equation.
Therefore, the solid media can be treated as a fluid. Based on this assumption, the porous media
becomes continuous. Therefore, the equivalent mass concentration of particles is

c =
dmpa

dV
=

dmpa

dVpo/ε
= εcpa (1)

where mpa is the mass of particles, kg; dV is the volume of the micro-control volume, m3; dVpo is the
volume of pore, m3; and cpa is the actual mass concentration of particles, kg/m3.

The net mass flux increase of particles in the x, y, and z directions is:

− ∂(cvx)
∂x dxdydz − ∂(cvy)

∂y dxdydz − ∂(cvz)
∂z dxdydz

= − ∂(cvx)
∂x dV − ∂(cvy)

∂y dV − ∂(cvz)
∂z dV

(2)

The mass flux increase can be expressed by the mass concentration increase. Therefore, the net
mass flux increase of the particles expressed by the equivalent mass concentration increase of particles
in the process of particle transport in unit time is:(

c +
∂c
∂t

)
dV − cdV =

∂c
∂t

dV (3)
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Solving and simplifying the compatibility of Equations (2) and (3) can obtain:

∂c
∂t

+∇(cvp) = 0 (4)

∇ = − ∂

∂x
− ∂

∂y
− ∂

∂z
(5)

where vp is the particle velocity, m/s.
The particle transport in the continuous fluid is driven by the effect of convection and diffusion.

The effect of convection drives the particles to move at fluid velocity and the effect of diffusion drives
the particles to move at diffusion velocity. The diffusion velocity is the difference between the particle
velocity and fluid velocity. Therefore, the particle velocity is:

vp = v + vd (6)

where v is the fluid velocity, m/s; and vd is the diffusion velocity, m/s.
Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (4) can obtain:

∂c
∂t

+∇(cv) +∇(cvd) = 0 (7)

According to Fick’s law, the diffusion flux is:

cvd = −Dd∇c (8)

where Dd is diffusion coefficient, m2/s.
Equation (7) is the convection diffusion equation. In fact, as mentioned previously, the process

of particle transport in the porous media is non-continuum, which makes the diffusion coefficient of
particles less than that in the continuous media. The effect of diffusion in the fractured zone of the
fault can be replaced by the effect of hydrodynamic dispersion. Based on Fick’s law, the hydrodynamic
dispersion flux is:

J = −D∇c (9)

where D is the hydrodynamic dispersion coefficient, m2/s.
Substituting Equations (1) and (9) into Equation (7) can obtain:

∂(εcpa)

∂t
+∇(εcpav)−∇(Dε∇cpa) = 0 (10)

Equation (10) is the particle transport equation for the coupled THM model.

2.2. The Nonlinear Flow Equation

The nonlinear flow equation consists of the Darcy-Brinkman equation-NS equations. According
to Yang et al. [20], Darcy’s law is:

∇
[
− k

μ
(∇pd + ρlg∇z)

]
= Qs (11)

vD = − k
μ
∇pd (12)

where k is the permeability, m2; μ is the fluid dynamic viscosity, N·s/m2; pd is the fluid pressure in
the confined aquifer, Pa; vD is the Darcy velocity in the confined aquifer, m/s; ρl is the fluid density,
kg/m3; z is a unit vector in the vertical direction; g is the gravitational acceleration, m/s2; and Qs is
the volumetric flow rate, 1/s.
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According to Yang et al. [19], the Brinkman equation is:(
−∇ · μ

ε

(
∇vb + (∇vb)

T
))

−
(μ

k
vb +∇pb

)
= 0 (13)

∇ · vb = 0 (14)

where ε is the porosity; vb is the fluid velocity in the fault, m/s; and pb is the fluid pressure in the
fault, Pa.

According to Yang et al. [19], the Navier-Stokes equation is:

−∇ · μ
(
∇vn + (∇vn)

T
)
+ ρvn · ∇vn −∇pn = 0 (15)

∇ · vn = 0 (16)

where vn is the fluid velocity in the coal seam, m/s; and pn is the fluid pressure in the coal seam, Pa.

2.3. The Mechanical Equation

The mechanical equation is:
−∇ · σ = F (17)

where σ is the total stress, Pa; and F is the volume forces, N/m3.

2.4. The Heat Transfer Equation

The heat transfer equation is based on the heat transport theory in porous media of Bear et al. [23].
The heat transfer equation for the coupled THM model is established by rectangular coordinates.
Figure 2 shows the micro-control volume for the heat transfer equation in the rectangular coordinates.

Figure 2. The micro-control volume for the heat transfer equation.

The net heat flux increase of micro-control volume in the x, y, and z directions is:

− ∂qx
∂x dxdydz − ∂qy

∂y dxdydz − ∂qz
∂z dxdydz

= − ∂qx
∂x dV − ∂qy

∂y dV − ∂qz
∂z dV

(18)
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The net heat flux increase of micro-control volume can be also expressed as:

(ρl cl)eq
∂T
∂t

dV (19)

(ρl cl)eq = θpkpcp + ερcp (20)

θp + ε = 1 (21)

where cl is the specific heat capacity of fluid at constant pressure, J/(kg·K); ρl is the fluid density,
kg/m3; (ρcl)eq is the equivalent volumetric heat capacity at constant pressure, J/(m3·K); T is the
temperature of porous media, K; θp is the volume fraction of solid material; and ε is the volume fraction
of fluid or equivalently the porosity.

Solving and simplifying the compatibility of Equations (18) and (19) can obtain:

(ρl cl)eq
∂T
∂t

+∇q = 0 (22)

∇ = − ∂

∂x
− ∂

∂y
− ∂

∂z
(23)

where q is the heat flux density, J/(s·m2).
The process of heat transfer in porous media includes heat conduction, convection, and dispersion.

Based on Fourier’s law, the heat flux caused by heat conduction is:

qc = −kc · ∇T (24)

kc = θpkp + εkl (25)

where kc is the thermal conductivity of the solid-fluid system, W/(m·K); and kp and kl are the solid
and fluid thermal conductivity respectively, W/(m·K).

The heat flux caused by heat dispersion can be expressed as:

qd = −kd · ∇T (26)

where kd is the thermal dispersion coefficient of the solid-fluid system, W/(m·K).
The sum of the thermal conductivity coefficient and the thermal dispersion coefficient of the

solid-fluid system is expressed as:
keq = kc + kd (27)

The heat flux caused by heat convection is proportional to the fluid velocity, which is expressed as:

qa = ρl clvT (28)

Therefore, the heat flux density is:

q = qa + qc + qd = ρl clvnT − keq · ∇T (29)

Substituting Equation (29) into Equation (22) can obtain:

(ρl cl)eq
∂T
∂t

+ ρl clvn · ∇T −∇ · (keq · ∇T) = 0 (30)

Equation (30) is the heat transfer equation for the coupled THM model.
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3. Model Setup

Before the model setup, some simplifying assumptions for the models are listed as follows:
the rock in the models was assumed to be a porous continuous medium; the heat transfer among the
solid, liquid, and gas that actually exists in coal mining was assumed to be the heat transfer between
the solid and liquid; and the load of the rock above the top boundary of the model on the model was
assumed to be the uniform load.

In order to study the nonlinear water flow process in the fractured zone of the fault and the impact
of water velocity on the temperature in the coupled THM process, three different kinds of coupling
methods were established including the mechanical model (M), nonlinear hydraulic-mechanical (HM)
coupling model, and thermal-nonlinear hydraulic-mechanical (THM) coupling model.

In order to study the impact of the working face advanced distance and the water pressure on
the temperature, the working face proceeded as per the following steps. At the first step, the working
face was excavated to 25 m. Then, each step excavated 10 m along the coal seam, for 10 steps, which
moved the working face 125 m forward. The water pressure in the confined aquifer was applied in a
monotonically increasing mode with an increment of 1 MPa per step, which made the water pressure
increase from 0 MPa to 10 MPa.

3.1. The Engineering Background and the Geologic Model

The 2307 working face of coal seam 3 in the Anju coal mine of China is at an elevation of about
−980 m. The distance between the limestone aquifer and the coal floor is about 89.5 m. The water
pressure is about 4 MPa. Coal Seam 3 is attached to fault F23. Advancing the working face may cause
the fault to activate, thus, fault water inrush may occur. Using the Anju coal mine as the background,
a numerical simulating model for the coupled THM environments was established by using COMSOL
Multiphysics 5.1 (COMSOL Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China). The geometric model is shown in Figure 3 [24].
In order to study the distribution of water velocity and temperature, two monitoring lines were given,
as shown in Figure 3. Monitoring line 1 was used to study the temperature and monitoring line 2
was used to study water velocity. According to the hydrogeological report of the Anju coal mine,
the mechanical parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 3. Geological profile along Coal Seam 3.
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Table 1. Rock mechanical parameters.

Rock
Thickness

(m)
Density
(kg/m3)

Bulk Modulus
(GPa)

Shear Modulus
(GPa)

Permeability
(m2)

Porosity

Sandstone 1 20 2660 9.896 8.051 1.1 × 10−14 0.05
Sandstone 2 45 2650 9.756 7.257 1.2 × 10−14 0.06
Main roof 30 2480 8.730 4.264 1.8 × 10−13 0.12

Immediate roof 15 2502 8.872 6.031 1.7 × 10−14 0.10
Coal seam 3 1400 5.455 1.295 6.1 × 10−13 0.20

Immediate floor 4.2 2430 8.217 4.126 2 × 10−14 0.13
Sandstone 3 50.3 2600 9.572 7.029 2.5 × 10−14 0.12
Mudstone 35 2490 8.530 4.162 2.1 × 10−13 0.21

confined aquifer 25 2620 10.417 5.952 5.1 × 10−11 0.28
Fault — 1500 2 1.5 1.2 × 10−11 0.26

3.2. Boundary Condition Setting

3.2.1. Mechanical Model

Figure 4 shows the boundary condition setting for the mechanical model.

Figure 4. Boundary condition setting for mechanical model.

The boundary condition of the top boundary of the geologic model is:

σ · n = −pn (31)

where n is the unit vector normal to the boundary; and p is the pressure, Pa. The top boundary of the
model was at an elevation of about −867 m, thus the thickness of the overlying strata was about 867 m,
which made the boundary load of the top boundary of the model about 22 MPa.

The bottom boundary of the geologic model was set to be the fixed constraint condition:

u = 0 (32)

where u is the displacement vector, m.
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The remaining boundaries of the geologic model were set as the slipping constraint condition:

n · u = 0 (33)

3.2.2. HM Coupling Model

The HM coupling model couples seepage field and stress field. Darcy’s law, the Brinkman
equation, and the Navier-Stokes equation are used to govern the water flow in the confined aquifer,
the fault, and the coal seam, respectively. Figure 5 shows the boundary condition setting for the HM
coupling model.

Figure 5. Boundary condition setting for the HM coupling model.

The bottom boundary of the confined aquifer is the inlet boundary, which was set as
v0 = 1 × 10−4 m/s. The common boundaries between the confined aquifer and the fault are the outlet
boundary of the confined aquifer and the inlet boundary of the fault. In order to obtain a continuous
solution at the common boundaries, the pressure and the velocity from the confined aquifer must
equal the pressure and velocity from the fault. Therefore, the common boundaries were set as:

pd = pb (34)

vb = vd (35)

The right and left boundaries of the geologic model, except for the boundaries of the coal seam,
are no flow boundaries, which were set as:

n ·
(

k
μ
(∇pd)

)
= 0 (36)

The common boundaries between the fault and the coal seam are the outlet boundary of the fault
and the inlet boundary of the coal seam. The pressure and the velocity from the fault must equal the
pressure and the velocity from the coal seam. Therefore, the common boundaries between the fault
and the coal seam were set as:

pb = pn (37)
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vn = vb (38)

The right and left boundaries of the coal seam are the outlet boundary, which were set as:

vn = 0 (39)

3.2.3. THM Coupling Model

Figure 6 shows the boundary condition setting for the THM coupling model.

Figure 6. Boundary condition setting for the THM coupling model.

The boundary condition of the top and bottom boundaries of the model was set as:

T = T1 (40)

T = T2 (41)

where T1 and T2 are the initial temperatures of the top and bottom boundary of the model respectively,
K, which were set as 39 ◦C and 43.9 ◦C, respectively. In addition, the boundaries of the working face
was set as 37 ◦C.

The remaining boundaries of the model were set as the no heat flux boundary condition:

−n · q = 0 (42)

4. Results and Discussions

The change law of water velocity and the temperature were obtained. The temperature change was
subjected to the interaction of the water pressure and the working face advanced distance. The change
of the temperature of the water-rock environment near the fault can reflect the change of seepage field
in the fault and confined aquifer, which was used to divide the warning levels of fault water inrush.
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4.1. Simulation Results

4.1.1. The Change Law of Water Velocity

Figure 7 shows the change law of water velocity when the working face was excavated to 65 m.
The water velocity increased as the water pressure increased. When the water pressure was 2 MPa,
there was little water in the coal seam, which indicated that the water inrush channel had not been
formed. When the water pressure was 4 MPa and 10 MPa, the water velocity had a rapid increase at
the junction of the confined aquifer, fault, and coal seam, which indicated nonlinear flow processes in
the fractured zone of the fault.

Figure 7. The water velocity when the working face was excavated to 65 m.

4.1.2. The Distribution of Temperature

1. The Impact of the Water Pressure on the Temperature

When the working face was excavated to 105 m, the distribution of seepage velocity and the
temperature at different water pressure are shown in Figures 8 and 9, respectively.

(a) 0 MPa (b) 6 MPa (c) 10 MPa

Figure 8. The seepage velocity distribution at different water pressure: (a) At 0 MPa, there is little
water in the fault and the coal seam; (b) At 6 MPa, the water flows into the fault and the coal seam
from the confined aquifer; and (c) At 10 MPa, the seepage velocity in the fault and the coal seam is
higher than at 6 MPa.
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(a) 0 MPa (b) 6 MPa (c) 10 MPa

Figure 9. The temperature contours at different water pressure: (a) at 0 MPa, the temperature contours
have a smooth shift through the fault plane and the coal seam; (b) at 6 MPa, the temperature contours
is a convex curve through the fault plane and the coal seam; and (c) at 10 MPa, the convex degree of
the temperature contours is higher than at 6 MPa.

When the water pressure is 0 MPa, there is little water in the fault and the coal seam.
The temperature contours have a smooth shift through the fault plane. When the water pressure is
6 MPa and 10 MPa, the water flows into the fault and the coal seam from the confined aquifer and the
seepage velocity increases with the increasing water pressure. The temperature contours are a convex
curve through the fault plane and the coal seam, and the convex degree increases with the increasing
water pressure. Comparing the results of Figures 8 and 9, the convex curve of the temperature contours
and the seepage velocity had the same direction and change law. This is because, under the effect of
the water pressure, the confined aquifer with higher temperature flows upwards along the fault plane,
making the temperature of the water-rock environment near the fault plane increase. The higher the
water pressure, the greater the seepage velocity will be, and there will be a shorter time of the heat
transfer between the water and the rock in the fault, which makes the convex degree of the temperature
contours increase as the water pressure increases. Therefore, the change of the temperature of the
water-rock environment near the fault can reflect the change of seepage field in the fault and confined
aquifer, which can be used as a new method of predicting fault water inrush.

The relationship between the maximum temperature on the monitoring line and the water
pressure at different excavation steps is shown in Figure 10, from which it can be seen that the
temperature increased with the increasing water pressure at every excavation step. The change range
of the temperature increased as the distance between the working face and the fault plane decreased.

Figure 10. The maximum temperature on the monitoring line versus the water pressure when the
working face advanced distance was 25 m, 45 m, 65 m, 85 m, 105 m, and 125 m, respectively.
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2. The Impact of the Working Face Advanced Distance on the Temperature

When the water pressure was 6 MPa, the distribution of seepage velocity and temperature at
the different excavation steps are shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively. The seepage velocity
increased as the working face advanced distance increased. The temperature contours were a convex
curve through the fault plane, and the convex degree increased as the working face advanced distance
increased. Comparing the results of Figures 11 and 12, the convex curve of the temperature contours
and the seepage velocity had the same direction and change law. This is because the damage of the
fault and the coal seam induced by coal mining activities increased with the increase of the working
face advanced distance, which made the seepage velocity in the fault and the coal seam increase.
Then, the increase of the seepage velocity made the temperature of the water-rock environment near
the fault plane increase. Therefore, the convex degree of the temperature contours increased with the
increase of the working face advanced distance.

The relationship between the maximum temperature on the monitoring line and the working face
advanced distance at different water pressure is shown in Figure 13.

(a) 25 m (b) 85 m (c) 125 m

Figure 11. The seepage velocity distribution at different working face advanced distances: (a) At 25 m,
the seepage velocity in the fault and the coal seam is very low; (b) at 85 m, the seepage velocity in the
fault and the coal seam is higher than at 25 m; and (c) at 125 m, the seepage velocity in the fault and the
coal seam is higher than at 85 m.

(a) 25 m (b) 85 m (c) 125 m

Figure 12. The temperature contours at different working face advanced distances: (a) At 25 m,
the temperature contours is a convex curve through the fault plane and the coal seam; (b) at 85 m,
the convex degree of the temperature contours is higher than at 25 m; and (c) at 125 m, the convex
degree of the temperature contours is higher than at 85 m.
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Figure 13. The maximum temperature on the monitoring line versus the working face advanced
distance when the water pressure is from 0 MPa to 10 MPa, respectively.

Comparing the results of Figures 10 and 13, the maximum temperature on the monitoring line
decreased as the working face advanced distance increased at lower water pressure, which indicated
that the influence of the working face advanced distance on the temperature was greater than that of
water pressure on the temperature. The decrease of the temperature decreased with the increasing
water pressure. This is because at the working face of the coal mine, it is necessary to provide ventilation
to guarantee enough oxygen and proper temperature for workers, which makes the temperature lower
in the working face than the surrounding area of the working face. At lower water pressure, as the
working face advanced distance increased, the lower seepage velocity made the temperature in the
fault increase slightly. Therefore, the increase of the working face advanced distance reduced the
temperature in the fault due to the lower temperature at the working face. At higher water pressure,
the maximum temperature on the monitoring line increased as the working face advanced distance
increased, which indicates that at higher water pressure, the influence of water pressure on the
temperature is greater than that of the working face advanced distance on the temperature. This is
because at higher water pressure, the higher seepage velocity makes the temperature in the fault
have a higher increase. In addition, the decrease of the temperature gradually decreases with the
water pressure increasing. This is because as the water pressure increases, the difference between the
decrease of the temperature caused by the increase of the working face advanced distance and the
increase of the temperature caused by the increase of the water pressure will decrease. In a word,
the temperature change is subjected to the interaction of the water pressure and the working face
advanced distance.

4.1.3. The Warning Level of Water Inrush

As mentioned previously, the change of the temperature of the water-rock environment near the
fault can reflect the change of seepage field in the fault and confined aquifer, which can be used as
a new method to predict fault water inrush. In order to use the temperature to predict fault water
inrush, it is necessary to find a correspondence between the temperature change and danger degree of
water inrush, which is used to divide the warning level of water inrush. Two methods were used as
follows to find the correspondence.
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1. The Method Based on the Water Inrush Coefficient

The conception of the water inrush coefficient was proposed based on the statistical analysis of
long-term water inrush data and defined in the Regulation for Coal Mine Water Prevention and Control [25],
where the water inrush coefficient is expressed as an empirical formula [26]:

K =
P
M

(43)

where K is the water inrush coefficient (MPa/m); P is the water pressure of the confined aquifer (MPa);
and M is the thickness of the aquifuge (m). The aquifuge means the zone between the coal seam
and confined aquifer. If there is a fault in the aquifuge, the water inrush will occur when the water
inrush coefficient is over 0.06 MPa/m, while the water inrush will not happen when the water inrush
coefficient is less than or equal to 0.06 MPa/m.

In order to take more detailed corresponding measures to predict water inrush, the warning level
of water inrush was divided into three grades: safe level with water inrush coefficient less than or
equal to 0.06 MPa/m, dangerous level with water inrush coefficient greater than 0.06 MPa/m and
less than or equal to 0.1 MPa/m, and more dangerous level with water inrush coefficient greater than
0.1 MPa/m.

According to the hydrogeological report of the Anju coal mine, the thickness of the aquifuge is
from 71.85 m to 110.19 m. To obtain the minimum critical water pressure, the thickness of the aquifuge
should be 71.85 m, which was substituted into Equation (43). Then, by substituting the water inrush
coefficient of 0.06 MPa/m and 0.1 MPa/m into Equation (43), the water pressure was calculated to be
4.311 MPa and 7.815 MPa, respectively.

Using the quartic polynomial to fit the curves as shown in Figure 10, the fitting polynomials for the
relation curves between maximum temperature and water pressure are listed in Table 3. By substituting
the water pressure of 4.311 MPa and 7.815 MPa into the fitting polynomials, respectively, the calculated
results of temperature are listed in Table 3.

The original temperature of the rock is 40.09 ◦C before the coal seam is excavated. The differences
between the maximum temperature and the original temperature are listed in Table 2. At 4.311 MPa
and 7.815 MPa, the difference between the maximum temperature and the original temperature is
about 1 ◦C and about 2 ◦C, respectively, which can be used as the thresholds to divide the warning
level of water inrush.

Table 2. The identification criteria for the water inrush warning level.

The Warning Level
The Water Inrush

Coefficient (MPa/m)
The Water

Pressure (MPa)
The Temperature

Change (◦C)

Safe T ≤ 0.06 P ≤ 4.311 ΔT ≤ 1
Dangerous 0.06 < T ≤ 0.1 4.311 < P ≤ 7.185 1 < ΔT ≤ 2

More dangerous T > 0.1 P > 7.185 ΔT > 2

2. The Method Based on the Water-Resisting Thickness of Floor

The theory of the water-resisting thickness of floor was established based on the “Down Three
Zone” theory. The safe coal and rock pillars can be represented as:

ha = h1 + h2 + h3 (44)

where h1, h2, and h3 are the thickness of the disturbed area in the floor, impermeable zone, and
confined upflowing waterzone, respectively, in meters. There are three kinds of empirical formulas to
calculate h1:
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h1 = 0.7007 + 0.1079L (45)

h1 = 0.303L0.8 (46)

h1 = 0.00851H + 0.1665α + 0.1079L − 4.3579 (47)

where L is the length of the working face, m; H is the mining depth, m; and α is the angle of coal seam.
Substituting 253 m, 980 m, and 0◦ into H, L, and α of the empirical formulas, respectively, can obtain
values of h1 at 27.9994 m, 25.3478 m, and 31.2806 m. In order to ensure safe coal seam mining, ha should
be as large as possible. Therefore, h1 is 31.2806 m.

According to borehole No. AJGL3-1 of the Anju coal mine, there is no obviously confined
upflowing waterzone. Therefore, h3 is 0 m.

The h2 can be calculated by the water-resisting coefficient:

Zc =
∑ Zihi

hc
(48)

h2 = P/Zc (49)

where P is the critical water pressure, MPa; Zi is the water-resisting coefficient of the ith rock, MPa/m;
Zc is the weighted average water-resisting coefficient, MPa/m; and hi is the average thickness of the
ith rock, m. According to the hydrogeological report of the Anju coal mine, the distance between coal
seam No. 3 and the Shanxi Formation is from 46.30 m to 71.26 m, and the average distance is 54.5 m,
and the rock is mainly medium sandstone and fine sandstone. The water-resisting coefficient of the
medium sandstone and fine sandstone is 0.3 MPa/m. The distance between the Shanxi Formation
and the confined aquifer is from 25.55 m to 38.93 m, and the average distance is 35 m, and the rock is
mainly mudstone and siltstone. The water-resisting coefficient of the medium mudstone and siltstone
is 0.1 MPa/m. Substituting the water-resisting coefficient of medium sandstone, fine sandstone,
mudstone, and siltstone into Equation (48), Zc is 0.2609 MPa/m. When the distance between the coal
seam and confined aquifer is more than or equal to ha, the coal seam mining is safe:

hd ≥ ha = h1 + h2 + h3 (50)

where hd is the distance between the coal seam and confined aquifer, m. According to the
hydrogeological report of the Anju coal mine, hd is from 71.85 m to 110.19 m. In order to obtain
the minimum critical water pressure, h2 must be the maximum, which requires hd is equal to ha and
the minimum. Therefore, hd is 71.85 m. Substituting h1, h3, and ha into Equation (50), h2 is 40.5694 m.
By substituting h2 into Equation (49), critical water pressure is 8.997 MPa.

By substituting the critical water pressure into the fitting polynomials respectively, the calculated
results of the temperature are listed in Table 3. All of the differences between the maximum temperature
and the original temperature were more than 2 ◦C. Therefore, the 2 ◦C of temperature rise can be used
as the thresholds to divide the dangerous and more dangerous warning levels of fault water inrush.
Bai et al. [12] measured the temperature of water in a fault from a confined aquifer in a coal seam roof
and used the 1.5 ◦C and 2.4 ◦C of temperature change to divide the dangerous and more dangerous
warning levels of fault water inrush. However, these results were not analyzed mathematically.
This model can provide theoretical support for the work of Bai et al.

The temperature range calculated by this model was too narrow because the geothermal gradient
of Anju coal mine was 21.54 ◦C/km and not high, and the temperature difference between the confined
aquifer and coal seam was not large. One or two degrees Celsius is difficult to measure with such
precision in practical engineering. Therefore, there is some uncertainty in using this model to deal with
engineering problems with low geothermal gradients. However, in many deep engineering practices,
the geothermal gradient is generally 30 ◦C/km to 50 ◦C/km. In some areas such as near a fault or
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with high thermal conductivity, the geothermal gradient is sometimes as high as 200 ◦C/km [27].
In engineering with high geothermal gradients, the temperature difference between the confined
aquifer and coal seam will be large, which will make the temperature rise calculated by this model
have a greater range. Using this model to deal with engineering problems with high geothermal
gradients is more reliable. Whether in high or low geothermal gradient engineering, this model can be
used as a single indicator for identifying the conditions for water inrush from a fault in coal mining,
but this model should be combined with other approaches to predict fault water inrush.

Although this model can provide a proper numerical simulation method to study the processes of
nonlinear water flow in the fractured zone of the fault and the multi-fields coupling of the complex
geological systems of the fault water inrush, this model has some limitations:

1. There is some uncertainty in using this model to deal with engineering problems with low
geothermal gradients.

2. The disturbed area may extend the fault zone and aggravate fault activation, which was not
considered in this model.

3. The comparison between the measured results in reality and simulated results was not studied.
4. Although this model was established based on the engineering background of a coal mine, it can

be applied to tunneling in the vicinity of a fault. This model can be used as a method to study the
water-rock-temperature interactions in tunneling in the vicinity of a fault. However, as the water
inrush coefficient and the water-resisting thickness are applicable only in coal mines, they cannot
be used to find the thresholds to divide the warning levels of fault water inrush in tunneling.
A new method to divide the warning levels of fault water inrush in tunneling should be found if
this model is used to predict fault water inrush in tunneling.

Future research will be done to overcome the given limitations.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a coupled THM model to predict fault water inrush induced by coal mining
activities. The main conclusions were obtained as follows:

1. The Darcy-Brinkman-NS equations can properly describe the nonlinear water flow process in
the fractured zone of the fault. The water velocity increases with the increasing water pressure.
The water velocity has a rapid increase at the junction of the confined aquifer, fault, and coal
seam instead of a linear increase.

2. Temperature change of the fault zone is subjected to the interaction of the water pressure and
the working face advanced distance. At a lower water pressure, the influence of the working
face advanced distance on the temperature of the fault zone is greater than that of the water
pressure on the temperature. At a higher water pressure, the influence of water pressure on the
temperature of the fault zone is greater than that of the working face advanced distance on the
temperature. When the working face advanced distance is constant, the temperature of the fault
zone increases with the increasing water pressure. The range of the temperature of the fault zone
increases with the distance between the working face and the fault plane decreasing.

3. The temperature change of the fault zone can reflect the change of the seepage field in the fault
and confined aquifer. Monitoring the temperature rise of the fault zone, based on the conception
of the water inrush coefficient and the water-resisting thickness of floor, the temperature increases
of 1 and 2 ◦C were used as the thresholds to divide the warning levels of water inrush.
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Abstract: To investigate the mechanism of hydraulic fracture propagation in coal seams with
discontinuous natural fractures, an innovative finite element meshing scheme for modeling hydraulic
fracturing was proposed. Hydraulic fracture propagation and interaction with discontinuous natural
fracture networks in coal seams were modeled based on the cohesive element method. The hydraulic
fracture network characteristics, the growth process of the secondary hydraulic fractures, the pore
pressure distribution and the variation of bottomhole pressure were analyzed. The improved cohesive
element method, which considers the leak-off and seepage behaviors of fracturing liquid, is capable of
modeling hydraulic fracturing in naturally fractured formations. The results indicate that under high
stress difference conditions, the hydraulic fracture network is spindle-shaped, and shows a multi-level
branch structure. The ratio of secondary fracture total length to main fracture total length was
2.11~3.62, suggesting that the secondary fractures are an important part of the hydraulic fracture
network in coal seams. In deep coal seams, the break pressure of discontinuous natural fractures
mainly depends on the in-situ stress field and the direction of natural fractures. The mechanism of
hydraulic fracture propagation in deep coal seams is significantly different from that in hard and
tight rock layers.

Keywords: hydraulic fracture network; cohesive element method; coal seams; fracture propagation;
discontinuous natural fracture; secondary fracture

1. Introduction

Coal seam gas that mainly contains methane is an economical and promising solution for the
world’s energy crisis [1]. Global coalbed methane (CBM) resources are estimated to range from
84.38 Tm3 to 262.21 Tm3, of which approximately 14.44 Tm3 are recoverable [2]. China has the world’s
third largest CBM reserve, totaling approximately 37 Tm3 [3,4]; however, as they are influenced by
coalification, geological structure and depth, most Chinese CBM reservoirs have low permeability [5–7],
which makes gas extraction difficult, and even leads to coal and gas outbursts [8].

Hydraulic fracturing is an efficient stimulation method that is widely used to enhance CBM
production [9–13] by creating a new fracture network to improve the reservoirs’ permeability and
by disturbing the gas in its absorbed state to promote gas desorption from coal [9,14]. Moreover,
hydraulic fracturing has also been applied to destress coal seams to prevent coal and gas outbursts.
Other significant applications of hydraulic fracturing include the measurement of geo-stress [15,16],
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stimulation in geothermal energy reservoirs [17,18], hard rock stratum breaking for ground control and
mining [19,20], and underground radioactive waste disposal [21]. The application of hydraulic fracturing
can be traced back to the 1860s, when liquid nitroglycerine was injected into boreholes to break rocks in
the US [22]. In 1968, high-volume hydraulic fracturing was first used to extract crude oil [23]. To date,
approximately 2.5 million fracturing treatments have been carried out [24]. Hydraulic fracturing for CBM
extraction projects started in the US in the 1970s and in Australia in the 1990s [25].

Due to coalification and geological movement, coal seams in general include porous coal matrix,
cleat systems and joint networks [26]. The cleat systems develop in each coalification stage, and are
usually well-developed in low volatile bituminous coal, but poorly-developed in the lowest ranking
coal or anthracite coal [27,28]. In most coal seams, discontinuous cleat systems cut across the coalbed
at about 90◦ [28,29]. The cleat systems usually occur in two sets of roughly mutually-perpendicular
cleats: face cleats and butt cleats [30,31]. Both cleats and joints constitute the main fracture network of
coal seams. Natural fractures in coal seams are usually discontinuous and strength-heterogeneous due
to differences in the roughness, opening, mineral fillings and extension length of fractures.

High-pressure fluid penetrates the porous coal matrix and natural fractures, resulting in a potential
effect on pore pressure distribution and natural fracture propagation [32,33]. The hydraulic fracture
may change its propagation direction in contact with natural fractures [34]. Therefore, hydraulic
fracture propagation can be significantly affected by the pores and the discontinuous natural fracture
network in coal seams [11,35,36]. Investigation of hydraulic fracture propagation and its interaction
with discontinuous natural fracture (i.e., pre-existing fracture) networks is crucial to deepening the
knowledge of hydraulic fracture propagation mechanisms in naturally fractured coal seams, leading
to the better application of hydraulic fracturing in coal seams.

In the past decades, significant research has been focused on the mechanism of hydraulic fracture
initiation and propagation [10,13,33,36–45]. Theoretically, in intact rocks or rocks with few natural
macro-fractures, it is well accepted that the initial hydraulic fractures are roughly perpendicular to the
direction of minimum principal stress. In this respect, geo-stress conditions have a significant effect
on hydraulic fractures. The fracture initiation pressure depends on the geo-stress conditions, tensile
strength, pore pressure, and porosity of coal or rock layers [26]. Several theoretical models have been
put forward to predict the hydraulic fracture initiation pressure for different rock properties and pore
pressure conditions [46–49].

To describe hydraulic fracture propagation in natural fracture networks, several theoretical
models have been proposed based on laboratory experiments and field investigations, and can be
classified into four main models [50]: pure opening mode (POM), pure shear stimulation (PSS),
primary fracturing with shear stimulation leak-off (PFSSL), and mixed-mechanism stimulation (MMS).
POM is a classic concept for the prediction of new and propagating hydraulic fractures that has
been widely used in oil and gas extraction [10,51–53]. In the POM model, it is assumed that the
rock crack is induced by pure tensile failure. POM is suitable for predicting hydraulic fracture
propagation in reservoirs that contain only few natural fractures. PFSSL considers the leak-off
behavior of fracturing liquid when the main continuous fractures propagate and meet with natural
fractures [50]. Warpinski et al. [54], Palmer et al. [55], Rogers et al. [56] and Nagel et al. [57] used
PFSSL to predict hydraulic stimulation in shale. MMS is based on the idea that continuous flow
paths include both new and natural fractures, and that the propagating new fractures terminate in
contact with natural fractures [35,58,59]. Therefore, in the MMS model, due to the natural fracture
network, it is difficult to form large-scale continuous fractures, and the fracturing liquid is forced
to flow through a more complex fracture network that involves both new and natural fractures.
Affected by the local stress concentrations induced by the opening and slipping of surrounding
fractures, hydraulic fractures not perpendicular to the minimum principal stress are forced to open
at least partially [50]. Hydraulic fracture propagation and termination in MMS have been analyzed
in laboratoy experiments [32,39,60,61], field investigations [62–64], and numerical simulations [61].
PSS is widely used in enhanced geothermal systems (EGS), and it is commonly assumed that the
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hydraulic liquid flow pathways mainly involve natural fractures, and that new fracture growth is
usually not considered [50]. In PSS, the artificial hydraulic fracture network is formed by natural
fractures connecting to each other.

Beginning with Khristianovic et al.’s work [65] in 1955, significant efforts have been applied
to the development of numerical modeling techniques for hydraulic fracturing. The early studies,
such as the axisymmetric penny-shaped model [66], the 2D plane strain PKN [51] and KGD [52]
models, focused on the fluid–solid coupling analytical methods based on the assumption of a fracture
profile. Those models solved the hydraulic fracture question by simplifying the fracture profile and
the hydraulic pressure distribution. A well-known pseudo-3D model was proposed in the 1980s [67],
which can model hydraulic fracture propagation for more realistic fracture profiles. After that,
other analytical approaches for 2D and 3D hydraulic fractures have been proposed [10,68–73].

Furthermore, many numerical simulations using the finite element method (FEM), the boundary
element method (BEM), the extended finite element method (XFEM), the cohesive element method
and the discrete element method (DEM), have been performed to study hydraulic fracturing. To model
hydraulic fracture propagation, the numerical governing equations should include: (1) the non-linear
partial differential equations that describe the relationship between the fluid flow rate in fractures,
the fracture opening width and the fluid pressure gradient; (2) the fracture initiation and propagation
criteria; (3) the leak-off equations that define the diffusion process of the fracturing liquid from fractures
in the coal or rock matrix [74]; and (4) seepage equations that describe the fluid seepage process in
the coal or rock matrix and the variations of porosity and pore pressure. Wang et al. [75] proposed
a numerical method combining FEM and a meshfree method to investigate crack propagation driven
by hydraulic pressure. Yoon et al. [34,76–79] implemented and developed the fluid flow and seismicity
algorithms using particle flow code 2D (PFC2D) software to model the hydraulic fracturing process in
a natural pre-existing fracture network. Those algorithms allow higher permeability parameters to
natural fractures that are represented by a smooth joint contact set in the PFC2D software. In addition,
the PFC2D software was also adopted to simulate hydraulic fracturing by Al-Busaidi et al. [80],
Shimizu [81] and Wang et al. [36,82]. Zhao et al. [83] investigated the effects of different types of natural
fractures on hydraulic fractures in rock using the UDEC software. Based on the maximum tensile strain
criterion, Huang [84] studied hydraulic fracture propagation and coalescence in coal seams using the
RFPA software. Chen [74] modeled a single 2D hydraulic fracture using the cohesive element method
and compared the numerical simulation results with analytical results, demonstrating that the cohesive
element method is highly accurate when modeling hydraulic fracturing. Dahi Taleghani et al. [33]
improved a traction–separation law for cohesive zone model to simulate hydraulic fracture propagation
in naturally fractured formations. Zhao et al. [85] analyzed 3D hydraulic fracture propagation in coal,
also using the cohesive element method.

Compared to other analytical methods and numerical simulation methods for modeling hydraulic
fracturing, the cohesive element method has several advantages. (1) The cohesive element method
adopts a non-linear damage zone to represent the local stress field around the crack tip, and avoids
stress singularity in the crack tip, therefore providing good convergence for the fracture process
numerical simulation; (2) The hydraulic fracture propagation process can be regarded as a dynamic
moving process for fracture surfaces driven by fracture liquid as the propagation path is unknown
in advance. Using the cohesive element method, the previously-unknown hydraulic fracture path
can be dynamically calculated as a natural solution [74]; (3) The cohesive element method models
microstructural damage mechanisms well (hydraulic fracture initiation, propagation, branching and
coalescence with other fractures); (4) The cohesive element method can consider the leak-off behavior
of fracturing liquid.

These above studies developed the simulation methods and algorithms of hydraulic fracture
propagation. However, they mainly focused on hydraulic fracturing in intact rock or in continuous
pre-existing joint networks. To date, hydraulic fracture propagation and interaction with the
discontinuous fracture network in coal seams is still unclear.
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This study proposes a hydraulic fracture propagation simulation method using the ABAQUS
Software for discontinuous natural fracture networks and a preliminary analysis of hydraulic fracture
morphology in coal seams. An innovative finite element meshing scheme was used to model hydraulic
fracturing based on the cohesive element method, featuring global cohesive element embedding and
global pore pressure node sharing techniques. A simulation methodology including leak-off and
seepage effects was developed. The hydraulic fracture network characteristics, the growth mechanism
of secondary hydraulic fractures, the pore pressure distribution in coal seams, and the variation of
fracturing liquid pressure were investigated. Overall, this study aims to deepen the understanding of
the mechanism of hydraulic fracture propagation in coal seams.

2. Simulation Methodology for Hydraulic Fracturing in Discontinuous Natural
Fracture Networks

2.1. Concept and Methodology of the Hydraulic Fracturing Simulation Using the Cohesive Element Method

The cohesive element method is based on damage mechanics and the cohesive zone model (CZM).
By embedding zero-thickness cohesive elements into a mesh, dynamic and unrestricted fracture
propagation (especially crack branching, coalescence and swerve) can be modeled. Figure 1 illustrates
the process of generating zero-thickness cohesive elements into a solid element mesh. This algorithm
was coded with the Python programing language and implemented as an ABAQUS plugin to generate
cohesive elements. By executing the plugin, cohesive elements are generated at every solid element
interface. Therefore, the final model consists of solid elements and cohesive elements. The solid element
and its neighboring cohesive element are connected by their sharing two common nodes, and the
two adjacent cohesive elements connect to each other by sharing one node, as shown in Figure 1.
Under internal/external traction loads, cohesive elements experience loading, damage, stiffness
degradation and cracking. Crack initiation and propagation are represented by the damage and failure
of cohesive elements. The coal/rock micro-elastic–plastic deformation and seepage behaviors are
dominated by solid elements.

 

Figure 1. The process of generating zero-thickness cohesive elements at every solid element interface.
Note that a solid element and its neighboring cohesive element are connected by sharing two common
nodes, and two adjacent cohesive elements connect to each other by sharing one node.

In this study, the cohesive pore pressure element (CPPE), a special type of cohesive element,
was used to simulate hydraulic fracture propagation and leak-off behavior from hydraulic fractures
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to the porous coal matrix. As illustrated in Figure 2a, a 2D zero-thickness CPPE has six nodes and
two integration points. The connection of nodes 1 and 2 forms the bottom face of a cohesive element,
and nodes 3 and 4 form the top face. The relative displacements between the top and bottom faces
(both in 1-direction and 2-direction) represent crack opening and slipping. Therefore, Nodes 1 to 4 are
used to calculate the relationship between tractions and separations.

Nodes 5 and 6 are the pore pressure nodes, to calculate the fracturing liquid flow from one CPPE
to the next CPPE (tangential flow) and leak-off from cohesive elements to solid elements (normal flow).
The CPPEs are zero-thick, so the pore pressure nodes of the discrete adjacent CPPEs occupy the same
coordinates after generating the discrete CPPEs in a mesh, as shown in Figure 2a (pore pressure nodes
p1, p2, p3, p4 have the same coordinates P (x, y)). The fracturing liquid flow and transmission need to
go through the pore pressure nodes. All the adjacent CPPEs need to share one common pore pressure
node to connect to each other and to allow the fracturing liquid to flow in the fracture from one CPPE to
the next. Therefore, after creating the discrete CPPEs, the pore pressure nodes at the same coordinates
were merged, as shown in Figure 2b.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the CPPE and the mesh structure by embedding discrete CPPEs; (b) the mesh
structure after merging the pore pressure nodes at the same coordinates and the concept of fracturing liquid
flow in fractures. Note that the CPPEs are zero-thick, and the pore pressure nodes p1, p2, p3, p4 have the same
coordinates P (x, y). The fracturing liquid flow has two components: the tangential flow from one cohesive
element to the next cohesive element, and the normal flow from cohesive elements to solid elements.

2.2. Discontinuous Natural Fracture Networks

As discussed in the introduction, natural fractures in coal seams usually have obvious
directionality, thus coal seams are divided into regular hexahedral masses by the discontinuous
natural fracture network. In fact, the fracture direction varies widely. This study assumed that the
angle between the two sets of natural fractures was 90◦, and its angle bisector was parallel to the
maximum principal stress, as shown in Figure 3. The discontinuous fracture network was created
as follows:

(1) A 2D plane model was created, then this plane was partitioned by two sets of lines that are
orthogonal to each other.

(2) This plane was meshed to generate solid elements.
(3) CPPEs were embedded in this mesh model and numbered. The serial numbers of the CPPEs that

were on the two sets of partition lines into set A were picked.
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(4) A certain proportion of elements from set A was randomly selected. By assigning very low
mechanical properties, these selected elements were used to represent the discontinuous fractures.
The above process for the creation of a discontinuous fracture network was executed using
a Python script program in ABAQUS.

 

Figure 3. The process of creating the discontinuous fracture network.

3. Seepage and Hydraulic Fracture Equations

3.1. Seepage–Stress Coupling Equation for the Coal Matrix

Coal matrix is a typical porous medium that contains solid coal materials, gas-filled pores,
and fracturing leak-off liquid that permeates the coal matrix during fracturing. In the seepage–stress
coupling analysis, the effective stress principle was used, given by [86]:

σ = σ − χuw I (1)

where σ is the effective stress matrix at a point, Pa; σ is the total stress matrix, Pa; χ is the Biot
coefficient; uw is the pore pressure, Pa; I is a unit matrix.

The porosity of the coal matrix, n, is defined as:

n =
dVv

dV
(2)

where dVv is the void volume, m3; and dV is the total volume in the current configuration, m3.
The void ratio e is defined as:

e =
dVv

dV − dVv
=

n
1 − n

(3)

Saturation, s, is the ratio of the total free seepage volume of liquid and gas, dVw, to the void
volume, and is defined as:

s =
dVw

dVv
(4)

3.1.1. Discretized Equilibrium Equation

Based on the virtual work principle, the stress equilibrium equation [87] in the current
configuration can be expressed as:∫

V
σ : δεdV =

∫
S

t · δvdS +
∫

V
f · δvdV +

∫
V

snρwg · δvdV (5)

where δv is the virtual velocity field, m/s; δε is the virtual rate of deformation tensor, s−1; t is the
surface traction tensor, Pa; f is the body force except the seepage liquid weight, N/m3; ρw is the density
of the seepage liquid, kg/m3; g is the gravity acceleration, m/s2; V is the integration domains of
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volume, m3; S is the integration domains of area, m2. Note that the last term in Equation (5) is the
weight of the seepage liquid.

In finite element analysis, the equilibrium equation is discretized into a set of equations with
interpolation functions. The virtual velocity field and the virtual rate of deformation are interpolated as:{

δv = NNδvN

δε = sym
(

∂δNN

∂x

)
δvN (6)

where NN is the matrix of interpolation functions defined with respect to the material coordinates;
and x is the unit coordinate vector, m.

By substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5), the virtual work equation is discretized as

δvN
∫

V
βN : σdV = δvN(

∫
S

NN · tdS +
∫

V
NN · f dV +

∫
V

snρwNN · gdV) (7)

Note that the term
∫

V βN : σdV is the internal force array, IN , and
∫

S NN · tdS +
∫

V NN · f dV +∫
V snρwNN · gdV is the external force array, PN . Therefore, the equilibrium Equation (7) can be

expressed as:
IN − PN = 0 (8)

3.1.2. Continuity Equation of Seepage

The porous coal matrix can be modeled approximately by attaching the solid element mesh to the
solid materials. Thus, the liquid flows through the mesh. The time rate of the change of liquid mass in
a control volume is:

R =
d
dt
(
∫

V
ρwsndV) =

∫
V

1
J

d
dt
(Jρwsn)dV (9)

where R is the time rate of change of liquid mass in a control volume, kg/s; t is time, s; J is the rate of
volume change of the porous coal matrix, defined as the ratio of volume in the current configuration,
dV, to the volume in the reference configuration, dV0:

J =
∣∣∣∣ dV
dV0

∣∣∣∣ (10)

The liquid mass which crosses a surface, S, and flows into the control volume per unit time is:

F = −
∫

S
ρwsn(n · vw)dS (11)

where vw is the liquid seepage velocity, m/s; n is the outward normal vector to S.
Obviously, the liquid mass change per unit time, R, is equal to the liquid mass flowing into the

control volume per unit time, F, that is [85,88]:

∫
V

1
J

d
dt
(Jρwsn)dV = −

∫
S

ρwsn(n · vw)dS (12)

According to the divergence theorem, Equation (12) can be transformed to an equivalent
weak form: ∫

V
δuw

1
J

d
dt
(Jρwsn)dV +

∫
V

δuw
∂

∂x
(ρwsnvw)dV = 0 (13)

Equation (13) is the continuity equation of the seepage. In this study, the seepage in the porous
coal matrix obeys Darcy’s law, which is given by [89]:

snvw = − 1
ρwg

k(
∂uw I

∂x
− ρwg) (14)
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3.2. Flow Equation of the Fracturing Liquid Flow in CPPE

The constitutive response of the fracturing liquid flow in the CPPE combines tangential flow
within the fracture and normal flow across the fracture, as illustrated in Figure 4. The fracturing liquid
is assumed to be incompressible Newtonian. The tangential flow within the fracture is governed
by [74,90]:

qw = − w3

12μ
∇pw (15)

where q is the fracturing liquid flow rate per unit area, m/s; w is the opening width of the hydraulic
fracture, m; μ is the viscosity of the fracturing liquid, Pa·s; ∇pw is the pressure gradient along the CPPE,
Pa/m. The term w3

12μ is equivalent to the permeability or the resistance to fluid flow in the fracture.

 
Figure 4. Schematic of fluid flow patterns, including tangential flow and normal flow.

Normal flow, representing the leak-off behavior from fractures into porous coal matrix, is defined
as [74,85]: {

qt = ct(pm − pt)

qb = cb(pm − pb)
(16)

where qt and qb are the leak-off flow rates in the normal direction from the mid-face into the top
face and bottom face of CPPE respectively, m/s; ct and cb are the corresponding leak-off coefficients,
m/Pa·s; pm is the mid-face pressure, Pa; pt and pb are the pore pressures on the top and bottom faces
respectively, Pa. The leak-off coefficient can be interpreted as the permeability of the hydraulic fracture
surfaces (i.e., the top and bottom faces of CPPE). According to Equation (16), the normal flow rate
depends on the leak-off coefficient, and the pressure difference between the fracture (CPPE) and the
porous coal matrix (solid element).

3.3. Damage Initiation and Evolution Law of Hydraulic Fractures

Crack initiation and propagation are governed by the traction–separation law. Figure 5 illustrates
the fracture propagation driven by the fracturing liquid based on the cohesive element method.
The traction–separation law defines the relationship between traction force, T, and the relative
separation displacement between the top and bottom faces, δ. In the red cohesive zone in Figure 5,
the cohesive elements are in an elastic state or in an incomplete damage state. δo

m is the critical
separation displacement at the initial damage point, and δ

f
m is the critical displacement at the complete

failure point. When δ ≥ δo
m, the cohesive element starts to damage, and its stiffness decreases as

T increases. When δ ≥ δ
f
m, the stiffness of the cohesive element reduces to zero, which indicates

that the fracture propagates forward. The cohesive elements in the blue fracture zone are in the
complete damage state. Even if those CPPEs in the complete damage state close again from an open
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state, their tensile stiffness cannot recover. The concept of the crack tip was referenced from the
literature [91]. The point of δ = δ

f
m is the material crack tip, while the point of δ = δo

m is the cohesive
crack tip. The cohesive elements between the two crack tips are in the damaged state. The traction force,
T, is the resultant force of hydraulic pressure in the cohesive element, pore pressure in the adjacent
solid element, and geo-stress. Therefore, the hydraulic fracture is affected by fracturing pressure,
the discontinuous natural fracture network, the seepage process in the coal matrix and geo-stress.

To model crack initiation and propagation in different materials using cohesive elements, various
traction–separation models were developed. In this work, the irreversible bilinear model was used to
simulate hydraulic fracture opening and closing behaviors. This model was also used by Chen [74]
and Zhao et al. [85] to model hydraulic fracturing in rock. The model assumes that the mechanical
response of cohesive elements satisfies a reversible linear elastic behavior prior to the initial damage
point. The bearing capacity of cohesive elements decreases linearly in the damage evolution stage,
and their stiffness cannot recover during unloading. The irreversible bilinear model was introduced
as follows.

 
Figure 5. Hydraulic fracture propagation driven by fracturing liquid, and the traction–separation
law for cohesive elements. In the blue zone, the cohesive elements are in a complete damage state,
whereas those in red zone are in an elastic state or in an incomplete damage state.

3.3.1. Damage Initiation

The tension component of traction force is mainly induced by hydraulic pressure, while the
shear component of traction force may be caused by geo-stress differences and the local shear stress
concentration around the natural fracture. Therefore, it is significant and necessary to consider the
combined effects of the tension force and the shear force when modeling hydraulic fracture initiation
and propagation in coal seams. Thus, a quadratic stress criterion that incorporates the tension and
shear mixed modes was used to predict damage initiation occurrence. The 2D crack damage initiates
when the stress state of the cohesive elements satisfies [33,85]:(

tn

σt

)2
+

(
ts

σs

)2
= 1 (17)

where σt and σs are tensile and shear strength, respectively, Pa; tn and ts represents normal traction
(along the local 2-direction in Figure 2a) and shear traction (along the local 1-direction in Figure 2a),
respectively, Pa.
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3.3.2. Damage Evolution

A scalar damage variable, D, is defined to represent the overall damage degree in one cohesive
element. D evolves from 0 to 1 monotonically upon further loading after damage initiation.
Stress components are affected by the damage according to [92]:⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

tn = (1 − D)tn, tensile state
tn = tn, compressive state
ts = (1 − D)ts

(18)

where tn and ts are stress components predicted by the linear elastic law at the current separation
displacement, Pa, as shown in Figure 6a. Note that in Equation (18), the tensile stiffness of cohesive
elements is degraded at the damage stage, whereas the compressive stiffness is unchanged.

For the linear damage softening evolution, D is expressed as [33,85,93]:

D =
δ

f
m(δ

max
m − δo

m)

δmax
m (δ

f
m − δo

m)
(19)

where δmax
m is the maximum value of the relative separation displacement recorded during the loading

history, m. As illustrated in Figure 6b, the loading history is the loading along the red path (path 1)
or reloading via the green path (path 2). Both δo

m and δ
f
m consist of tensile and shear separation

displacement components.

 
 

(a) (b) 
n s

Figure 6. The relationship between traction and separation. (a) Tensile and shear components;
(b) resultant traction. In (a), En and Es are the initial tensile stiffness and shear stiffness of CPPE,
Pa/m; δn and δs are tensile and shear separation components, respectively. (a) interprets the concept of
D, and (b) illustrates the concept of loading history (path 1 or path 2).

The power law criterion of fracture energy is widely used to predict the complete damage state,
given by [94]: (

GI
GIC

)α

+

(
GII

GIIC

)α

= 1 (20)

where GI and GII are energy components of tension and shear respectively, Pa·m; GIC and GIIC are
I-mode and II-mode fracture energies respectively, Pa·m. When GI and GII satisfy Equation (20),
the damage variable D reaches 1.

Note that the stress state and the corresponding displacement at the initial damage point
is determined by Equation (17) and the relationship between T and δ; therefore, the separation
displacement components at the initial damage point of each cohesive element can be different. δmax

m is
a function of GI and GII . δ

f
m is calculated using the fracture energies GIC and GIIC. If σt, σs, GIC and

GIIC are given, for a displacement state δmax
m , its corresponding damage variable D can be calculated
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using Equation (19), and then the stress components are updated by substituting D into Equation (18).
Hydraulic fracture propagation is simulated using this damage law.

4. Numerical Simulation Procedure

4.1. The Mesh Model of Coal Seams with Discontinuous Natural Fracture Networks

By setting the out-of-plane dimension as 3 m, the 2D numerical coal seam model was equivalent
to a 3D model with a thickness of 3 m. As shown in Figure 7, the model is a square with the dimensions
400 m2. To avoid the boundary effect, the discontinuous natural fracture network zone is at the center
of the model, with a size of 10 m × 10 m. The two fracture sets are orthotropic with each other,
and their bisector is parallel to the direction of the principle stress. The fracture spacing was set
to 0.5 m. The fracture network zone’s mesh consists of 10,000 pore fluid/stress elements (the solid
elements) of size 0.1 m and 20,200 CPPEs. The external zone’s mesh consists of 5612 pore fluid/stress
elements of size 0.1 m to 0.6 m. The pore fluid/stress elements used were four-node plane strain
quadrilateral, bilinear displacement, bilinear pore pressure elements (called CPE4P in ABAQUS).

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 7. The mesh model of coal seams with discontinuous natural fracture networks. (a) shows the
model size and the locations of the discontinuous natural fracture network and the injection node;
(b) shows the mesh density. The fracture network zone is at the center of this model, with a size of
10 m × 10 m. The two fracture sets are orthotropic with each other, and their bisector is parallel to
the principle stress direction. The fracture spacing is set to 0.5 m. The fracture network zone’s mesh
consists of 10,000 pore fluid/stress elements of size 0.1 m and 20,200 CPPEs. The external zone’s mesh
consists of 5612 pore fluid/stress elements of size 0.1 m to 0.6 m.

4.2. Mechanical Properties of the Coal Matrix, Discontinuous Natural Fracture and Fracturing Liquid

Many studies show that hydraulic fracturing has significant effects on the permeability, leak-off
coefficient, and porosity of coal seams [85,95–97]. According to Xu et al. [38], the dynamic permeability
k, the dynamic porosity n and the dynamic leak-off coefficient c can be calculated as follows:

k = k0 exp(3Cf Δp) (21)

n = n0(1 + Cf Δp) (22)

c = c0

√
1 + Cf Δp exp(

3
2

Cf Δp) (23)
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Here, k0 is the initial permeability, m/s; Δp is the pressure difference between the fracture (CPPE)
and the porous coal matrix (solid element), Pa; n0 is the initial porosity; c0 is the initial leak-off
coefficient, m/Pa·s; Cf is the pore compressive coefficient; and Cf = (n − n0)/(n · Δp), Pa−1.

The user subroutine was used to model the dynamic variation of the coal seepage properties.
In one numerical increment step, if Δp is determined, n can be calculated using Equation (22), and then
Cf can be obtained. k and c are then calculated using Equations (21) and (23). Until this point, k, n and
c were updated dynamically. In the next incremental step, these parameters were set as the updated
initial values and substituted into the governing equations for the seepage to model the dynamic
fracturing process.

The mechanical properties used in this numerical model are listed in Table 1. Note that the
mechanical strengths of the discontinuous natural fractures are significantly weaker than those of the
coal matrix.

Table 1. The mechanical properties of the discontinuous fractures, coal matrix and fracturing liquid.

Object Mechanical Parameter Value

Coal matrix

Elastic modulus (GPa) 5
Poisson’s ratio 0.28

Tensile strength (MPa) 0.77
Shear strength (cohesion) (MPa) 6.42

Initial permeability (m/s) 5 × 10−8

Initial porosity 0.15
I-mode fracture energy (N/m) 29.25
II-mode fracture energy (N/m) 35.97

Initial leak-off coefficient (m/Pa·s) 5 × 10−14

Discontinuous natural fractures

Tensile strength (MPa) 0.005
Shear strength (MPa) 0.04

I-mode fracture energy (N/m) 0.19
II-mode fracture energy (N/m) 0.23

Initial leak-off coefficient (m/Pa·s) 5 × 10−14

Fracturing liquid Viscosity (Pa·s) 0.005
Density (kg/m3) 1000

4.3. Initial Conditions

In this study, the injection rate of the fracturing liquid via the injection node was 0.003 m3/s;
the initial gas pore pressure in the coal seams was 5 MPa. To analyze the hydraulic fracture propagation
and its interaction with natural fractures under different ground stress conditions, four different stress
conditions were applied, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Stress conditions.

Group Minimum Principal Stress, σ3 (MPa) Maximum Principal Stress, σ1 (MPa) Stress Difference (MPa)

A 10 12.5 2.5
B 10 15 5
C 10 17.5 7.5
D 10 20 10

4.4. Solving Procedures, Convergence Criterion and Error Control

Figure 8 illustrates the pre-processing and the solving procedures of the ABAQUS/Standard
solver. The model first calibrates geostatic stress to a balance state and then computes hydraulic
fracturing. For the two steps above, the procedure types were ‘geostatic’ and ‘soils’, respectively.
The module ‘soils’ in ABAQUS allows users to model hydraulic fracturing and fluid flow through
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porous media. In the ‘soils’ module, the transient analysis method and the direct backward difference
operator were used to optimize the accuracy of the continuity equation.

 

inp

N t t

i i

inp
t = t
i i

t = t + t
N N 

Figure 8. The preprocessing and the solving procedures of the ABAQUS/Standard solver. The module
‘soils’ was used to model hydraulic fracturing. The direct backward difference operator was used to
optimize the accuracy of the continuity equation.

The solution technique used was the full Newton method for nonlinear equilibrium equations.
In pore liquid flow analysis, pore pressure, uw, was selected as a field index to evaluate the accuracy
of the Jacobian matrix solution. According to the ABAQUS documentation [98], most nonlinear
calculations are sufficiently accurate if the error of the largest field index residual is less than 0.005.
In this study, the convergence criterion was also used:

ruw
max ≤ 0.005q̃uw (24)

where ruw
max is the largest residual in the pore pressure balance equation, m3/s; q̃uw is the overall

time-averaged value of a typical flux for uw until this point during this step, including the current
increment, m3/s.

To guarantee the accuracy of the fracture propagation when using CPPE, the cohesive element size
should be smaller than the cohesive zone length dc, which is determined by the material mechanical
properties, and is calculated as [74]:

dc =
9π

32
E

(1 − v2)

GIC

σ2
t

(25)

where E is the Young’s modulus, Pa; v is the Poisson’s ratio. By substituting the parameter values
from Table 1 into Equation (25), dc = 0.182 m. The cohesive element size used in this study was
0.1 m, which is significantly less than dc. This suggests good error control for modeling hydraulic
fracture propagation.

5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Hydraulic Fracture Network Characteristics

The CPPEs with fracturing liquid flowing were selected and marked as hydraulic fractures during
the fracturing process. Figure 9 shows the hydraulic fracture network characteristics under different
stress conditions. According to this figure, hydraulic fractures in coal seams are not just a single crack,
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but a complex fracture network. Micro-seismic monitoring in the field also confirms that hydraulic fractures
in coal seams usually form a network of fracture branches using the horizontal well technique [99].

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 9. The hydraulic fracture propagation process in a discontinuous natural fracture network
under different stress conditions. (a) σ1 − σ3 = 2.5 MPa; (b) σ1 − σ3 = 5 MPa; (c) σ1 − σ3 = 7.5 MPa;
(d) σ1 − σ3 = 10 MPa. The red lines represent the new fractures induced by hydraulic fracturing, the blue
lines represent the natural fractures with hydraulic liquid flowing, and the purple lines represent the
discontinuous natural fracture network.

Figure 9 shows that the hydraulic fracture network has a main fracture trunk with many fracture
branches. However, the main fractures are not strictly defined. Generally, this usually refers to the
more prominent fractures with a relatively large opening. In hydraulic fracturing, the main fractures
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are the main liquid flow fracture channels. The fracture opening degree and the stiffness of the CPPEs
are indicators of main hydraulic fractures. The main hydraulic fractures were identified by magnifying
the hydraulic fracture opening 20 times, as shown in Figure 10.

 
(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Figure 10. The propagation process of the main hydraulic fractures under different stress conditions.
(a) σ1 − σ3 = 2.5 MPa; (b) σ1 − σ3 = 5 MPa; (c) σ1 − σ3 = 7.5 MPa; (d) σ1 − σ3 = 10 MPa.
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During the initial hydraulic fracturing stage, the total fracture volume is small, thus a reticulated
secondary fracture structure is created around the injection node (i.e., the injection borehole) when
subject to the impact of high-pressure fracturing liquid, as shown in Figure 9. Then the total volume
of fractures increases gradually, which in turn increases the fracturing liquid leak-off and weakens
fluid impact. During the later stage, the secondary fractures grow from the main fracture trunk
like branches.

In Figure 9, the maximum width of the hydraulic fracture network gradually narrows as the stress
difference increases, indicating that the general direction of the fracture network follows σ1 under high
stress difference conditions. However, when σ1 − σ3 = 2.5 MPa, the main hydraulic fractures propagate
straight along the natural fractures. These results suggest that the general direction of hydraulic
fracture networks in coal seams is jointly influenced by geo-stress differences and pre-existing natural
fracture networks. When the ground stress difference is insignificant, the natural fracture network
dominates the direction of the main hydraulic fractures. On the contrary, the maximum principal stress
shows strong control over the general direction of the hydraulic fracture network, but the hydraulic
fracture network still has many secondary fractures.

When the stress difference is 7.5 MPa or 10 MPa, the hydraulic fracture network is spindle-shaped.
As the fractures propagate, the general direction of the hydraulic fracture network gradually converges
to the direction of σ1, and the number of secondary fractures gradually decreases. To better understand
how the stress field and natural fractures affect the hydraulic fracture morphology, tests that consider
the direction and discontinuous degree of the natural fractures must be carried out in the future.
The improved cohesive element method used in this study is leading to continuing research on
these topics.

The total lengths of hydraulic fractures under different stress conditions were counted,
as illustrated in Figure 11. According to the figure, the total lengths of the hydraulic fractures
were between 82.4 m (when σ1 − σ3 = 2.5 MPa) and 100.7 m (when σ1 − σ3 = 5 MPa). There was
no obvious correlation between the total length and stress difference. In each stress condition, the total
length of the secondary fractures was significantly bigger than that of the main fracture. The ratio of
secondary fracture total length to that of the main fracture was between 2.11 and 3.62, which shows
no obvious correlation with stress difference. The results indicate that: (1) hydraulic fracturing can
create a large number of secondary fractures in coal seams; (2) stress difference has no significant effect
on the total length of the hydraulic fracture and the ratio of the secondary fracture length to the main
fracture length.

Figure 11. The hydraulic fracture lengths under different stress conditions.
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5.2. Growth Process of the Secondary Hydraulic Fractures

According to Figures 9 and 10, the secondary fractures contain new fractures and natural
fractures. There are two causes of secondary cracks: change to local stress fields caused by hydraulic
fracture propagation and seepage in the porous coal matrix, and pre-existing low-intensity natural
fractures. Figure 12 shows the growth process of secondary fractures during hydraulic fracturing when
σ1 − σ3 = 7.5 MPa. As the main fracture propagates, the secondary fractures gradually branch out of the
main fracture trunk. At t = 8.380 min, fracture branch 1 appears. At t = 13.244 min, fracture branches
2 to 6 appear, and branch 1 grows longer due to the fracturing liquid. At t = 21.696 min, new fractures
7 to 13 appear as the main fracture propagates. Note that fractures 7, 9 and 10 grow on the secondary
fractures and are considered micro-secondary fractures. The hydraulic fracture network shows a multi-level
branch structure.

The main fracture in Figure 12 propagates from natural fractures to the coal matrix, and then
swerve back along the natural fracture. Affected by the stress field and discontinuous natural
fracture network, some secondary fractures, such as fracture branches 5, 6, 8, 12, propagate along
the discontinuous natural fractures, whereas the other secondary fractures start in the coal matrix.
Although the tensile strength of the coal matrix is higher than that of the natural fracture, the difficulty
of secondary fracture initiation in the coal matrix is almost equal to that in natural fractures due to the
high geo-stress conditions. This result suggests that differences in geo-stress play an important role in
inducing secondary fractures.

Figure 12. The numerical simulation results for the secondary hydraulic fracture growth process and
pore pressure distribution. The serial numbers represent the order of secondary fracture initiation.

5.3. Pore Pressure Distribution Characteristics

Figure 12 also shows pore pressure distribution in the coal matrix and in hydraulic fractures.
Note that there are two low pore pressure zones (the blue zones) in front of the two main fracture
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tips and two high pore pressure zones (the yellow zones) at both sides of the main fractures.
Figure 13 shows pore pressure variation in the coal matrix on both sides of the hydraulic fractures.
In Figure 13, the distance between the pore pressure peak and main fractures is approximately 1.7 m.
The spindle-shaped zone, where the hydraulic fracture network is located, can be regarded as a coal
damage zone that changes the transfer path of σ1 from the far field to near field, as shown in Figure 14.
The compressive stress transfer path bypasses the damage zone, resulting in a compressive stress
concentration on both sides of the damage zone, which increases pore pressure. In front of the main
hydraulic fractures, the coal matrix is subjected to tensile stress by hydraulic fracturing, therefore its
volume tends to expand, lowering the pore pressure.

Figure 13. The pore pressure distribution along the observation line.

Figure 14. The schematic of pore pressure distribution around the hydraulic fractures.

5.4. Injection Fluid Pressure

5.4.1. Effect of the Injection Rate on Bottomhole Pressure

Due to the large scale of the model (400 m2), it is difficult to consider the injection borehole
profile, which is usually less than 0.04 m2 in the field; thus an injection node was used instead.
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The bottomhole pressure variation during hydraulic fracturing was captured by the injection node.
Figure 15 illustrates the bottomhole pressure variations at different injection rates under the stress
condition of σ1 = 17.5 MPa and σ3 = 10 MPa. According to Figure 15, within the first two minutes
of hydraulic fracturing, the bottomhole pressure increased rapidly due to the injection fluid impact
effect, and then decreased rapidly due to hydraulic fracture initiation. The peak pressure is called the
break-down pressure. After three minutes, the bottomhole pressure stabilized. The stable bottomhole
pressure and the break-down pressure increased as the injection rate increased, indicating that
hydraulic fracture propagation is a dynamic process. Under high injection rates, the fracture volume
rate increase is slower than the injection liquid volume rate increase. This explains why the bottomhole
pressure increased as the injection rate increased.

, pf

Figure 15. The bottomhole pressure variations at different injection rates. The figure shows that the
stable bottomhole pressure and the break-down pressure increased as the injection rate increased.

5.4.2. Break Pressure of the Discontinuous Natural Fracture

As shown in Figure 16, when the hydraulic fracture propagates along discontinuous natural
fractures, the break pressure of the fracture initiation p f should overcome the sum of the normal
compressive stress on discontinuous natural fractures pn and tensile strength Tf . That is:

p f = pn + Tf (26)

Based on the stress balance principle, pn can be calculated as:

pn =
σ1 + σ3

2
+

σ1 − σ3

2
cos 2θ (27)

where θ is the angle between the normal direction of discontinuous natural fractures and the σ1

direction. σ1 and σ3 are the effective stresses corresponding to σ1 and σ3, respectively. The effective
stresses can be calculated using Equation (1).

By substituting Equation (27) into Equation (26), p f can be calculated as:

p f =
σ1 + σ3

2
+

σ1 − σ3

2
cos 2θ + Tf (28)

Equation (28) clearly states that the break pressure, p f , depends on the ground stress conditions,
tensile strength and direction of discontinuous natural fractures.

When σ1 = 10 MPa, σ3 = 17.5 MPa, uw (pore pressure) = 5 MPa, and θ = 45◦, p f was approximately
8.755 MPa for the natural fractures, and 9.52 MPa for other parts of the discontinuous natural fractures
that have the same tensile strength as the coal matrix. Compared to the ground stress, the coal seam
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tensile strength was very low. According to Equation (28), in deep coal seams, σ1 and σ3 are much
greater than Tf , so the break pressure of discontinuous natural fractures is mainly determined by the
ground stress conditions and the direction of the discontinuous natural fractures.

Hard and tight rock layers, such as geothermal energy reservoirs, have an intact rock tensile
strength significantly higher than that of the joints, so hydraulic fractures tend to propagate along
natural fractures. When the fracturing liquid is full of natural fractures, the fracture shear strength is
drastically reduced and eventually fails. This is why the PSS model is widely used in EGS to predict
fracture propagation, but is not suitable for the prediction of hydraulic fractures in deep coal seams.

Note that the above analytical process is based on the assumption of static fracturing, which is
different from true dynamic fracturing. Comparing the above analytical results with the numerical
simulation results in Figure 15, it can be seen that the simulated bottomhole pressure was higher than
the static analytical break pressure result.

pn

pn

ps

ps

Pf

Figure 16. Schematic of the analytical model for calculating the break pressure of discontinuous natural
fractures. p f is the break pressure; pn and ps are the normal compressive stress and the tangential shear
stress of discontinuous natural fractures.

6. Conclusions

In this study, an innovative finite element meshing scheme using cohesive elements
(including global cohesive element embedding and global pore pressure node sharing techniques) was
used to model hydraulic fracturing. Fracture propagation and interaction with discontinuous natural
fracture networks in coal seams were simulated using the cohesive element method. The hydraulic
fracture network characteristics under different stress conditions, the growth process of secondary
hydraulic fractures, the pore pressure distribution in coal seams, and the variation of fracturing
liquid pressure were investigated in detail. The numerical simulation results show that the improved
cohesive element method in this study is capable of modeling hydraulic fracturing in naturally
fractured formations.

In coal seams, hydraulic fracturing generally creates a complex hydraulic fracture network that is
composed of a main fracture trunk and many secondary fracture branches. The morphology of the
fracture network is determined by the geo-stress field and the discontinuous natural fracture network.
Under high stress difference conditions, the hydraulic fracture network is spindle-shaped, and shows
a multi-level branch structure. The higher the geo-stress difference, the narrower the width of the
spindle-shaped hydraulic fracture network.

The ratio of secondary fracture total length to main fracture total length was 2.11~3.62, indicating
that the secondary fractures are an important part of the hydraulic fracture network. The geo-stress
difference had no significant effect on the ratio of secondary fracture length to main fracture length.

The stable bottomhole pressure and the break-down pressure increased with the injection
rate, indicating that fracture propagation is a dynamic process in coal seams. In deep coal seams,
the break pressure of discontinuous natural fractures mainly depends on the in-situ stress field and the
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direction of natural fractures. The mechanism of hydraulic fracture propagation in deep coal seams is
significantly different from that in hard and tight rock layers. The PSS model, which is more frequently
used in EGS to predict hydraulic fracture propagation, is not suitable for deep coal seams.
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Abstract: One major challenge in modeling Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media is simulating
the material interfaces accurately. To overcome this defect, the refraction law is fully introduced into
the numerical manifold method (NMM) as an a posteriori condition. To achieve a better accuracy of
the Darcy velocity and continuous nodal velocity, a high-order weight function with a continuous
nodal gradient is adopted. NMM is an advanced method with two independent cover systems, which
can easily solve both continuous and discontinuous problems in a unified form. Moreover, a regular
mathematical mesh, independent of the physical domain, is used in the NMM model. Compared
to the conforming mesh of other numerical methods, it is more efficient and flexible. A number of
numerical examples were simulated by the new NMM model, comparing the results with the original
NMM model and the analytical solutions. Thereby, it is proven that the proposed method is accurate,
efficient, and robust for modeling Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media, while the refraction
law is satisfied rigorously.

Keywords: Darcy flow; heterogeneity; numerical manifold method; high-order; refraction law

1. Introduction

Heterogeneity is the natural property of the geologic structure in groundwater systems. A real
groundwater system can be regarded as a combination of several homogeneous subdomains. However,
the contrast between the hydraulic conductivities of two adjacent subdomains presents a great
challenge for numerical modeling. The two major limitations of modeling Darcy flow in heterogeneous
porous media by conventional numerical methods are as follows. (1) The precision of the Darcy
velocity (also known as specific discharge) is deficient, as the existing method usually solves the
hydraulic head first, then computes the Darcy velocity by taking the derivation of the hydraulic head
field. (2) The refraction law, which is expressed as the continuity of normal flux and discontinuity of
tangential flux on the interface [1], can be hardly achieved. For the first limitation, the precision of
the Darcy velocity decreases to a low order after derivation, and that leads to the discontinuity of the
Darcy velocity around a node. For the second limitation, Cainelli et al. [2] summarized the accuracy of
classic numerical schemes, such as the finite element method (FEM) [3,4] and finite volume method
(FVM) [5–7], for modeling flow in heterogeneous formations. Results show that the above methods
cannot satisfy the refraction law rigorously when the contrast of conductivities is large, hence the local
computation error can be non-negligible.

In order to improve the first limitation (i.e., the lack of precision of the velocity solution), there
are two different approaches. The first way is using some post-processing techniques to improve
the velocity solution after the hydraulic head is solved [8–10]. These methods are efficient, as they
can be easily modified from the original FEM approach. For example, in Yeh’s model [9], the head
solution is substituted into the variational formula of Darcy’s law, which is then directly solved by
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the same FEM approach. Although normal flux across the interface is continuous, the tangential
component still cannot satisfy refraction law when facing contrasting hydraulic conductivities. The
other way is to solve the head and velocity simultaneously, which is known as the mixed finite element
method (MFEM) [11,12]. However, iterations are still required for MFEM, making the calculation
time-consuming [13].

Imposing the refraction law to the governing equation as an additional constraint condition is
an efficient approach to dealing with the second limitation. For example, Zhou et al. [14] proposed a
modified Yeh’s method using a post-processing scheme to enforce the refraction law across material
interfaces. Thus, iterations are required for the scheme to achieve convergence. Additionally,
Xie et al. [15] developed a domain decomposed finite element method for solving the Darcy velocity
in heterogeneous porous media without iterations. The basic idea is to separate the problem domain
into several subdomains by material interfaces with coercive refraction law. Nevertheless, the above
FEM-based methods are still mesh-dependent, which is inconvenient for pre-processing, especially
when material interfaces are complex.

The numerical manifold method (NMM) first presented by Shi [16,17] can be regarded as
a generalization to the conventional FEM. Due to the feature of solving both continuous and
discontinuous problems in a unity frame, NMM is widely used in mechanical analysis, such as crack
propagation [18–21], rock slopes failure [22–24], and dynamic problems [25–28]. NMM also played an
important role in fluid flow modeling. Ohnishi et al. [29] presented a node shift method based on NMM
for 2D saturated–unsaturated unsteady seepage simulation. Zhang et al. [30] solved Navier–Stokes
equations directly by NMM, modeling unsteady incompressible viscous flow. Furthermore, NMM
models for unconfined seepage flow in homogeneous media were reported [31,32]. However, it cannot
exploit the properties of NMM to deal with homogeneous problems, compared with other continuous
methods like FEM. Aiming to simulate Darcy flow in heterogeneous media, Hu et al. [33–35] developed
a continuous approach with jump functions and a discontinuous approach with Lagrange multipliers,
by enforcing the continuity of normal flux across material interfaces, while the refraction law for
tangential flux is ignored. Zheng et al. [36] also proposed an NMM model for unconfined seepage
flow by adopting the moving least squares (MLS) interpolation. Hence, NMM is an efficient approach
for heterogeneous seepage problems. However, improving the accuracy of modeling, that is still a
great challenge.

In this work, we developed a high-order NMM model for Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous
media with a nodal-continuous weight function, as well as a local cover function derived by first order
approximation of Taylor expansion. Then we introduced refraction law into the NMM model as an a
posteriori constraint condition entirely to ensure that material interfaces are simulated correctly. The
proposed NMM model has the following advantages. (1) The accuracy of the Darcy velocity solution
is high and keeps continuous around a node, both of which are significant for modeling underground
flow as well as solute transport. (2) The treatment of material interfaces in the NMM model is accurate
and efficient, especially when facing various materials with interfaces intersecting each other, by taking
full advantage of NMM’s dual cover systems. More details of the proposed NMM model will be
discussed in the following sections.

The framework of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces some basic
concepts of the original NMM theory. Then, the new NMM formation for Darcy flow in heterogeneous
porous media is derived in Section 3. With the aim of testing the reliability of the proposed NMM
model, numerical examples are simulated in Section 4. Finally, main conclusions and discussions are
given in Section 5.

2. Basic Theory of NMM

Basic concepts of NMM are introduced in this section, including the dual cover systems and
the manifold elements. The local approximation on physical covers and the global approximation
on manifold elements are proposed next. This section shows that the NMM is suitable for
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modeling discontinuous problems because of the efficient meshing algorithm and the treatment
of discontinuous boundaries.

2.1. Dual Cover Systems and Manifold Elements

The basic concepts of NMM include mathematical cover (MC), physical cover (PC), and manifold
element (ME). The mathematical cover system is a set of patches which completely cover the whole
physical domain. Thus, each patch is an MC. PCs are generated from MCs, cutting via boundaries
or cracks and material interfaces inside the physical area. More remarkably, the shape of MC may be
arbitrary, which is not necessary in coinciding with the boundaries as long as the whole domain is
covered. Here, standard FEM mesh is used to generate MCs for convenience, and the density of mesh
decides computational accuracy.

A simple example is given to illustrate the above concepts. As shown in Figure 1, a rectangular
domain is divided into two different materials by a vertical interface. A regular triangular mesh is
used to form MCs in this example. Each node in the mesh is defined as a star, and MCs are formed
by triangles adjacent to a star, denoted as Pi, where the subscribe i is the number of the star. Thus,
the standard shape of MC in this example is a hexagon (i.e., P5 and P6) combined by six triangles.
However, quadrangular or triangular MCs may be made using fewer triangles on the boundaries
(i.e., P9).

1098

1 2 3

54 6 7

Figure 1. Finite element mesh and physical domain.

MCs are divided into independent parts by outside boundaries or material interfaces. Each part
of MCs is regarded as a PC. This is denoted as Pj

i , where the superscript j is the number of the PC
belonging to the i-th MC. As illustrated in Figure 2, P5 is divided into P1

5 and P2
5 by boundaries and

material interface. Similarly, P6 is divided into P1
6 and P2

6 , and P9 is divided into P1
9 and P2

9 .

Figure 2. The dual cover systems: mathematical covers and physical covers.
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After generating the cover systems, manifold elements—the basic integral region of the weak
form of the problems—are defined as the overlapping areas of PCs. As exhibited in Figure 3, MEs are
regarded as the common area of three layers of PCs when adopting triangular finite element mesh.
Therefore, the star of the corresponding PCs is considered as a generalized node of the ME in NMM.
This is different to the concept of nodes in FEM. For simplicity, the generalized node will be termed as
“node” for the rest of this paper. In addition, the shape of MEs are generally triangular, except for the
MEs adjacent to boundaries or interfaces, which may have an arbitrary shape. As long as the MCs are
based on triangular mesh, the number of generalized nodes of an ME is three. As shown in Figure 3,
ME is overlapped by P1

5 , P1
6 , and P1

9 . Thus, ME is termed as P1
5 P1

6 P1
9 , and ME is similarly termed as

P2
5 P2

6 P2
9 . In this way, the discontinuity of the triangular element cut by boundaries or material interface

is presented by NMM.

generalized node
manifold element

generalized node
manifold element

Figure 3. Manifold elements generated by physical covers.

Theoretically, NMM is a kind of partition of unity method (PUM). Its important feature is that
the global approximation is established by combining local approximations using a PU function.
According to the theory of NMM, local approximation is defined on each PC as a cover function, while
global approximation on each ME is built through combining cover functions using weight functions,
which are the same as PU functions. Details of NMM approximation is introduced in the following
two subsections.

2.2. Local Approximation on Physical Covers

Local approximation is defined on each PC, representing the local field variables. That is, normally
expressed as

ϕi(x) = pT(x)·a, i ∈
[
1, nPC

]
(1)

where nPC is the total number of PCs, x are coordinates of points within the i-th PC, a is a vector of
unknown coefficients, and pT(x) is the vector of polynomials bases. The latter can be expressed as

pT(x) = [1, x, y]

pT(x) =
[
1, x, y, x2, xy, y2

]
pT(x) =

[
1, x, y, x2, xy, y2, · · · , xn, · · · , yn

] (2)

for the first, second, and n-th order approximation, respectively, where n is a positive integer
representing the approximation order.
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However, in contrast with polynomial bases, specific bases can be selected as pT(x) on each PC
for achieving batter approximation. As a result, NMM has the ability to combine analytical solution
with numerical method, that is to say, corresponding analytical solution can be chosen as the local
approximation in the key position of problem domain, while polynomials bases are adopted on the
rest of domain. Thus, a more accurate and efficient solution can be achieved. For example, Williams’
displacement series are usually used as the local approximation near a crack tip for crack problems,
making the stress solution around tip more accurate and reliable [18,19].

2.3. Global Approximation on Manifold Elements

Based on the NMM theory, global approximation is defined on each ME. The field variables ϕ

on MEs are obtained by taking a weighted average of local approximations on corresponding PCs.
Therefore, global approximation can be expressed as

ϕ(x, y) =
NPC

∑
i=1

wi(x, y)ϕi(x, y) (3)

where NPC is the number of PCs on the ME and wi(x, y) is weight function of the i-th PC, which satisfies{
wi(x, y) > 0 (x, y) ∈ Ui
wi(x, y) = 0 (x, y) /∈ Ui

(4)

where Ui is the geometric range of the i-th PC.

3. Steady Darcy Flow in Heterogeneous Porous Media by NMM

In this section, NMM formulation of steady Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media is derived,
including treatments for boundaries and material interfaces.

3.1. Governing Equations

Considering 2D steady Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media, the continuity equation is
derived using the conservation of mass, expressed as

∇Tv + Q = 0 (5)

where ∇ is the gradient operator, v is the Darcy velocity or specific discharge, and Q is the source term.
The constitutive equation for Darcy flow is Darcy’s law, which means there is a linear relationship
between the Darcy velocity and the hydraulic gradient. This is given as

v = −K∇h (6)

where K is the permeability tensor and h is the hydraulic head. Substituting Equation (6) into
Equation (5), the governing differential equation can be rewritten as

−∇T(K∇h) + Q = 0. (7)

As shown in Figure 4, the associated boundary conditions can be written as

h = h (8)

for the Dirichlet condition on Γh,
qn = q (9)
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for the Neumann condition on Γq, and

h+ = h−

v+n = v−n
v+s ·k− = v−s ·k+

(10)

for the refraction law across the material interface Γm, where h is the given hydraulic head on Γh, qn

is normal flux on Γq, q is the given flux, and vn and vs are normal and tangential components of the
Darcy velocity, respectively. Superscript + and – represent the two sides of the material interface Γm.
In addition, vn and vs can be expressed as

vn = v·n (11a)

vs = v·s (11b)

where n and s are the normal unit vector and tangential unit vector, respectively.

Figure 4. Physical domain and boundaries of a Darcy flow problem.

The first two conditions of refraction law can be easy deduced. They represent the continuity
of the hydraulic head and normal flux. Here we briefly prove the third condition for tangential flux.
As shown in Figure 5, a rectangular domain is divided into two different materials Ω1 and Ω2, both of
which are homogeneous and isotropic media. The permeability coefficients are k+ and k−. Suppose
fluid flows upside to downside, and θ1 and θ2 are the angles between the direction of the Darcy velocity
and the normal direction of the material interface in Ω1 and Ω2, respectively. From Equation (10) it
follows that

j+s = j−s (12)

across the material interface, where j is hydraulic gradient. Thus, the tangential component of the
hydraulic gradient is continuous across the material interface. According to Darcy’s law, the tangential
component of the Darcy velocity can be expressed as

v+s = k+·j+s
v−s = k−·j−s

(13)

Substituting Equation (13) into Equation (12) and considering the geometric condition, the
tangential velocity in two sides of the interface satisfies

v+s
v−s

=
k+

k− =
tan θ1

tan θ2
(14)

which is equivalent to the third condition in Equation (10).
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Through this subsection, NMM formation for Darcy flow in heterogeneous media is derived.
The main purpose of this study is to solve the differential equation of Darcy flow, Equation (7) with
constraint conditions of Equations (8)–(10) for the hydraulic head and the Darcy velocity using NMM.

v vs

vn
1 

k+<k

k

k+

 

 

vn

vs
v

2

Figure 5. Refraction law across the material interface.

3.2. NMM Interpolations

In this paper, Taylor series expansion was applied to establish the local approximation on each PC.
Thus, the base function on a PC can be adopted by first order approximation of the Taylor expansion
of the corresponding node. According to Equation (1), the local approximation of the hydraulic head
on each PC, hi(x), can be written as

hi(x) = pT(x)·a, i ∈
[
1, nPC

]
(15)

where a is a vector of unknown coefficients, and bases are expressed as

pT(x) = [1, x − xi, y − yi] (16)

where xi and yi are coordinates of node i.
Substituting Equation (16) into Equation (15), the local approximation on PCs can be rewritten as

hi(x) = hi(xi, yi) + (x − xi)
∂hi(xi, yi)

∂x
+ (y − yi)

∂hi(xi, yi)

∂y
. (17)

Comparing with conventional polynomials bases, the exact physical meanings of the unknown
coefficients, the corresponding hydraulic head, and the gradient on each node are achieved.

Then, global approximation on each ME can be derived as

h(x) =
3

∑
i=1

wi(x)hi(x) = Na (18)

where N is the shape function, expressed as

N =
3

∑
i=1

wi(x)p
T(x) (19)

and wi(x) is the weight function on the i-th PC, originally used in mechanics problems [37,38]. This is
expressed as

wi(x) = Li + L2
i
(

Lj + Lm
)− Li

(
L2

j + L2
m

)
(20)

where Li (i = 1, 2, 3) are area coordinates of the triangular finite element. The above weight function
has four important features:
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(1) the Kronecker delta property (wi
(
xj
)
= δij (i, j = 1, 2, 3)),

(2) the non-negative property (0 ≤ wi(x) ≤ 1 (x ∈ Ui)),
(3) the partition of the unity condition (∑3

i=1 wi(x) = 1),
(4) and a nodal gradient of zero of the weight function.

Therefore, the gradient of the hydraulic head solution at a generalized node is continuous, because
of the last property, which is of great importance in this study. A continuous Darcy velocity can be then
derived by Darcy’s law at nodes. However, the discontinuity of velocity still exists on element edges.

3.3. Discrete Equations

The weak form of governing Equation (7) is derived by the weighted residual method, and then
the functional expression derived by the variational principle can be written as [39]

Π(h) =
∫

Ω

[
1
2
(∇h)T(K∇h)− hQ

]
dΩ −

∫
Γq

hqdΓ. (21)

In each ME, the hydraulic head, h, is defined as

h = Na (22)

where N is the shape function, and a is the unknowns.
The hydraulic gradient, j, is defined as

j = ∇h = ∇Na = Ba (23)

where B = ∇N.
The Darcy velocity, v, is expressed as

v = −Kj = −KBa (24)

where K is the permeability tensor.
By substituting Equations (22)–(24) into Equation (21), the functional expression of each ME can

be obtained.
Πe =

∫
Ωe

1
2

aTBTKBadΩ −
∫

Ωe
aTNTQdΩ −

∫
Γq

aTNTqdΓ (25)

where Ωe is the domain of each ME. Therefore, the functional expression of the whole problem domain,
Equation (21), can be rewritten in a matrix form

Π = 1
2

(
a1 · · · an

)⎛⎜⎝ C11 . . . C1n
...

. . .
...

Cn1 . . . Cnn

⎞⎟⎠
⎛⎜⎝ a1

...
an

⎞⎟⎠−
(

a1 · · · an

)⎛⎜⎝ F1
...

Fn

⎞⎟⎠ = 1
2 aTCa − aTF (26)

where n is the number of unknowns in the problem, C is the conductivity matrix with n× n components,
and F is the flux term with n components, expressed as

C =
∫

Ω
BTKBdΩ (27)

F =
∫

Ω
NTQdΩ +

∫
Γq

NTqdΓ (28)
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respectively. Their components can be derived by taking the derivatives with the unknowns,
expressed as

Cij =
∂2Π

∂ai∂aj
(29)

Fi = −∂Π
∂ai

. (30)

According to the variational principle, the solution of the weak form of the differential equation is
equivalent to a function a which makes Π stationary with respect to arbitrary changes of δa, that is

δΠ =
∂Π
∂a1

δa1 +
∂Π
∂a2

δa2 + . . . +
∂Π
∂an

δan = 0 (31)

where δa1, δa2, . . . , δan are arbitrary changes. Therefore, Equation (7) reduces to a standard linear
form as

∂Π
∂a

=

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
∂Π
∂a1
...

∂Π
∂an

⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭ = 0 (32)

which can be rewritten as a matrix form
Ca = F (33)

and ⎛⎜⎝ C11 . . . C1n
...

. . .
...

Cn1 . . . Cnn

⎞⎟⎠
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩

a1
...

an

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
F1
...

Fn

⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭. (34)

Therefore, the governing differential equation, Equation (7) is transformed a system of linear
equations (Equation (34)), which can be easily solved. In addition, the hydraulic head and Darcy
velocity can be obtained using Equations (22) and (24), respectively.

3.4. Treatments for Boundaries and Material Interfaces

In Section 3.3, the Dirichlet boundary condition and refraction law across material interfaces are
not involved. The treatments for boundaries and material interfaces are introduced in this subsection.
Generally, two basic methods to impose additional constraints are the Lagrange multiplier method
and the penalty method. Although the Lagrange multiplier method can achieve an accurate solution,
additional degrees of freedom must be introduced into the governing function, which usually leads to
computational difficulties. The penalty method is more convenient as it does not require a change of
the size of the coefficient matrix and is free of the above drawbacks of the Lagrange multiplier method.
Note that the penalty number should be neither too small nor too large to enforce the constraints and
avoid computational difficulties. In this study, the penalty method is adopted, and penalty number α
is determined as 106. The accuracy and robustness are verified by a series of numerical tests.

In addition, the treatments of material interfaces by existing methods are inadequate. In this
paper, additional constraints of the Dirichlet boundary condition and refraction law across the material
interface are introduced by forming a new functional

Π∗ = Π + ΠD + Πm (35)

in which ΠD is the Dirichlet boundary condition term and Πm is material interface term.
For the Dirichlet boundary condition, ΠD is expressed as

ΠD =
α

2

∫
ΓD

(
h − h

)2
dΓ (36)
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where α is the penalty number. Thus, the components of the conductivity matrix, Cij, and the flux
term, Fi, for the equilibrium equation can be derived as

Cij =
∂2ΠD
∂ai∂aj

= α

∫
ΓD

NTNdΓ (37)

Fi = −∂Π
∂ai

= α
∫

ΓD

NThdΓ. (38)

For the material interface, Πm can be written into three parts

Πm = Πa
m + Πb

m + Πc
m. (39)

Each part of Πm can be expressed as

Πa
m =

α

2

∫
Γm

(
h+ − h−

)2dΓ (40a)

Πb
m =

α

2

∫
Γm

(
v+

n − v−
n
)2dΓ (40b)

Πc
m =

α

2

∫
Γm

(
v+

s

k+ − v−
s

k−

)2

dΓ. (40c)

Thus, the components of the conductivity matrix can be respectively derived as

Cij =
∂2Πa

m
∂ai∂aj

= α

∫
Γm

( (
N+
)TN+ −(N+

)TN−

−(N−)TN+
(
N−)TN−

)
dΓ (41a)

Cij =
∂2Πb

m
∂ai∂aj

= α

∫
Γm

( (
K+B+n

)T(K+B+n
) −(K+B+n

)T(K−B−n
)

−(K−B−n
)T(K+B+n

) (
K−B−n

)T(K−B−n
) )

dΓ (41b)

Cij =
∂2Πc

m
∂ai∂aj

= α

∫
Γm

( (
B+s

)T(B+s
) −(B+s

)T(B−s
)

−(B−s
)T(B+s

) (
B−s

)T(B−s
) )

dΓ. (41c)

Because the constraints of refraction law are fully introduced into the NMM model as a posteriori
conditions, the material interface can be simulated accurately. The following section will present some
numerical examples to verify the new NMM model for Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media.

4. Numerical Examples

To verify the proposed NMM model, a set of numerical examples are carried out. First, two
rectangular homogeneous models with different boundaries are studied. They are compared with
analytical solutions in order to demonstrate the accuracy in modeling homogeneous Darcy flow. Then,
a heterogeneous model, with hydraulic conductivity varying smoothly within the computational
domain, is simulated to verify the capability and accuracy of the model for continuous-heterogeneous
problems. Lastly, the new model is applied to a heterogeneous problem with material interfaces,
showing the accuracy and efficiency for Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media.

4.1. Example 1: Verification of Homogeneous Darcy Flow with an Analytical Solution

In order to verify the accuracy for a Darcy flow simulation before modeling heterogeneous
problems, a homogeneous model is studied. As shown in Figure 6a, a 1× 1 m rectangular domain with
Dirichlet boundary conditions is as follows: h(0, y) = 0, h(x, 0) = 0, h(1, y) = y, and h(x, 1) = x. The
model is homogeneous and isotropic with a permeability coefficient of k(x, y) = 1 m/s. The analytical
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solution of the hydraulic head is h(x, y) = xy. Thus, the Darcy velocity can be derived by Darcy’s law
or Equation (6) as follows: vx = −kx

∂h
∂x = −y, vy = −ky

∂h
∂y = −x.

(a) (b)

k(x,y)=1m/s
=0

(0,0) (1,0)

(0,1) (1,1)

h=0

h=0

h=y

h=x

k(x,y)=1m/s
=2x

(0,0) (1,0)

(0,1) (1,1)

h=0

h=0 h=y2

h=x

Figure 6. A 1× 1 m rectangular model for homogeneous Darcy flow with different boundary conditions:
(a) h(0, y) = 0, h(x, 0) = 0, h(1, y) = y, h(x, 1) = x; (b) h(0, y) = 0, h(x, 0) = 0, h(1, y) = y2, h(x, 1) = x.

The numerical results solved by the proposed method with a 10-layers mesh are shown in Figure 7.
Figure 7a shows the distribution of the hydraulic head in the problem domain, and Figure 7b,c are the
distributions of the Darcy velocity component vx and vy, respectively. It is obvious that the hydraulic
head and Darcy velocity are both continuous in the problem domain. To realize the advanced feature
of the new model, a contrast simulation using the conventional NMM model is studied. Figure 8a is
the result of the hydraulic head, which is similar to Figure 7a. Compared with the continuous Darcy
velocity in Figure 7b,c, the velocity field obtained though the conventional model is discontinuous
both around nodes and across element edges (Figure 8b,c). Therefore, it is proven that the proposed
NMM model can achieve a continuous nodal velocity.
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Figure 7. Computed contour map of the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy velocity component in the
x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction using the proposed NMM model with
a 10-layer mesh.

Since the analytical solution is known in this problem, we can compare the numerical result
with its exact result. Figure 9a shows the comparison of the hydraulic head solution along a profile
located at x = 0.3 m, and Figure 9b,c are the comparison of the Darcy velocity component vx and vy,
respectively. It is indicated that the accuracy of the new NMM model is close to the analytical solution
without a refined mesh.
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Figure 8. Computed contour map of the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy velocity component in the
x direction, (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction using the conventional NMM model with a
10-layer mesh.
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Figure 9. The comparison of solutions computed by the proposed numerical manifold method (NMM)
model using a 10-layer mesh with an analytical solution along a profile located at x = 0.3 m: the
(a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy velocity in the x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity in the y direction.

Furthermore, in order to analyse the accuracy and convergence of the numerical solution, the
relative error of the hydraulic head in the L2 norm can be written as

ηh =

[∫
Ω

(
h − ĥ

)2
dΩ
] 1

2

[∫
Ω ĥ2dΩ

] 1
2

× 100% (42)

where h is the numerical solution of the hydraulic head and ĥ is the analytical solution. Similarly, the
relative error of the Darcy velocity in the L2 norm is defined as

ηv =

[∫
Ω(v − v̂)T·(v − v̂)dΩ

] 1
2

[∫
Ω v̂T·v̂dΩ

] 1
2

× 100% (43)

where v is the numerical solution of the Darcy velocity and v̂ is the analytical solution.
After convergence analysis for both the new NMM model and the conventional NMM model, the

convergence curves of the hydraulic head and Darcy velocity are plotted in Figure 10a,b, respectively.
As shown in Figure 10a, the two curves are almost coincident, indicating that they have the same
accuracy and convergence rate for the solution of the hydraulic head. However, Figure 10b shows that
the velocity solution of the new NMM model is more accurate than the convention NMM model, and
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their convergence rates are still the same. The values of relative error and convergence rate of both
hydraulic head and Darcy velocity by the two NMM models are shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 10. The comparison of convergence curves in the L2 norm by the proposed NMM model and
the conventional NMM model: (a) the relative error of the hydraulic head and (b) the relative error of
the Darcy velocity. (NDF: number of degrees of freedom).

Table 1. Error in the L2 norm of hydraulic head and Darcy velocity by the proposed NMM model.

kh 1
L2 Error of Hydraulic Head L2 Error of Darcy Velocity

Relative Error Convergence Rate Relative Error Convergence Rate

5 2.18 × 10−3 – 4.84 × 10−2 –
10 5.47 × 10−4 −1.10 2.42 × 10−2 −0.55
15 2.44 × 10−4 −1.06 1.61 × 10−2 −0.53
20 1.29 × 10−4 −1.04 1.19 × 10−2 −0.50
25 8.36 × 10−5 −1.03 9.55 × 10−3 −0.52
30 5.86 × 10−5 −1.02 7.98 × 10−3 −0.52

1 kh means the half number of mesh layers in the vertical direction.

Table 2. Error in the L2 norm of hydraulic head and Darcy velocity by the convention NMM model.

kh
L2 Error of Hydraulic Head L2 Error of Darcy Velocity

Relative Error Convergence Rate Relative Error Convergence Rate

5 2.05 × 10−3 – 6.07 × 10−2 –
10 5.14 × 10−4 −1.10 3.04 × 10−2 −0.55
15 2.29 × 10−4 −1.06 2.03 × 10−2 −0.53
20 1.21 × 10−4 −1.04 1.49 × 10−2 −0.50
25 7.84 × 10−5 −1.03 1.20 × 10−2 −0.52
30 5.49 × 10−5 −1.02 1.00 × 10−2 −0.52

To demonstrate the capability of handling complex boundaries by the proposed method, the
same model with a quadratic Dirichlet boundary condition is simulated, as shown in Figure 6b.
The boundary conditions are h(0, y) = 0, h(x, 0) = 0, h(1, y) = y2, and h(x, 1) = x, and the
permeability coefficient remains unchanged. Note that the source term in this model is Q = 2x.
The analytical solutions of the hydraulic head and Darcy velocity are h(x, y) = xy2, vx = −y2, and
vy = −2xy, respectively.

First, the problem is simulated by the proposed NMM model with a 60-layers mesh. As shown in
Figure 11, the distributions of the hydraulic head and Darcy velocity are presented. From Figure 11a,
an obvious difference in hydraulic head distribution caused by the change of boundary conditions can
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be observed compared to Figure 8a. Furthermore, the velocity field is also continuous in the problem
domain (Figure 11b,c).
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Figure 11. Computed contour map of the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy velocity component in the
x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction using the conventional NMM model
with a 60-layers mesh.

By using different mesh densities, the accuracy of the proposed method for complex boundary
conditions is verified. As shown in Figure 12a, the hydraulic head solution along a profile located
at x = 0.3 m, in spite of different mesh densities, almost achieves its analytical solution. The Darcy
velocity solution is also reliable compared with its analytical result (Figure 12b,c). In addition, when
the mesh density reaches 60 layers, the Darcy velocity solution almost achieves its analytical solution.
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Figure 12. The comparison of solutions computed by the proposed NMM model using different
mesh densities with an analytical solution along a profile located at x = 0.3 m: the (a) hydraulic head,
(b) Darcy velocity in the x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity in the y direction.

Convergence analysis is performed both for hydraulic heads and velocities. Figure 13a shows the
convergence curve of the hydraulic head, and Figure 13b shows the convergence curve of the Darcy
velocity. However, there is no big difference with Figure 10, except that the relative errors of both the
hydraulic head and Darcy velocity are larger than last examples, since the problem has more complex
boundary conditions.
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Figure 13. The comparison of convergence curves in the L2 norm by the proposed NMM model and
the conventional NMM model: (a) the relative error of the hydraulic head and (b) the relative error of
the Darcy velocity.

4.2. Example 2: Accuracy Darcy Velocity Solution for Continuous-Heterogeneous Media

A continuous-heterogeneous model, as shown in Figure 14, is simulated in this example. The
boundary conditions are as follows: h(x,−5) = h(x, 5) = x2 − 25 and h(−5, y) = h(5, y) =

25 − y2. The hydraulic conductivity varies smoothly within the problem domain, expressed as
k(x, y) = 1e−3 × (x2 + y2). In addition, a source term Q = 4e−3 × (x2 − y2), is included in this model.
The analytical solution of hydraulic head is h(x, y) = x2 − y2, and the solution of the velocity field can
be derived as vx = −2e−3 × (x3 + xy2) and vy = 2e−3 × (x2y + y3).

k(x,y)=1e-3×(x2+y2)
=4e-3×(x2-y2)

(-5,-5) (5,-5)

(-5,5) (5,5)

h=x2-25

h=x2-25

h=25-y2 h=25-y2

Figure 14. A continuous-heterogeneous model for Darcy flow: model geometry and
boundary conditions.

Figure 15a shows the distribution of hydraulic head, whereas Figure 15b,c show the distribution
of the Darcy velocity vx and vy, respectively. The contour plots show that the distribution of numerical
results is symmetric and continuous by the proposed model. In order to study the robustness of
the cover system, numerical results along a profile at y = 0 m with 20, 40, and 60 layers of mesh are
compared with the analytical solution. Figure 16a shows the comparison of the hydraulic head solution
between the proposed NMM model and the analytical solution along a profile located at y = 0 m,
indicating high precision for the hydraulic head solution. Furthermore, the Darcy velocity solution
also shows good agreement with the analytical solution in this continuous-heterogeneous media in
Figure 16b,c.
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Figure 15. Computed contour map of the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy velocity component in the
x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction using the proposed NMM model with
a 60-layer mesh.
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Figure 16. The comparison of solutions computed by the proposed NMM model using different mesh
densities with an analytical solution along a profile located at y = 0 m: the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy
velocity component in the x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction.

For this continuous-heterogeneous problem, convergence curves of both the hydraulic head and
velocity are shown in Figure 17. According to Figure 17a, the hydraulic head solution found using
the proposed NMM model is more accurate than that of the conventional NMM model, and the
convergence rate is still the same. Moreover, the proposed high-order NMM model also shows better
accuracy of the Darcy velocity solution than the conventional model, while their convergence rates are
almost the same.
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Figure 17. The comparison of convergence curves in the L2 norm by the proposed NMM model and
the conventional NMM model: the (a) the relative error of the hydraulic head and (b) the relative error
of the Darcy velocity.
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4.3. Example 3: Verification of Refraction Law for Discontinuous-Heterogeneous Media

The last example is to verify the refraction law across material interfaces [14], as shown in
Figure 18a. Considering a rectangular domain of 120 × 120 m with material interfaces AB and CD, the
permeability coefficients are k1 = 100 m/d and k2 = 10 m/d, respectively. The hydraulic heads are
fixed with 1 m on the left side and 0 m on the right side, while the top boundary has a specified inflow
flux of q = 1 m/d. The bottom of the model is impermeable. Due to the dual cover systems, the NMM
mesh (Figure 18b) does not need to conform with the material interfaces, unlike the conventional FEM
mesh (Figure 18c).

(a) (b) (c)

h=1m h=0m

=1m/d
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C D
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Figure 18. A discontinuous-heterogeneous model with material interfaces: (a) model geometry
and boundary conditions, (b) non-conforming mesh based on the proposed NMM model, and
(c) conforming mesh based on Zhou’s FEM model [14].

The comparison of the hydraulic head distribution simulated by the proposed NMM model and
Zhou’s FEM model with same mesh size is shown in Figure 19. The results show that the hydraulic
head is continuous across the material interfaces AB and CD.
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Figure 19. Numerical results of hydraulic head distribution simulated by (a) the proposed NMM model
and (b) Zhou’s FEM model [14].

In order to study the influence of the material interface, numerical results with two different
mesh densities along profiles at x = 100 m and y = 80 m are plotted in Figures 20 and 21. As shown in
Figure 20, the hydraulic head across the material interface is continuous, while the Darcy velocity is
discontinuous. Similar results are shown by Figure 21, however, the Darcy velocity in the y direction is
continuous as the material interface happens to be perpendicular to the y-axis.
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Figure 20. The comparison of solutions computed by the proposed NMM model using different mesh
densities with an analytical solution along a profile located at x = 100 m: the (a) hydraulic head,
(b) Darcy velocity component in the x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction.
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Figure 21. The comparison of solutions computed by the proposed NMM model using different mesh
densities with an analytical solution along a profile located at y = 80 m: the (a) hydraulic head, (b) Darcy
velocity component in the x direction, and (c) Darcy velocity component in the y direction.

For the purpose of verifying the accuracy of modeling refraction law across material interfaces,
the velocity components of element nodes on the different sides of the material interface AB are
plotted in Figures 22 and 23. The results show that the requirement of the refraction law cannot be
strictly met using the conventional NMM model (Figure 22). Thus, the numerical results may be
unreliable. As shown in Figure 23, the velocity components solved by the proposed model fully satisfy
the refraction law, as well as Zhou’s model [14].

As a result, the proposed NMM model can achieve the same precision of the Darcy velocity as
Zhou’s method without iterations, while the dual cover systems of NMM model are more flexible
and convenient without the need of conforming to material interfaces. Moreover, the new model is
proven to be insensitive to mesh size, so that reliable results can be achieved through a sparse mesh.
Therefore, the proposed NMM model is very suitable for modeling the Darcy flow in heterogeneous
porous media.
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Figure 22. Verification of the refraction law on the material interface using the conventional NMM
model: the (a) normal component on AB, (b) tangential component on AB, (c) normal component on
CD, and (d) tangential component on CD.
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5. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, a new high-order NMM model for the Darcy flow in heterogeneous porous media is
presented. Due to the lack precision of measuring the velocity solution by ordinary methods, a new
weight function with a continuous nodal gradient was adopted into the original NMM model. In order
to achieve best precision when modeling material interfaces, the refraction law is fully introduced into
the NMM model as an a posteriori requirement. Compared to other numerical schemes, the proposed
NMM model has three major advantages as follows:

(1) the solution of Darcy velocity is accurate, and continuous at each node;
(2) the material interfaces exactly satisfy the refraction law, and thus the simulation results can be

accurate and reliable; and
(3) the pre-processing work is efficient, due to the two independent cover systems of NMM, in

contrast with other numerical schemes. Especially for complex heterogeneous problems even
with intersecting material interfaces, the proposed model provides a significant advantage.

Additionally, a set of numerical examples are modeled to verify the accuracy, efficiency, and
robustness of the proposed high-order numerical manifold method. First, Darcy flow in homogeneous
porous media with different boundary conditions is simulated. The numerical results show good
precision compared with analytical solutions, which is the foundation for modeling heterogeneous
problems. Then, a continuous-heterogeneous example with hydraulic conductivity varying smoothly
in the problem domain is demonstrated. Compared with the analytical solution, the developed method
shows the ability to model heterogeneous problem without material interfaces. Moreover, convergence
analysis shows that the new model has better accuracy for the Darcy velocity solution, especially in
heterogeneous problems. Finally, the new high-order NMM model is applied into a heterogeneous
problem with material interfaces and different boundary conditions. Results show that refraction law
is exactly satisfied by the proposed model, while the computational cost, especially the mesh effort, is
less than that of the existing models.

Furthermore, the proposed high-order NMM model can be extended to 3D cases and applied into
fluid flow and contaminant transportation in heterogeneous porous media.
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Abstract: The seepage action of underground water accelerates the deformation of roadway
surrounding rock in deep mines. Therefore, the study of creep characteristics of surrounding rock
under seepage action is the basis for the stability control of roadway surrounding rock in deep
water-rich areas. In this paper, a seepage-creep coupling test system for complete rock samples was
established. Combined with a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) test system, the seepage-creep law
of coal measures sandstone and the damage mechanism were revealed. The study results showed that
the maximum creep deformation of sandstone under natural and saturation state decreased gradually
with the increase of confining pressure, and the maximum creep deformation under saturation state
was greater than the corresponding value under natural state when the confining pressure was same.
When the confining pressure was constant, the creep deformation, the constant creep deformation
rate and the accelerated creep deformation rate of sandstone increased rapidly with the increase of
infiltration pressure. With the change of time, the change of permeability parameters went through
three cycles; each cycle was divided into two stages, slow change stage and rapid change stage, and the
rate of variation increased with the increase of the seepage pressure. Based on the macroscopic and
microscopic characteristics of sandstone rupture, the connection between macroscopic and microscopic
mechanism on sandstone rupture was established. The results in this paper can provide a theoretical
basis for stability control of roadway surrounding rock in water-rich areas.

Keywords: coal measures sandstone; creep characteristics; seepage pressure; seepage-creep;
microscopic morphology

1. Introduction

At present, many coal mines in China have entered the stage of deep mining. Compared with
shallow coal mines, deep rock masses have significant rheological properties [1–7]. At the same
time, the seepage action caused by underground water has also become one of the main factors
which affect the stability control of roadway surrounding rock [8,9]. Especially in the process of
deep mining, the creep characteristics of coal and rock medium under seepage are more pronounced.
Therefore, to ensure the safety of deep mining, it is of great significance to understand the seepage-creep
characteristics of rock thoroughly.

The study on rock creep properties originated from Griggs [10], who pointed out in 1939
that creep may occur when the load applied to the rock exceeds one-eighth of the damage load.
Many studies [11,12] have shown that the rheological properties of rock are closely related to
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the complex stress conditions in which they are located. Maranini conducted uniaxial and triaxial
compression creep tests on limestone and found that rock crack propagation under low confining
pressure and pore collapse under high stress were the main causes of creep [13]. Fan carried out the
triaxial compression creep tests of oil-bearing mudstone under low confining pressure; the results
showed that there was an initial stress threshold of creep and failure stress threshold of creep [14].
Most of the laboratory tests on rock creep mainly focus on the study of compressive creep characteristics,
but in fact, rock mass is often still in the complex stress conditions such as tension and shear.
Therefore, some scholars [15–17] conducted researches on the creep characteristics of rock under
different stress conditions. In recent years, many other scholars [18–24] have studied the rheological
characteristics of rock from the microscopic level by using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) test
system, CT (Computed Tomography) testing system and other equipment.

To study the seepage characteristics of fractured rock mass, many researchers have done a lot of
work on seepage-stress coupling. Louis studied the seepage-stress relationship of a single fracture
based on the results of fields water injection tests, and pointed out that the permeability coefficient
of rock mass had a negative exponential relationship with normal stress [25]. Jones [26], Nelson [27],
and Kranz [28] studied the permeability of different rocks respectively and established corresponding
empirical formulas for permeability coefficients. Gale proposed an empirical formula which was similar
to Cubic Law by conducting laboratory tests on three kinds of jointed rock masses [29]. Iwai found
that the influence of joint roughness on the seepage law was mainly related to the contact rate of
the fissure wall area [30]. Mordecai measured a 20% increase in permeability through a sandstone
breaking test [31]. Li and Miao studied the seepage law and creep law of broken rock [32,33].
He conducted creep-seepage coupling tests on coal samples to reveal the consistency of permeability
changes and the creep damage of coal samples [34]. Zhu studied the effect of seepage pressure on
the damage and deterioration of brittle rock, and he also explored the change law of permeability
characteristics during deformation process; the results showed that the seepage pressure had a certain
degree of aggravating effect on the joint opening and expanded deformation of rock cracks [35].
Zhang conducted penetration tests on different rock samples and found that as the strain increases,
the permeability increased more significantly [36]. Combined with damage mechanics model and
numerical simulation tools, some researchers have also conducted some theoretical studies on seepage
flow [37,38]. Based on the experimental results of rock stress-strain-permeability tests, Yang established
a seepage-stress-damage coupling model with brittle characteristics from the microscopic view [39].
Pu studied the creep law of the overlying strata through a seepage-creep coupling model which
was derived by himself [40]. Souley studied the relationship between excavation-disturbed zone of
surrounding rock in an underground cavern and permeability through underground nuclear waste
disposal tests in Canadian [41].

The creep test methods of rock have developed well. Relatively speaking, rock seepage-creep test
technology is still in the development stage. Due to the low permeability of the complete rock samples,
most of the studies used fractured rock or broken rock as the research object to carry out rock seepage
tests or seepage-creep tests [42–44]. In recent years, some researchers [8,45] have used self-made
test systems to conduct seepage-creep test studies on complete rock samples. However, systematic
research results are rare, because of the superior difficulty of such experiments. Therefore, in this paper,
a rock seepage-creep coupling test system is built for the test requirements of complete rock samples.
The creep tests under natural state and saturation state and the seepage-creep tests under different
seepage pressures are carried out for the complete coal measures sandstone samples. The effects of
seepage pressure on the creep properties of the rock and the whole process are investigated. This study
provides a theoretical basis for the control of roadway surrounding rock in deep coal mines.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Material Characterization

The rock samples were roof sandstone, taken from the overlying strata of a working face of a mine
in Anhui. X-ray diffraction analysis was performed on the coal measures sandstone, and the mineral
content of sandstones is shown in Table 1. It is observed that Kaolinite is a typical clay mineral and
it is a binder between the internal material particles of the sandstone; when Kaolinite meets water,
it will expand and soften. The feldspathic material is the main component of this type of sandstone,
and its material particles will dilate and fracture under the long-term action of water, resulting in the
macroscopic destruction of the rock [46].

According to the test plan, the sandstone was made into standard specimens (Φ × h = 50× 100 mm)
in accordance with the ‘Test Procedures for the Physical and Mechanical Properties of Rocks’, and the
machining accuracy of the specimens should meet the requirements of ‘Standard for Test Method of
Engineering Rock Mass’ (GB50218-94) (Figure 1). The physical and mechanical properties of sandstone
were tested, and its basic physical and mechanical parameters were obtained (Table 2). It is worth
noting that all the parameters in Table 2 were obtained by taking the average of the results of multiple
tests. Before the seepage-creep coupling test, the finished specimens were placed in water under a room
temperature (20 ◦C) until the weight of the specimens no longer changed, then the specimens were
considered saturated.

Table 1. Mineral content of sandstones.

Anorthite—Ca(Al2Si2O8) Microcline Maximum—K(AlSi3) O8 Kaolinite—Al2Si2O5(OH)4 Quartz—SiO2

45.2% 31.4% 13.8% 9.6%

Table 2. Basic physical and mechanical properties of sandstones.

ρ/(kg·m−3) v/(m·s−1) E/GPa μ σu/MPa σT/MPa σt/MPa ϕ/◦

2540 2650 37.65 0.26 122.45 149.29 2.85 38

Remarks: ρ, density; v, longitudinal wave velocity; E, elasticity modulus; μ, Poisson’s ratio;
σu, uniaxial compression strength; σT, triaxial compression strength (confining pressure is 3 MPa);
σt, tensile strength; ϕ, the angle of internal friction.

Figure 1. Part of finished samples.

2.2. Testing System

To meet the requirements of seepage-creep coupling tests for intact rock specimens, the existing
equipment and devices were used to design and set up a rock seepage-creep coupling test system for
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standard rock specimens. The entire system consists of five parts: the axial pressure loading system,
the confining pressure loading system, the seepage pressure loading system, the rock seepage system,
and the data collecting and processing system, as shown in Figure 2.

1. The axial pressure loading system uses the Electro-hydraulic servo rock mechanics test system of
MTS816 to provide a stable and continuous axial load for the specimen during the test, as shown
in Figure 2a.

2. The confining pressure loading system applies a certain pressure to the specimen by using the
pump to press the hydraulic oil into the cylinder.

3. The seepage pressure loading system provides a continuous and stable seepage pressure for the
specimen based on the injector concept, and this is an important part to achieve the seepage-creep
coupling effect, as shown in Figure 2b.

4. The rock seepage system is the core part of the rock seepage-creep coupling test system. It is
the central system of the axial loading system, confining pressure loading system and seepage
pressure loading system. Figure 2c shows the structural compositions of the rock seepage system.
As can be seen from the picture, the entire testing system is roughly composed of 14 parts.

5. The data collecting and processing system includes a paperless recorder, a pressure transmitter,
a flow sensor, and a computer terminal.

 
(a) Electro-hydraulic servo rock mechanics test system of MTS816. 

  
(b) Equipment of seepage pressure loading system. 

Figure 2. Cont.
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1—water injection hole; 2—piston; 3—head cover; 4—high Strength bolt; 5—O-type sealing ring; 6—
cylinder block; 7—universal joint; 8—overlying porous disc; 9—rock sample; 10—lower porous disc; 
11—pedestal; 12—baseplate with holes; 13—water outlet; 14—entrance of hydraulic oil 

(c) Rock seepage system and its structure composition. 

Figure 2. Rock seepage-creep coupling test system.

2.3. Test Scheme

The creep test adopts the method of gradation loading by applying different stress levels to the
same rock specimens step by step. The final creep deformation of a specimen is the superposition of
the creep deformation under each stage of load.

By using the rock seepage-creep coupling test system, the creep tests of coal measures sandstone
under different seepage pressures will be tested. The specific experimental scheme is as follows
(Figure 3):

1. Triaxial compression tests of sandstone. Triaxial tests of sandstone will be carried out under
the natural state and the saturation state and the confining pressures are 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 3 MPa,
and 4 MPa. Then the compressive strengths of sandstone under four confining pressures in two
states are determined. According to the triaxial compressive strength, the load classification
scheme of sandstone creep experiment can be obtained.

2. Triaxial creep tests of sandstone. According to the different loading levels, the creep tests with
confining pressures of 1 MPa, 2 MPa, 3 MPa, and 4 MPa are carried out under natural and
saturation conditions respectively, and the creep characteristics of sandstone under two conditions
are obtained finally.

3. Seepage-creep coupling tests of sandstone. Water saturated rock specimens are used as the targets
to perform the rock creep tests under different seepage pressures. The confining pressure is 4 MPa,
and the seepage pressure p0 is 0.5 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2.5 MPa, and 3.5 MPa. The effect of seepage
pressure on the creep deformation and permeability of sandstone can be obtained.
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Figure 3. Test scheme.

2.4. Load Grading

Firstly, the triaxial compression tests of sandstones in natural and saturated conditions under
different confining pressures (p = 1~4 MPa) were carried out. Figure 4 shows the variation of triaxial
compression strength with confining pressure under two conditions. With the increase of confining
pressure, the peak strength of sandstone under two states all increases linearly. When the confining
pressure increases from 1 MPa to 4 MPa, the peak strength of sandstone in natural state increases
from 128.69 MPa to 158.74 MPa, and the increase amplitude is 23.35%. Under the saturation condition,
the peak strength of sandstone increases from 69.01 MPa to 115.26 MPa, and the increase amplitude is
67.02%. Comparing the two sets of curves, under the same confining pressure conditions, the peak
strength of natural sandstone is greater than the peak strength of sandstone under the saturation
condition, and the difference value between them is in the range of 42.54~59.68 MPa. The slope of the
peak intensity change curve of sandstone under the saturation state is greater than that of the curve
under the natural state, which indicates that the peak intensity of sandstone under the saturation
condition is more sensitive to the confining pressure.
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Figure 4. Change of maximum stress of sandstone with confining pressure.

According to the load classification principle of creep tests, combined with the results of the
triaxial tests, the maximum stress is 90% of the peak strength, and then 6 equal parts are used to
determine the graded loadings. The loading time t of each level is 4 h; if the rock specimen does not
break down finally, the load will increase to the peak stress to continue the test. Table 3 shows the
specific load classification scheme.

Table 3. Load classification scheme of sandstone creep experiment.

Hierarchical
Load

Natural Condition Saturation Condition

p = 1 MPa p = 2 MPa p = 3 MPa p = 4 MPa p = 1 MPa p = 2 MPa p = 3 MPa p = 4 MPa

σ1 (MPa) 20 20 23 25 10 14 15 18
σ2 (MPa) 40 40 46 50 20 28 30 36
σ3 (MPa) 60 60 69 75 30 42 45 54
σ4 (MPa) 80 80 92 100 40 56 60 72
σ5 (MPa) 100 100 115 125 50 70 75 90
σ6 (MPa) 120 120 138 150 60 84 90 108

2.5. The Method of Microscopic Damage Test

(1) Test Equipment

The SEM technique was used to observe the fracture morphology of the damaged sandstone
specimens. The equipment we used was a TESCAN VEGA3 (TESCAN, Brno, Czech Republic) type
scanning electron microscope system, as shown in Figure 5. The principle of SEM test is to scan the
surface of the specimens by using an electron beam emitted by the electron gun. Then specimens
need to be excited to produce various physical signals. After detection, video amplification and signal
processing, scanned images that can reflect various features of the specimen surface can be obtained
on the viewing screen.
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Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) test system.

(2) Sample Preparation

First, we picked out the sample fragments that have flat surface after destruction, and then
selected the appropriate size (Φ × h = 10 × 2 mm) fragments from the middle of the sample rupture
surfaces as the observation samples. The lower surfaces (non-observed surface) of the observation
specimens need to be sanded with sandpaper to ensure that the specimens can be fixed on the sample
platform steadily. Next, we needed to clean the observation surfaces by using a special equipment and
then attached the observation samples to the sample platform. Finally, the surfaces of the observation
samples were sputtered by an SBC-12 (KYKY Technology Co., Ltd., Beijing, China) ion sputtering
equipment and then the sample preparation was completed (Figure 6).

(a) Sample selection (b) SBC-12 ion sputtering equipment (c) Finished samples

Figure 6. Observe sample preparation

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Creep Properties of Sandstone under Natural State and Saturation State

3.1.1. Creep Deformation Law of Sandstone under Two States

According to the test scheme, the creep tests of sandstone under natural and saturation conditions
were carried out respectively, and the strain-time curves of sandstone under different confining
pressures were obtained too. Finally, according to the principle of graded loading, the creep curves of
sandstone were obtained, as shown in Figures 7 and 8.

As can be seen from Figures 7 and 8, the creep characteristic curves of sandstone all show
a stepwise upward trend. Under each load, sandstone undergoes instantaneous deformation and
stable deformation (or accelerated deformation under high loads), and more than 90% of the final
deformation occurs instantaneously.
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(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t  

(a) p = 1 MPa 

 
(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(b) p = 2 MPa 

 
(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(c) p = 3 MPa 

 
(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(d) p = 4 MPa 

Figure 7. Creep characteristic curves of sandstone in natural condition.
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(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(a) p = 1 MPa 

 
(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(b) p = 2 MPa 

 

(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 
(c) p = 3 MPa 

 
(i) Strain-time curve (ε − t) (ii) Creep deformation curve (εc − t) 

(d) p = 4 MPa 

Figure 8. Creep characteristic curves of sandstone in saturation condition.
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Figure 9 shows that when the confining pressure increases from 1 MPa to 4 MPa, the final strain
of natural and saturated sandstone increases from 1.66% and 1.51% to 1.82% and 2.01%, respectively.
With the increase of confining pressure, the final deformation of sandstone gradually increases, which is
mainly determined by the graded loads, because the graded load develops with the confining pressure,
resulting in greater deformation of sandstone. Under the same axial pressure conditions, the greater
the confining pressure, the smaller the final deformation of the sandstone.

Comparing with the creep characteristic curves, the confining pressure increases from 1 MPa to
4 MPa, and the final creep strain of natural and saturated sandstones decreases from 0.38% and 0.58%
to 0.30% and 0.41%, respectively. The final deformation of sandstone gradually decreases with the
increase of confining pressure, as shown in Figure 10. Comparing the maximum creep deformation
curves of sandstone under two conditions, we can see that under the same confining pressure condition,
the final creep deformation of sandstone under saturation state is greater than the corresponding value
under natural state, which reflects the physical erosion and softening effect of water on the sandstone.

Figure 9. Change of the maximum deformation of sandstone.

Figure 10. Change of the maximum creep deformation of sandstone.

3.1.2. Creep Deformation Rate of Sandstone under Two States

Deformation rate is an important indicator to reflect the creep deformation characteristics of
sandstone. The deformation rate of stable creep and accelerated creep (which means the slopes of the
creep characteristic curves) of sandstone under level 5 load and level 6 load are studied. Figure 11
shows the variation law of the slope of stable creep and accelerated creep deformation curves of
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sandstone under two states with confining pressure when the rock samples are under level 5 load and
level 6 load. The effect of confining pressure on the creep deformation rate of sandstone is significant,
but the characteristics of their deformation rates are different under different load levels. Under the
level 5 load, the creep deformation rate of sandstone increases with the confining pressure, while the
slope of the curve of the creep deformation rate of sandstone under the saturation condition is greater.
Under the level 6 load, the stable creep and accelerated creep deformation rates of sandstone decrease
with the increase of confining pressure.

The variation law of creep deformation rate of sandstone with confining pressure under different
loading levels shows that: under the level 5 load, the creep deformation rate of sandstone is mainly
affected by the load size, while the creep deformation rate is mainly affected by the confining pressure
under the level 6 load. The cause of this phenomenon is that the confining pressure is an important
factor to prevent the axial deformation of the rock. Under the same load, the larger the confining
pressure is, the smaller the deformation rate and deformation of the rock are. In addition, the greater
the axial pressure is, the greater the deformation rate is, indicating that the axial load plays an important
role in the creep deformation of sandstone. Also, the larger the confining pressure is, the smaller
the deformation rate is, which indicates that the effect of confining pressure on creep deformation is
more significant.

(a) Isokinetic creep deformation rate under level 5 load 

(b) Isokinetic creep deformation rate under level 6 load 

Figure 11. Cont.
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(c) Accelerated creep deformation rate under level 6 load 

Figure 11. Change of creep deformation rate of sandstone.

3.2. Influence of Seepage Pressure on Seepage-Creep Properties of Sandstone

3.2.1. Variation of Creep Deformation of Sandstone with Seepage Pressure

Under the confining pressure of 4 MPa, creep tests of sandstone under the action of seepage
pressures of 0.5 MPa, 1.5 MPa, 2.5 MPa and 3.5 MPa were carried out respectively, and the strain-time
curves of sandstone were obtained, as shown in Figure 12. The curve with the seepage pressure of
0 MPa refers to the creep characteristic curve of the sandstone in the saturation state under no seepage
pressure. The creep curves of sandstone show a stepwise upward trend, and the shape of each curve is
basically the same.

Figure 13 shows the creep curves of sandstone under different seepage pressures. As can be
seen from the whole curves, as the seepage pressure increases, the instantaneous deformation of
sandstone under the same loading level increases gradually. Compared with the other four groups of
curves, when the seepage pressure is 3.5 MPa, accelerated deformation and failure will occur under
the level 5 load. With the increase of seepage pressure, the final deformation and maximum creep
deformation of sandstone increase gradually, and the slopes of stable creep stage and accelerated creep
stage change significantly.

Figure 12. Seepage-creep strain-time curve of sandstone under difference seepage pressures.
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(a) p0 = 0.5 MPa (b) p0 = 1.5 MPa 

(c) p0 = 2.5 MPa (d) p0 = 3.5 MPa 

Figure 13. Seepage-creep deformation curve of sandstone under difference seepage pressures.

According to the creep characteristic curves, the curve of maximum deformation and maximum
creep deformation of sandstone with seepage pressure was obtained, as shown in Figure 14. With the
increase of the seepage pressure, the final deformation of the sandstone and the maximum creep
deformation increase approximately linearly. It should be noted that the sandstone has been destroyed
under the seepage pressure of 3.5 MPa at level 5 load; therefore, the maximum deformation is
slightly reduced.

The slope of the creep deformation curve of the sandstone under the last two loading levels
was studied. From Figure 15, it can be seen that, as the seepage pressure increases, the slope of each
creep curve gradually increases, indicating that the creep deformation rate of sandstone increases
steadily. The seepage pressure has three types of effects on the creep deformation of rock: First,
the seepage pressure can directly act on the sandstone in the form of axial pressure. Under the same
confining pressure, the greater the axial pressure, the greater the deformation and deformation rate of
sandstone. Second, the seepage pressure can provide an extended pressure on the internal crack tip of
the sandstone. The greater the seepage pressure is, the faster the crack tip develops, and the sandstone
deformation and deformation rate increase correspondingly. In addition, the seepage pressure can
produce a certain scouring effect on the crack surface. The greater the seepage pressure, the greater the
corresponding scouring effect, resulting in a smaller surface roughness of the crack. As a result, it is
easier to slide on both sides of the crack, and the macroscopic performance is that the deformation rate
of sandstone gradually increases.
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Figure 14. Change of maximum deformation of sandstone with seepage pressure.

Figure 15. Change of creep slope of sandstone with seepage pressure.

3.2.2. Variation of Seepage Properties of Sandstone with Seepage Pressure

Figure 16 shows the curve of the permeability and the rate of permeability of sandstone with time
under different seepage pressures during the tests; Figure 17 shows the curves of the permeability
parameters of sandstone with time.

From Figure 17, it can be seen that the permeability parameters of sandstone undergo three cycles
of change over time. In each cycle, the permeability parameters of sandstone gradually increase with
time. At the junction of two cycles, these permeability parameters all drop rapidly. This change trend
is the same as the change of permeability in Figure 16. On the other hand, the change of permeability
of sandstone under different seepage pressures is particularly significant in the vertical dimension.

The time when the permeability parameters were measured for the first time during the tests
shows a gradual advancement as the seepage pressure increases. In particular, under the seepage
pressure of 3.5 MPa, the corresponding permeability parameters can be measured at the level 3 load
(54 MPa), which the time is 8.42 h. In addition, under the other seepage pressures, the permeability
parameters were measured at the level 4 load (72 MPa) for the first time through the tests. The specific
moments are 12.08 h (p0 = 2.5 MPa), 13.58 h (p0 = 1.5 MPa), and 15.50 h (p0 = 0.5 MPa), respectively.
In the process of the tests, the change of the permeability characteristics is reflected by the change of
the permeable capacity, and the time for the first measurement of the permeable capacity is different,
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which indicates that the time for the first appearance of the permeable channel in the sandstone is
different. To be more specific, with the increase of the seepage pressure, the time for the appearance
of permeable channels within the sandstone becomes faster. Comparing with the creep deformation
curves, stable creep and decelerating creep all occur during the deformation stages that can measure
the permeability of water. Therefore, sandstone had already experienced stable creep at the first
measurement of permeable capacity, which can be reflected in the creep deformation curves.

Within each variation period, the maximum permeability parameters of sandstone increase with
the increase of the seepage pressure. At the end of each loading cycle, the permeability of the permeable
channels in the sandstone increases with the increase of the seepage pressure, and the internal cracks
develop more abundantly.

(a) Permeable capacity QM (b) Permeation rate QS 

Figure 16. Change of permeability of sandstone with seepage pressure.

(a) Osmotic coefficient K (b) Permeability k 

Figure 17. Change of permeability parameters of sandstone with seepage pressure.

During the last variation period of sandstone permeability parameters (Figure 17), the permeability
parameters are generally divided into three changing processes. The first phase lasts from 20.38 h to
around 20.70 h. The permeability parameters are at a smaller level (about 100 times of the permeability
parameter of sandstone under the natural state), and this process lasts about 20 min. The second
phase begins at 20.70 h and ends at approximately 23.31 h. The permeability parameters increase in
a straight line with a fixed slope over time, and as the seepage pressure increases, the slope of the
line increases gradually, and the change time in this stage accounts for about 80% of the entire change
period. The last phase starts at 23.31 h and stops until the end of the test. The sandstone permeability
parameters increase rapidly and reach a maximum in a very short time during this period. In fact,
the change in the permeability characteristics of the sandstones in these three stages reflects the three
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processes of sandstone creep deformation under the final loading level. During the decelerating creep
stage, internal cracks in the sandstone were closed; the internal structure was in a relatively stable state,
and the permeability characteristics were stable, resulting in the permeation rate remaining equable
and at a relatively small level. During the stable creep stage, the internal cracks in the sandstone
expanded steadily and the permeation parameters continued to increase. During the accelerated creep
stage, the internal cracks of the sandstone rapidly expanded and macroscopic permeable channels
were formed, which leaded to a rapid increase in the permeability properties of the sandstone and
a greater amount of permeable water.

3.3. Macroscopic and Microscopic Mechanism Study on Coal Measures Sandstone Rupture under
Seepage-Creep Coupling

3.3.1. Macroscopic Characteristics of Sandstone Rupture

Figure 18 shows the macroscopic morphology after the creep failure of sandstone under different
seepage pressures. Generally speaking, under the same confining pressure, the number of through
cracks on the surface of specimens after creep failure increases with the increase of seepage pressure,
indicating that the degree of macroscopic damage gradually increases.

When the seepage pressure is 0.5 MPa, there is a main crack that runs through the surface of the
specimen, and there are many small cracks that run parallel to the main crack. The failure mode is
a typical shear failure. When the seepage pressure increases to 1.5 MPa, there are several macroscopic
cracks penetrating the surface of the specimen after the creep failure, and the cracks are parallel to the
axial loading direction of the specimen. It can be determined that the failure mode is pulling damage.
When the seepage pressure rises to 2.5 MPa, multiple flaky pieces are peeled off from the surface of the
specimen, and both shear stress and tensile stress appear on the failure surface. The creep failure mode
of the specimen is the form of pulling damage and shear failure. When the seepage pressure is 3.5 MPa,
there is a shear failure plane that penetrates the sample. After the shear failure, many fragments exist
on the tensile rupture surface which is parallel to the axial loading direction. The shear failure and
tensile failure constitute the failure mode of the specimen together.

According to the macroscopic damage characteristics of the specimens, we can see that the
seepage pressure has a significant impact on the creep failure of sandstone. Especially when the
seepage pressure reaches 2.5 MPa or more, the seepage pressure would act directly on the fracture
plane after a macroscopic shear failure plane appears on the specimen under the action of axial
load, resulting in many macroscopic fracture planes appearing in the block below the existing shear
fracture plane.

  
(a) p0 = 0.5 MPa (b) p0 = 1.5 MPa 

  

Figure 18. Cont.
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(c) p0 = 2.5 MPa (d) p0 = 3.5 MPa 

  

Figure 18. Creep failure characteristics of sandstone with different seepage pressures.

3.3.2. Microscopic Characteristics of Sandstone Rupture

Figures 19–22 show the observations of the fracture surface microscopic morphology of sandstones
under different seepage pressures. It is obvious that the seepage pressure also has a significant effect
on the micro-morphology of the sandstone creep failure.

  (a) 100×   (b) 500× (c) 2000× (d) 5000× 

Figure 19. Micro-morphology of sandstone fracture in creep under p0 = 0.5 MPa.

(a) 50× (b) 1000× (c) 2000× (d) 5000× 

Figure 20. Micro-morphology of sandstone fracture in creep under p0 = 1.5 MPa.
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(a) 50× (b) 1000× (c) 2000× (d) 2000× 

Figure 21. Micro-morphology of sandstone fracture in creep under p0 = 2.5 MPa.

(a)100× (b)1000× (c)1000× (d)2000×

Figure 22. Micro-morphology of sandstone fracture in creep under p0 = 3.5 MPa.

First, sandstone samples were observed with the SEM at 50/100 times magnification. Under the
seepage pressure of 0.5 MPa (Figure 19a), the fracture morphology of sandstone is dominated by river
line pattern and scale-like brittle fracture, and there are sporadic dimples at the fracture. The fracture
morphology of sandstone is mainly in the form of dimple under the seepage pressure of 1.5 MPa
(Figure 10a). When the seepage pressure increases to 2.5 MPa (Figure 21a) and 3.5 MPa (Figure 22a),
brittle fractures such as scale-like brittle fracture and intergranular crack are abundantly present in
the fractures of sandstone after creep failure. However, there are sporadic dimples locally. With the
increase of seepage pressure, the microscopic mode of sandstone creep failure gradually changes from
brittle fracture mode (p0 = 0.5 MPa) to ductile fracture mode (p0 = 1.5 MPa), and then to brittle fracture
mode (p0 = 2.5, 3.5 MPa).

Next, the magnification of SEM was increased to 500/1000 times. Under the seepage pressure
of 0.5 MPa (Figure 19b), there is a significant crystalline cleavage facet in the fracture of sandstone.
Many scale-like brittle fractures are distributed around the fracture and small transcrystalline cracks
are spread over the fracture surface. When the seepage pressure becomes 1.5 MPa (Figure 20b), several
large-scale transcrystalline cracks separate the crystal particles from each other and the brittle fracture
characteristics are remarkable. There are some small transcrystalline cracks around the crystalline
cleavage facet under the seepage pressure of 2.5 MPa (Figure 21b). When the seepage pressure increases
to 3.5 MPa (Figure 22b,c), many scale-like brittle fractures are covered around the section and a small
number of slipping patterns exist in the middle region. Generally, the microscopic mode of sandstone
creep failure gradually changes from the brittle-ductile coupling fracture mode (p0 = 0.5 MPa) to the
single brittle fracture mode (p0 = 1.5 MPa), and finally transforms into brittle-ductile coupling fracture
mode again (p0 = 2.5, 3.5 MPa).

In the final step, sandstone samples were studied through the SEM at more than 2000 times
magnification. When the seepage pressure is 0.5 MPa (Figure 19c,d), the crystalline cleavage facets
cover the surface of the fracture, and there are a set number of slipping pattern streaks in the local
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area. When the seepage pressure increases to 1.5 MPa (Figure 20c,d), a new microscopic morphology
appears on the fracture surface—fatigue fractures. A group of fatigue striations extend parallel to
each other, and there are several significant transcrystalline cracks above the fatigue fracture surface.
The fracture morphology of the sandstone under the seepage pressure of 2.5 MPa is similar to that
under the seepage pressure of 1.5 MPa (Figure 21c,d). When the seepage pressure increases to 3.5 MPa
(Figure 22d), the fracture morphology of sandstone is relatively simple. Intergranular cracks become
the main morphology of sandstone due to brittle failure, while there are some small transcrystalline
cracks in the local area. In summary, as the seepage pressure increases step by step, the evolution of
secondary microscopic fracture mode of sandstone creep failure is from brittle fracture (p0 = 0.5 MPa)
to fatigue fracture (p0 = 1.5, 2.5 MPa), and finally becomes brittle fracture (p0 = 3.5 MPa). There are also
several significant ductile fractures in some areas.

3.3.3. Connection between Macroscopic and Microscopic Mechanism on Sandstone Rupture

Under the influence of exterior load, the macroscopic failure of the rock is determined by the
mesoscopic fracture of rock. The initiation, development, and connectivity of internal cracks in rock
lead to local fractures. When the microscale damage and fracture accumulate to a certain extent,
the macroscopic failure of the rock will occur.

With the increase of seepage pressure, the process of sandstone microscopic fracture mode
evolves from low-energy brittle fracture (p0 = 0.5 MPa) to moderate energy-consuming ductile fracture
(p0 = 1.5 MPa), and finally returns to low-energy brittle fracture (p0 = 2.5, 3.5 MPa). During the process
of macroscopic deformation, the input energy of the sandstone sample is the same. When the energy
consumption of microscopic fracture is low, the macroscopic failure mode of sandstone will inevitably
lead to shear failure with low energy consumption, and the number of macroscopic fracture surfaces
and the fracture degree are higher. On the other hand, when the energy consumption of microscopic
fracture is higher, the macroscopic failure mode of sandstone becomes tensile failure, and the fracture
degree will be lower. Therefore, after the creep failure of sandstone with seepage pressure p0 of 0.5,
2.5, and 3.5 MPa, the failure mode of the samples is dominated by shear failure, and the number of
macroscopic cracks on the surface of the samples is very large and the scale of the cracks is also larger.
When the seepage pressure p0 is 1.5 MPa, the typical pulling damage dominates the creep failure of
the sandstone, and the number of macroscopic cracks on the surface of the samples is relatively less
and the crack scale is also smaller.

4. Conclusions

This paper took the complete coal measures sandstone samples as the research object,
and designed a rock seepage-creep coupling test system which is suitable for standard rock specimens.
The creep tests under natural state and saturation state and the seepage-creep tests under different
seepage pressures of coal measures sandstone were carried out. The effects of seepage pressure on
the creep properties and permeability characteristics of sandstone were studied. By establishing
the relationship between meso-fracture and macroscopic damage of sandstone, the mechanism of
sandstone creep failure under seepage pressure is revealed. The main conclusions are as follows:

1. Based on the triaxial compression tests of coal measures sandstone, the creep tests of sandstone
under natural and saturation state were carried out through the grading loading tests. The results
showed that: The creep characteristic curves of sandstone in two conditions were the same,
both including decelerating creep and steady creep at lower loading levels. When the loading
level was higher, the creep curve included three complete processes: decelerating creep, isokinetic
creep and accelerated creep.

2. The seepage pressure had a significant effect on the creep deformation and permeability
characteristics of coal measures sandstone. When the confining pressure was invariant,
the constant creep deformation rate and accelerated creep deformation rate of sandstone increased
rapidly with the increase of seepage pressure. With the change of time, the change of sandstone
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permeability parameters underwent three cycles, and the characteristics of change in each cycle
were also divided into two stages: slow change stage and rapid change stage. The change rate
gradually increased with the increase of seepage pressure. As the permeation pressure increased,
the permeation parameters measured for the first time gradually decreased accordingly.

3. When the confining pressure was invariant, with the increase of seepage pressure, the macroscopic
damage of sandstone under natural and saturation conditions had a tendency of transition from
tensile failure to shear failure. As the seepage pressure raised, the microscopic fracture mode
of sandstone had changed from brittle fracture to ductile fracture and finally to brittle fracture.
According to the macroscopic characteristics of sandstone rupture, microscopic morphology and
fracture modes, the connection between macroscopic and microscopic mechanism on sandstone
rupture was established.

In this article, we mainly used experimental methods to study the seepage-creep characteristics of
coal measures sandstone, but the corresponding theoretical research still need to be continued. It is of
urgent importance to establish a seepage-creep coupling model of coal measures sandstone based on
the test results.
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Abstract: The influence of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation behaviors of joints is vital
for understanding the interaction between hydraulic and mechanical processes of joints. The effect
of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation of a granite matched joint was investigated by
laboratory experiments. Experimental results indicate pore fluid pressure significantly affects the
normal deformation of jointed sample, and the relative normal deformation of jointed sample during
fluid injection consists of the opening of the joint and the dilation of host rock. The action of pore
fluid pressure on the joint follows the Terzaghi’s effective stress law. The normal deformation of the
joint can be well quantitated by the generalized exponential model. The relative normal deformation
of host rock during fluid injection would have a linear relationship with pore fluid pressure, and if
affected by gas is more pronounced than water.

Keywords: laboratory experiment; pore pressure; hydro-mechanical coupling; fracture closure;
constitutive model; effective stress

1. Introduction

The normal deformation of joints or fractures is one of the important mechanical behaviors for
rock mass, which significantly affects the transport properties of rock mass [1–4]. The term “joint”
is defined as a crack or fracture in rock when there has been little or no transverse displacement [5].
The aperture of joints or fractures depends on the normal stress and on the pore fluid pressure in some
engineering [6–10], such as oil or gas exploitation, enhanced geothermal system, and CO2 geological
storage, underground disposal of nuclear waste, and so on. The normal deformation behaviors of
joints play an important role between hydraulic and mechanical coupling processes, because the
variation of pore fluid pressure or normal stress will change the aperture, and then the aperture of
fracture dominates the hydraulic properties [11,12]. The normal deformation behaviors of a joint under
normal stress and pore fluid pressure is a basic issue to understand the role of hydro-mechanical (HM)
coupling of joints. Many works have been focused on the normal deformation behaviors under normal
stress. However, the effect of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation of a joint had never been
systematically investigated in the literature, such as the role of pore pressure, validity of the effective
stress and determination of effective stress coefficient. Therefore, it is vital for understanding the effect
of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation behaviors of a joint and developing the accurate HM
model to descript this interaction between fluid pressure and deformation of a joint.

The normal deformation of a joint under normal stress has been extensively studied and many
normal stress-deformation models have been proposed [2,13–18]. Under normal stress, the normal
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deformation behavior of a joint is non-linear and the stiffness of a joint increases with the increasing of
closure. To describe these behaviors, some classical empirical models were developed by Shehata [19],
Goodman [17], Swan [14], Barton and Bandis [13], and Sun [16,20]. These empirical models can be
divided into three types: (1) logarithm model [19]; (2) exponential model [14,16,20]; and (3) hyperbolic
model [13,17]. With further research on the normal deformation of a joint, Malama and Kulatilake [2]
modified the exponential model, Yu et al. [21] and Rong et al. [18] developed new models based on the
relation of compliance and deformation to better fit with experimental data in the medium and higher
normal stress stage. Desai and Ma [22] proposed the disturbed-state concept (DSC) model based on the
disturbed state concept. However, the action of pore pressure has not been considered in these models.

In addition, the HM behaviors of fractured rock has also received wide attention since the 1960s
in the fields of geotechnics and geological engineering, due to the fact that joints or fractures in
rock masses serve as flow channels, which govern their integrity and fluid transport efficiency [11].
The noted cube law of flow in a single idealized fracture was firstly developed to describe the relation
of between flow flux and closure [23]. Thereafter, many researchers conducted many works to modify
the cube law of flow in order to eliminate the deviation of between natural roughness fracture and
idealized smooth surface fracture [24,25]. Thanks to the roughness of joints, there is a deviation
between hydraulic aperture and physics aperture, the relation of both have widely been studied to
improve the accuracy of this model.

However, most models tend only to quantify the variation of aperture as a function of normal
stress, without considering the influence of pore fluid pressure. Despite the importance of pore fluid
pressure, even fewer models considered the influence of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation
of a joint [6,8,10,26]. Some hydro-mechanical coupling models (H-M models) were based on the
Terzaghi’s effective stress [9,27–30] or the Biot’s pore elasticity theory [8], and assuming that the
normal deformation path of a joint during pore fluid injection is overlapping with the normal stress
loading processes. Except for several field experiments, the validation of these models is rarely verified
by experiments [10,30]. The Biot’s coefficient α is an important coefficient introduced by Biot into the
Biot’s pore elasticity theory and is known as the effective stress coefficient [5,31]. The effective stress
coefficient is related to the processes [32,33]. The effective stress coefficient for the normal deformation
of a joint is unclear. Therefore, experimental study on the effect of pore fluid pressure on the normal
deformation of a joint is essential.

In order to reveal the action of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation of a joint, the normal
deformation response of a granite matched joint under pore fluid pressure was investigated by the
hydrostatic compression tests and fluid injection tests. The matched joint is when the contact surface
fits perfectly and it differs from the unmatched joints. The action of pore fluid pressure on the normal
deformation was observed in the fluid injection tests to verify the effective stress law. Furthermore,
the present constitutive model was modified to quantify the action of pore pressure on the normal
deformation of a joint.

2. Experimental Apparatus and Principle

In order to determine the role of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation, two types of
experiments were performed on granite sample, including (1) hydrostatic compression test of the
intact and jointed sample, and (2) fluid injection tests of jointed sample. This study was focused on the
deeper formation, which subjected to higher pore fluid pressure. The applied normal stress and pore
pressure was up to 40 MPa and 35 MPa, respectively.

2.1. Material

For the sake of comparing with previous models and avoiding the effect of water on some
mechanical sensitive minerals, granite was used in this study. The granite was quarried from Hubei
province, China, then cut into cuboids with a height of 100 mm, a length of 50 mm and a width of
50 mm, and polished to achieve a flatness of 0.01 mm (Figure 1a). The composition of granite and
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the key mechanical parameters were compiled in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. After the hydrostatic
compression test of intact rock, the intact sample was split into two halves perpendicular to its axial
using Brazilian test to simulate a natural joint, as shown in Figure 1b.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1. The granite samples. (a) in intact state, (b) in split state.

Table 1. The composition of granite.

Minerals Quarts Albite Microcline Muscovite Orthoclase

wt % 27.51 30.83 20.60 13.69 7.37

Table 2. Mechanical parameter of intact granite.

Size/mm
Uniaxial

Strength/MPa
Tensile

Strength/MPa
Elasticity

Modulus/GPa
Poisson‘s

Ratio
Lame Elastic

Constant μ/GPa
Shear Modulus

λ/GPa

50 × 50 × 100 172.5 4.59 57.29 0.226 23.36 19.27

2.2. Test Apparatus and Principle

All tests were conducted on the true tri-axial mechanical testing system of rocks, which could
couple with high pore pressure [34,35]. This system was composed of a confining pressure cell, two
loading frames and a pore fluid injection unit. The maximum confining pressure is 100 MPa. A syringe
pump (Teledyne Technologies Incorporated, Lincoln, NE, USA) was connected with sample to provide
pore fluid pressure as shown in Figure 2. The maximum of pore pressure is 68.9 MPa.

The sample was sandwiched by two pairs of steel plates and then sealed by polyurethane as
shown in Figure 2b,c. Note that two copper sheets were pasted on the freed surface before being
applied to polyurethane in order to avoid the polyurethane invading into the joint. Two linear variable
differential transformers (LVDT) (Macro Sensors, Pennsauken, NJ, USA) were fixed on the axial steel
plate to monitor the axial deformation of sample as shown in Figure 2a,b. The normal deformation of
the joint was calculated based on the normal deformation of the sample in intact state and in split state
under hydrostatic compression test.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of hydrostatic compression and injection test of joint. (a) Diagram of test
system; (b) Left view of tested sample; (c) Front view of tested sample.

In this work, hydrostatic compression tests and fluid injection tests were performed on the same
sample in intact state and in split sate. The actual axial deformation was taken as the average of two
LVDTs. For the deformation of sample, compression is positive, dilation is negative. The normal
deformation of intact sample (δi) is defined as the axial deformation of sample in intact state under
hydrostatic compression tests. The total normal deformation of jointed sample (δj) is defined as the
axial deformation of sample in split state under hydrostatic compression tests. The normal deformation
of the joint (δn) is defined as the closure of the joint, which is calculated by the normal deformation of
jointed sample minus that of intact sample:

δn= δj−δi (1)
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The relative normal deformation of jointed sample (Δδj) is defined as the relative axial deformation
of jointed sample during fluid injection tests. Terzaghi’s effective stress was first used to describe the
influence of pore fluid pressure:

σ′
n = σn − Pp (2)

where σ′
n is the effective normal stress, σn is the normal stress, Pp is the pore fluid pressure.

2.3. Test Procedure

Hydrostatic compression test was first performed on the sample in intact state and in split state,
then fluid injection test was performed on the sample in split state, including the balanced pressure
injection of N2, the balanced pressure injection of water, and the constant pressure rate injection of
water. The detailed procedure was as follows:

• Hydrostatic compression test

The intact sample was sealed by polyurethane and was curing for 48 h at room temperature.
Then LVDTs were fixed on the axial plates as in Figure 2b. The prepared sample was installed into the
confining pressure cell and the confining pressure was exerted on the sample at the rate of 0.01 MPa/s.
When the confining pressure arrive the desired value, the confining pressure unloaded to 0 MPa at the
same rate.

After that, the intact sample was split using Brazilian test to prefabricate the joint. The jointed
sample was prepared and tested as the intact sample to gain the normal deformation of jointed sample
under hydrostatic pressure.

• The balanced pressure injection of N2

After the hydrostatic compression test of the jointed sample, the confining pressure was exerted
on the jointed sample at the same rate until the desired value and remains at this pressure. N2 was
injected into sample from one port to anther port at a constant injection pressure. Until the differential
pressure between two ports was eliminated, the variation of axial deformation was recorded and the
injection pressure was raised to next level of pressure. When the maximum pore pressure arrived, the
pore pressure was decreased to every level of pressure step by step in turn. The differential pressure
between two ports should be eliminated at every level of pressure. In the end, the confining pressure
was unloaded.

• The balanced pressure injection of water

After the balanced pressure injection of N2, the jointed sample had a rest of 24 h. The procedures
of the balanced pressure injection of water as the balanced pressure injection of N2.

• The constant pressure rate injection of water

After the balanced pressure injection of water, the jointed sample also had a rest of 24 h.
The confining pressure was exerted on the jointed sample at the same rate until the desired value
and kept a constant pressure. Water was simultaneously injected into sample from two ports at the
constant pressure rate of 0.01 MPa/s. During the injection, the normal deformation of sample was
measured by axial LVDTs.

3. Test Results and Analysis

3.1. Hydrostatic Compression Test

Figure 3 shows the curves of normal stress-normal deformation of sample, in intact state and in
split sate, and the joint. The matched joint exhibits the non-linear response under hydrostatic pressure
condition. With increasing of hydrostatic pressure, the normal deformation of the joint gradually slows
down and reaches maximum deformation at high hydrostatic pressure. These results are consistent
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with the normal deformation of a joint under uniaxial compression [13,20]. The lateral stress has no
effect on the normal deformation.

Figure 3. The curve of normal stress-normal deformation of sample in intact state and in split sate,
and joint. The normal deformation of the joint δn was calculated by the normal deformation of jointed
sample minus that of intact sample.

Figure 4 shows the curves of normal stress-normal deformation of intact and jointed sample
under stress-loading and -unloading condition. Figure 5 shows the curves of normal stress-normal
deformation of jointed sample under multicycle stress-loading and -unloading condition. In Figure 4,
the intact and jointed sample exhibit a hysteresis loop between load- and unload-path. For the intact
and jointed sample, the irreversible deformation is observed after unloading, and that of jointed sample
significantly greater than the intact sample. However, after the first cycle of loading and unloading,
the following cycle curves overlap as shown Figure 5. These indicate that the jointed sample exhibits
non-linear elastic response of normal deformation under hydrostatic pressure as in the experimental
result of Cook [36].

 

Figure 4. The curve of normal stress-normal deformation of intact and jointed sample under
stress-loading and -unloading.
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Figure 5. The curve of normal stress-normal deformation of jointed sample multiple under multicycle
stress-loading and -unloading condition.

3.2. N2 Injection Test of Jointed Sample

In the N2 injection test, the pressure balanced injection was adopted and the hydrostatic pressure is
constant at 40 MPa. Figure 6 shows the curve of the relative normal deformation of jointed sample (Δδj)
with effective normal stress/pore pressure. With decreasing of effective normal stress (i.e., increasing of
pore N2 pressure), the jointed sample continuously dilate and the normal deformation lags behind the
curve of hydrostatic compression. To facilitate comparison between Δδj and the normal deformation of
the joint and to find their differences in variation trend, the relative deformation of jointed sample was
translated. It exceeds the normal deformation of the joint under hydrostatic compression. However,
during N2 releasing, the jointed sample continuing to compress with the decreasing of pore pressure
and the variation trend is similar to that of the joint under hydrostatic compression. When the pressure
of N2 completely dissipates, a remarkable amount of dilation is observed. These indicate that pore N2

pressure significantly affects the deformation of the joint and the host rock surrounding the joint.

 

Figure 6. The relative normal deformation of jointed sample during N2 injection and release.

3.3. Water Injection Test of Jointed Sample

In the water injection test, the pressure balanced injection and the constant pressure rate injection
were all adopted and the hydrostatic pressure is constant at 40 MPa. Figures 7 and 8 show the results
of the pressure balanced injection and the constant pressure rate injection, respectively.

For the pressure balanced injection (as shown in Figure 7), with decreasing of effective normal
stress, the jointed sample also continuously dilates and the normal deformation lags behind the curve
of hydrostatic compression. If the relative deformation of jointed sample was translated and compared
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with the joint deformation under hydrostatic compression, it also exceeds the normal deformation of
the joint. At the early stage of the injection, the normal deformation of jointed sample basically along
the curve of hydrostatic compression, gradually deviates from the curve with the increasing of pore
water pressure. During pressure reduction, the relative normal deformation of jointed sample linear
increase to the initial value. When the pressure of water completely dissipates, no remarkably residual
dilation of jointed sample is observed. These indicate pore water pressure also significantly affects the
deformation of the joint. The effect of pore water pressure on the host rock surrounding the joint is
weaker than N2.

 

Figure 7. The relative normal deformation of jointed sample during the water injected in pressure
balanced injection.

For the constant pressure rate injection (as shown in Figure 8), the pore water pressure did not
significantly affect the relative normal deformation of jointed sample with pore water pressure less
than 20 MPa. With increasing of pore water pressure, the relative normal deformation of jointed
sample affected by pore water pressure was significantly enhanced. The relative normal deformation
of jointed sample during injection is lags behind the normal deformation of jointed sample and the
joint under hydrostatic compression. At high pore pressure, the relative normal deformation of jointed
sample rapidly decreases with the pore pressure, and it coincides with the curves of the joint under
hydrostatic compression when the pore pressure more than 35 MPa. This indicates that water has
little effect on the host rock surrounding the joint, and the effect of pore water pressure on the joint is
remarkable. Meanwhile, as the permeability of granite is lower than that with a fracture/joint [37],
the host rock was viewed as impermeable within 1 h for the constant pressure rate injection. For the
constant pressure rate injection, pore pressure mainly affects the joint.

Figure 8. The relative normal deformation of jointed sample during the water injected in constant
pressure rate injection.
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The relative deformation of jointed sample at the initial stage of the pressure balanced injection
and at the last stage of the constant pressure rate injection coincide with the normal deformation
curve of the joint under hydrostatic compression. This indicates that the effect of pore water pressure
on the joint follows the Terzaghi’s effective stress and is consistent with the curve of the joint under
hydrostatic compression. During fluid balanced injection, pore fluid pressure affects the deformation
of host rock.

4. Discussion

The above experimental results indicate that the pore fluid pressure significantly affects the
normal deformation of jointed sample and the joint. The influence of pore fluid pressure on the joint
and host rock were analyzed and quantified in this section.

4.1. Impacts of Pore Fluid Pressure on Jointed Sample

When fluid was injected into the jointed sample, the normal deformation of the jointed sample
was significantly influenced by pore pressure, as show in Figures 6–8. In the water constant pressure
rate injection, the relative normal deformation of jointed sample exhibits a threshold pressure for
opening of the joint as the result of in-situ experiment on fracture [26]. In this study, the threshold
pressure results from the low permeability of the matched joint under high normal stress, which limit
liquid water flow into the space between two joint planes in a short time. When the injection pressure
exceeds the threshold pressure, water flows into the space between two joint planes. Pore pressure
builds up rapidly, and the joint rapidly opens. Due to the limitation of injection time, the effect of pore
pressure on host rock surrounding the joint is negligible.

The effective stress is a conceptual average stress and is defined as the combinations of total stress
and pore pressure which produce effects [38]. The generalization effective stress, σ′

ij is expressed as:

σ′
ij = σij − αPpδij (3)

where, σij is the total stress tensor, α is the effective stress coefficient, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. The effective stress
coefficient α can be considered the ratio of the area of applied pressure to the total area base on the
definition of effective stress law. In this case, the joint is a throughout fracture, so fluid could exist in
the total area of joint. Thus, it is reasonable that α takes 1. The generalization effective stress can be
expressed as Terzaghi’s effective stress:

σ′
ij = σij − Ppδij (4)

This deduction is in agreement with the experimental results that the action of pore fluid pressure
on the joint follows the Terzaghi’s effective stress law.

For the balanced pressure injection, the duration is longer than that of the constant pressure rate
injection, the relative normal deformation of jointed sample being obviously larger than that of the
joint under hydrostatic compression, as show in Figures 7 and 8. This indicates that pore fluid pressure
influences the deformation of host rock, and this influence cannot be ignored. The influence of pore N2

pressure on host rock is more significant than water as the lower viscosity coefficient of N2. Therefore,
the relative deformation of jointed sample (Δδj) during fluid injection consists of the opening of joint
(Δδn) and the dilation of host rock (Δδr) as shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Schematic diagram of the normal deformation of jointed sample affected by pore pressure.

4.2. Quantification the Normal Deformation of the Joint Under Pore Pressure Condition

The normal deformation of the joint under normal stress can be quantified by several mathematical
models, such as the hyperbolic model developed by Barton and Bandis [13] (hereinafter, BB model),
the generalized exponential model [2] (hereinafter, Malama model), and so on. The BB model and the
Malama model are characteristic of simplicity and clarity in parameters. Thus, these two models are
used to compare to the experimental data of the joint under hydrostatic compression. According to
Barton and Bandis et al. (1985), the BB model is given by Equation (5),

δn =
σnVm

σn+KniVm
(5)

where δn is the normal deformation, Vm is the maximum closure of the joint, Kni is the initial stiffness,
σn is the normal stress. According to Malama and Kulatilake (2003), the Malama model is given by
Equation (6),

δn= Vm[1 − exp (− ln 2
(

σn

σ1/2

)n
)] (6)

where δn is the normal deformation, Vm is the maximum closure of the joint, σ1/2 is the half-closure
stress (the normal stress when the normal deformation arrive half-maximum closure), n is the
parameter, 0 < n ≤ 1. Based on our experimental data, the key parameters of the joint are compiled in
Table 3. The curves of stress-deformation based on the BB model, Malama model and experimental
data are presented in Figure 10. The error sum of squares in normal deformation between the BB
model/Malama model and experimental result is 0.025/0.00042. The Malama model is better in
describing the normal deformation characteristics of the joint than the BB model. Thus, the Malama
model was adopted to analyze the normal deformation of the joint in the injection test. Section 4.1
indicates the normal deformation of the joint following Terzaghi’s effective stress law at the action of
pore pressure. Because the jointed sample exhibits non-linear elastic response under normal stress,
it is reasonable to assume that the normal deformation path of jointed sample is the same when
stress-loading and -unloading. According to the Terzaghi’s effective stress, an improved Malama
model can be modified: {

σ′
n = σn − Pp

δn= Vm[1 − exp (− ln 2
(

σ′
n

σ1/2

)n
)]

(7)

Because the relatively normal deformation of the jointed sample during fluid injection consists of
the opening of joint plane and the dilation of host rock. The normal deformation of host rock under
the action of pore pressure can be calculated by Equation (8):
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⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
σ′

n = σn − Pp

δn= Vm[1 − exp (− ln 2
(

σ′
n

σ1/2

)n
)]

Δδr = Δδj−δn

(8)

where, Δδr is the relative normal deformation of host rock, Δδj is the relative normal of jointed sample
and measured in the injection test. According to Equation (8), the normal deformation of host rock in
N2 and the water injection test were calculated and shown in Figures 11 and 12, respectively.

 

Figure 10. Comparison between experimental data of the joint and previous models for normal
deformation versus normal stress.

Table 3. The parameters of the joint derived from experimental data.

Maximum Normal Stress
σmax/MPa

Half-Closure Stress
σ1/2/MPa

Maximum Closure
δmax/mm

Initial Normal Stiffness
Kni/MPa·mm−1

Parameter
n

40 6.76 0.0223 516.31 1

Figure 11. Decomposition of normal deformation of jointed sample induced by pore N2 pressure:
(a) component of host rock; (b) total normal deformation of jointed sample; and (c) component of
the joint.
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Figure 12. Decomposition of normal deformation of jointed sample induced by pore water pressure:
(a) component of host rock; (b) total deformation of jointed sample; and (c) component of the joint.

As shown in Figures 11 and 12, the normal deformation of host rock has a linear relationship with
pore pressure. When the confining pressure maintains at 40 MPa, host rock dilates with the increasing
of pore pressure (decrease of effective stress). The effect of N2 on host rock is obviously larger than
water. However, the total amount of host rock deformation during N2/water injection is far less than
that during hydrostatic compression. The differences in the effect on host rock between N2 and water
may be a result of the difference in viscosity, where N2 has a lower viscosity than water, it is easy to
penetrate the host rock and build-up the pore pressure inside host rock. Host rock may be unsaturated
when the pore pressure of the joint achieves a balance. The pore N2 pressure is higher than the pore
water pressure and it affects the deformation of the host rock. Thus, the dilation of host rock under N2

injection is obviously larger than water.

4.3. Quantification of Host Rock Deformation under Pore Pressure Condition

Although granite has a low porosity, it is a porous material and its mechanical behavior is thus
significantly affected by pore pressure [39]. The deformation behavior of rock under pore fluid pressure
could described by the pore elastic theory [40,41]:

σij = 2μεij + λεiiδij − αPpδij (9)

where, μ is Lame elastic constant, λ is shear modulus, σij is the stress tensor, εii is the strain tensor, and
α is the effective stress coefficient. α of host rock could derived by Equation (9):

α =
σij − 2μεij − λεiiδij

Ppδij
(10)

In this test, the sample was subjected to a constant hydrostatic pressure and pore pressure,
σij = 0, (i �= j), εij = 0, (i �= j). Considering granite is homogeneous, ε11 = ε22 = ε33, εii = 3ε11.
The estimated value α of host rock could be expressed as:

α =
−(2μ + 3λ)dε11

dPp
=

−(2μ + 3λ)dδr

ldPp
(11)

where, δr is the normal deformation of host rock during fluid injection, l is the height of intact sample,
l = 100 mm. μ and λ are basic mechanical parameters and compiled in Table 2. When the estimated
value α is constant, the normal deformation of host rock is proportional to the pore fluid pressure.
Thus, the normal deformation of host rock has a linear relationship with pore pressure. According to
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the calculated normal deformation of host rock during N2 and water pressure balanced injection, the
estimated value α is 0.412, 0.168 respectively. From the range of α, these estimated values of α are
reasonable for the host rock. Noting that whether the rock is saturated during reinjection is currently
uncertain, the actual α of host rock needs further study. This indicates the improved Malama model
is reasonable and suitable to describe the normal deformation behavior of the joint under pore fluid
pressure condition. In addition, in the process of HM, the effect of pore fluid pressure on host rock is
non-negligible, and the degree of its influence is related to types of fluid.

5. Conclusions

The effect of pore fluid pressure on normal deformation behavior of a granite matched joint was
investigated by laboratory experiments. Several main conclusions can be drawn; they are as follows:

The matched granite joint has a characteristic of non-linear elastic response under hydrostatic
compression. The Malama model is closer to the curve of normal deformation versus normal stress
than the BB model. The error sum of squares in normal deformation between the BB model/Malama
model and the experimental result is 0.025/0.00042.

In water constant pressure rate injection, experimental results indicate that the action of pore
fluid pressure on normal deformation of the joint follows the Terzaghi’s effective stress law. Due to
low permeability of the joint under high normal stress, a threshold pore pressure is observed in the
opening of the joint. When the duration of injection is enlarged, the influence of pore pressure on
deformation of host rock is observed.

The effect of pore fluid pressure on the normal deformation of the jointed sample consists of two
parts: the opening of the joint (Δδj) and the dilation of host rock (Δδr). The relative normal deformation
of the joint could be quantitated by the Malama model and the Terzaghi’s effective stress law, and the
normal deformation of host rock can be quantified by pore elastic theory.

The relative normal deformation of host rock linearly increased with the pore fluid pressure
and the effect of N2 on host rock is obviously larger than water. In the process of hydro-mechanical
coupling, the effect of pore fluid pressure on host rock is non-negligible, and the degree of its influence
is related to types of fluid.
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Abstract: Knowledge of the bedding plane properties of coal seams is essential for the coalbed gas
production because of their great influence on the inner flow characteristics and sorption features of
gas and water. In this study, an experimental study on the anisotropic gas adsorption–desorption
and permeability of coal is presented. The results show that during the adsorption–desorption
process, an increase in the bedding plane angle of the specimen expands the length and area of the
contact surface, thereby increasing the speed and quantity of adsorption and desorption. With an
increase in the bedding angle, the number of pores and cracks was found to increase together with
the volumetric strain. The evolution of permeability of coal heavily depended on stress–strain
stages. The permeability decreased with the increase of stress at the initial compaction and elastic
deformation stages, while it increased with the increase of stress at the stages of strain-hardening,
softening and residual strength. Initial permeability increased with increasing bedding angle.

Keywords: anisotropy; bedding plane orientation; coal; gas; adsorption–desorption

1. Introduction

Coalbed gas extraction has been considered as an attractive solution to control coal-mine disasters
and provide new energy, and it has found great success in many countries (e.g., Australia, Canada).
Coalbed gas extraction is a complicated process that is influenced by many factors, such as the
mechanical properties of the formation (e.g., modulus, strength), sorptive capability, and transport
properties (e.g., diffusivity, permeability) [1]. A better understanding of mechanical behavior and
transport properties of coal is necessary to optimize field development. Among the transport properties,
sorption and permeability are the most important parameters to influence gas production in coalbed
gas formations [2–4].

A significant number of studies [5–10] have been conducted to investigate coal sorption and
permeability under different conditions. It is found that coal sorption and permeability is impacted by many
factors, such as fracture geometry [11–13], stress [14–16], water content [17,18], and temperature [19,20].
These experiments have focused on the isotropic characteristics of intact or powdered coals.

As a sedimentary rock with cleats, coal exhibits a notable anisotropic geometry and anisotropic
mechanical properties [21,22]. The gas adsorption–desorption and permeability properties of coal are
also found to be anisotropic [23], although many studies consider coal sorption and permeability as
isotropic to simplify the analysis [13]. The anisotropic gas adsorption–desorption and permeability of
coal remain unclear. To gain a better understanding of these two issues, an experimental study was
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carried out, and detailed results on the anisotropic gas adsorption–desorption and permeability of coal
are presented in this study.

2. Experimental Method

In this study, a coal block was taken from the #7 coal seam in the Dabaoding coal mine in Sichuan
Province, China. High-quality thermal coal was present with medium and ash, and had good thermal
stability and high calorific value. The main characteristic parameters of coal are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Status table of coal.

Index Value

Moisture content (%) 0.71
Ash content (%) 10.11

Volatile matter content (%) 12.01
C (%) 90.91
H (%) 3.94
O (%) 2.54
N (%) 1.44

A series of cylindrical samples with a diameter of 50 mm and a length of approximately 100 mm
were machined from this coal block. The coal samples were categorized based on the included angle β

between the radial direction of the drill and the direction of the bedding surface, namely β = 0◦, 30◦,
60◦, and 90◦, as shown in Figure 1.

    
 = 0°  = 30°  = 60°  = 90° 

Figure 1. Coal samples and corresponding bedding angles.

Gas adsorption–desorption and permeability tests were performed on the prepared coal samples
using a triaxial cell. Figure 2 shows the apparatus, where Figure 2a shows the main components:
confining pressure and gas pressure control system, seepage pipe and holder system and automatic
data recording system. Figure 2b is a photo of this apparatus. This cell is capable of accepting
membrane-sheathed cylindrical samples (50 mm diameter). Axial and hydrostatic stresses up to
56 MPa were independently applied using two ISCO-260D pumps (Teledyne ISCO, Lincoln, NE, USA)
with control up to 61 kPa. The gas pressure in the upstream was controlled by an ISCO-500D pump.
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The flow rate was measured using a mass flowmeter with an accuracy of 4 mL/min. The flowmeter was
connected with the outlet end of the fluid pipelines and the atmosphere. Temperature was controlled,
and its variation was within ±0.1 ◦C during testing.

The cylindrical sample was inserted into a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) rubber jacket and then
sandwiched in the holder by two cylindrical stainless-steel loading platens. The two platens with
through-going flow connections and flow distributors were respectively connected with both ends of
the triaxial cell.

Coal is sensitive to water [24,25]; it not only reduces the effective porosity but also induces swelling
of the coal matrix. To minimize the effect of water on coal, the samples were dried in a vacuumed oven
at 70 ◦C for two days before performing the gas adsorption–desorption and permeability tests. It is
preferable to dry samples at lower temperatures for a longer time rather than at a high temperature for
a shorter time because cracks or mineral alterations can occur at high temperatures [26]. To reduce the
discreteness of the test data, three samples of coal, which have no macroscopic cracks, are of similar
quality and have uniform features during CT scanning, were selected for the experiments. The details
of the tests are described in the following section.

• Gas adsorption–desorption experiment: The samples were placed in the triaxial cell and subjected
to negative pressure for 24 h. Next a gas injection pressure of 3 MPa and confining pressure
of 3 MPa were applied for gas adsorption for 24 h. Subsequently, gas was desorbed until the
desorption balance was achieved when the pressure was reduced to 0.5 MPa.

• Stress–strain–permeability experiment: Samples were placed under a confining pressure of 3 MPa
at a speed of 0.1 MPa/s. Gas was allowed to enter the samples under a pressure of 2 MPa,
which was maintained for 30 min with stable gas flux. Then the confining pressure and gas
pressure were maintained, and the gas flux was monitored while the axial stress was continuously
applied by stress control at a speed of 0.05 MPa/s until coal specimen failure. After failure,
the stress control shifted to displacement control at a speed of 0.1 mm/min until the residual
strength of the samples remained stable.

 
(a) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 2. (a) Schematic diagram; (b) Experimental apparatus.

3. Results

3.1. Adsorption–Desorption Experiment

The final adsorption capacity, desorption capacity, and deformation of the samples are presented in
Table 2. The raw coal samples exhibited strong heterogeneity during the adsorption–desorption process
test. Even for those samples with the same bedding angle, the adsorption–desorption characteristics
might still be different. Some differences emerged in the results among samples with the same bedding
angles, but the differences of adsorption and desorption capacity and deformation were within 10%.
This pattern indicates that the specific surface area of the matrix and the Van der Waals force for the
samples were similar. Under the same adsorption–desorption pressure, pores in the matrix had the
same ability to adsorb gas for the different samples. Therefore, the volumetric strain appeared to be
similar for samples with different angles because all samples adsorbed equal amounts of gas.

A comparison of the standard adsorption–desorption curves for samples with different bedding
angles is shown in Figures 3 and 4. After the gas entered the samples at 3 MPa of pressure, the interior
of each sample was in a state of negative pressure. Due to the pressure difference and concentration
difference, gas began to seep in and diffuse quickly; once the gas had seeped into a sample, the gas
pressure difference and concentration difference gradually decreased, thus reducing the adsorption
speed until a saturation state was reached. Gas desorption is the inverse process of gas adsorption;
however, because microstructures existed within the coal, microcracks and pores of the coal matrix
could close and affect the seepage and diffusion channels. Ultimately, the desorption quantity was
reduced to less than 50% of the adsorption quantity, and the time to reach the desorption balance was
twice that required for adsorption.
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Table 2. Final adsorption capacity, desorption capacity, and deformation of the samples in the
adsorption–desorption experiment.

Bedding
Angle

Adsorption
Capacity (mL)

Desorption
Quantity (mL)

Volumetric Strain
after Adsorption (με)

Volumetric Strain
after Desorption (με)

0◦
400 217 −1427 −337
440 196 −1839 −279
470 286 −2101 −310

30◦
391 252 −1866 −286
455 182 −1927 −310
470 202 −1900 −347

60◦
450 220 −1409 −382
431 179 −1988 −315
467 218 −1845 −336

90◦
500 210 −1280 −299
408 184 −1543 −340
425 211 −1994 −326

°
°
°

°

Figure 3. Gas adsorption–desorption over time.
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°
°
°

°

Figure 4. Volumetric strain during the gas adsorption–desorption process.

The adsorption–desorption process of samples at different bedding angles exhibited certain
differences. As shown in Figure 3, for the same adsorption time, gas adsorption was fastest for the
sample with a 90◦ angle. The time to reach adsorption stability for this sample was half that required
for the sample with a 0◦ angle; the adsorption time was shorter for the sample with a 60◦ angle than for
that with a 30◦ angle. The gas adsorption speed was the lowest at an angle of 0◦. The gas adsorption
quantities of the samples when β = 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ were 440 mL, 470 mL, 450 mL, and 408 mL,
respectively. Little difference therefore existed in the adsorption amounts, but the bedding angle was
influential. Regardless of the adsorption or desorption process, the larger the bedding angle, the faster
the adsorption or desorption.

Gas adsorption and desorption processes at a macroscopic level represent interactions occurring
in the coal microstructure. The reason for such significant differences in the length and area of the
bedding surface and the crack distribution could be the different bedding angles. The facet length
and contact surface area of the bedding plane increased as the angle increased. Although the samples
exhibited strong anisotropy with regard to volumetric strain during the adsorption–desorption process,
volumetric strain increased in line with the bedding angle. These pores and cracks provided a seepage
channel and a contact surface for adsorption in the inner matrix of the sample, which facilitated
gas adsorption. The larger the bedding angle of the samples, the larger the pores and cracks,
which explains why the gas adsorption–desorption speed increased as the bedding angle increased
while the adsorption amount and volumetric strain remained the same.

3.2. Stress–Strain–Permeability Experiment

Many geotechnical engineering practices and experimental results have demonstrated that coal
permeability is closely related to its stability and failure mode. During the process of becoming unstable
(i.e., as cracks develop and failure occurs), the degree of extension of the original joint crack and its
ongoing development determine the seepage features of gas in coalbed. The existence of bedding
joints has been shown to greatly influence the mechanical properties of coal samples. Among multiple
experiments, this study selected a representative sample, shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Photos of post-compression specimens and stress–strain–permeability curves.

Bedding Angle Failure Mode Failure Pattern Stress–Strain–Permeability

0◦ Splitting failure

 

30◦
Compound
shear and

splitting failure

 

60◦ Shear failure

 

90◦ Splitting failure
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3.2.1. Axial Stress–Axial Strain–Permeability Curve of Coal

The compression experiment of samples with different angles demonstrated the stress–strain
relationship and corresponding permeability–strain relationship, the forms of which were
fundamentally consistent. After considering the relationship of these two curves, β = 0◦ was used as
an example; the stress–strain curve and permeability–strain can be divided into five stages and are
denoted as I–V in Table 3.

(1) Initial compaction stage: The stress–strain curve moved upward slightly, and the primary
pores and cracks in the coal sample gradually closed under pressure; this change decreased the gas
seepage channels and resulted in reduced permeability.

(2) Elastic deformation stage: The stress–strain curve was nearly straight. Due to higher loading,
the primary pores and cracks inside the coal sample continued to shrink. Shear and tensile stresses
created new microcracks on the sample. This stage is the stable extension stage of cracks; as the
strain increased, the effects on new cracks increased and permeability decreased as evidenced by the
permeability–strain curve.

(3) Strain-hardening stage: In this stage, the stress–strain curve exhibited significant nonlinearity.
As the normal loading continued to increase, shear and tension cracks developed rapidly, leading to
irreversible deformation. By this time, the permeability curve had reached its minimum and had begun
to increase slowly. During this stage, more microcracks began to extend and connect, and permeability
increased gradually.

(4) Strain-softening stage: After the bearing capacity of the coal sample reached peak strength,
the inner structure was damaged, but the sample retained its overall shape. In this stage, stress declined
rapidly. Tension and shear failure developed quickly, macroscopic fractures appeared on the surface,
the sample became unstable, and failure occurred, as reflected in the permeability–strain relationship.
The gas permeability increased substantially due to the creation of new cracks that provided seepage
channels for the gas.

(5) Residual strength stage: The deformation of the sample consisted of slippage along the mass
of macroscopic fractures; stress decreased and stabilized as strain increased. This pattern indicates that
the damage and cracks due to compression increased, additional gas channels were created, and gas
permeability continued to rise.

3.2.2. Mechanical Properties and Gas Permeability of Coal

Compression strength of coal is closely related to the bedding angle. Under conditions of
loading and gas seepage, an increase in the bedding plane angle resulted in an initial decrease
in the compressive strength of the sample followed by an increase. Compressive strength was largest
at 11.5 MPa when β = 0◦. At β = 30◦ and β = 60◦, the compressive strength decreased to 5.5 MPa and
2.5 MPa, respectively. At β = 90◦, the compressive strength was 8.8 MPa, larger than the value for
β = 60◦. This finding demonstrates that the mechanical property was anisotropic with regard to the
bedding angle. The axial strain at peak strength, referred to as limit strain, was proportional to the
peak strength; that is, the higher the peak strength, the higher the limit strain. The limit strain values
of the four bedding angles were 4.6%, 3.4%, 2.5%, and 4.3%, respectively. The division between the
brittleness and ductility of each sample was based on axial strain at peak strength; when the limit
strain was lower than 1%, brittle failure occurred. Brittle ductile failure tended to occur in the range of
1–5%; all samples in this study exhibited brittle ductile failure.

As shown in Figures 5 and 6, the initial permeability varied widely among samples with different
angles. Generally, initial permeability increased with an increase in the angle. The initial permeability
values of the samples at angles of 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ were respectively 1.27-, 1.46-, and 1.59-times that of
the sample at an angle of 0◦. As the axial load increased, axial strain and elastic energy increased as
well. When the axial strain of the samples at angles of 0◦, 30◦, 60◦, and 90◦ reached 0.9, 0.84, 0.7, and 0.5
of limit strain, respectively, gas permeability decreased to the respective minimum values of 0.0730 mD,
0.0973 mD, 0.124 mD, and 0.143 mD, representing 65%, 69%, 76%, and 80% of the initial permeability.
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These results indicate that the original damage of the bedding plane of the coal sample affected
the mechanical properties as well as permeability of the sample. The original damage to the coal
sample involved the number of pores and cracks in the seam. If gas-containing coal samples possessed
the same porosity, the degree to which fractures developed influenced the mechanical properties and
seepage properties of the coal mass. As the gas permeability increased in line with the bedding angle,
the number of seepage channels increased as well.

Figure 5. Peak strength and permeability at different bedding angles.

Figure 6. Axial strains at peak strength and minimum permeability at different bedding angles.

With an increase in axial strain, the pores in the matrix of the coal mass were compressed and
gas seepage channels were affected, causing permeability to decline with an increase in stress. As a
result, shear stress and tensile stress were apparently concentrated near the cracks in the interior
of the sample, and the stress eventually extended to the surrounding area. The compression of
pores in the matrix and crack extension occurred simultaneously. Once axial stress increased to a
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certain value, the influence of the gas seepage channel extension became greater than that of the
compression of cracks on permeability. After gas permeability reached its minimum, it increased
as stress increased. However, for samples with different angles, large differences appeared in shear
stress and tensile stress during compression; this finding resulted in clear differences between the
stress–strain curves and permeability evolution curves. The cracks represented the main seepage
channel of gas distribution; therefore, the bedding contact surface was easily damaged. As more cracks
developed and extended, the effective area of the bedding contact surface increased. As the angle of
the coal sample increased and gas permeability decreased to the minimum, the strain capacity was
reduced; however, the compressive capacity of the coal sample at a 90◦ angle was apparently larger
than that of the sample at the 60◦ angle.

3.2.3. Failure Mode of Coal

The coal samples experienced the highest loading values under peak stress, and cracks developed
continuously during the loading process; the critical point of failure was reached at peak stress.
After that, localized microcracks coalesced and propagated to form a fracture. The fracture occurred
along the main crack in the coal sample, after which point the stress declined sharply. Due to local
through-going cracks and stress release following from pore compression in the matrix, effective stress
was reduced and gas seepage channels were extended at the same time. Therefore, gas permeability
demonstrated a dramatic increase.

The bedding angle affected the macroscopic failure of coal samples as well as crack distributions,
resulting in large differences in the failure mode and permeability of different samples. The following
responses were observed. (1) When β = 0◦ and 90◦, tensile splitting failure occurred, tensile stress
affected the sample along the radial direction, and cracks appeared in the axial direction perpendicular
and parallel to the bedding surface, respectively. The fracture was extensive, exhibiting numerous
cracks. (2) When β = 60◦, shear slippage failure and a single main fracture occurred along the bedding
surface. (3) When β = 30◦, the sample underwent compound shear and splitting failure. The crack
began near the bedding plane and extended in the axial direction to the side end of the sample before
ultimately splitting off the sample.

The bedding inclination caused some differences in the deformation and fracture properties,
stimulating more complexity in the stress state along the bedding planes. The final failure mode of the
sample reflected the influence of the bedding angle and was directly related to ultimate permeability.
When β = 0◦, the elastic energy released intensively, and the fracture was severe; therefore, the change
rate of permeability, and the final permeability when residual stress stabilized, was the largest of
all samples. When β = 90◦, the sample was damaged by tension along the axial direction; dual
splitting and cutting occurred in the sample, and the stress declined rapidly. Therefore, the final
permeability was similar to the values of the sample with β = 0◦. When β = 60◦, due to the failure
mode, the permeability did not exhibit a large jump, and the final permeability was smallest among
all samples.

3.2.4. Relationship between Permeability, Radial Strain, and Volumetric Strain of Coal

Figures 7 and 8 illustrate the relationship between permeability, radial strain, and volumetric
strain, respectively. For the same values of radial strain and volumetric strain, permeability increased
with an increase in the angle.

Strong anisotropy was observed in the mechanical properties and seepage behaviors of samples
with different bedding angles. The adsorption–desorption experiment excluded the effect of porosity
on permeability under the loading condition. Moreover, the inclination of beddings induced shear
stress near the plane; therefore, the bedding plane was the most probable location of crack initiation
and propagation. Cracks occurred more easily along the surface of the bedding and then extended
further before finally resulting in total failure of the entire specimen; as a result, the bedding plane
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could form the most likely percolation channels to influence permeability. As such, the bedding plane
should be considered when determining permeability.

In this section, the difference in permeability induced by the bedding angle was analyzed based
on the plate fluid theory.

°
°
°
°

Figure 7. Relationship of permeability and radial strain.

°
°
°
°

Figure 8. Relationship of permeability and volumetric strain.

The Hagen–Poiseuille flow function is written as follows:

Q =
nd3l(P2

1 − P2
2 )

12μhP2
, (1)

where n, d, l, and h denote the crack number (dimensionless), aperture (μm), length (m), and height
(m), respectively. Q is the permeation rate (m3/s), μ is the gas kinematic viscosity (Pa·s), P1 is the
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gas pressure at the inlet of the specimen (Pa), and P2 is the atmospheric pressure at the outlet of the
specimen (Pa).

Darcy’s law expresses the permeability k as

k =
2μQLP2

A(P2
1 − P2

2 )
. (2)

Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (2) yields

k =
nlLd3

6μAh
. (3)

When the sample deforms under stress, the radius R (m), height L (m), average aperture da (μm),
length la (m), and height ha (m) of the crack in the axial direction are respectively illustrated as=⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

R = (1 − εr)R0

L = (1 − εa)L0

ha = (1 − εa)ha0

la = (1 − εr)la0

da = (1 − εr)da0

, (4)

where R0 and L0 refer to the initial diameter (m) and height (m) of the specimen, respectively; and
ha0, la0, and da0 refer to the initial average height (m), length (m), and aperture (μm) of the crack,
respectively.

Substituting Equation (4) into Equation (3) yields the relationship between permeability and
radial strain,

k =
L0

6μA0

nala0d3
a0

ha0
(1 − εr)

2, (5)

where L0
6μA0

is the formal kinematic viscous coefficient α, which is a constant. nala0d3
a0

ha0
is defined as the

initial crack coefficient βa, which is linked to the axial initial crack aperture.
Equation (5) can be written as

k = αβa(1 − εr)
2. (6)

Permeability is parabolically related to radial strain. The permeability–radial strain data of coal
samples with different bedding angles were fitted using the parabolic equation as shown in Figure 9,
indicating that the parabolic equation clearly described the permeability–radial strain data of coal with
different bedding angles.
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Figure 9. Fitting of permeability–radial strain data of coal samples with different bedding angles.

4. Conclusions

This study focused on the anisotropic adsorption–desorption and permeability of coal. A series of
gas adsorption–desorption and permeability measurements were performed on specifically prepared
coal samples. The following conclusions can be drawn from the experimental results:

(1) During the gas adsorption–desorption process, the length and area of the bedding
contact surface of the sample increased with an increase in the bedding angle, resulting in faster
adsorption/desorption.

(2) The larger the angle of the bedding plane in the sample, the larger the number of effective
pores and cracks available for a seepage channel and a contact surface for adsorption in the inner
matrix of the sample, which facilitated gas adsorption.

(3) The evolution of permeability varied across different stress–strain stages. Permeability declined
with an increase in stress at the initial compaction and elastic deformation stages before increasing in
line with stress during the strain-hardening, softening, and residual strength stages. Initial permeability
increased with an increased bedding angle. Permeability was also found to be parabolically related to
radial strain.

(4) The compression strength of the samples initially decreased and then rose with an increased
bedding angle. Compression strength was largest at a bedding angle of 0◦, followed by the compression
strength when the bedding angle was 90◦. Under these circumstances, splitting failure occurred in
the samples. When the bedding angle was 60◦, the compression strength of the samples was smallest,
resulting in sliding failure along the bedding plane. The sample with a bedding angle of 30◦ exhibited
compound splitting and shear failure.
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Abstract: Hot dry rock is developed by injecting cold water into high-temperature rock mass. At the
same time, cold water is heated in contact with the rock mass. With the continuous influx of cold water,
the surrounding rock will undergo a rapid cooling process, which results in several cycles of heating
and cooling. However, there is little research on the influence of cycles of heating and cooling with
circulating water on the mechanical properties of rock, which is of great importance to the stability of
rock mass engineering in the process of energy development. In this paper, the effects of cyclic heating
and cooling with circulating water on the damage of granite are studied using uniaxial compressive,
Brazilian and acoustic emission (AE) tests. The results show that heat treatment temperature and
number of cycles have important effects on the mechanical properties of granite as follows: (1) at the
same treatment temperature, an increase in the number of cycles means that the distribution of
physical and mechanical parameters of the granite show an almost exponential downward trend.
The uniaxial compression of granite results in its transformation from brittle to plastic, and the
failure mode changes from slipping of the shear surface to plastic failure. With increased cycles of
heating and cooling with circulating water, the tensile strength of granite also decreases; temperature
has an obvious influence on physical and mechanical parameters, cracking of samples, and plays a
controlling role in the failure mode of samples. In addition, (2) at the same temperature, the heating
and cooling numbers N have a significant influence on the AE distribution characteristics of the
sample under uniaxial compression and the number of AE collisions, and the cumulative number of
AE decreases with the increase of N. (3) The concepts of mechanical damage and high-temperature
and cold-water shock damage during uniaxial compression of samples were proposed based on AE,
and the damage equations were established respectively. The curve equations of damage value (D)
and cycle numbers N after thermal shock damage of high temperature and cold water were overlaid.
The cracking mechanism of high-temperature and cold water impact on granite was analyzed, and the
thermal shock stress equation of high temperature and water cooling was established.

Keywords: damage; cyclic heating and cooling; physical and mechanical parameters; failure mode;
acoustic emission

1. Introduction

With the increased development of geothermal resources and nuclear waste storage technology,
seepage mechanics of fractured rock mass and high-temperature rock damage has become a hot
research topic [1–7].
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In previous literature, researchers have carried out work that examines the mechanical properties
of rock after exposure to high temperatures, including the deformation process, failure criterion of
rock under pressure, and thermal cracking, and provided constitutive equations and carried out
rock damage characterization in response [8–13]. Many scholars have paid attention to the study of
high-temperature rock damage [14–17]. Yu et al. [18] built a mesostructure based on the numerical
model for the analysis of rock thermal cracking based on elastic damage mechanics and thermal-elastic
theory. In addition, the damage accumulation induced by thermal (T) and mechanical (M) loads is
considered to modify the elastic modulus, strength and thermal properties of individual elements in
line with the intensity of damage. Yang et al. [19] across an experimental investigation on thermal
damage and failure of mechanical behavior of granite after exposure to different high-temperature
treatments, found that the internal damage mechanism of rock is obviously affected by temperature.

Acoustic emission (AE) technology is widely used in material damage monitoring and
evaluation [20–26]. The AE patterns of rocks at different temperatures were studied under uniaxial
compression and the relationship between rock damage and AE was established. Wu et al. [27]
studied the relationship between microstructure morphology and AE of granite found: with increase
of temperature, there was more internal crack formation and internal damage for granite, and more
frequent AE activity of granite under uniaxial compression. The mechanical properties and AE
characteristics of granite with the formation of internal crack networks of granite has a corresponding
relationship. The peak stress curve and ringing cumulative number curve of granite have a stable
trend when crack expansion is slow. However, the peak stress and the ringing cumulative number
curve of granite will have inflection point and lead to mutation when the crack network expands
rapidly. Chen et al. [28] used AE technology to evaluate the fracture strength and energy value of hard
rock and concluded that AE and index increased with the increase of rock temperature. A study on the
mechanical characteristics of high-temperature rocks after cooling is in the center of scientific research
interests [29–34]. They studied the effects of different cooling rates and methods on mechanical
parameters, strength cracking and failure modes of high-temperature rocks. Shao et al. [35] studied
the effects of the cooling rate and the constituent grain size on the mechanical behavior of heated rock.
They found that larger-grain granite rocks are more affected by water quenching, rocks that have been
slowly cooled have areas with greater crack growth, and the stress threshold of medium-grain rocks
that have been slowly cooled is affected.

However, studies on the mechanical properties and damage to granite during water cycle cooling
have rarely been conducted. A laboratory experiment was designed in view of the current engineering
application in drilling and underground space engineering fire rescues [36], especially for the study of
rock mechanics in the process of dry hot rock development. In this study, the effects of the cycles of
heating and cooling with circulating water on the physical and mechanical parameters, damage of
granite and failure mode are studied by carrying out uniaxial compression, and Brazilian and AE
tests. In addition, we established the damage equation of rock samples based on the characteristics of
AE data.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Sample Collection and Preparation

The granite samples used in the experiment originated from Zhangzhou City in Fujian Province,
China. These rocks are naturally gray and white in color, and compact and uniform with no voids
or cracks on their surface. The main minerals determined by X-ray diffraction are feldspar 35%,
quartz 40%, amphibole 20% and mica 5%. The initial moisture content of the sample is 0.31%.
The average density is 2.97 g/cm3.

The samples were all taken from a cylindrical core drilled from a piece of granite stone
which has uniform texture and were cut into normative Φ (50 ± 2) × (100 ± 2) mm cylinders.
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Samples are as shown in Figure 1a. The dimensions of the sample for the Brazilian test are a standard
(50 ± 2) mm × (25 ± 2) mm cylinders.

For this study, dry granite is exposed to temperatures of 250 ◦C, 350 ◦C, 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C, and 650 ◦C
and the granite underwent many cycles of heating and then cooling with water, and then the mechanical
properties of each sample were examined. Each sample underwent 0, 1, 5, 10, 15 and 20 cycles of
heating and then cooling with water for each temperature respectively. Zero (0) denotes that the
sample is naturally cooling at room temperature.

The samples were heated to the set temperature in a high-temperature furnace (type MXQ 1700)
made in Shanghai (Micro-X Furnace Co. Ltd. (Shanghai, China)) at the rate of 10 ◦C/min and
were maintained at the designated temperature for 2 h. The heating furnace has high precision of
temperature control such that control accuracy error is ±1 ◦C, which meets the requirements of these
experiments, as shown in Figure 1b. Then, the samples were quickly taken out of the furnace by the
crucible tongs and placed in a container filled with cold water and cooled to room temperature and
dried. In this process, the contact temperature of the sample with cold water will be lower than the
set temperature, which will influence the experimental results. This procedure represents one cycle
of heating and then cooling with water. Figure 2 shows the scheme of circulating heating and water
cooling of the sample.

(a) (b) 

Figure 1. Granite sample and high-temperature furnace. (a) Granite samples; (b) High-temperature furnace.

 

Figure 2. Test scheme of cyclic heating and cooling with circulating water.

2.2. Experimental Equipment

As shown in Figure 3, the experimental system comprises a loading system and a data acquisition
system. The loading system is an MTS816 servo hydraulic testing machine that is located at the China
University of Mining and Technology. The MTS816 testing machine has stable performance and a
sensitive control system, and it is the most advanced laboratory testing equipment for rock mechanics
in the world. The loading method is displacement control and the loading speed is 0.002 mm/min.
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Prior to carrying out the uniaxial compression test, the sample was coated with a layer of lubricant
to reduce the friction between the sample and the pressure head. The loading and data acquisition
system mainly recorded the stress strain, AE signals and digital images. The latter were obtained
with a high-speed camera which was used to capture the evolution of fractures on the samples during
loading, while a DS2 acoustic emission signal analyzer recorded the AE signals of the samples.

 
Figure 3. Experimental loading and data acquisition system.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Characteristics of Mechanical Strength of Granite

The stress-time curves of the two samples exposed to a temperature of 250 ◦C under uniaxial
compression are shown in Figure 4a. The plot shows that the average peak strength, failure time,
and average and secant modulus of the two samples are 123.09 MPa, 552.5 s, and 99.69 GPa and
69.25 GPa respectively, and the dispersion coefficients are 1.99 × 10−2, 0.90 × 10−2, 2.92 × 10−3

and 1.34 × 10−2 respectively. Figure 4b shows that the average tensile strength and failure time are
4.765 MPa and 119 s, respectively, and their dispersion coefficients are 0.11 × 10−2 and 3.4 × 10−2

respectively. The granite used in this study is quite homogeneous and the mechanical parameters show
few differences, so the granite is suitable for quantitative analysis of its mechanical properties after
cyclic heating and cooling. It can be seen from Figure 4 that there is no obvious yielding, which shows
that the granite samples are highly brittle.

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4. Peak and tensile intensity changes with time. (a) Peak intensity changes with time;
(b) Tensile strength changes with time.
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Figure 5a–e are plots of the strength of granite versus a different number of cycles of heating
and cooling with circulating water at temperatures of 350 ◦C, 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C and 650 ◦C respectively.
Figure 5f shows the peak strength based on the acoustic intensity test (peak intensity) at different
temperatures and Figure 5g is the ratio of the peak strength after cooling with water to peak strength
after cooling in air. Figure 5a–e show that the uniaxial compression of granite undergoes three stages
of changes: pore compression, and elastic and strain softening deformations. Figure 5f shows that the
cycles with water cooling have a significant effect on the peak strength of the granite and therefore
cracking. With an increase in the number of cycles and increases in temperature, the elasticity and
characteristics of the samples are gradually reduced and their strain softening behavior is increased.
Therefore, with temperature increases, the granite is transformed from brittle to plastic. Figure 5a
shows that at a temperature of 250 ◦C, the peak strength of the sample is 111.66 MPa while the peak
intensity is 103.16 MPa after one cycle of heating and cooling with circulating water; the difference
between the peak strength and peak intensity of the sample is 7.61%. The samples are very brittle.
After 5 cycles of heating and cooling with circulating water, the peak strength before cracking of
the sample of 90.51 MPa is equal to 81.06% of the peak strength of the sample after air cooling;
the sample is obviously less brittle. After 5 cycles, the sample begins to transform from brittle to plastic.
After 10 cycles, the peak strength of the sample is 71.69 MPa, which is equal to 64.20% of the peak
strength of the sample after air cooling, and the material becomes obviously more plastic. After 15 and
20 cycles, the peak strength of the samples is 52.91 MPa and 50.52 MPa respectively, which is equal
to 47.38% and 45.25% of the peak strength of the samples after air cooling. The samples obviously
become more plastic, and the declining of the peak strength has stopped. The range of peak strengths
that results in cracking is reduced after 15 cycles of heating at 250 ◦C and cooling with circulating
water, and tends toward a constant.

The transformation from brittleness to ductility is not only affected by the number of cycles of
heating and cooling with circulating water, but also the temperature. Figure 4a–e show that when
the samples undergo 15 cycles at a temperature that is under 250 ◦C, there are no signs of brittle
failure, but the material becomes more plastic. At temperatures of 350 ◦C, 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C, and 650 ◦C,
the samples become more plastic after 5, 1, 1 and 0 cycles of heating and cooling with circulating
water, respectively. Therefore, during the cycles, temperature plays a decisive role in the brittle to
plastic transformation of granite. Figure 5f shows that with an increase in the number of cycles,
the peak strength of granite at 250 ◦C decreases linearly. When the number of cycles is increased from
10 to 20, the peak strength shows a downward trend. With 20 cycles, the peak strength of the granite
at temperatures of 350 ◦C to 650 ◦C undergoes three stages: Stage I is the rapid decline of the peak
strength, Stage II is when the decline of the peak strength is reduced, and in Stage III, the peak strength
is constant. In all three stages, there are further gradual decreases in the peak intensity of the samples
with increases in temperature. The plot in Figure 5f is fitted with an exponential function in accordance
with the parameters in Table 1.

Table 1. Fitting formulas of mechanical parameters after cyclic heating and cooling with circulating water.

Temperature Mechanical Parameters Fitting Formula (N:Cycle Numbers) R2

250 ◦C Peak stress σmax = 122.16 exp (−N/25.55) − 11.69 0.9921
350 ◦C Peak stress σmax = 60.65 exp (−N/5.24) + 42.04 0.9337
450 ◦C Peak stress σmax = 38.93 exp (−N/11.34) + 34.45 0.9056
550 ◦C Peak stress σmax = 19.31 exp (−N/6.56) + 37.24 0.8518
650 ◦C Peak stress σmax = 9.25 exp (−N/0.31) − 6.79 exp (N/6.17) + 6.79 0.8674
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(a) 250 °C (b) 350 °C 

  
(c) 450 °C (d) 550 °C 

  
(e) 650 °C (f) Peak strength 

 
(g) Ratio of peak intensity 

 

Figure 5. Strength curve and peak strength of granite.
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3.2. Mechanical Tensile Strength of Granite after Cyclic Heating and Cooling with Circulating Water

Figure 6a shows that the tensile strength of granite is significantly reduced with increased number
of cycles, and the effect of temperature on the tensile strength of granite is significant. After 10 cycles,
cracking due to reduced tensile strength of the sample is minimal at a heating temperature of 250 ◦C,
in which the tensile strength of the samples is reduced from 4.57 MPa to 4.39 MPa. The rate of cracking
with lower tensile strength is higher at higher temperatures. This is especially true of the sample that
was exposed to a temperature of 650 ◦C, in which the tensile strength is reduced from 2.22 MPa to
0.80 MPa, or a reduction of 64.19%. After 10 to 20 cycles, the rate of cracking with lower tensile strength
is high at 250 ◦C; however, the tensile strength of the sample is slowly reduced with higher heating
temperatures, in particular 650 ◦C, so that the rate of cracking is slowly increased. Thus, the cycles
of heating and cooling with circulating water of granite carried out at high temperatures have a very
significant impact on its tensile strength.

The tensile strength data from several experiments [37–39] are compared with the results of this
study is shown in Figure 6b. It is observed that a faster rate of decline occurs at temperatures higher
than 450 ◦C from Figure 6b. This is caused by changes in the internal structure of the granite minerals
as a result of the heat. The volume expansion of quartz has increased dramatically between 450 and
550 ◦C. Due to the rapid expansion in the quartz volume, cracks occur between the quartz, feldspar
and hornblende, causing the rapid decline in the strength at this stage.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 6. Tensile strength of granite after different temperature and cyclic treatment. (a) Tensile strength
of granite; (b) Comparison of tensile strength of granite.

3.3. AE Characteristics of Rock Samples after Cyclic Heating and Water Cooling

AE impact is a signal whose amplitude exceeds the threshold value. The data obtained by the
monitoring channel, the number of signals detected at a certain time, is the number of AE collisions, and
the cumulative number of AE impacts is the cumulative number of impacts at each stage. The number
of impacts which has a good correspondence with the development, expansion, confluence and
transfixion of cracks in rocks reflects the activity of AE from rocks [19]. In this paper, we only analyze
AE parameters of granite specimens under uniaxial compression after cyclic heating and cooling at
250 ◦C because of the length of the article. Figure 7 is the stress-time curve and AE characteristic curve
of rock sample after cyclic heating and cooling at 250 ◦C.

Figure 7a is the rock sample in the natural state of cooling, i.e., the number of cycles is 0. In the
initial compaction stage (oa), the number of AE collisions is small, which is generated by the closure of
a small number of primary cracks, and the AE collisions are in a quiet period. Starting from the elastic
stage (segment ab), the number of impacts began to increase, and a smaller number of AE events
occur, and the number of AE stabilizes at a lower level. When entering the stable crack propagation
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stage (bc), the number of impacts increases rapidly, and a large AE event occurs, which indicates that
the cracks in the rock sample are gradually expanding and converging, and the AE number enters
the active period. When entering the unstable crack propagation stage (cd), the number of impacts
suddenly rises to the peak, and the cumulative number of AE rises steeply. At point d of peak intensity,
the maximum number of AE impacts is reached, and the rock sample corresponds to the penetration
of macroscopic cracks after the peak (de), and the number of impacts decreased, but there was still
a small amount of AE activity and maintained a high level. Figure 7a shows two stress drops in the
stress curve. New macroscopic cracks can be observed during each stress drop during the test and
meanwhile many AE events will appear on the AE characteristic curve showing that AE monitoring
can reflect the rock damage process accurately.

℃

 

℃

 

 

Figure 7. AE counts and accumulated of granite specimens with respect to cycle numbers at 250 ◦C.

As shown in Figure 7b–f, the AE characteristics of rock samples after circulating high temperature
and water cooling, especially those after 10 cycles, are significantly different from those of cooling rock
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samples under natural conditions. Rock samples have very few AE signals at the initial compaction
stage, indicating that there are fewer AE collisions, which indicates that the thermal damage caused by
repeated high temperature and water cooling is greater and the internal pores and fractures of the rock
sample are damaged. The number of impacts remained low when entering the elastic stage and AE
numbers entered the quiet period. When the rock sample enters the stable crack propagation stage,
the number of impacts increases, and the acoustic emission event is in the active period, which can be
distinguished from the elastic phase; however, the AE activity of rock samples is not as strong as that
of natural cooling. When the rock sample enters the unstable crack propagation stage, the number
of AE collisions will suddenly rise to a small peak, but the increase degree of impact number is not
as severe as that of natural cooling. The number of impacts does not reach the peak when the stress
reaches the peak intensity, but lags behind the peak intensity. In general, after several cycles of high
temperature and water cooling, the initial damage of rock sample becomes bigger and makes the
AE signal inactive at the initial stage of loading. Because the thermal fracture increases the ductility
of rock samples, starting with the elastic phase, AE impingement is less active than natural cooling,
so the gradual failure process becomes slower than that of natural cooling as strain increases. With the
increase of the number of cycles of high temperature and water cooling, the number of AE events
accumulated in the sample under uniaxial compression decreased.

3.4. Rock Damage Analysis

3.4.1. Uniaxial Compression Mechanical Damage

Since the evolution of rock micro-defects is a random change, it can be considered that the strength
distribution of microelements obeys Weibull distribution, and its distribution density function is:

∅ε = m/αεm−1 exp(−εm/α), (1)

∅ε is micro-element damage rate of sample under loading. Because the law of AE activity is
basically consistent with the statistical distribution of internal defects of materials, when the whole
cross section of the damage accumulation of AE is Ωm, the accumulated AE of the sample compressed
to destroy is:

Ω = Ωm

∫ ε

0
∅(x)dx, (2)

Equation (1) is substituted into Equation (2) and then integrated to get Equation (3):

Ω/Ωm = 1 − exp(−εm/α), (3)

There is the following relationship between the damage parameter D and the probability density
of micro-element failure:

D =
∫ ε

0
∅(x)dx = 1 − exp(−εm/α), (4)

Compared with Equation (3) and Equation (4), the uniaxial compression mechanical damage can
be obtained as follows:

D = Ω/Ωm, (5)

Mechanical damage curves of rock samples at different temperatures are drawn based on AE
experimental data, as shown in Figure 8, which shows that in the initial compaction stage, the primary
pores and fractures in granite are compacted, and the damage variable is almost 0. Then, the damage
variable increases slightly, and the deformation damage in this stage is mainly caused by elastic
deformation of rock sample mineral particles. The mechanical damage of rock samples in these
two stages is less affected by temperature and water-cooling times N. The rock is in the stage of
unstable fracture when the stress reaches about 60% of the ultimate strength. The damage variable
increases rapidly because of friction, dislocation occurs between granite particles, and new cracks
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occur. Therefore, 0.6σb can be used as the threshold stress value of granite damage [40]. When the
ultimate strength is exceeded, the damage value gradually approaches 1 and the rock sample tends
to be damaged. At the same time, it can be seen from Figure 8 that under the same temperature and
stress, the mechanical damage becomes greater with the increase of the number N of high temperature
and water cooling, indicating that high temperature and water cooling have caused thermal damage
to the rock sample.

 
(a) T = 250 °C (b) T = 350 °C 

 
(c) T = 450 °C (d) T = 550 °C 

 

(e) T = 650 °C 

Figure 8. Mechanical damage curve of samples after circulating high temperature and cooling water.
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3.4.2. Heat Shock Damage of High Temperature and Cold Water

The elastic modulus is taken as the damage variable of rock sample to characterize the effect of
the numbers of cyclic heating and water cooling on the mechanical properties of rock. Thermal shock
damage of rock sample is 0 when the specimen is in the natural state at 25 ◦C. The elastic modulus
of each sample at each test temperature was treated after 20 cycles of heating and water cooling;
the thermal shock damage factor was defined as follows:

DT = 1 − E(N)
T /E0, (6)

In the above formula, E(N)
T is the elastic modulus of granite after N times of circulating water

cooling at temperature T, E0 is the elastic modulus of granite in its natural state at 25 ◦C, shock damage
D of heat−water at different temperatures is shown in Figure 8 and the damage fitting equation is
shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Fitting curve equations of damage D value and cycle number N of samples.

Temperature Thermal Shock Fitting Formula (N:Cycle Numbers) R2

250 ◦C D D = −0.0168 N + 0.0124 N2 − 9.69 × 10−2 N3 + 2.261 × 10−5 N4 0.9902
350 ◦C D D = −0.0916 N − 0.004 N2 + 8.47 × 10−6 N3 + 3013 × 10−6 N4 0.9997
450 ◦C D D = 0.0693 N − 0.0065 N2 + 3.25 × 10−4 N3 − 5.868 × 10−6 N4 0.9654
550 ◦C D D = 0.0274 N + 0.0015 N2 − 2.50 × 10−4 N3 + 6.94 × 10−6 N4 0.9943
650 ◦C D D = 0.08975 N − 0.01308 N2 + 7.88 × 10−4 N3 − 1.614 × 10−5 N4 0.9675

As can be seen from Figure 9, the D value of specimen damage increases with the increase of N at
the same temperature. This is due to the appearance of tiny cracks in the surface of the granite specimen
during the cold and thermal cycle, which is spread throughout the whole sample, cutting the rock mass
and destroying the internal structure of the specimen leads to the reduction of the bearing capacity of
the rock. The surface rock of the specimen is further softened by water action, which increases the
accumulation of irreparable deformation, leads to the further expansion of the existing crack depth
and the increases of the number of cracks, so the damage value increases gradually when the structural
connection of rock is destroyed. At the same number of cycles of high temperature and cold water
and as the temperature goes up, the damage value N gradually increases because the thermal tensile
stress of granite exceeds the tensile strength of the material itself, the material will undergo thermal
damage. The higher the temperature of the specimen itself, the greater the tensile stress on its surface.
Tensile cracks will occur on the surface of the specimen when the tensile strength of the rock exceeds
the tensile strength. The external temperature of the specimen decreases sharply but the internal
temperature is relatively high during rapid cooling, the tensile crack on the surface of specimen and
the excess part of material is caused by external shrinkage and internal expansion. In the heating
process, more dorsal cracks are produced at the excess part of the material due to external expansion
and internal contraction. Because the external temperature rises sharply, and the internal temperature
decreases relatively, there will be more tiny cracks in the rock than expected.
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Figure 9. Samples damage fitting curve.

3.4.3. The Cracking Mechanism of Granite under High-Temperature and Cold-Water Impact

The total strain of the rock samples under different temperatures after cooling by cold water is
ε. Suppose the rock sample contains n kinds of mineral particles, the thermal expansion coefficient
of each mineral particle after N cycles of cold and heat is α1

(N), α2
(N) . . . αi

(N) . . . αn
(N), the elastic

modulus are E1
(N), E2

(N) . . . Ei
(N) . . . En

(N) respectively. Suppose the granite sample is elastic material,
the stress of each mineral particle in the sample after repeated heating and cooling can be obtained
as follows:

σ1
(N) = E1

(N)(α1
(N)ΔT − ε), σ2

(N) = E2
(N)(α2

(N)ΔT − ε) . . . σi
(N) = Ei

(N)(αi
(N)ΔT − ε) . . . σn

(N) = En
(N)(αn

(N)ΔT − ε), (7)

Due to in the process of rapid cooling there is only thermal shock and there is no other external
force, the following Equation (8) can be established according to the mechanical equilibrium condition:

n

∑
i=1

E(N)
i

(
α
(N)
i ΔT − ε

)
= 0 (8)

The total strain ε can be solved by Equation (8):

ε =
n

∑
i=1

E(N)
i α

(N)
i ΔT/

n

∑
i=1

E(N)
i , (9)

Substituting the strain ε into the stress expressions, the thermal shock stress of each mineral
particle is:

σ
(N)
i = E(N)

i ΔT

[
n

∑
j=1

E(N)
j

(
α
(N)
i − α

(N)
j

)]
/

n

∑
i=1

E(N)
i (10)

In the process of high-temperature water cooling of rock sample, the compressive stress of highly
deformed mineral particles is σic, and the tensile stress of small deformed mineral particles is σit.
Suppose σc and σt are the compressive strength and tensile strength of rock sample respectively.
When σic ≥ σc or σit ≥ σt, thermal cracking occurs in rocks. Because granite is a relatively dense rock,
when it is heated at high temperature and cooled by water, the deformation of mineral particles cannot
be developed freely to a certain extent and the thermal stress of the structure is large. As a result,
micro-fractures in rock samples increase. The deformation of mineral particles cannot be developed
freely to a certain extent due to granite being a relatively dense rock during high-temperature heating
and water cooling, therefore, the thermal stress of the structure produced by the particles is large,
leading to the increase of micro-cracks in the rock sample. Even without external force, the thermal
stress of the structure in rock sample increases with temperature is obvious. From what has been
discussed above, after N cycles of high temperature and water cooling, the change from the original
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complete structure to the fractured rock structure caused by thermal shock stress accumulation is the
main reason of rock strength damage.

3.5. Failure Mode of Granite at Different Temperatures

As shown in Figure 10a, brittle shear failure of the granite occurs after 1–10 cycles of heat
treatment at 250 ◦C, such that the sample is broken into pieces. At the moment of failure, the sample
releases large amounts of elastic energy, and breaks into large pieces, and the AE signals immediately
increase. After 10 cycles, the brittleness of the samples is gradually reduced. During uniaxial loading,
shear failure occurs in the granite, there is spalling on the surface, and no significant changes in the
color of the sample.

As shown in Figure 10b, brittle failure occurs in the granite samples at a temperature of 350 ◦C
after 1 to 5 cycles of heating and cooling with water. Slipping of the shear surface is mainly found in
the samples, but the amount of damage is significantly reduced, and results in flaking and spalling in
the middle of the sample. After 10–15 cycles, there is plastic failure of the samples, and the middle
part flakes first during uniaxial loading. During the failure process, there is an increase in granite
powder which shows that there is slipping of the shear surface. After 20 cycles, the color of the samples
changes from a gray to pale yellow color.
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(a) 250 °C 

 
(b) 350 °C 

 
(c) 450 °C 

 
(d) 550 °C 

Figure 10. Failure mode of granite after cyclic heating and cooling with circulating water.
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(e) 650 °C 

Figure 10. Cont.

In Figure 10c,d, there is brittle failure of the granite samples at temperatures of 450 ◦C and
550 ◦C after 1 cycle and cracks are found on the samples. Shear failure is found in the samples under
uniaxial compression, but there is release of the elastic energy and therefore the amount of damage
is significantly less, with flaking of a small area of the surface material. After 5 cycles, plastic failure
occurs in the samples, and the middle of the sample flakes first under uniaxial loading, and then
there is spalling in the middle of the sample. In the process of failure, the size of the granite powder
particles increases significantly with less shear slipping of the sample while incurring more shear
failure. The color of the samples gradually changes from gray to yellow and then to pale yellow.

The mechanical parameters of granite at a temperature of 650 ◦C in Figure 10e are obviously
changed after air cooling from brittle to plastic. After 1 cycle, a cross shear failure surface develops
with a smaller number of layered blocks of granite. After 5 cycles, uniaxial loading causes the
sample to change from flaking/spalling to particle detachment, and shows layers of a failed surface.
With increases in the number of cycles, failure appears in the center of the sample. After the sample
has undergone 15 cycles, the material has lost most of the cohesion and bonding between particles and
the granite is changed to a granular material. After 5 cycles, the color of the sample changes from gray
to light yellow and then to dark yellow.

In summary, the heat treatment temperature and cycles of heating and cooling with circulating
water have important impacts on the failure mode of granite, with greater impacts on the internal
structure of the granite at higher temperatures when rapid cooling with water takes place. The force of
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the thermal shock produces new cracks in the granite, and elongates the previous cracks. In addition,
the granite particles are less compact when cooled rapidly with water, which is also the reason for the
transformation of the granite from brittle to plastic. Thermal shock occurs during cycles of heating
and cooling with circulating water at high temperatures. Higher temperatures result in more intense
thermal shocks, as well as more obvious deterioration of the internal structure and changes in the
chemical composition of the granite.

3.6. Analysis and Discussion

Figure 11 shows the normalized compressive strength data from several experiments [41–44]
compared with the results of this study. Although the fluctuation of compressive strength of each
type of granite is different, the normalized compressive strength can be observed decreasing below
200 ◦C in treatment temperature. When the treatment temperature exceeds 200 ◦C, the compressive
strength quickly starts to decrease with increasing temperature. However, it is observed that a faster
rate of decline occurs at temperatures higher than 400 ◦C (Figure 11). This is caused by changes in
the internal structure of the granite minerals as a result of the heat. The sharp increase in the thermal
expansion [45,46] of quartz at temperatures between 400 ◦C and 500 ◦C is shown in Figure 11. Due to
the rapid expansion in the quartz volume, cracks occur between the quartz, feldspar and hornblende,
causing the rapid decline in the strength at this stage.

Figure 11. Differences in the normalized compressive strength of granite on different studies
(source: three Gorges granite from Xu and Liu [41]; Remiremount granite from Etienne and Poupert [42];
Stripa granite from Kou [43]; Jining granite from Sun et al. [44]).

The decrease in some mechanical properties (compressive strength, and tensile strength) and
the increase in the peak strain of heated granite are caused by thermally induced variations in
internal structure. Because granite is composed of mineral particles with different thermal expansion
coefficients and thermo-elastic characteristics, high temperature leads to inhomogeneous thermal
expansion of mineral particles or the phase transition of some mineralogical components, generating
internal stress and micro-cracks in granite [44]. Between 400 ◦C and 600 ◦C, and especially 500 and
600 ◦C, the minerals of granite have chemical changes [47]. At roughly 573 ◦C and under atmospheric
conditions, quartz has a phase transformation from α phase to β phase, which can be used to explain
the large variation of mechanical and physical properties.

The mechanical damage of samples after natural cooling from the literature [40] is compared with
the results of this study as shown in Figure 12a. The mechanical damage curves of the samples studied
in the literature have been obviously effected by temperature. In this paper, when the damage value of
almost all samples was 0.7, the corresponding axial stress value reached the maximum. Figure 12b
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shows that the fluctuation of mechanical damage value of each sample is not obvious. When the
stress value is 0–30% of the peak strength, the mechanical damage value of the unheated sample is
the largest, and the D value is about 0.4; when the mechanical damage value of the 550 ◦C sample is
the smallest, and the D value is about 0.2. When the stress value reached 30% of the peak strength,
the mechanical damage value of the sample began to be significantly dispersed, and the mechanical
damage value was significantly affected by temperature. Compared with the mechanical damage
curves of the samples in the literature, we can find that the samples in this paper will suffer greater
mechanical damage at a lower stress level which shows that the samples in the literature have higher
strength and brittleness than the samples in this study. We found that the influence factors of mineral
composition, processing precision, heating and cooling condition and stability of loading equipment
are related to the difference tests of the mechanical damage curve.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Mechanical damage curve of samples after natural cooling (source: Xu et al. [40]).
(a) Mechanical damage curve under uniaxial compression; (b) Mechanical damage curve is represented
by the ratio of axial stress to peak strength.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions are made based on an experimental study of the mechanical properties
of granite that have been exposed to temperatures from 250 ◦C to 650 ◦C under cyclic heating
and cooling with circulating water, and cracking of the granite due to thermal shock with rapid
water cooling.

(1) The uniaxial compression of granite undergoes three stages of changes after cyclic heating and
cooling with circulating water at different heat treatment temperatures: pore compression, and elastic
and strain softening deformations. The number of cycles has a significant influence on the peak stress,
peak strain and uniaxial compressive strength. The transformation from brittleness to ductility is
not only affected by the number of cycles, but also by the effects of temperature, which are more
obvious. At a temperature of 250 ◦C, the granite becomes more plastic and is no longer brittle after
15 cycles. At heat treatment temperatures of 350 ◦C, 450 ◦C, 550 ◦C, and 650 ◦C, the samples become
more plastic after 5, 1, 1 and 0 cycles, respectively. After heating and cooling with circulating water,
the samples become even more plastic. During the cycles, temperature is seen to play a decisive role in
the transformation of the granite samples from brittle to plastic.

(2) After cyclic heating and cooling with circulating water, the peak strength of the granite at
different temperatures decreases, which can be described in three stages: Stage I is the rapid decline
of the peak strength, Stage II is when the decline of the peak strength is reduced, and in Stage III,
the strength of the sample is basically maintained at a constant level.

(3) The AE curve agrees well with the stress-time curve at each test temperature point, thus,
mechanical damage can be defined by rock sample AE ringing counting rate and the threshold
stress of rock damage is about 60% of the strength limit. The mechanical damage increases with the
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increase of N water cooling at high-temperature cycles under the same stress. The thermal damage
defined by the elastic modulus is generally increased, and can be synthesized by the four-order curve
equation. The thermal stress of granite after cyclic high temperature and water cooling is caused by
the thermal expansion effect of mineral particles in the structural composition and the thermal stress
equation of particle structure was established, the main causes of damage were analyzed based on
damage-cracking theory.

(4) With increases in the treatment temperature and more cycles of heating and water cooling,
the failure mode of the granite transforms from brittle to plastic. The failure mode is transformed from
slipping of the shear surface to flaking and particle spalling, and the color of the samples changes from
gray to pale yellow. The temperature therefore affects the failure mode of the granite.

This paper attempts to study the mechanical parameter damage of granite samples after cyclic
heating and cooling with cool water. However, the complexity of rock structures may lead to scattered
data during experiments, so the interferences introduced by individual differences among the samples
cannot be excluded. Therefore, these conclusions need further experiments for validation, and further
investigation on their applicability under various conditions, so that more test methods can be
developed for recognizing the damage process of rock failure.
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Abstract: The microstructures of rock gradually evolve with changes in the external environment.
This study focused on the microstructure evolution of glauberite and its weakening mechanism under
different leaching conditions. The porosity were used as a characteristic index to study the effect of
brine temperature and concentration on crack initiation and propagation in glauberite. The research
subjects were specimens of φ3 × 10 mm cylindrical glauberite core, obtained from a bedded salt
deposit buried more than 1000 m underground in the Yunying salt formation, China. The results
showed that when the specimens were immersed in solution at low temperature, due to hydration
impurities, cracks appeared spontaneously at the centre of the disc and the solution then penetrated
the specimens via these cracks and dissolved the minerals around the crack lines. However, with an
increase of temperature, the dissolution rate increased greatly, and crack nucleation and dissolved
regions appeared simultaneously. When the specimens were immersed in a sodium chloride solution
at the same concentration, the porosity s presented gradual upward trends with a rise in temperature,
whereas, when the specimens were immersed in the sodium chloride solution at the same temperature,
the porosity tended to decrease with the increase of sodium chloride concentration. In the process
of leaching, the hydration of illite, montmorillonite, and the residual skeleton of glauberite led to
the expansion of the specimen volume, thereby producing the cracks. The diameter expansion rate
and the expansion velocity of the specimen increased with temperature increase, whereas, due to
the common-ion effect, the porosity of the specimen decreases with the increase of sodium chloride
solution concentration.

Keywords: glauberite cavern for storing oil & gas; thermal-hydrological-chemical interactions;
temperature; brine concentration; microstructure; micro-CT

1. Introduction

Thermal-hydrological-chemical (THC) interactions are widely recognized and studied by
researchers from different fields, including hydraulic engineering, civil engineering and geological
environmental engineering [1–5]. The existing research on THC coupling has benefited these different
engineering disciplines, with each of them having different key interacting factors influencing various
projects. In the area of underground mineral resource development using the method of leach mining,
pore structure of geo-materials, solution temperature, and chemical reaction kinetics are the key factors
to solution migration, solute diffusion and recovery efficiency [6–11]. Leach mining is the extraction
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of useful minerals (elements or compounds) such as inorganic salt, copper, and uranium which
are naturally dissolved in a leaching solution (water, chemical solvents, or microorganisms) [6–8].
The method was first used for sodium chloride and copper mining, and in the late 1970s, it was widely
used for glauberite mining and refining. Glauberite (Na2Ca(SO4)2) is an important sulphate deposit
with potential industrial value because, not only can it be used as a substitute after the depletion
of mirabilite deposits, but it is also recognized as the ideal medium for the storage of oil, natural
gas, and carbon dioxide due to its low permeability, simple hydrogeology, and wide geographical
distribution (see Figure 1) [12–14]. At present, the traditional mining method used in glauberite
(blast-cave-leach mining) has many disadvantages, such as a high labour intensity, low recovery
rate, and creation of environmental pollution. Therefore, some scholars proposed the adoption of in
situ leaching to mine glauberite deposits [13]. In the glauberite mining (or leaching) process using
the method of in situ leach mining, the glauberite ore is immersed in different concentrations of
sodium chloride solution (or brine) at different temperatures for a few days. Under the effect of
hot brine, the microstructure of glauberite minerals is changed due to the dissolution of sodium
sulphate and the modification of calcium sulphate structure (i.e., the crystallization of calcium sulphate
dihydrate) [13]. It is interesting to note that the leaching process is a typical THC multi-field coupling
problem which involved the interaction and multi-influence of fluid migration, mineral dissolution,
chemical reaction, solute diffusion, and heat exchange. In this complex process, these influence
factors may greatly affect the pore microstructure, eventually resulting in a series of changes in
macroscopic properties (i.e., mechanical strength and hydraulic conductivity), as happens with other
rocky materials, such as cement-based ones [15–17]. Notably, the pore microstructure is closely related
with the leaching efficiency and cavity stability of the glauberite deposit. Given all these, it raises
questions about how the pore microstructure of glauberite changes under the effect of THC coupling.
Will the solution temperature and concentration greatly affect the pore microstructure and eventually
affect the mechanical strength and permeability? To address the questions, it is necessary to study the
evolution of the pore microstructure of glauberite during the leaching process.

 

Figure 1. (a) In situ leach mining with a cavern for oil, natural gas and carbon dioxide storage;
(b) Glauberite cores.

Several researchers previously concentrated on the effect of external environment on rock
microstructures under the THC coupling effect. Meer et al. [18] have discussed the microstructure
evolution of gypsum in the present of saline pore fluid and NaCl-free pore fluid. They concluded
that pressure solution in gypsum is controlled by the precipitation reaction, and diffusion is unlikely
to be the rate-controlling mechanism of pressure solution. Zhao et al. [19] investigated evolution
characteristics of pores and the residual porous skeleton of glauberite, and concluded that three
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zones are present from dissolution interface to the outside in the process of glauberite dissolution.
Zhang et al. [14] studied the cementation state and the grain arrangement mode of the halite and salt
interlayers with scanning electron microscope analyses. They concluded that halite and argillaceous
anhydrite are mixed together, and the pores of the halite are filled with argillaceous minerals.
Liang et al. [20] have studied the mechanical properties of gypsum soaked in hot brine. They concluded
that the weakening coefficient of gypsum increases with the increase of brine temperature, whereas
it decreases with the increase of brine concentration. Yu et al. [21] experimentally presented the
meso-structure of gypsum rock after treatment with pure water, half saturated brine, and saturated
brine. They asserted that the weakening effect of half-saturated brine on gypsum is the most severe.
Meng et al. [4] studied the weakening mechanism of gypsum under brine saturation. They concluded
that the foremost reason for the weakening of gypsum is that the heat or water can easily separate the
hydrogen bonds, which will lead to molecular chain and layer structure separation and dislocation.

In summary, the external environment may greatly affect the physical properties of rock, and the
porosity is an important parameters to characterize the microstructure of rock [22–25]. However,
all the research discussed above showed the microscopic damaging behaviours of rock salt, granite,
and gypsum under different conditions and, to the authors’ best knowledge, there is little research
on microstructural evolution and the weakening mechanism of glauberite under the effect of THC
coupling. It is well known that minerals variably respond in the presence of chemicals depending
on their crystal structure and chemical composition [4]. Thus, in this study, the micro-computed
tomography (MCT) scanning was conducted to obtain the porosity of specimens under different
conditions and to discuss the corresponding weakening mechanisms. This study is of great significance
to the development of micromechanics, in situ leach mining, and technological progress.

2. Methods and Materials

2.1. Test Pieces and Test Methods

Glauberite ores were selected with the main component (75%) being Na2Ca(SO4)2, and the
remaining components illite (10%), chlorite (5%), quartz (4%), mica (4%), and montmorillonite (2%).
The core containing the glauberite was retrieved by the China National Petroleum Corporation in the
Yingcheng Mine. We were not involved in the drilling work. However, we performed the work of core
sampling and plug preparation. Note that we did not use the conventional method (a core-drilling
machine) because it would cause unavoidable damage to the plug during the sample preparation.
Therefore, we used a line cutting machine, which produces less damage, as shown in the figure below.
The diameter of steel wire that was used in this paper is 0.3 mm. Glauberite cores were obtained from
a bedded salt deposit buried more than 400 m underground in the Yunying salt formation, China,
which belongs to a marine precipitate sequence. The Yunying Salt Mine is located in the middle of the
Yunying Basin, in the northeast of the Jianghan Basin, Hubei Province. The Yunying Basin is an interior
terrestrial faulted saline lake basin formed in Cretaceous and Tertiary systems. Well ZK-1053 was
drilled by the China National Petroleum Corporation in the Yingcheng Mine to provide the formation
data for the experimental analysis (see Figure 2).

In order to observe the evolution of the meso-structure clearly, the glauberite ores were processed
into many small (φ3 × 10 mm) cylindrical specimens (see Figure 2b,c). The lithology of glauberite is
chiefly middle-fine salt with good sorting and low texture maturity. The shape of the crystals is mainly
subangular and sub-rounded, and the content of matrix is low; the particle is coarser, and the fractures
are very clear; the phenocryst is mainly composed of sodium sulphate, calcium sulphate, and illite,
and the matrix is quartz; and the rock is characterized by low porosity and low permeability.
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(a) 

  
(b) (c) 

Figure 2. (a) Regional geological map of Yunying mine [14]; (b) glauberite ores (φ3 × 10 mm); (c) the
thin section of glauberite (200×).

2.2. Test Equipment

The main equipment used in this study was the μCT225kVFCB high-accuracy (μm grade) CT test
analysis system (the machine is made in Taiyuan University of Technology, Shanxi province, China)
(see Figure 3a). It consists of a digital flat detector, a micro-focus X-ray machine, a high-precision work
turntable and fixture, an acquisition and analysis system and other structural components, as shown
in Figure 2. The micro-focus X-ray machine in the micro CT test system allowed weak currents (only
0.01–3.00 mA) which issued a small cone beam of X-ray scanning and then projected the scanned image
to the digital flat-panel detector for display. The minimum focus size of the micro-focus X-ray machine
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was 3 μm, the focal length was 4.5 mm, and the maximum power was 320 W. In high-magnification
tests for small specimens, a low power of 20–30 W ensured sharp focus. Due to all of these features,
the system could realize three-dimensional CT scanning analysis of various metal and non-metallic
materials. The magnification is 1–400 times, the rock sample size is ϕ1–50 mm, and the scanning unit
resolution is 0.194 mm per magnification. For a specimen 400 times magnified, the size of the scan cell
was 0.5 μm, which could distinguish 0.5 μm pores and cracks.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 3. (a) μ-CT225kvFCB MCT test system. (b) Self-heated system with constant temperature
(SHSWCT).

The basic principle of CT scanning relies on the penetrating power of the X-ray. In the scanned
image, the dark areas relate to regions of low density, and the bright colours indicate the high-density
regions—in grayscale, the whiter areas represent the higher density. Therefore, by scanning slices and
unit analysis in all directions, the morphological distribution of the rock particles and the distribution
and connectivity of the pore fissures would be clear.

2.3. Test Method

Then, the specimens were immersed in three different solutions and at three different
temperatures; thus, there were nine different sets of experimental conditions. The solutions were pure
water, half-saturated brine and saturated brine. The temperatures were 20, 50, and 80 ◦C. Six specimens
were tested under each set of conditions; thus, 54 tests were performed in total.

Firstly in this experiment, MCT scanning was conducted for the specimens in a dry state, and then
each specimen was immersed in pure water, semi-saturated, and saturated brine, respectively, at three
different temperatures of 20, 50, and 80 ◦C. An intelligent water bath thermostatic device was used
to accurately control the temperature throughout the process. Due to the changes of microstructure
of specimens immersed in different conditions, it was important to conduct the MCT scanning of
the specimens at regular intervals. The soaking duration for the specimens was 30 h, and the MCT
scans of the column specimens were conducted while they were in the dry state and after they had
been immersed for 10, 20, and 30 h. In order to ensure the comparability of the results before and
after the scanning, the same part of the specimen was selected for comparison, and the corresponding
microstructural evolutions were analysed. The detailed experimental procedures are shown below.

Experimental process: (1) Put 2000 mL of the pre-prepared liquid (pure water, half-saturated
brine, or saturated brine) into dry and clean reagent bottles and mark them with numbers; (2) Heat
each bottle using the SHSWCT (see Figure 3b) for approximately 20 min to ensure that the liquid
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temperature in each bottle rises to the predetermined temperature; (3) Gently place each specimen into
the correct bottle filled with liquid and seal each bottle to ensure that the concentration of the solution
in the bottles does not change via heating. Maintain a stable temperature for the predetermined
duration; (4) Tweeze the specimens out of the bottles lightly to make sure that the specimens are
not damaged by the tweezers, and dry the surface of each specimen with filter paper; (5) Dry the
specimens using a drying oven for approximately 10 min at 30 ◦C to ensure that the specimens are
desiccated; (6) Scan the specimens, including the original specimens using MCT; (7) After performing
the MCT tests, put the same specimens into the bottle again for the next soaking saturation, and repeat
the steps 4–7.

After the MCT tests, the MCT dataset needs to be constructed by binarization, in which a distinct
set of classes is created and every single datapoint is assigned to a class. That is, the binarization of an
image is to set the gray value of the pixel on the image to 0 (black) or 255 (white). However, the value
of the final segmentation result is highly dependent on the thresholding techniques; hence, the porosity
partially reflects the choices made by the operator. Note that conventional thresholding techniques
(e.g., global thresholding) usually fail to extract narrow cracks and low porosity. In this paper we,
therefore, chose to apply 3D voxel-based segmentation using the multiscale Hessian filter (MSHFF)
of [26]. This approach, which involves low computational requirements, cannot only precisely extract
the fractures and apertures from the MCT database but also better estimate the micro-porosity for rock
types with smaller ranges of pore sizes. The MSHFF method has been implemented as macrocode in
MATLAB. Second, the areas of the extracted fractures and apertures are calculated by using MATLAB.
Then, the porosity may be obtained by dividing the fracture and aperture areas by the total area of
the specimen.

3. Test Results

3.1. MCT Analysis of Microstructural Evolution

Figures 4–6 show the microstructure evolution of glauberite in pure water at different
temperatures. Obviously, the microstructure evolution of glauberite varied greatly according to the
pure water temperature. As can been seen in Figure 4, the structure of the specimen was compact with
no obvious cracks after 10 h of immersion in pure water. However, when the specimens were immersed
for 20 h, arbitrary branched and intersecting micro-cracks appeared inside the specimens. After 30 h,
the aperture and length of the cracks increase considerably. In Figure 5, the water temperature was
50 ◦C. Micro-cracks emerged after 10 h of immersion, and the micro-crack density increased with the
soaking time. In addition, after 30 h, banded dissolved areas were formed around the micro-cracks,
and secondary branching cracks were nucleated in the main crack. Figure 6 indicates that the crack
number greatly increased over time. After 30 h of immersion, the specimen broke up completely,
and notches appeared at the edges. However, vastly distinct from Figures 4 and 5, large-scale dissolved
areas (i.e., dark areas) were observed in Figure 5 when the specimens were only immersed for 10 h at
80 ◦C, whereas the dissolved areas in Figures 4 and 5 were negligible when immersed even for 30 h
after 30 h of immersion. Overall, from the comparison of these MCT images, it could be determined
that temperature may have accelerated the breakdown and dissolution rate of the glauberite.

Figures 6–8 display the microstructure evolution of the specimen in a 80 ◦C solution with various
concentrations. It is clear in Figure 7 that there were a great number of internal cracks and point-like
dissolved areas inside the specimen after immersion in half saturated brine for 10 h. Additionally,
the crack density and dissolution areas increased over time until, finally, the specimen broke up
thoroughly. However, as seen in Figure 7, the dissolution areas and the number of cracks were much
smaller than those shown in Figure 6, and no notches on the edges occurred. Figure 8 shows that
the dissolved areas were only concentrated around the crack lines. The location of dissolved areas
was totally different from that of Figures 6 and 7. Furthermore, the dissolved areas appeared after
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immersion in saturated brine for 30 h. Overall, by comparing the variation trend of dissolved areas,
it was concluded that the chloride ion inhibited the dissolution of glauberite.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 4. Microstructure evolutions of glauberite specimens immersed in pure water at 20 ◦C: (a) 20 ◦C
pure water immersion, 0 h; (b) 20 ◦C pure water immersion, 10 h; (c) 20 ◦C pure water immersion, 20 h;
and (d) 20 ◦C pure water immersion, 30 h.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Microstructure evolutions of glauberite specimens immersed in pure water at 50 ◦C: (a) 50 ◦C
pure water immersion, 0 h; (b) 50 ◦C pure water immersion, 10 h; (c) 50 ◦C pure water immersion, 20 h;
and (d) 50 ◦C pure water immersion, 30 h.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 6. Microstructure evolutions of glauberite specimens immersed in pure water at 80 ◦C: (a) 80 ◦C
pure water immersion, 0 h; (b) 80 ◦C pure water immersion, 10 h; (c) 80 ◦C pure water immersion, 20 h;
and (d) 80 ◦C pure water immersion, 30 h.

 
(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 7. Microstructure evolutions of glauberite specimens immersed in half saturated brine at 80 ◦C:
(a) 80 ◦C half saturated brine immersion, 0 h; (b) 80 ◦C half saturated brine immersion,10 h; (c) 80 ◦C
half saturated brine immersion, 20 h; and (d) 80 ◦C half saturated brine immersion, 30 h.
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(a) (b) 

 
(c) (d) 

Figure 8. Microstructure evolutions of glauberite specimens immersed in saturated brine at 80 ◦C:
(a) 80 ◦C saturated brine immersion, 0 h; (b) 80 ◦C saturated brine immersion, 10 h; (c) 80 ◦C saturated
brine immersion, 20 h; and (d) 80 ◦C saturated brine immersion, 30 h.

3.2. The Porosity of Glauberite under Varying Conditions

Figure 9 and Table 1 shows the average porosity evolution of glauberite with different immersion
times under different conditions. The porosity refers to the ratio of the total area of the minute voids in
the cross section of the specimen to the total area of the cross section. In this paper, the self-developed
MCT image analysis software was applied so as to statistically analyse the grey values of the glauberite
MCT images, and determine the porosity under different conditions. As can be seen in Table 1,
the porosity of glauberite specimens varied greatly depending on the solution temperature and
concentration. When immersed in pure water at room temperature, the porosity of glauberite was
7.29% after immersing for 30 h. When the temperature was raised to 50 ◦C, the porosity of glauberite
was 7.52% after immersing for 20 h and the porosity of glauberite after immersing for 10 h at 80 ◦C
was 7.84%. Obviously, temperature played an important role in the dissolution of the glauberite
and the evolution of pore microstructure. Furthermore, increasing the temperature shortened the
dissolving time.

When comparing the porosity of specimens immersed in solution at 80 ◦C with different
concentrations, it could be found that the porosity reached 19.48% after 30 h of immersion in pure water
which was 16.23 times that of the initial porosity (dry condition), while the porosity was, respectively,
7.52% and 6.71% after immersion in half-saturated and saturated sodium chloride solution, which was
8.26 times and 3.92 times higher than the initial porosity. The differences between the porosity growth
further proved that the concentration of a solution had an inhibiting effect on the evolution of glauberite
pores. The higher the concentration the stronger the inhibition.
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In summary, by analysing the micrographs and porosity of glauberite after immersion in pure
water at different temperatures, it could be concluded that the dissolution was very slow at low
temperature; the cracks appeared to initiate in the centre of the discs, and then acted as seepage channels
for further dissolution. The dissolution rate increased greatly as the temperature rose, and the dissolved
areas and kinked cracks were generated simultaneously in the specimens. Additionally, the crack
density and the dissolution area increased with the temperature. By analysing the micrographs and
porosity of glauberite after immersion in brine with varying concentrations, it could be concluded that
the crack density and dissolution rate decreased with the increase in brine concentration.

Table 1. The average porosity of glauberite specimens in different immersion conditions.

Temperature Immersing Condition
Porosity (%) Regression Equations of

Glauberite Porosity with Time0 h 10 h 20 h 30 h

20 ◦C Pure water 1.57 1.63 4.08 7.29 y = 1.2898e0.0552x

Half-saturated brine 1.88 1.91 1.97 2.12 y = 1.8557e0.0039x

Saturated brine 1.42 1.44 1.47 1.52 y = 1.4135e0.0022x

50 ◦C Pure water 1.73 3.29 7.52 10.97 y = 1.7910e0.0637x

Half-saturated brine 2.21 2.41 2.75 3.43 y = 2.1417e0.0145x

Saturated brine 1.86 1.91 1.99 2.14 y = 1.8402e0.0046x

80 ◦C Pure water 1.82 7.84 13.13 19.48 y = 2.4756e0.0763x

Half-saturated brine 0.91 2.39 4.86 7.52 y = 1.0378e0.0705x

Saturated brine 1.71 2.87 4.16 6.71 y = 1.7491e0.0447x
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Figure 9. Variation in the average porosity of glauberite specimens with time under different immersion
conditions. (a) 20 ◦C; (b) 50 ◦C; (c) 80 ◦C.

4. Discussion

4.1. Weakening Mechanism of Glauberite

Glauberite (Na2Ca(SO4)2) is a special rock, with the main components of sodium sulphate
(water-soluble) and calcium sulphate (slightly water-soluble) [12–14]. The microstructure evolution (or
leaching) of glauberite in solution is a complicated process of dissolution-crystallization interaction [13].
Namely, the dissolution of sodium sulphate in glauberite is almost simultaneous with the crystallization
of calcium sulphate dehydrate. When the specimen dissolution was totally complete, the surface of
the specimen residuals were covered with a layer of white needle-like gypsum crystals. A detailed
leaching process of glauberite is as follows:

There are two different kinds of evolution processes for the specimens soaked in liquid. The two
evolutionary processes are shown below.
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(1) For the intact specimens with no cracks, the microstructural evolution process was very regular
and orderly. As can be seen in Figures 10–12, the specimens were gradually dissolved from the
outside to the inside, and the pores and three zones were formed during the leaching process.
The zones were the dissolved area (or residual skeleton, porous structure), the undissolved area
(i.e., dense and intact area), and the circular solid-liquid interface (i.e., circular line), respectively.
As we all known, glauberite (Na2Ca(SO4)2) is a special rock, with the main components of
sodium sulphate (NaSO4) (water-soluble) and calcium sulphate (CaSO4) (slightly water-soluble).
The sodium sulphate is water-soluble, whereas the calcium sulphate is poorly soluble in water.
Hence, when the glauberite was in contact with water, the sodium ions and calcium ions (Na+,
SO2−

4 ) in the crystal lattice were electrostatically attracted by the water molecules with an opposite
charge, and if the attractive force of the water molecule to the ions was sufficient to overcome the
attractive force between the ions in the crystal lattice, the glauberite crystal lattice was destroyed
and the soluble minerals were dissolved by water. The chemical formula is as follows:

Na2Ca(SO4)2 → 2Na+ + SO4 + CaSO4 (1)

CaSO4 → Ca2++SO2−
4 (2)

After dissolution, the remaining insoluble matter (i.e.,CaSO4 or CaSO4·2H2O) in glauberite
became the residual skeleton. On one hand, this increased the porosity of the specimen and, on the
other hand, the penetration resistance of the solution was greatly reduced due to the seepage paths
(i.e., residual skeleton) (see Figures 10–12). Then, the solution easily flowed via the preferential seepage
paths through the dissolved zones and came into contact with the newly-exposed minerals to form
a new solid-liquid interface. Eventually, the sodium sulphate would be completely dissolved and
removed, whereas the calcium sulphate would completely become the residual skeleton.

 

Figure 10. The dissolved areas (residual porous skeleton area) and undissolved areas.
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Figure 11. The spherical ore specimen (i.e., intact specimen with no cracks) dissolving process and
ideal model diagram. (a) liquid immersion, 0 h; (b) liquid immersion, 10 h; (c) liquid immersion, 20 h;
and (d) liquid immersion, 30 h.

 

Figure 12. Dissolution of a small salt-gypsum specimen by pure water after different immersion
times [19]. Images were made using MCT (250×).
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(2) For the specimen with cracks, the microstructural evolution process was very irregular and
complex. By comparison with the microstructures evolution process at different soaking duration,
there were four different zones formed in the MCT images. The zones were dissolved area (or
residual skeleton), cracks area, undissolved area, and circular solid-liquid interface, respectively.
The reason why the evolution processes is complex is that the cracks formed during the
leaching process will greatly affect the flow field and path line of liquid. That is, the liquid
will concurrently flow via the preferential seepage paths through the dissolved zones (or residual
skeleton) and cracks zones, and come into contact with the newly-exposed minerals to form
several new solid-liquid interfaces (i.e., the cracks will become the new solid-liquid interfaces).
Then, the dissolution trajectories initiated at the previous circular interface and the crack lines,
and spread to the surrounding undissolved areas (see in Figures 6–8 and 13). By comparison,
there was only one interface during the whole leaching process for the specimens with no cracks.
Hence, the evolution process was very irregular and complex. It is worth to note that, primarily
due to the clay (i.e., mainly illite and montmorillonite) hydration, swelling and the thermal
cracking (more details see in the Section 4.1), the cracking can easily occur to the specimens when
soaked in liquid.

 

Figure 13. The spherical ore specimen (i.e., fractured specimen with cracks) dissolving process and
ideal model diagram. (a) liquid immersion, 0 h; (b) liquid immersion, 10 h; (c) liquid immersion, 20 h;
and (d) liquid immersion, 30 h.

As shown in Figure 14, due to the action of dissolution–penetration, sodium sulphate in the
specimen was dissolved into the solution or water, and the insoluble calcium sulphate in the specimen
formed the residual skeleton (the black parts represent the seepage pathways which resulted from the
dissolution of sodium sulphate, whereas the white parts are the calcium sulphate or calcium sulphate
dihydrate). Finally, the impermeable glauberite salt rock gradually became a permeable porous
medium with calcium sulphate (or calcium sulphate dihydrate) as the solid skeleton, mechanically
supporting and sustaining the network of seepage pathways and eventually changing and affecting
the physical and mechanical properties of the glauberite. Additionally, the processes of crack initiation,
propagation, and coalescence can also be observed on the petrographic thin section. For example,
the cracks is not obvious for the dry specimen slice. However, after 5 min of dissolution, several cracks
initiated at the centre of the petrographic thin section due to the impurity hydration and swelling.
After 10 min of dissolution, the width of the cracks became obviously larger. This is because the pore
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liquid which infiltrated into the crack zones takes the crack lines as the new solid-liquid interfaces,
and then preferentially dissolved the undissolved areas around the cracks. After 15 min of dissolution,
the morphology of specimen underwent a considerable change; cracks completely disappeared;
a variety of punctate pores were randomly distributed at the centre of microscope images; and a
visible deformation occurred at the residual skeleton. This is because the calcium sulphate may have
reacted with water to form calcium sulphate dihydrate in the process of leaching (i.e., crystallization,
see in the Equation (3)), which will create the swelling force. Furthermore, the specimens contained a
large percentage of impurities (mainly illite and montmorillonite) in addition to the glauberite. When
the impurities were immersed in water, they absorbed moisture, leading to an increase in volume.
Dékány et al. [27] asserted that the free swell ratio of illite and montmorillonite could reach 40%
and 56%, respectively. Hence, the porous structures underwent an obvious deformation, and the
cracks disappeared.

Ca2SO4 + 2H2O
Crystallization

−−−−−−−−−→←−−−−−−−−−
Dissollution

Ca2SO4·2H2O (3)

 

Figure 14. Microscope photos of glauberite sections dissolved by pure water at different times
(250×) [13]. (a) Original dry slice; (b) after 5 min of dissolution; (c) after 10 min of dissolution;
(d) after 15 min of dissolution.

Undoubtedly, all of these behaviours (i.e., chemical reactions and physical reactions) would
greatly improve the porosity of the specimen and further accelerated the dissolution rate. For example,
as shown in Table 1, compared with the porosity of the dry specimen, the porosity of the specimen
soaked in pure water at 20 ◦C increased by 1.03 times after 10 h of immersion, 2.59 times after 20 h of
immersion, and 4.64 times after 30 h of immersion. Obviously, this may have fully reflected the special
permeability characteristics of glauberite during the leaching process.

4.2. The Effect of Temperature on the Microstructure of Glauberite

The MCT scan images of glauberite after immersing in pure water at 20 ◦C showed that the
dissolution rate of glauberite was very slow. After 10 h of immersion, the porosity increased by only
3.8%; after 20 h of immersion, the porosity increased by 159.8%, and the cracks appeared to initiate
at the centre of the discs, crisscrossed together. The reason for this is that the specimen contained a
large percentage of impurities (mainly illite and montmorillonite, 12%) in addition to glauberite [13].
Dékány et al. [27] asserted that part of the impurities could be characterized by the super-hydrophilic
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performance and large expansibility factor. Based on their experimental results, the free swell ratio of a
specimen could reach 40%. Therefore, when immersed in pure water, the specimen volume expanded,
thus, generating cracks inside the specimen. Subsequently, the solution or water accumulated in the
crack regions, and as a result, the crack faces (or crack lines) became the new solid-liquid contact
surfaces. Thus, after being immersed for 30 h, new dissolving regions appeared around the crack lines
(see Figure 4). When the specimens were immersed in pure water at 50 ◦C and 80 ◦C for only 10 h,
complex cracks appeared at the centre of the discs, and the porosity growth rate of the pore number
increased with the temperature. For example, the exponent (i.e., regression equations of glauberite
porosity with time) in 80 ◦C pure water (immersing for 30 h) were 1.19 times and 1.20 times that of
50 ◦C, and 1.38 times and 1.43 times that of 20 ◦C. The main reasons are as follows:

(1) The dissolution rate of the soluble minerals in the specimen increased with the temperature,
which eventually resulted in the increase of porosity. As shown in Figure 6, when immersed in
pure water at 80 ◦C for 10 h, it dissolved along the edges from the surface inwardly on a large
scale, instead of forming dissolving areas around the crack lines in the specimen; while in 20 ◦C
pure water, the evolution process began with cracks, and then dissolved with the new solid-liquid
contact surfaces created by the cracks, inwardly. By comparing the dissolution regions and areas,
it could be concluded that the dissolution rate of glauberite increased with the temperature.

(2) As the temperature increased, the activity of the water and the impurities (illite and
montmorillonite) increased, which accelerated the impurity/hydration reaction, and thereby
exacerbated the expansion of the specimen [28].

(3) After the temperature rose, the chemical reaction rate of calcium sulphate and water accelerated.
Lewis et al. [29] maintained that the specimen volume could increase by 30% when the calcium
sulphate completely turned into dihydrate calcium sulphate, and the swelling force could reach
584–840 kPa. It was the volume expansion that enlarged the lattice spacing of the specimen,
and thereby producing cracks.

For quantitative explanation on the expansion characteristics of the specimen at different
temperatures, the diameter of the specimens after soaking in pure water at different temperatures
were calculated. As shown in Figure 15, the diameter grew gradually with the increasing temperature,
which was consistent with the variational trend of the porosity in the paper. Additionally, this strongly
supports the analysis mentioned above.

Figure 15. The relationship between the diameter of the glauberite specimen and the immersing time.
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4.3. The Effect of Brine Concentration on Microstructure of Glauberite

By comparing the MCT scanning images of glauberite immersed in 80 ◦C solution with varying
concentrations, it can be determined that, after 10 h of immersion in pure water, a wide range of
dissolving areas appeared; after 30 h of immersion, the specimen broke completely, and the dissolution
notch was observed. However, this phenomenon was not observed when immersed in semi-saturated
brine and saturated brine. By analysing Figure 9 and the data of Table 1, it is revealed that the growth
rate of glauberite pore varied greatly—the difference between them is large, even by an order of
magnitude. For example, when immersed in pure water, the exponent in the regression equations of
glauberite porosity with time was 0.0552; in semi-saturated solution, the exponent decreased to 0.0039;
in saturated salt solution, it was as low as 0.0022. From Table 1, the porosity decreased gradually with
the increasing brine concentration. For example, when immersed for 30 h, the porosity in pure water
at 80 ◦C were 2.59 times higher than that of half-saturated brine, and were 2.90 times higher than that
of saturated brine. The comparison strongly confirmed that the chloride ion had an inhibitory effect on
sodium sulphate dissolution, and the phenomenon could be explained by the Debye-Huckel theory,
namely, sodium chloride was a symmetrical electrolyte [30–33]. When the concentration of sodium
chloride solution was increased, the activity coefficient of calcium sulphate decreased and calcium
sulphate formed ion pairs. Thus, the short-range electrostatic interaction was enhanced, lowering
the solubility of the calcium sulphate, thereby accelerating the dissolution rate of sodium sulphate.
In summary, the solubility and dissolution rate of sodium sulphate decreased with the increase of
sodium chloride concentration (see Figure 16), as did the corresponding porosity of glauberite.

 

Figure 16. Na2SO4−NaCl − H2O phase diagram of three element system (20 ◦C).

5. Conclusions

Glauberite is a special kind of salt rock. Its microstructure evolution in the process of leaching
is not only related to mining efficiency, but also to the deformation and stability of its mineral layer.
This paper focused on the microstructural evolution of glauberite under different leaching conditions.
The main conclusions are as follows:

(1) When the specimens were immersed in a low-temperature solution, the dissolution rate was very
slow. With the increase of temperature, the dissolution rate greatly improved, and the initiation
of micro-cracks and the dissolution regions were produced spontaneously.

(2) In the process of leaching, the effects of temperature and concentration of solution on the
porosity of glauberite was significant. When immersed in brine with the same concentration,
the porosity of the specimens increased considerably as the temperature increased; when at the
same temperature, the porosity of the specimen decreased with the increase in brine concentration.
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(3) When the specimens were immersed in pure water or brine, the sodium sulphate in
glauberite dissolved and the remaining solid insoluble substances became the residual skeleton.
The specimens are gradually dissolved from the outside to the inside, and the pores and three
zones are formed during the leaching process. The zones are the dissolved area (or residual
skeleton, porous structure), the undissolved area (i.e., dense and intact area), and the circular
solid-liquid interface (i.e., circular line), respectively.

(4) With the increase of temperature, the hydration of illite and montmorillonite in glauberite and the
hydration of calcium sulphate were improved, resulting in a gradual increase of the expansion
rate of glauberite and fracture density increased as well. With the increase of sodium chloride
concentration, the porosity of the specimen decreased.
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Abstract: Tight glutenites are typically composed of heterogeneous sandstone and gravel. Due to low
or ultra-low permeability, it is difficult to achieve commercial production in tight glutenites without
hydraulic fracturing. Efficient exploitation requires an in-depth understanding of the fracturing
behavior of these reservoirs. This paper provides a numerical method that integrates the digital image
processing (DIP) technique into a numerical code rock failure process analysis (RFPA). This method
could consider the glutenite heterogeneities, including intrarock and interrock heterogeneities,
and the practicability is verified through two numerical tests. Two-dimensional (2D) simulations
show hydraulic fractures (HFs) can penetrate or deflect to propagate along the gravels, depending
on the magnitude of stress anisotropy and gravel strength. Three-dimensional (3D) simulations
with the consideration of gravel distribution orientation, gravel size and axial ratio show HFs could
propagate past the gravel with no deflection, forming a bypass fracture that is not easy to observe in
common laboratory experiments. HFs could also deflect to propagate along the gravels. The impacts
of the gravel distribution orientation, gravel size and axial ratio are discussed in detail. The main
propagation modes of HFs intersecting the gravels are summarized as: (1) penetrating directly;
(2) deflecting to propagate along the gravels to form distorted HFs; (3) propagating to bypass
the gravels; (4) a combination of (1) and (2), or (2) and (3).

Keywords: glutenite; gravel; hydraulic fracture; numerical simulation; propagation

1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing is one of the primary methods of stimulation in unconventional hydrocarbon
reservoirs. When high-pressure fluid is injected into the reservoirs, the rock can be fractured
to form high-conductivity pathways for hydrocarbon migration and thus enhance production.
Therefore, hydraulic fracturing has become a common practice for stimulation in hydrocarbon reservoirs
since the 1940s. For researchers and engineers, it is important to understand and control effectively
the hydraulic fracture (HF) characteristics such as fracture number, spacing and geometry (length, height,
aperture and propagation mode) that are closely related to the reservoir fracturing behavior, which can
contribute significantly to long-term hydrocarbon production. The reservoir fracturing behavior is
influenced by numerous factors such as reservoir geostress, rock properties (strength, permeability,
brittleness, etc.), reservoir heterogeneity (pores, natural fractures, other heterogeneous structures, etc.),
fracturing fluid property (viscosity, leak-off, etc.) and pumping operation (pumping rate, time, etc.) [1–7].
In-depth understanding the reservoir fracturing behavior subjected to hydraulic pressure is crucial to
the optimization of fracture design parameters.
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Glutenite reservoirs are typically composed of sandstone and conglomerate gravels which are
formed under rapid deposition in nearby provenances [8]. Tight glutenites are among those with
low or ultra-low permeability that can range from 0.1 mD to 0.0001 mD [9]. The gravels in the tight
glutenites display complex spatial distributions as indicated in Figure 1a which shows the Formation
MicroScanner Image (FMI) result in the Ken761 block in Dongying, Shandong province, China [10].
Glutenite cores are drilled for further research and some of them are shown in Figure 1b. From closer
observation of the drill cores such as those in Figure 2a,b, glutenites are found to generally develop
gravels of irregular shapes, various contents, and different sizes. Since this type of tight reservoir
generally develops with low or ultra-low permeability, low porosity and poor connectivity, it is hard to
extract the hydrocarbon at a commercial rate without a fracturing operation. The presence of gravels
raises the reservoir heterogeneity, complicates the propagation behavior of HFs to exhibit very different
characteristics from those in other reservoirs, and makes it difficult to predict the fracture path [11,12].

Due to the random gravel distribution, it is almost impossible to make clear the fracturing behavior
of a glutenite reservoir merely through theoretical analysis. On site, HF geometry is inspected indirectly
through post-fracturing data acquisition methods such as microseismic monitoring, which is rather
rough due to the inability to identify open-mode HFs [13,14], easy contamination by a variety of
noises, signal attenuation through thick, faulty or soft formations [15], and common drawbacks in
the interpretation of microseismic mapping [16]. Therefore, in view of the monitoring uncertainty and
underground invisibility, it is utterly infeasible to obtain uncontroversial answers to this issue from
field-monitoring applications.

Figure 1. (a) The Formation MicroScanner Image (FMI) result in the Ken761 block in Dongying,
Shandong province, China; (b) the drill cores obtained [10].
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Figure 2. (a,b) drill cores from Figure 1b showing closer morphology of tight glutenite. The conglomerate
gravels are shown inside the yellow circles [10].

To deal with this issue, laboratory experiments and numerical simulations are suitable approaches.
Previous studies on this issue have been conducted through these two approaches. Laboratory experiment
has always been a direct and compelling method to conduct such investigations and valuable related
findings have been achieved [8,11,12,17–19]. However, similarly, limited by the inner invisibility of
a rock specimen and lack of suitable observation methods, in most cases fractured samples after wellbore
shut-in are cut open to observe the fracture geometry, which may partly destroy the HF geometry due
to the tough manual separation, leave out small HFs or branches, and lead to loss of the emerge of
the fracturing process that is quite essential to illuminate problems in some cases. All these technical
restrictions and limitations urge the development of numerical tools for careful study. To conduct studies
on this issue, numerical modeling tends to be a good choice that is a low-cost tool that can describe
in considerable detail the phenomena observed in laboratory experiments and explore the answer in
complicated situations that are difficult to carry out in those experiments. However, to date, few numerical
models have considered the heterogeneity of rock reservoirs during hydraulic fracturing. In fact, rock is
a heterogeneous geological material which contains a different scale of natural weaknesses, such as
pores, grain boundaries and pre-existing cracks [20]. Increasing evidence from practical stimulations
in the field shows that HFs can initiate and propagate in intricate ways that are highly influenced by
the heterogeneity of rock reservoirs [21–24]. In tight glutenite, extensive material heterogeneity exists
not only in the single rock, but in between the two types of rock, i.e., the sandstone and gravel create
interrock heterogeneity. How to investigate the reservoir fracturing behavior with the consideration of
the intrarock and interrock heterogeneities remains an enormous challenge.

A numerical code, known as rock failure process analysis (RFPA), is applied in this study. Based on
a statistical model, RFPA is considered appropriate for modeling heterogeneous material such as rock.
When integrated with the digital image processing (DIP) technique, RFPA is able to distinguish sandstone
and gravel that show different colors in digital images, and then be applied to establish numerical models
for analysis. Numerical investigations in this paper begin with 2D modeling with the consideration of
the geostress anisotropy and gravel strength. Then, 3D models are established to further investigate
the fracturing behavior in tight glutenite in detail, especially in situations beyond the 2D model’s ability,
with the consideration of gravel distribution, gravel size, and axial ratio. The propagation modes are
summarized and the corresponding conditions for each mode to occur are then provided.

2. The Digital Image Processing (DIP) Technique in Rock Failure Process Analysis (RFPA) and
Rock Heterogeneities

Since a detailed description of the coupled flow-stress-damage (FSD) model of RFPA has been
previously presented [25], this section will briefly introduce the DIP technique in RFPA and then
illuminate the issue of intrarock and interrock heterogeneities.
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2.1. DIP Technique and Integration in RFPA

DIP is a technique used to capture a scene electronically by transforming it into a two-dimensional
pixel image and then processing it so as to make the information available for mathematical
algorithms [26]. Digital images can be numerically represented in many color systems such as the gray
color space, true color space (i.e., the red-green-blue (RGB) space) or the hue, saturation, intensity (HSI)
space. It is well known that in the true color space, three independent integer values (R, G and B, from
0 to 255, respectively) are required to describe the red, green and blue level at each pixel. The HSI
space is also extensively used due to its close correlation with how humans perceive colors. The hue
component H (from 0 to 360) represents the dominant wavelength of the color, which is the domain color
feature perceived by humans. The saturation component S (value from 0 to 1) represents the purity of
color, defined as how strongly it is polluted with white. The intensity component I (value from 0 to 1)
stands for the color brightness or lightness that is unrelated to colors [27]. For convenience to display in
the software, the three component variables H, S and I used in this paper are normalized to be from 0 to
255. Digital images can be identified and edited by some image processing tools. With the integration of
the DIP technique, RFPA is able to identify the images in BMP (Bitmap) format and then can establish
numerical models.

Digital images of rock can be obtained by photographing rock surfaces or the fresh cross-sections
of rock samples, or by recovering maps from X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) scanning or other
methods [27]. When such a BMP-format image of rock is imported into RFPA, it will be discretized into
many square elements of identical size. Each element maps directly onto one finite element that is used
for subsequent analysis. It is strongly recommended that the elements number should not be lower
than the total image pixels so as to ensure that the element size is not larger than that a pixel represents,
thus avoiding a loss of information the pixels contain. Since rock contains a variety of micro-structures
(such as minerals, pores, pre-existing cracks, etc.) that may exhibit distinct perceived colors, elements
mapping onto these micro-structures can be divided into several groups according to the color data (R, G,
B and I) provided in RFPA. The groups number is suggested in agreement with the micro-structures
number in cautious research. Once the grouping has been completed, the unique relation between
micro-structures and relevant material properties can be established. It is important to note that, in this
study, making clear which type each micro-structure in the digital image really is should be done upfront
because it is impossible for a software like RFPA to figure out what a micro-structure really is just by
their color data. Similarly, the mechanical parameters of micro-structures should be obtained before
numerical simulation.

A digital image of a glutenite sample from the Ken761 block in Dongying, Shandong province, China,
is shown in Figure 3a, in which a circular cross-section (Diameter: 110 mm) contains two micro-structures:
the dark color represents conglomerate gravels and the bright color represents sandstone. A block is cut
from the cross-section for analysis, as shown in Figure 3b. It consists of 500 × 500 pixels and the side length
is 58 mm.

Figure 3. (a) shows a tight glutenite core from Ken761 block in Dongying, Shandong province,
China [10]; (b) is a block cut from (a).
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When this block is imported into RFPA, it will be discretized into 500 × 500 finite elements
by default, with each pixel transformed into an element. RFPA can capture the color information
in the image and then provide to the operator. Since the two micro-structures in the block exhibit
distinct difference in brightness, it is quite convenient to divide element groups by the values of I.
Figure 4a is a statistical graph provided by RFPA that describes the counts of elements with different I
values. Color information of each element can be obtained from RFPA. For example, when an arbitrary
line is drawn by the mouse in the RFPA interface, like A–B in Figure 3b, the color information of
the elements the line passes will be presented to the operator. Figure 4b describes the I values of
the 500 elements along line A–B, from which those in gravel sections are observed generally lower than
those in sandstone sections as expected. After several trials, a threshold, 85, at the level that the blue
line in Figure 4b denotes, is adopted to divide all the elements into two groups. Elements with I values
lesser than 85 are classified into the gravel group and those with I values equal to or larger than 85
are classified into the sandstone group. After assigning reasonable mechanical parameters to the two
element groups, the rough sketch of the numerical model will form as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Elements color information provided by rock failure process analysis (RFPA). (a) Statistical
element counts with different I values; (b) I values of elements along A–B.

Figure 5. Sketch of the numerical model.

2.2. Intrarock and Interrock Heterogeneities

As one of the most important rock characteristics, heterogeneity significantly influences geostress
distribution and rock failure by the existence of different minerals, pores and micro-cracks [28,29].
To numerically represent the influence, a statistical model based on Weibull distribution is introduced
into RFPA to take into account this intrarock heterogeneity [30]. A simple numerical model is established
in RFPA as shown in Figure 6 to reveal this influence. The rock specimen is 400 mm × 400 mm in size and
it is discretized into 400 × 400 finite elements. Constant confining stress, σx (3.0 MPa) and σy (2.0 MPa),
is applied to the model boundary. A hole with radius of 15 mm is preset in the center, into which
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an initial hydraulic pressure of 1.0 Mpa with an increment of 0.05 Mpa per loading step is imposed until
the specimen breaks downs. Two cases are set for comparison. Case I: the homogeneity index m is set
at 2.0, which represents a large dispersion of material parameters. Case II: the homogeneity index m
is set at 20.0, which represents a concentration of material parameters. The rock physico-mechanical
parameters are listed in Table 1.

Figure 6. The numerical model.

Table 1. Physico-mechanical parameters.

Physico-Mechanical Parameters Value

Young’s modulus (E0), GPa 30.0
uniaxial compressive strength (f c0), MPa 45.0

Ratio of compressive and tensile strength (f c0/f t0) 10
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.22

Internal friction angle (φ), 31
Coefficient of the pore water pressure (α) 0.7

Permeability coefficient (k0), m/s 1 ×
10−10

When the initial pressure 1.0 Mpa is imposed on the hole, the radial stress component σr of elements
along the dashed radius shown in Figure 6 in the two cases are drawn in Figure 7. The theoretical
solution [31] of the same model on homogeneous rock is also drawn for comparison. As shown in
the figure, there is a good agreement between the numerical solution in Case II and the theoretical
solution except some small fluctuations. However, in Case I, obvious stress fluctuations can be observed,
although the average level floats close to the theoretical solution. This phenomenon indicates that rock
heterogeneity significantly influences the stress field and that a lower homogeneity index (m) contributes
to the larger stress dispersion and vice versa.
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Figure 7. Stress distribution along the horizontal radius.

HFs generated in Case I and Case II are shown in Figure 8 (in which pure black elements represent
those preset as cavity or have failed in the numerical calculation). Figure 8a reveals HFs in Case I do
not rigorously initiate at the hole wall in the maximum principle stress direction, i.e., x axis direction.
The right branch deviates slightly from the x axis direction and makes the HFs looks asymmetric.
In Case II, as shown in Figure 8b, HFs initiate exactly at the hole wall along the x axis direction and
propagate straight to form a typical symmetrical fracture. In Case I, some scattered failed elements are
observed to appear on both sides of the HFs while few can be found in Case II. The comparison of
the two cases demonstrates rock heterogeneity really influences the rock failure.

Figure 8. Hydraulic fracture (HF) geometries. (a) Corresponds to Case I (m = 2.0); (b) corresponds to
Case II (m = 20.0).

In addition to intrarock heterogeneity, problems still exist in formations with variational lithologies
such as the glutenite reservoirs. In these formations, multi-types of rock compose the formation and this
interrock heterogeneity could also affect significantly rock failure. This is not difficult to understand
but how to consider this heterogeneity appropriately is not easy to answer. Fortunately, the DIP
technique could help to deal with this task as long as suitable images are available.

For example, uniaxial tensile numerical tests are conducted in RFPA on a pure sandstone specimen
and a glutenite specimen and they are named as Case III and Case IV, respectively. The geometric size and
boundary conditions are shown in Figure 9a,b. Each specimen is discretized into 250 × 500 finite elements.
The glutenite specimen in Case IV is established in RFPA with the DIP technique from a sub-image from
Figure 3a, in which bright regions represent gravel and dark regions represent sandstone. To exclude
the influence of intrarock heterogeneity, the homogeneity indices m of both the sandstone and gravel
in the two tests are set at 100.0 that is large enough to create a homogeneous material. The rock
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physico-mechanical parameters are listed in Table 2. Side notches are precut in the specimens as shown
in Figure 9a,b so as to preferably catch the gravel effect. An external displacement Δu, at a constant rate
of 0.0002 mm/step, is applied on the specimens in the axial direction.

The test results are shown in Figure 9c,d. A common tensile fracture forms in the homogeneous
sandstone specimen along the preset notches (Figure 9c). In the glutenite specimen, however,
when intersecting the gravel, the tensile fracture tends to deflect and propagate along the sandstone–gravel
interface, forming a bending fracture. It can be seen that the glutenite specimen, although composed
of homogeneous rocks, exhibits peculiar behavior under tension due to composition of two types of
rock. Therefore, the interrock heterogeneity in formations with variational lithologies should be seriously
considered and the DIP technique in RFPA can be useful for dealing with similar problems.

Figure 9. (a) The uniaxial tensile test on sandstone specimen in Case III; (b) the uniaxial tensile test on
glutenite specimen in Case IV; (c,d) tests results of Case III, IV, respectively.

Table 2. Physico-mechanical parameters of sandstone and gravel.

Physico-Mechanical Parameters Sandstone Gravel

Young’s modulus (E0), GPa 30.0 55.0
uniaxial compressive strength (f c0), MPa 45.0 130.0

Ratio of compressive and tensile strength (f c0/f t0) 10 10
Poisson’s ratio (ν) 0.22 0.25

Internal friction angle (φ), 31 33
Coefficient of the pore water pressure (α) 0.7 0.7

Permeability coefficient (k0), m/s 1 × 10−10 1 × 10−11

In this study, both the glutenite intrarock and interrock heterogeneities are considered in
the numerical simulations. The Weibull statistical model is applied to consider the intrarock heterogeneity
and each homogeneous index represents a heterogeneity level. The interrock heterogeneity is considered
through the application of the DIP technique, which relies mainly on the micro-structures in the digital
images. After assigning physico-mechanical parameters and boundary conditions, the heterogeneous
glutenite model can be set for calculation.

3. 2D Numerical Investigation

Based on the 2D sketch shown in Figure 5, numerical simulations are conducted in this section to
investigate the fracturing behavior in tight glutenites with consideration of the stress anisotropy and
rock strength.

The numerical model is shown in Figure 10, in which a wellbore is preset at the model center
with a horizontal perforation. Constant confining stresses, σx and σy, are applied to the model
boundaries. The homogeneity indices m of sandstone and gravel are set at 3.0 and 6.0, respectively.
Other physico-mechanical parameters are also shown in Table 2. A hydraulic pressure with an increment
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of 0.1 MPa per loading step is imposed into the wellbore until the specimen breaks down. The model is
simplified as a plane strain case during simulation.

Figure 10. The 2D numerical model.

3.1. Impact of Stress Anisotropy

Geostress has been confirmed by numerous studies to be a key factor dominating HF
propagation [32–36]. Stress anisotropy is crucial for fracturing treatment optimization because HFs
always prefer to propagate in the maximum principal stress direction. Therefore, the stress anisotropy
should be seriously considered during hydraulic fracturing. In this study, the horizontal stress
difference Δσ, defined as Δσ = σx − σy, is applied to quantify the magnitude of stress anisotropy in
the numerical model. Base on the stress difference, three numerical cases (A, B and C) as shown in
Table 3 are set for simulation.

Table 3. Stress magnitude in cases A, B and C.

Case σx (MPa) σy (MPa) Δσ (MPa)

A 30.0 15.0 15.0
B 30.0 20.0 10.0
C 30.0 28.0 2.0

To display the fracturing process and HF geometries in detail, three pictures in each case are
selected and shown in sequence in Figure 11a–c corresponding to those in Case A. Figure 11 d–f
correspond to those in Case B. Figure 11g–i correspond to those in Case C.

In Case A, HFs initiate from the perforations in both sides and then propagate in the maximum
horizontal stress direction, i.e., the x axis direction (Figure 11a). When intersecting the gravels,
the HFs exhibit no obvious change in the path and continue to propagate into the gravels or penetrate
the gravels (Figure 11b,c). During the entire process, the HFs propagate with no deflection and
the gravels exert little influence on the propagation path.

Compared with that in Case A, the stress difference Δσ decreases in Case B, and its control on
the HFs propagation attenuates. On this occasion, the effect of rock heterogeneity is enhanced. That is
why the initial HFs propagate in not as straight a way as that in Case A (Figure 11d). When intersecting
the gravels, the left HF is observed to be deflected from its previous direction and propagates along
the gravel until reorientating into its previous direction once again for propagation (Figure 11e,f). In this
situation, the gravels act as obstacles for HF propagation. The right HF propagates into the gravel
after a small deflection along the gravel (Figure 11f) and then bifurcates into multi-fractures. It should
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be specially explained that the gravels in the model are not totally monolithologic due to existence
of interior defects that exhibit darker color than surrounding gravel elements (Figure 10). In reality,
conglomerate gravels generally contain geological defects such as pores, fissures and fillings [37,38].
These defects could complicate the HFs path in gravels.

In Case C, the horizontal stress difference Δσ is the lowest and its control is the weakest. The gravel
still acts as obstacle for the left HF (Figure 11g,h). The difference is that, after deflection along
the gravel, the left HF reorientates more slowly to the previous direction (Figure 11i), leading to
a larger reorientation distance than that in Case B. In addition, the right HF deflects to propagate
along the gravel, with new branches extending into the gravel and propagating along the preexisting
defects, forming complex multi-fractures.

Therefore, the fracturing operation in tight glutenite could generate HFs with different degrees of
complexity, from a single HF as in case A to complex multi-fracture as in Case C, relying on the stress
anisotropy. A higher stress difference Δσ facilitates the HFs to penetrate through the gravels and
induces simplex HFs. A lower Δσ usually leads to fracture deflections and bifurcations, resulting in
multi-fractures or fracture networks that create higher connectivity among pores and offer easier
pathways for the hydrocarbon to move towards the wellbore.

Figure 11. Numerically obtained fracturing process in Case A, B and C. (a–c) correspond to those in
Case A, (d–f) in Case B, and (g–i) in Case C.

3.2. Impact of Gravel Strength

Due to differences in mineral composition, gravels even in the same glutenite reservoir can exhibit
distinct strengths. For example, Ma et al. [8] observed two types of gravels in the glutenite specimens
marked by gravel (A) and gravel (B). The brown-red gravel (B) containing a high amount of quartz has
more than three times the tensile strength of the caesious gravel (A) containing a high amount of feldspar.
To consider this gravel strength in this study, Case D and Case E are set for simulation by merely changing
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the gravel strength to compare with Case B. The gravel uniaxial compressive strength (f c0) decreases
to 60.0 MPa in Case D and increases to 200.0 Mpa in Case E compared with the 130.0 MPa in Case B,
while keeping the ratio of compressive and tensile strength constant. The obtained HFs geometries in
the three cases are shown in Figure 12. Obviously, the HFs are observed to penetrate the gravels with
low strength (Figure 12b, Case D) but entirely deflect to propagate along the gravels with high strength
(Figure 12c, Case E). The gravel strength actually plays a significant role in the fracturing behavior of
the tight glutenite reservoirs.

Figure 12. HF geometries in the numerical simulations. (a) Case B, f c0 = 130.0 MPa; (b) Case D,
f c0 = 60.0 MPa; (c) Case E, f c0 = 200.0 MPa.

4. 3D Numerical Investigation

The propagation of HFs in tight glutenites can be simplified as a 2D model in some cases, but in
some other cases a 3D model is essential because of the unique gravel characteristic such as gravel
shape. This section focuses on the fracturing behavior in tight glutenites through 3D simulation.
Numerous studies indicate conglomerate gravels are of various shapes and sizes. The gravels generally
develop in quasi-spheroidal, ellipsoidal or irregular shapes. The gravel size, taking the Daxing
conglomerate, for example [37], can range from 2 cm to 20 cm, and some big gravels can reach
several dozen centimeters or even a few meters. Both the gravel shape and size can affect the HF
propagation and geometry. In addition, the gravel distribution, which determines the positional
relation of the gravel and the HF, is also considered in the numerical model.

4.1. The 3D Numerical Model

A 3D numerical model is established in RFPA with the sketch illustrated in Figure 13a. A cubic
glutenite specimen, whose side length is 0.50 m, is discretized into 1,953,125 (125 × 125 × 125) finite
elements. A wellbore, 0.024 m in diameter and 0.10 m in depth, into which an initial hydraulic pressure
(20.0 MPa) with an increment (0.1 MPa per loading step) is imposed, is preset vertically (the wellbore axis
is parallel to the z axis in the Cartesian coordinate system) at the cube center. Notches are precut on both
sides of the borehole along the x axis as perforations. σx (30.0 MPa), σy (20.0 MPa) and σz (32.0 MPa),
which represent the three principal stresses, are applied to the model boundaries. An ellipsoidal gravel
locates in the cubic and its axial size is expressed by a, b and c (Figure 13b). The gravel shape and
size change as the three variables change. For simplification, a and b are set equal in the model.
Therefore, a (or b) and c are independent variables to control the gravel shape and size. Four numerical
cases (Case F, G, H and I) are established according to the gravel characteristic with detailed description
illustrated in Figure 13c–f and Table 4. The homogeneity indices m of sandstone and gravel are still set at
3.0 and 6.0, respectively. The gravels are all assigned with high strength (f c0 = 200.0 MPa, the same as in
Case E) that are not easily destroyed under hydraulic pressure compared with sandstone. All the other
physico-mechanical parameters are also shown in Table 2.
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Figure 13. 3D numerical model and the four cases. (a) is the 3D model sketch. (b) is a quarter of
the ellipsoidal gravel showing axial sizes. (c–f) are diagrams corresponding to Cases F, G, H and I,
showing gravels in different sizes, axial ratios and distributions. The yellow dashed line shows the gravel’s
long axis. The right endpoint of the blue dashed line overlaps the cube center.

Table 4. Gravel size and distribution parameters in each case.

Gravel Parameters Long Axis Direction a (mm) c/a Ratio

Case F parallel to y 20 3
Case G parallel to z 20 3
Case H parallel to y 12 3
Case I — 20 1

4.2. Results and Discussion

As the initial hydraulic pressure 20.0 MPa is imposed on the wellbore, the maximum principal
stress σ1 and the minimum principal stress σ3 of model elements in Case F, G, H and I along the blue
dashed lines in Figure 13c–f, respectively, are shown in Figure 14 in which the model boundary
element is set as the abscissa origin and the perforation locates in the positive horizontal direction.
This demonstrates that the principal stresses of sandstone elements in the four cases are nearly equal
to each other and they exhibit some fluctuations. However, both the two principal stresses of gravel
elements are found to be much higher than those of sandstone elements and they exhibit smaller
fluctuations. The gravel differences in the four cases lead to stress differences in gravel elements and
the cases (G and I) with higher values of σ1 are observed to have lower values of σ3.
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Figure 14. Principal stresses of elements along the blue dashed lines in Figure 13c–f. The boundary
element is set as ordinate origin and the models are under initial hydraulic pressure 20.0 MPa.

To inspect the fracturing behavior carefully, a cross section and a longitudinal section both passing
the cube center are selected for description (Figure 13a). Figure 15a,b, respectively, shows the cross
section and the longitudinal section in Case F before fracturing. Elements in the figures exhibiting
cool colors like blue or green represent materials with high Young’s modulus while those exhibiting
warm colors like red or orange represent materials with low Young’s modulus. The gravel exhibits
the coolest colors and can be easily distinguished from the sandstone. The HF propagation process in
Case F is shown in Figure 15c–h, in which c, d and e correspond to the cross sections and f, g and h
correspond to the longitudinal sections in the same loading steps as in the cross sections.

The HFs initiate from the perforations and extend in both length and height. Once intersecting
the gravel, the fracture section right ahead the gravel stops but the sections above and below the gravel
continue to propagate, as revealed in Figure 15c,f. Afterwards, the upper section radiates downwards
and the lower section radiates upwards, leading to the coalescence behind the gravel (Figure 15d,g).
In this manner, a bypass HF forms with the final geometry shown in Figure 15e,h.

Figure 15. Cont.
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Figure 15. HF geometries during the fracturing process in Case F. (a,b) respectively show the cross
section and longitudinal before fracturing; (c–e) correspond to those in the cross section; (f–h) correspond
to those in the longitudinal section.

The diagrams in Figure 16a,b illustrate the formation of the bypass HF in Case F. Light and dark
blue regions represent the fracture plane in front of the gravel and its extended plane behind the gravel,
respectively. The white region shows the plane orthogonal to the blue region. Their intersecting line
is highlighted in red. The black and blue arrows show the directions of the HF extending out from
the wellbore and near the gravel, respectively. The 3D view and front view describe the HF path
when intersecting the gravel. The gravel prevents the propagation of the HF right ahead but the upper
and lower sections continue to propagate past the gravel. Then the upper and the lower sections
radiate to coalesce and attain a full fracture height behind the gravel. This process can also be reflected
through the stress evolution in Figure 17, in which the minimum principal stresses σ3 of elements along
the blue dashed line in Figure 13c in four loading steps are recorded. In step 260, the HF propagates to
the location 0.212 m away from the boundary, before intersecting the gravel. Elements stress σ3 before
the HF are large enough to reach the tensile failure threshold (sandstone: −f t0 = −4.5 MPa; gravel:
−f t0 = −20.0 MPa). In step 268, the HF propagates to exactly intersect the gravel. The stress σ3 of
elements just before the HF, i.e., the gravel elements stress σ3, decrease dramatically from that in step 260.
Afterwards, in step 277, both sandstone and gravel elements stress σ3 before the HF continues to decrease
but there are still no more failure elements in the figure because no more elements’ stress σ3 reach the
threshold. In reality, this step is the time when the upper and lower HFs propagate past the gravel and
radiate before coalescence. In step 278, the HF has bypassed the gravel and propagated to the location
0.104 m away from the boundary, with the stress σ3 of sandstone elements before the HF building up,
reaching the failure threshold and transferring to surrounding elements. This cyclic process of stress
buildup and transfer signifies the continuous HF propagation. It is important to note that the gravel
elements stress σ3 keep above the gravel tensile failure threshold during the simulation. That is why the
gravel in Case F remains unbroken in the whole fracturing process, as shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 16. 3D view and front view of HF intersecting the gravel. (a,b) correspond to Case F;
(c,d) correspond to Case G; (a,c) show the 3D view; (b,d) show the front view.

Figure 17. The minimum principal stress of elements in Case F along the blue dashed line in Figure 13c
in four loading steps.

This bypass HF exhibits unique characteristic and its formation is quite different from those
in conventional reservoirs. Firstly, this fracturing process contains not only the common process of
outward fracture propagation in fracture length and height but also the regional process of fracture
stop, inward radiation and coalescence. This behavior must be interpreted with caution through 3D
simulations since this bypass facture is formed through complex 3D growth and cannot be captured in
a 2D simulation. Secondly, the final HF is observed to be cut off at the gravel and it is discontinuous
(Figure 15e). From the 2D view, the HF can actually propagate regularly with no deflection after
bypassing the gravel in the 3D model. After the bypass, the gravel appears be embedded into
the sandstone at two sides of the HF, with only the circle edge the HF bypasses are exposing in
the fracturing fluid. On this occasion, even though at the time when the HF has completely penetrated
the cube boundaries, it is still difficult to separate the cube specimen along the HF because the gravel
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embedded into the sandstone has not broken. However, in most laboratory experiments, the fractured
specimens are often separated along the main HF by manual operation to observe the inner HF
geometry. This operation, unfortunately, may break the gravel along the HF section or strip the gravel
at the sandstone-gravel interface, which may be mistaken as evidences for the HF directly penetrating
the gravel or deflecting to propagate along the interface, respectively. In reality, this operation has
disturbed the observer’s decision on the mode the HFs form in when they intersect gravels. This might
partly be the reason why this mode of HF propagation is rarely stated during previous experiments.

The gravel in Case G changes only the distribution orientation with the long axis parallel to the z axis,
compared with that in Case F. However, just such a small change leads to totally different simulation
results as shown in Figure 18. When intersecting the gravel, the HF section right ahead of the gravel
deflects to propagate (Figure 18a–c) while the upper and lower sections maintain their previous direction
to propagate over the gravel with no deflection (Figure 18d–f). This process is illustrated in the diagrams
in Figure 16c,d where the yellow arrows show the directions of HF deflections. The gravel merely
deflects the HF section right ahead, ultimately resulting in a distorted HF.

Figure 18. HF geometries during the fracturing process in Case G. (a–c) show the HF geometries
during fracturing in the horizontal cross-section; (d–f) show the corresponding HF geometries in
the vertical cross-section.

Compared with Case F, the gravel in Case H simply develops with a smaller size. The final HF
geometries in Case H are shown in Figure 20a,b. It is easy to see that the HF propagates past the gravel
with no deflection and it is a bypass fracture which is similar to that in Case F.

Figure 19. Cont.
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Figure 20. The final HF geometries in Case H and Case I. (a,b) correspond to Case H that show the cross
section and longitudinal section respectively; (c,d) correspond to those of Case I.

In Case I, the axial ratio decreases to 1 and the gravel is actually a sphere. The final HF geometries
in Case I are shown in Figure 20c,d. When intersecting the gravel, the HF right ahead the gravel
bifurcates into two branches which deflect to propagate along the gravel. In this manner a distorted
HF forms. The propagation mode is similar to that in Case G.

Some findings can be obtained from the comparison of the four numerical cases above.
By comparing Cases F and H, in which the gravels share the same distribution orientation and axial
ratio but different sizes, it can be seen that pure gravel size within certain limits has little impact on
the propagation mode of HFs when intersecting gravels, since the HFs in the two cases show similar
behavior under considered conditions. Similarly, by comparing Cases F and G, and Cases F and I,
where HFs exhibit different behavior, the impacts of gravel distribution orientation and axial ratio are
verified. When the gravel’s long axis locates in agreement with the HF width, HF is preferential to
bypass the gravel with no deflection, or penetrate the gravel directly in situations such as in Case A
where the gravel strength is not as high as in the 3D simulations. When the gravel axial ratio decreases,
for example, from 3 in Case F to 1 in Case I, the HFs deflect to propagate when intersecting the gravel.
This phenomenon indicates a rounder gravel, i.e., a lower axial ratio, creating better opportunities for
HFs deflection.

Through further analysis, the authors attribute the impacts of factors such as gravel distribution
orientation and axial ratio to the competition of the gravel size in the HF height direction with that
in the width direction. When the gravel size in the HF width direction prevails, it is easier for HFs
to penetrate or bypass the gravel than to deflect to propagate for a long distance, because the vast
majority of the fracturing fluid will still flow into the main fracture after passing the gravel, rather than
flow into the tortuous path of the deflected fracture. Otherwise, HFs will deflect for some distance to
propagate along the gravels, especially in situations when the gravels develop weak interfaces.

In summary, the propagation modes of HFs intersecting gravels in glutenite reservoirs are as follows:

(1) Penetrating directly.
(2) Deflecting to propagate along the gravels to form distorted HFs.
(3) Propagating to bypass the gravels.
(4) Combination of (1) and (2), or (2) and (3).

in which mode (1) prefers to occur in situations when the horizontal stress difference is high,
the gravel strength is not large, and the gravel size along the HF width direction is not small; mode (2)
prefers to occur when the horizontal stress difference is low, the gravel strength is large, and the gravel
size along the HF width direction is not large; mode (3) prefers to occur when the horizontal stress
difference is high, the gravel strength is large, and the gravel size along the HF width direction is not
small; mode (4) occurs in situations at the intermediate levels correspond to (1) and (2), or (2) and (3),
or when the gravels develop interior weaknesses.
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5. Conclusions

This paper provides a numerical method to investigate fracturing behavior in tight glutenites.
The DIP technique and its integration into RFPA are briefly introduced. Glutenite heterogeneities,
including intrarock heterogeneity and interrock heterogeneity, are considered to affect HF propagation.
RFPA is capable of considering the intrarock heterogeneity by applying the Weibull model and
the interrock heterogeneity with the import of suitable images when integrated with the DIP technique.
Its practicability is verified through numerical simulations of hole hydraulic fracturing tests and uniaxial
tension tests that have simultaneously confirmed the significant influence of intrarock and interrock
heterogeneities on rock stress and failure.

A section image of a glutenite sample was imported into RFPA for a 2D fracturing simulation.
Results show that when intersecting the gravel, the HFs can penetrate or deflect, depending on
the magnitude of stress anisotropy and gravel strength. A higher horizontal stress difference drives
the HFs to directly penetrate the gravel, forming simplex fractures. While a lower horizontal stress
difference encourages the HF to deflect along gravels, forming complex fractures. Gravels with interior
defects provide opportunities to form complex multi-fractures. Gravels with high strength will behave
as obstacles for HFs to penetrate and vice versa.

3D simulations are conducted with the consideration of gravel distribution, gravel size and axial
ratio. HFs could propagate past the gravel with no deflection, forming a bypass fracture, which is
not easy to observe in common laboratory experiments. They can also deflect to propagate along
the gravels like in the 2D simulations. The impact of the gravel distribution orientation and the axial
ratio are attributed to the competion of gravel size in the HF height direction with that in the width
direction, through which the propagation behaviors of HFs intersecting the gravels can be clarified.

The propagation modes of HFs intersecting gravels in tight glutenite are summarized as:
(1) penetrating directly; (2) deflecting to propagate along the gravels to form distorted HFs;
(3) propagating to bypass the gravels; (4) a combination of (1) and (2), or (2) and (3). The corresponding
conditions for each mode to occur are provided. This study is expected to shed light on the fracturing
behavior of tight glutenites during hydraulic stimulations.
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Abstract: The Pseudo Steady-State (PSS) constant bDpss is defined as the difference between the
dimensionless wellbore pressure and dimensionless average pressure of a reservoir with a PSS flow
regime. As an important parameter, bDpss has been widely used for decline curve analysis with
Type Curves. For a well with a finite-conductivity fracture, bDpss is independent of time and is a
function of the penetration ratio of facture and fracture conductivity. In this study, we develop a
new semi-analytical solution for bDpss calculations using the PSS function of a circular reservoir.
Based on the semi-analytical solution, a new conductivity-influence function (CIF) representing the
additional pressure drop caused by the effect of fracture conductivity is presented. A normalized
conductivity-influence function (NCIF) is also developed to calculate the CIF. Finally, a new
approximate solution is proposed to obtain the bDpss value. This approximate solution is a fast,
accurate, and time-saving calculation.

Keywords: Pseudo Steady-State (PPS) constant; finite-conductivity fracture; conductivity-influence
function; normalized conductivity-influence function; circular closed reservoir

1. Introduction

Hydraulic fracturing has been widely used to enhance oil and gas recovery [1–9]. Some models
have been introduced to describe fluid flow in hydraulic fractures, such as the uniform-flux fracture
model [10–12], infinite-conductivity fracture model [10,13,14], and the finite-conductivity fracture
model [15–19].

Pseudo steady-state (PSS) is a boundary-dominant flow regime created when pressure waves
spread to the boundary in a closed drainage area. In this flow regime, the relationship of dimensionless
wellbore pressure and dimensionless average pressure can be expressed as [20–24]:

pwD − pavgD = bDpss (1)

where bDpss is the Pseudo Steady-State (PSS) constant [24]. This PSS constant bDpss has been widely
used to define the appropriate dimensionless decline rate in many currently used production-decline
rate analysis models [20,25–28].

When the pressure disturbance reaches to the boundary, the PPS flow regime occurs and the PSS
constant bDpss can be obtained by running a long-term numerical simulation [20,21,23]. Pratikno et al. [20]
presented a numerical solution for the PSS constant for a well with a finite-conductivity fracture in a
circular closed reservoir (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Schematic of a vertical well with a fracture in a circular reservoir.

For convenience, bDpss is usually approximated as an analytical expression [20,21,23].
Pratikno et al. [20] proposed the following approximate expression:

bDpss = f (reD) + f
(

Cf D

)
(2)

where:
f (reD) = ln(reD)− 0.049298 + 0.43464/r2

eD (3)

f
(

Cf D

)
=

0.936268 − 1.00489ψ+ 0.319733ψ2 − 0.0423532ψ3 + 0.00221799ψ4

1 − 0.385539ψ− 0.0698865ψ2 − 0.0484653ψ3 − 0.00813558ψ4 (4)

and:
ψ = ln Cf D (5)

Equation (3) is the pressure drop of a well with an infinite-conductivity fracture in the PSS flow
regime [11]. The second term in Equation (2), f (CfD), is the additional pressure drop caused by the effect
of fracture conductivity. We define f (CfD) as the conductivity-influence function (CIF). Thus, the PSS
constant bDpss can be expressed as the sum of the pressure drop of a well with an infinite-conductivity
fracture and the conductivity-influence function (CIF). Note that the CIF in Equation (4) is only a
function of the fracture conductivity.

Wang et al. [23] also introduced an approximate expression for f (CfD) using regression for a
circular reservoir.

f
(

Cf D

)
=

0.95 − 0.56ψ+ 0.16ψ2 + 0.028ψ3 + 0.0028ψ4 − 0.00011ψ5

1 + 0.094ψ+ 0.093ψ2 + 0.0084ψ3 + 0.001ψ4 + 0.00036ψ5 (6)

For the low permeability and ultra-low permeability reservoirs, the elliptical boundary has been
used to approximately represent circular a reservoir for calculation of bDpss. The corresponding
conductivity-influence function for an elliptical reservoir was presented by Amini et al. [21]:

f
(

Cf D

)
=

−4.7468 + 36.2492ψ+ 55.0998ψ2 − 3.98311ψ3 + 6.07102ψ4

−2.4941 + 21.6755ψ+ 41.0303ψ2 − 10.4793ψ3 + 5.6108ψ4 (7)

In addition, assuming an elliptical boundary, two analytical solutions for a well with an
infinite-conductivity fracture and a finite-conductivity fracture were developed by Prats et al. [29] and
Lu et al. [24], respectively.

As analyzed from a previous statement, three problems occur with the bDpss calculation.
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(1) The assumption of elliptical flow is an approximate model of the circular boundary [29]. For a
fractured well, the real pressure front should be a circle instead of an ellipse during the late-time
flow regime.

(2) When CfD trends to infinity, i.e., the infinite-conductivity fracture, Equations (4), (6), and (7)
cannot meet the following condition, meaning the limit of conductivity-influence function f (CfD)
should be zero.

lim
Cf D→∞

f
(

Cf D

)
= 0 (8)

(3) For the existing approximate models [20,21,23], the conductivity-influence function f (CfD) is only
relative to the fracture conductivity. For different penetration fracture ratios Ix, the distributions in
the flow field around the fracture are different, which affects the value of conductivity-influence
function (Figure 2). Thus, CIF is not only a function of conductivity, but also related to
penetration ratio.

(a) (b) 

Figure 2. Schematic of the flow field around a fracture in a circular reservoir at late-time regime: (a) a
short fracture with a low penetration ratio and (b) a long fracture with high penetration ratio.

In this paper, based on the assumption of a circular closed reservoir, we extended and corrected
the work of Pratikno et al. [20]. The contributions of our work include: (1) a semi-analytical method
is developed to calculate the bDpss by use of the PSS function instead of the transient-pressure
function [20]; (2) based on the results from the semi-analytical method, a new conductivity-influence
function (CIF) is introduced considering the effect of penetration ratio and fracture conductivity has
been established; and (3) a new normalized conductivity-influence function (NCIF) is introduced to
calculate the value of bDpss.

2. Mathematical Model

2.1. Basic Assumptions

As shown in Figure 1, a vertical fractured well is located in the center of the circular closed
isotropic formation with radius re. The flow in the reservoir and fracture is assumed to be single phase
and isothermal with a slightly compressible Newtonian fluid. The penetrate ratio Ix is defined as:

Ix =
x f

re
=

1
reD

(9)

2.2. Semi-Analytical Model for bDpss Calculation

Different from the transient-pressure-function method presented by Pratikno et al. [20], we derive
the semi-analytical model with the PSS function. The advantages of our method include: (1) we can
obtain the PSS pressure directly instead of using the long-term approximation of transient pressure,
and (2) without the numeric inversion, our method is more accurate and is less time consuming.
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2.2.1. Flow Model of the Reservoir

The fracture is equally divided into 2N segments. Each segment can be considered as a
uniform-flux fracture [30]. Therefore, the uniform-flux solution of a fracture located in a closed circular
reservoir can be used to calculate the pressure [11]. To consider the fracture symmetry, we focused on
half of the fracture. According to the superposition principle, the dimensionless pressure of the ith
segment in the reservoir can be written as:

pDi = pavgD +
2N

∑
j=1

qDj · Fij(xDi, yDi, xwDi, ywDi, reD), i = 1, 2, 3 · · · N (10)

where F is the function presented by Ozkan [11] for a circular closed reservoir in the PSS flow regime.
Equation (10) can be written in matrix form as:

→
p D −

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pavgD
pavgD

...
pavgD

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = F · →q D (11)

2.2.2. Flow Model of the Fracture

Luo and Tang [30] derived a wing solution in the discretized form and the pressure of the ith
segment, which can be expressed as:

PwD − Pf Di =

(
2π

Cf D

)
·

⎡⎢⎢⎣ rDi·
N
∑

k=1
q f Dk −

(
ΔrDi

8

)
·q f Di

− i−1
∑

k=1
q f Dk·

[
ΔrDi

2 + (rDi − k·ΔrDi)
]
⎤⎥⎥⎦, i = 1, 2, . . . N (12)

with

rDi =
i−1

∑
k=1

L f Dk + L f Di/2, ΔrDi = L f Di (13)

Equation (13) can be written in matrix form as:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pwD
pwD

...
pwD

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠−→
p f D = C · →q f D (14)

2.2.3. Semi-Analytical Solution for bDpss

According to the continuity condition, which states that the pressure and flux must be continuous
along the fracture surface, the following conditions must hold along the wing plane:

→
p f D =

→
pD,

→
q f D =

→
qD (15)

Substituting Equation (15) into Equations (11) and (14) yields:⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pwD
pwD

...
pwD

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠−

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
pavgD
pavgD

...
pavgD

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ = (C + F) · →q f D (16)

Substituting Equation (1) into Equation (16), we obtain:
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(C + F) · →q f D − bDpss = 0 (17)

In addition, the total flow rate satisfies the following:

N

∑
j=1

q f Di =
1
2

(18)

bDpss can be obtained by solving Equations (17) and (18) with the Gauss elimination method.

2.3. Conductivity-Influence Function (CIF)

The procedure to calculate the conductivity-influence function are as follows: (1) Calculate the
PSS constant bDpss for different Ix and CfD using the semi-analytical model in Section 2.2. (2) Calculate
the pressure drop of the infinite-conductivity fracture f (reD) for different Ix with Equations (3) and (9).
(3) Calculate the difference of bDpss and f (reD) with Equation (2) and the value of conductivity-influence
function (CIF) can be obtained.

Figure 3 presents the CIF for different penetration ratios and fracture conductivities. Different than
the solutions obtained by Pratikno et al. [20], the CIF is not only dependent on fracture conductivity but
also has a strong relationship with penetration ratio, especially when CfD is less than 10. Additionally,
fracture conductivity function tends to be zero when CfD is greater than 300. Table 1 presents the value
of the conductivity-influence function for Ix = 0.001–1 and CfD = 0.1–1000.

Figure 3. Conductivity-influence function with fracture conductivity (CfD) and penetration ratio (Ix).
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Table 1. Conductivity-influence function (CIF) of different penetration ratio (Ix) and fracture
conductivity (CfD).

CfD
Ix

0.001 0.05 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.8 1

0.1 2.924955 2.923983 2.924917 2.923983 2.921063 2.889918 2.82763 2.675801 2.535652
0.125893 2.694126 2.693183 2.694089 2.693183 2.690353 2.660159 2.599771 2.452575 2.316702
0.158489 2.473614 2.472703 2.473578 2.472703 2.46997 2.440814 2.382503 2.240371 2.109172
0.199526 2.259775 2.258901 2.25974 2.258901 2.256277 2.228293 2.172325 2.035904 1.909976
0.251189 2.050804 2.049971 2.050771 2.049971 2.047474 2.02083 1.967543 1.837656 1.71776
0.316228 1.846441 1.845657 1.84641 1.845657 1.843302 1.818188 1.767959 1.645526 1.532512
0.398107 1.647651 1.64692 1.647622 1.64692 1.644726 1.621328 1.574532 1.460467 1.355176
0.501187 1.456232 1.45556 1.456206 1.45556 1.453543 1.432024 1.388986 1.284082 1.187247
0.630957 1.274395 1.273785 1.274371 1.273785 1.271955 1.252433 1.213389 1.118219 1.03037
0.794328 1.104337 1.103791 1.104315 1.103791 1.102154 1.084688 1.049755 0.964606 0.886007

1 0.9479 0.947418 0.947881 0.947418 0.945973 0.930557 0.899725 0.824572 0.7552
1.258925 0.806339 0.805919 0.806322 0.805919 0.80466 0.791229 0.764366 0.698889 0.638448
1.584893 0.680231 0.67987 0.680217 0.67987 0.678786 0.667223 0.644099 0.587732 0.535701
1.995262 0.569498 0.56919 0.569486 0.56919 0.568267 0.558422 0.538731 0.490735 0.446431
2.511886 0.473515 0.473256 0.473505 0.473256 0.472478 0.464176 0.447573 0.407101 0.369743
3.162278 0.391259 0.391042 0.39125 0.391042 0.390391 0.383452 0.369573 0.335742 0.304514
3.981072 0.321455 0.321276 0.321448 0.321276 0.320736 0.314979 0.303467 0.275404 0.2495
5.011872 0.262718 0.26257 0.262712 0.26257 0.262125 0.257382 0.247898 0.224778 0.203437
6.309573 0.213648 0.213526 0.213643 0.213526 0.213162 0.209279 0.201513 0.182584 0.16511
7.943282 0.17291 0.172811 0.172906 0.172811 0.172514 0.169353 0.16303 0.147618 0.133391

10 0.139273 0.139193 0.13927 0.139193 0.138953 0.136392 0.131272 0.118789 0.107268
12.58925 0.111637 0.111572 0.111634 0.111572 0.111379 0.109316 0.105189 0.095131 0.085847
15.84893 0.089036 0.088984 0.089034 0.088984 0.088829 0.087175 0.083866 0.075802 0.068357
19.95262 0.070637 0.070596 0.070636 0.070596 0.070472 0.069152 0.066513 0.060078 0.054139
25.11886 0.055731 0.055698 0.05573 0.055698 0.0556 0.054552 0.052457 0.047349 0.042633
31.62278 0.043716 0.043691 0.043715 0.043691 0.043613 0.042785 0.04113 0.037096 0.033371
39.81072 0.034091 0.03407 0.03409 0.03407 0.034009 0.033359 0.032058 0.028887 0.02596
50.11872 0.026434 0.026418 0.026433 0.026418 0.02637 0.025861 0.024844 0.022363 0.020074
63.09573 0.020396 0.020383 0.020395 0.020383 0.020346 0.01995 0.019157 0.017225 0.015441
79.43282 0.015687 0.015677 0.015687 0.015677 0.015648 0.015341 0.014725 0.013223 0.011838

100 0.012068 0.012061 0.012068 0.012061 0.012038 0.011799 0.011321 0.010155 0.009078
125.8925 0.009341 0.009335 0.009341 0.009335 0.009318 0.009131 0.008758 0.007849 0.007009
158.4893 0.007342 0.007337 0.007342 0.007337 0.007324 0.007177 0.006883 0.006166 0.005504
199.5262 0.005936 0.005933 0.005936 0.005933 0.005922 0.005803 0.005567 0.004991 0.004459
251.1886 0.005012 0.005009 0.005012 0.005009 0.005 0.004902 0.004706 0.004228 0.003786
316.2278 0.004479 0.004476 0.004478 0.004476 0.004468 0.004383 0.004213 0.003799 0.003417
398.1072 0.004259 0.004257 0.004259 0.004257 0.00425 0.004172 0.004017 0.003639 0.00329
501.1872 0.004292 0.004289 0.004292 0.004289 0.004283 0.004208 0.004059 0.003695 0.003359
630.9573 0.004525 0.004523 0.004525 0.004523 0.004516 0.00444 0.00429 0.003923 0.003584
794.3282 0.004917 0.004914 0.004916 0.004914 0.004907 0.004828 0.00467 0.004285 0.00393

1000 0.005431 0.005429 0.005431 0.005429 0.005421 0.005336 0.005167 0.004753 0.004372

2.4. New Approximate Solution of Pseudo Steady-State Constant bDpss

Based on the above work, we redefined the PSS constant as the sum of two parts: PSS constant for
infinite fracture conductivity [11] and the conductivity-influence function. The PSS constant for infinite
fracture conductivity bDpss,FC is the function of the penetration ratio, and the conductivity-influence
function is the function of the penetration ratio and conductivity.

bDpss,FC(Ix, Cf D) = bDpss,IC(Ix) + f (Ix, Cf D) (19)

where
bDpss,IC(Ix) = − ln(Ix)− 0.049298 + 0.43464(Ix)

2 (20)
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We firstly calculate a specific case (Ix = 0). As shown in Equation (9):

Ix = lim
re→∞

x f

re
= lim

reD→∞

1
reD

= 0 (21)

If the circular closed reservoir is replaced by an infinite-acting reservoir, bDpss can be approximately
replaced by the dimensionless-pressure difference between the finite-conductivity fracture and
infinite-conductivity fracture at the radial flow regime for the infinite reservoir [15].

Figure 4 illustrates the CIF of different conductivity at Ix = 0 (blue) and Ix = 1 (red). Two regression
equations for CIF are obtained as follows.

For the case of Ix = 0:

f0(Cf D) = f (Ix = 0, Cf D) =
a1u2 + a2u + a3

b1u3 + b2u2 + b3u + 1
(22)

where:
u = ln(Cf D) (23)

and:
a1 = 0.02705; a2 = −0.3123; a3 = 0.9479
b1 = 0.01736; b2 = 0.1218; b3 = 0.3539

(24)

For the case of Ix = 1, the hydraulic fracture fully penetrates the reservoir.

f1(Cf D) = f (Ix = 1, Cf D) =
a′1u2 + a′2u + a′3

b′1u3 + b′2u2 + b′3u + 1
(25)

where:
a′1 = 0.02188; a′2 = −0.2509; a′3 = 0.7552
b′1 = 0.01702; b′2 = 0.1233; b′3 = 0.3798

(26)

We notice that in our model, Equations (22) and (25) meet the following condition:

lim
Cf D→∞

f0(Cf D) = lim
Cf D→∞

f1(Cf D) = 0 (27)

Moreover, we define a normalized fracture conductivity function (NCIF) as follows:

f̂ (Ix, Cf D) =
f (Ix, Cf D)− f0(Cf D)

f1(Cf D)− f0(Cf D)
(28)

We calculate the CIF for Ix = 0.001–1 and CfD = 0.1–1000 with the method in Sections 2.2 and 2.3.
Ten values were calculated for each logarithmic period. Thus, 1200 values of CIF were obtained.
The values of NCIF can be calculated using Equation (28).
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Figure 4. Regression of conductivity-influence function when the penetration ratio (Ix) equals 0 and 1.

Figure 5 shows the relationship between NCIF and Ix. Notably, all data fall in the same straight
line in logarithmic coordinates. This means that the NCIF is solely dependent on penetration ratio Ix.

A regression equation can be obtained for NCIF.

f̂ (Ix, Cf D) =
f (Ix, Cf D)− f0(Cf D)

f1(Cf D)− f0(Cf D)
= I2.00592

x ≈ I2
x (29)

Note that if Ix = 0, the NCIF is equal to 0 in Equation (29).
Recasting Equation (29) yields:

f (Ix, Cf D) = I2
x [ f1(Cf D)− f0(Cf D)] + f0(Cf D) (30)

The limit of Equation (30) is equal to zero.

lim
Cf D→∞

f (Ix, Cf D) = 0 (31)

Substituting Equations (20) and (30) into Equation (19), we obtain:

bDpss,FC(Ix, Cf D) = − ln(Ix)− 0.049298 + 0.43464(Ix)
2︸ ︷︷ ︸

bDpss,IC(Ix)

+ I2
x [ f1(Cf D)− f0(Cf D)] + f0(Cf D)︸ ︷︷ ︸

f (Ix ,Cf D)

(32)

Based on our work, a new bDpss is presented in Equation (32).
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Figure 5. Regression of normalized conductivity-influence function (1200 data points).

3. Results

In this section, we will compare our approximate model with our semi-analytical model and
Pratikno et al.’s approximate solutions [20] for different penetrate ratio and fracture conductivity.
Table 2 presents the values of bDpss obtained by our semi-analytical method, Pratikno et al.’s method
and our approximate model. As shown in Table 2, the maximum relative error is 0.4% at Ix = 0.1 and
1.93% at Ix = 1 between our approximate model and semi-analytical model. However, huge differences
between Pratikno et al.’s method and our semi-analytical method can be observed at large penetration
ratio, for example, relative error 16.57% at CfD = 0.631 and Ix = 1.

We further show the comparisons in Figure 6. The circles with crosses, red lines, and blue
lines correspond to the semi-analytical solutions (accurate solutions), Pratikno et al.’s solutions,
and approximate solutions, respectively. As shown in Figure 6, an excellent agreement among
the three methods is visible when the dimensionless fracture conductivity CfD is greater than 10
for all penetration ratios. The lines cross the centers of circles at low penetration ratios, such as
Ix values less than 0.3. For these cases, the differences among the three models can be ignored.
Our approximate solutions (blue lines) match very well with semi-analytical solutions (circles with
cross) for all penetration ratios and fracture conductivities. The red lines deviate from the circles and
blue lines and huge differences between Pratikno et al.’s solutions and our solutions are noticeable at
low conductivity (CfD < 10) with a high penetration ratio (Ix > 0.5).
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Figure 6. Comparisons of bDpss with our solutions and Pratikno et al.’s solutions.

4. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from this study: (1) Pratikno et al. [20] stated that only
the fracture conductivity affected the conductivity-influence function (CIF) described in Equation (4).
Based on our work, we found that both the fracture conductivity and penetration ratio exerted
significant influences on CIF. As Figure 3 shows, CIF decreases with increasing fracture conductivity,
and CIF tends to be zero when CfD is greater than 300. Additionally, CIF has obviously differences,
especially when CfD is less than 10; the CIF decreases with increasing penetration ratio. (2) Based
on the PSS function [11], a new semi-analytical model was proposed to directly calculate the bDpss,
which consumes less time. Besides, our method is more accurate due to simultaneously considering
both fracture conductivity and penetration ratio. (3) A new conductivity-influence function (CIF),
considering the effect of penetration ratio and fracture conductivity, was developed. A normalized
conductivity-influence function (NCIF) was also developed to calculate the value of CIF. Our work
provides a fast, accurate, and time-saving method to evaluate bDpss for a well with a finite-conductivity
fracture in a circular closed reservoir.
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Abstract: Internal erosion at soil–structure interfaces is a dangerous failure pattern in earth-fill
water-retaining structures. However, existing studies concentrate on the investigations of internal
erosion by assuming homogeneous materials, while ignoring the vulnerable soil–structure-interface
internal erosion in realistic cases. Therefore, orthogonal and single-factor tests are carried out with
a newly designed apparatus to investigate the critical hydraulic gradient of internal erosion on
soil–structure interfaces. The main conclusions can be draw as follows: (1) the impact order of the
three factors is: degree of compaction > roughness > clay content; (2) the critical hydraulic gradient
increases as the degree of compaction and clay content increases. This effect is found to be more
obvious in the higher range of the degree of soil compaction and clay content. However, there exists
an optimum interface roughness making the antiseepage strength at the interface reach a maximum;
(3) the evolution of the interface internal erosion develops from inside to outside along the interface,
and the soil particles at the interface flow as a whole; and (4) the critical hydraulic gradient of interface
internal erosion is related to the shear strength at the interface and the severity and porosity of the soil.

Keywords: soil–structure interface; internal erosion; critical hydraulic gradient; orthogonal tests

1. Introduction

Internal erosion is the transportation of soil particles induced by internal seepage [1,2]. The current
studies broadly categorize internal erosion into four groups: (a) concentrated leak erosion; (b) backward
erosion; (c) contact erosion; (d) suffusion. Concentrated leak erosion is the process of sweeping particles
away from the side of the crack due to the effect of the seepage [3–5]. Backward erosion refers to the
process of generating permeating channels from downstream to upstream due to the action of water
flow in strong permeable layers [6–8]. Contact erosion occurs in the interface between particles with
different diameters, and the small particles erode into the framework of large particles [9]. Suffusion
refers to the phenomenon that small particles in the soil are flowed away from the pore between large
particles [10,11]. However, internal erosion between soil and structure is not included in the four types
of internal erosion discussed above.

Soil–structure interfaces widely exist in hydraulic structures and the associated interface internal
erosion failures significantly threaten engineering safety. In particular, seepage channels can be easily
developed through the weak interfaces due to the differential mechanical properties between soil and
the structure [12]. This can eventually lead to the formation of pipes/conduits, cavities and unstable
zones in earth-fill structures [13]. For instance, the Teton dam in US, with a height of 91.5 m, collapsed
in June, 1976. After the accident investigation, the main reason of the dam failure was attributed to the
internal erosion at the interface between the clay core wall and rock [14,15].

Although the phenomenon of soil–structure-interface internal erosion has been noticed, existing
studies have concentrated on the investigations of internal erosion by assuming homogeneous
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materials, while ignoring the more vulnerable soil–structure-interface internal erosion in realistic
cases. [16–19]. The failure mechanism of interface internal erosion can be more complex and dangerous
due to the interaction with the internal affiliated structures [20,21]. The associated interface internal
erosions have been frequently observed, such as at the interfaces between cut-off walls and earth-fill
materials in dams [22–26], between cut-off walls and earth-fill materials in levees [27–29], and between
retaining walls and backfill materials [30–32]. In these works, some empirical criteria are proposed
and developed for evaluating the internal stability potential at the soil–structure interface. However,
there are few studies on the effects and mechanism of internal erosion at the soil–structure interface.

Therefore, in this paper, a newly designed seepage apparatus is employed to investigate the failure
mechanism of internal erosion at soil–structure interfaces. Both orthogonal tests and single-factor tests
are designed to investigate the sensitivity of the critical hydraulic gradient of internal erosion subjected
to three critical soil properties, that is, degree of compaction, clay content and roughness. The failure
mechanism of interface internal erosion is studied by analyzing the observed failure phenomena and
the variation of seepage behavior. Furthermore, the relationship between interface shear strength and
critical hydraulic gradient is obtained by analyzing the forces on the soil–structure interface for the
investigated cases.

2. Soil–Structure-Interface Internal Erosion Tests

2.1. Soil–Structure Interface Seepage Failure Apparatus

Figure 1 shows the designed soil–structure interface seepage failure apparatus. The dimensions
of the apparatus are 600 × 300 × 1000 mm (length × width × height). The dimensions of the sample
container are 500 × 300 × 800 mm. The sample container is made of acrylic plates, and it consists of
two parts, the upper sample chamber and the lower seepage transition chamber. The soil and concrete
blocks are placed in the upper chamber with the concrete blocks at the two sides and a soil specimen
in the middle. The porous boards are divided into two parts, that is, an inclined porous board and a
horizontal porous board. The slope of the inclined porous board is 1:1 and it can effectively filter any
gas bubbles in the filled water. The inlet and outlet are set into the lower and upper parts of the sample
container, respectively (as shown in Figure 1). When the tests are conducted, water flows upward.
The testing apparatus is equipped with a constant-head water supply system and a data acquisition
system (seepage discharge and hydraulic head are recorded).

 
(a) 

Figure 1. Cont.
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(b) 

Figure 1. Testing apparatus. (a) Schematic graph of interface internal erosion testing system;
(b) physical testing apparatus.

2.2. Testing Materials

In reality, when filling soil around concrete buildings, soil of high liquid-plastic limits and
high clay particle content is usually used. Therefore, the selection of soil samples in the present
work is based on these two factors. The samples for this study are obtained by mixing two soils:
silt and clay from the Yellow River alluvial plain. The grain-size distribution curves of the four
tested soils are shown in Figure 2. The ranges of clay content and liquid limit of the soil samples
are 21.8–29.8% and 31.84–33.78%, respectively, and these cover the concerned soil property ranges
for hydraulic engineering structures defined in the Chinese Embankment Dam Constructions Code
(DL/T 5395 2007). The material properties and particle compositions of the four tested soils are listed
in Table 1.

Figure 2. Grain-size distribution curves.
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Table 1. Material properties for the tested soils.

Material Properties Soil Sample-1 Soil Sample-2 Soil Sample-3 Soil Sample-4

Clay content (<0.005 mm) (%) 29.8 27.9 26.8 21.8
Liquid limit (%) 33.78 33.51 33.07 31.84
Plastic limit (%) 18.90 18.42 18.36 17.14
Specific gravity 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74

Optimal water content (%) 20.3 18.7 18.3 18.1
Maximum dry density (g/cm3) 1.660 1.672 1.678 1.683

2.3. Soil Sample Preparation

Silt and clay are first crushed and mixed in a certain proportion. The mass ratio of silt and clay of
samples 1, 2, 3 and 4 are 3:7, 3.5:6.5, 4:6 and 5:5, respectively. In order to ensure full water absorption,
optimum water content is maintained when producing the soil samples for 24 h. At the same time, in
order to reduce the influence of moisture content in the test, the difference of moisture content between
the two sets of soil samples for repeated tests is controlled within 1%.

In order to ensure uniformity of the tested soil samples, the obtained samples are subsequently
filled into the upper chamber by controlling a certain degree of compaction. The thickness of each
layer is 4 cm. The degree of compaction of soil samples is controlled by controlling the compaction
quality of each layer.

The roughness of the soil–structure interface is defined by the height of the salient of the structure.
The height of the salient varies by changing the diameter of sand particles that are attached to the
structure. For instance, a roughness of 0.3 cm means that the diameter of the sand particles attached to
the structure is 0.3 cm.

The hydraulic head in the constant-head water supply system is raised to saturate the soil samples
before the tests. The hydraulic head is raised by 1 cm every 1 h. This relatively slow saturation process
can reduce the seepage scouring effect on soil samples.

2.4. Testing Program

When the tests start, the inlet hydraulic head is gradually raised to the designed values.
The piezometric levels of the outflow are recorded, and the outflow seepage discharge is measured
every 5 min. When the outflow hydraulic heads and seepage discharge subjected to two sequent
hydraulic head raises are sufficiently close, that is, the differences of two results are within 5%, it is
considered to reach the steady state. Furthermore, typical failure phenomena, such as water turbidity
and slight bulging, are also monitored as the failure criteria during the experiments. When any of
the mentioned failure phenomena appear at the soil–structure interface, the tests are continuously
observed for 1 to 2 h. Internal erosion is recognized when the hydraulic head cannot be further raised.

2.5. Testing Schemes

Orthogonal tests are carried out to analyze the sensitivity of failure mechanisms of interface
internal erosion subjected to three critical soil properties (degree of compaction, clay content and
roughness). Regardless of the interplay of the factors, the orthogonal table L9 (34) is used. The designed
tables of the influence factor level and the orthogonal tests are listed in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

On the basis of the orthogonal tests, the single-factor tests are also carried out to investigate in
detail the influence of the three factors on interface internal erosion. The designed testing scheme of
the single-factor tests is shown in Table 4. In order to ensure the reproducibility and accuracy of the
test data, three independent tests are carried out for each test condition. The mean values of the data
from the three tests are firstly calculated (that is, the hydraulic gradient-flow velocity curve). If all
the data lie in the ±10% deviation range of the mean curve, they are considered to be reliable and
the mean curve is used to represent the soil behavior under this specific test condition. Furthermore,
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a series of measures are also employed to enhance the reproducibility of the data. In particular, firstly,
the deviations of water content and clay content are controlled within 0.5%; secondly, quality control is
adopted when reconstituting the sample and the deviation of compactness is controlled within 1%;
thirdly, the accuracy of the water supply system is 1 mm and the error is only 2%; last but not least,
the accuracy of the seepage discharge measure unit is 0.01 cm3 and the error is 1%.

Table 2. Level of influence factors.

Factor Level
A

Degree of Compaction (%)
B

Clay Content (%)
C

Roughness (cm)

1 80 21.8 0
2 85 26.8 0.3
3 90 29.8 0.6

Table 3. Testing scheme of orthogonal tests.

Factor Test Number
A

Degree of Compaction (%)
B

Clay Content (%)
C

Roughness (cm)

I-1 80 21.8 0.6
I-2 80 26.8 0.3
I-3 80 29.8 0
I-4 85 21.8 0.3
I-5 85 26.8 0
I-6 85 29.8 0.6
I-7 90 21.8 0
I-8 90 26.8 0.6
I-9 90 29.8 0.3

Table 4. Testing scheme of single-factor tests.

Test Number Degree of Compaction (%) Clay Content (%) Roughness (cm)

II-1 90 29.8 0
II-2 87 29.8 0
II-3 85 29.8 0
II-4 80 29.8 0
II-5 85 27.9 0
II-6 85 26.8 0
II-7 85 21.8 0
II-8 85 29.8 0.6
II-9 85 29.8 0.4
II-10 85 29.8 0.3

3. Testing Results

3.1. Observed Test Phenomena

The observed phenomena of the soil–structure-interface internal erosion are shown in Figure 3
(soil sample on left, concrete block on right). The presented results show a three-stage failure evolution
of interface internal erosion, that is, the stable, transition and failure stages. At the stable and transition
stages, no particles flow from the surface of the soil–concrete interface, but the soil at the interface
shows a slight bulging (uplift of soil) in the transition stage. At the failure stage, a large number of fine
particles are transported along the interface. After the interface internal erosion, a crack is formed at
the soil–structure interface (see Figure 3d).
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(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 3. Phenomena of soil–structure-interface internal erosion. (a) Stable stage; (b) transition stage;
(c) failure stage; (d) interface internal erosion.

3.2. Mechanism of Interface Internal Erosion

The relationships of the seepage velocity, hydraulic gradient, permeability coefficient, and the
eroded soil mass against time of II-1 (degree of compaction = 90%, clay content = 29.8%,
interface roughness = 0) are shown in Figures 4 and 5. In the experiment, the hydraulic gradient
is applied by a certain increment. With the increase of hydraulic gradient, it can be seen that the
seepage velocity starts to increase, but the average hydraulic coefficient does not change, and no soil
particles are flowing from the interface. When the hydraulic gradient increases to 1.63, the average
hydraulic coefficient starts to increase, but the soil particles have not been eroded from the interface.
This indicates that the soil particles at the interface start to move due to seepage but have not been
totally eroded from the interface. When the hydraulic gradient increases to 1.99, a large number of
soil particles are rushed out from the interface. At this stage, the interface has been penetrated and
destroyed. From Figure 3d, it can be seen that the interface internal erosion is observed as the overall
flow of soil particles at the interface. In particular, the infiltration at the interface is developed from the
inside to the outside, and a crack is formed at the soil–structure interface.
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The critical hydraulic gradient is used to characterize the seepage stability of soil samples,
related to soil porosity and density. Critical hydraulic gradient is defined by the hydraulic gradient
where particles start to outflow from soil samples. The determination of the critical hydraulic gradient
of internal erosion is based on the occurrence of “sand boil” or other indicating phenomena of seepage
failure. Therefore, the threshold hydraulic gradient, when soil particles outflow from the interface,
is defined as the critical hydraulic gradient for interface internal erosion.

Figure 4. Hydraulic gradient and seepage velocity-t curve of II-1.

Figure 5. Hydraulic conductivity and eroded soil-t curve of II-1.

3.3. Orthogonal Test Results

The results from the orthogonal tests are analyzed and discussed in this section. It is noted that
the error analysis, range analysis and variance analysis are carried out to analyze the effect of error
and three critical soil property factors.
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3.3.1. Error Analysis

The critical hydraulic gradients from orthogonal test results are listed in Table 5. SSj is the sum of
squares of each factor and SSE is the error sum of squares. In the orthogonal tests, the average critical
hydraulic gradient is 1.48. The sum square of degree of compaction is 1.83. The sum square of clay
content is 0.23. The sum square of roughness is 0.45. The error sum square of the orthogonal test is 0.04.
The error sum square of the orthogonal experiment is much smaller than the sum of squares of the
factors. Therefore, the degree of the influence of error in the orthogonal experiment can be neglected.

Table 5. Critical hydraulic gradient of orthogonal test results.

A
Degree of Compaction (%)

B
Clay Content (%)

C
Roughness (cm)

E
Empty Column

Critical Hydraulic
Gradient

I-1 1(80) 1(21.8) 3(0.6) 1 0.98
I-2 1(80) 2(26.8) 2(0.3) 2 1.24
I-3 1(80) 3(29.8) 1(0) 3 1.06
I-4 2(85) 1(21.8) 2(0.3) 3 1.40
I-5 2(85) 2(26.8) 1(0) 1 1.00
I-6 2(85) 3(29.8) 3(0.6) 2 1.31
I-7 3(90) 1(21.8) 1(0) 2 1.81
I-8 3(90) 2(26.8) 3(0.6) 3 1.79
I-9 3(90) 3(29.8) 2(0.3) 1 2.74
SSj 1.83 0.23 0.45 0.04

3.3.2. Range Analysis

The range analysis results are shown in Table 6. K1, K2 and K3 are the average values of critical
hydraulic gradient under the same test condition of different factors. The results from the range
analysis show that RA = 1.02 > RC = 0.50 > RB = 0.36, where RA, RB and RC are the ranges of degree of
compaction, clay content and roughness, respectively. This demonstrates that the investigated interface
internal erosion is most significantly affected by degree of compaction. The influence of the roughness
is relatively less profound, while the clay content shows the least impact.

Table 6. Range analysis results of interface internal erosion.

A
Degree of Compaction (%)

B
Clay Content (%)

C
Roughness (cm)

K1 1.09 1.40 1.36
K2 1.24 1.34 1.79
K3 2.11 1.70 1.29

Range Ri 1.02 0.36 0.5

3.3.3. Variance Analysis

The data of the variance analysis of orthogonal test results is shown in Table 7. The variance
analysis results of orthogonal tests show that the F of degree of compaction is 42, which is greater
than F0.025(2,2), and its effect on the critical hydraulic gradient is significant. The F of clay content is 6,
which is greater than F0.25(2,2), and its effect on the critical hydraulic gradient is relevant. The F of
roughness is greater than F0.10(2,2), and its effect on the critical hydraulic gradient is significant.
This is also in agreement with the results from the variance analysis. In particular, the results
from the variance analysis show that the significance level of degree of compaction is the highest,
followed by roughness and clay content. Therefore, the impact order of the three factors is: degree of
compaction > roughness > clay content.
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Table 7. Variance analysis results of interface internal erosion.

A
Degree of Compaction (%)

B
Fine Content (%)

C
Roughness (cm)

E
Empty Column

K1j
2 3.28 4.19 4.08 4.72

K2j
2 3.71 4.03 5.38 4.36

K3j
2 6.34 5.11 3.87 4.25

Free degree 2 2 2 2
SS 1.83 0.23 0.45 0.04
MS 0.92 0.12 0.23 0.02
F 42 6 11.50

F0.01(2,2) 99 99 99
F0.025(2,2) 39 39 39
F0.05(2,2) 19 19 19
F0.10(2,2) 9 9 9
F0.25(2,2) 3 3 3

Significance level ** (Greatly significant) - (Relevant) * (Significant)

3.4. Effect of Degree of Compaction

Figure 6 shows the hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity curves under different degrees of
compaction. The degrees of compaction of the tests II-1, II-2, II-3 and II-4 are 80%, 85%, 88% and
90%, respectively. The relationship between hydraulic gradient and seepage velocity of three degrees
of compaction is characterized by three stages. Figure 7 plots the variations of the critical hydraulic
gradient against degree of compaction. When the soil degree of compaction increases from 80% to 85%,
the hydraulic gradient increases by 10.47%. However, when the degree of compaction increases from
85% to 90%, the hydraulic gradient increases by 70.86%. It indicates the strengthening effects of soil
compaction against seepage-induced interface deformation. This effect is found to be more obvious in
the higher range of the degree of soil compaction, that is, a higher increase rate.

Figure 6. Hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity curves under different degrees of compaction.

Figure 7. Critical hydraulic gradients for different degrees of compaction.
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3.5. Effect of Interface Roughness

The hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity behavior under different roughness conditions is shown
in Figure 8. The results reflect the impact of interface roughness (bonding between the soil and
structure) on interface internal erosion. The interface roughnesses of the tests II-3, II-8, II-9 and II-10
are 0, 0.3, 0.4 and 0.6 mm, respectively. It can be seen that as interface roughness increases, the critical
hydraulic gradient first increases, reaches the peak at 0.3 mm roughness and then decreases. This is
also reflected by the critical hydraulic gradient–interface roughness relation in Figure 9. The presented
results indicate an optimum interface roughness where the highest antiseepage strength can be obtained
against interface internal erosion. The reason for the optimum interface roughness is that when the
soil–structure interface is relatively smooth, soil particles can be easily transported by seepage water
and therefore the critical hydraulic gradient is low. When interface roughness is higher, the antiseepage
strength and the critical hydraulic gradient are larger as a consequence of a bigger friction at the
interface. However, after reaching a threshold value, the voids between soil and structure are so large
that a more significant water flow generates and therefore leads to a lower critical hydraulic gradient,
as illustrated in Figure 10. The optimum roughness is found to be approximately 0.3 mm for the
investigated cases.

Figure 8. Hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity curves under different roughnesses.

Figure 9. Critical hydraulic gradients for different roughnesses.
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Figure 10. Schematic graph for different interface roughnesses. (a) Schematic graph for the interface
roughness of 0 mm; (b) schematic graph for interface roughness of 3 mm; (c) schematic graph for
interface roughness of 6 mm.

3.6. Effect of Clay Content

The hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity behavior plots under different clay contents are shown
in Figure 11. It can be seen that the difference between the results from II-6 and II-7 tests is negligible,
indicating the insignificant effect of clay content in its low range. However, by comparing the results
from II-3, II-5 and II-6, it shows that in the higher range of clay content, the critical hydraulic gradient
increases more significantly as the clay content increases, and the stable seepage stage is also obviously
prolonged. Figure 12 further plots the variations of critical hydraulic gradients against clay contents.
When the clay content of soil increases from 21.8% to 26.8%, the critical hydraulic gradient increment is
negligible. However, when the clay content of soil increases from 26.8% to 29.8%, the critical hydraulic
gradient increases by 18%. It is obvious that the critical hydraulic gradient of interface internal erosion
presents a piecewise functional relationship with the increase of clay content. When the clay content
increases to 26.8%, the increase of clay content of soil can significantly improve the critical hydraulic
gradient under the experimental conditions.

Figure 11. Hydraulic gradient–seepage velocity curves under different clay contents.
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Figure 12. Critical hydraulic gradients for different clay contents.

4. Discussion of Critical Hydraulic Gradient

The critical hydraulic gradient of internal erosion is mostly calculated by limit balance equilibrium
of forces in soil units. In this section, the critical hydraulic gradient of interface internal erosion is
studied by analyzing the forces imposed on soil particles. Furthermore, a section of soil and concrete is
selected as the control body (height: dz, thickness: da). The soil–structure shear strength is expressed
by the maximum shear stress. The forces acting on soil particles in the control body are shown in
Figure 13. They are discussed as follows:

The volume force acting on the soil particles can be expressed as:

fz = rω
dh
dz

. (1)

The shear force between soil and concrete in the control body is defined as:

2τdadz. (2)

The submerged unit weight of the soil particles at the interface is expressed as:

γ′ = γω(Gs − 1)(1 − n). (3)

When interface internal erosion occurs, the soil particles on the interface are in the limit
equilibrium state, where the submerged unit weight of soil particles plus the shear force between soil
and concrete is equal to the volume force loaded on the soil particles by water.

After substituting Equations (2) and (3) into Equation (1), the critical hydraulic gradient of
interface internal erosion can be written as Equation (4):

icr =
dh
dz

= (Gs − 1)(1 − n)− 2τda
Aγω

(4)

The definition of symbols in the Equation (4) are shown in Table 8. According to Equation (4),
critical hydraulic gradient is related to the shear strength of the interface and the severity and
porosity of soil. The degree of compaction and clay content of soil affect the impermeability
of soil–structure-interface internal erosion through changing the porosity and severity of soil.
The interface roughness mainly affects the shear strength of the soil–structure interface. In order
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to improve the critical hydraulic gradient of soil–structure internal erosion, measures aiming to
enhance the soil–structure shear stress or the impermeability of soil should be adopted.

Table 8. Definition of symbols.

Symbol Definition

dh the hydraulic head differentials between the two ends of the control body
dp the water pressure differentials between the two ends of the control body
n the porosity of soil
A cross-sectional area of soil
dz the height of control body
γω unit weight of water
fz the volume force acting on the soil particles’ unit volume
τ the shear stress between soil and concrete
da the thickness of control body
Gs specific gravity of soil particles

Figure 13. Forces acting on soil particles in the control body.

5. Conclusions

This paper employed a newly designed seepage apparatus to investigate the failure mechanism
of internal erosion at the soil–structure interface. Orthogonal and single-factor tests were designed to
investigate the sensitivity of the critical hydraulic gradient of internal erosion subjected to three critical
soil properties, that is, degree of compaction, clay content and roughness. Furthermore, the limit
equilibrium state method was used to analyze the critical hydraulic gradient of interface internal
erosion. Based on the experimental results, the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The impact order of the three factors on the critical hydraulic gradient of interface internal erosion
is: degree of compaction > roughness > clay content.

(2) The critical hydraulic gradient increases as the levels of degree of compaction and clay content
increase. This effect is found to be more obvious in the higher range of the degree of soil
compaction and clay content. However, there exists an optimum interface roughness where the
highest anti seepage strength can be obtained against interface internal erosion. This optimum
roughness is found to be approximately 0.3 mm for the investigated cases.

(3) The evolution of the interface internal erosion develops from inside to outside along the interface,
and the soil particles on the interface flow as a whole.
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(4) The critical hydraulic gradient of interface internal erosion is related to the shear strength of the
interface and the severity and porosity of the soil. The degree of compaction and clay content of
soil affect the impermeability of the soil–structure-interface internal erosion through changing
the porosity and severity of soil. The interface roughness mainly affects the shear strength of the
soil–structure interface.
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Abstract: Pervious concrete is a kind of porous and permeable material for pavements and slope
protection projects, etc. In this paper, a kind of pervious concrete was prepared with Portland cement,
silica fume (SF), polycarboxylate superplasticizer (SP), and limestone aggregates. The performance of
concrete, such as its porosity, pore distribution, permeability coefficients, and mechanical properties,
were studied through laboratory tests. The volumetric porosity was measured by the water
displacement method, and the planar porosity and pore size distribution were determined using
image processing technology. A permeameter with a transparent sidewall and an exact sidewall
sealing method were used to measure the permeability coefficients accurately. The results show that
the segregation index and flow values of pastes increased with the increase of SP and water cement
ratio (W/C). The measured porosity (volumetric porosity and planar porosity) of pervious concrete
with a single-size aggregate was closer to the design porosity than that with the blended aggregate.
Compared with the design porosity selected in this study, aggregate size was the main factor
influencing the pore distribution of pervious concrete. The standard deviation of the permeability
coefficient was less than 0.03 under different hydraulic gradients. It was found that the relationships
between the permeability coefficient and volumetric porosity (or effective pore size d50) approximately
obey polynomial function. Based on the test results, the optimized parameters were suggested for
practical engineering: W/C of 0.26–0.30; 0.5% SP content; 5% SF content; 15–21% design porosity;
and aggregate sizes of 4.75–9.5 mm and 9.5–16 mm.

Keywords: pervious concrete; permeability coefficient; porosity; pore distribution characteristics;
strength

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of economy and the increment of urban populations, many large-scale
infrastructures and impermeable roads have been built, which has caused more and more serious
environmental problems, such as urban hot island phenomena and the disappearance of groundwater.
Pervious concrete, also referred to as porous ecological concrete, is a porous media material which
consists of cement, water, aggregates, and admixtures, etc. Pervious concrete has a large porosity and
its permeability can reach up to about 2–6 mm/s [1]. Rainwater can penetrate into pervious concrete
quickly, so groundwater can be replenished and stored effectively. It can also reduce city temperatures
and alleviate urban hot island phenomena [2].

Pervious concrete was first invented in Britain in 1824. It was first introduced into the United States
in the mid-1970s and has since been rapidly developed [3]. The Sponge City was introduced in China in
approximately 2012. Because of its huge environmental benefits, it was quickly and widely emphasized
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and generalized in the construction of China’s Sponge City. To date, the properties of pervious concretes
have been studied in many laboratories, including mixing design, conservation method, porosity
characteristics, strength and durability, etc. [4–6]. Compared with traditional or common concrete,
pervious concrete has an amount of porosity and pore structure features, which have been proven to
have a great influence on the properties of pervious concretes [7,8]. Montes et al. [9] recommended
using the water displacement method, based on Archimedes buoyancy principle, to obtain porosity.
Neithalath et al. [8] used image analysis to analyze the pore structure features of pervious concrete.
The permeability of pervious concrete is high due to the presence of high porosity, and the test methods
of the permeability coefficient are especially important [10,11]. Kayhanian et al. [12] used a National
Center for Asphalt Technology’s (NCAT) falling head permeameter to evaluate the permeability
coefficient of pervious concrete. Montes et al. [13] evaluated permeability by using a falling head
permeameter system. The system could register the total volume flowing out of the permeable material
per second. At the same time, Jiang Zhengwu and Yang et al. [13,14] showed that porosity, W/C,
aggregate cement ratio, and aggregate size were the main factors influencing the permeability and
strength of pervious concrete. William et al. [15] studied the effect of vertical porosity distributions on
the permeability coefficient. Because of the low strength of the pervious concrete prepared by common
materials and methods, various admixtures and fine aggregates were introduced to expand the
application scope of pervious concrete. Yang and Jiang [16] used fine aggregates, organic intensifiers,
and optimized mix proportions to produce a high strength pervious concrete. Huang [17] improved
the compressive strength of pervious concrete by using polymer modification and sand.

Although many researches on pervious concretes have been conducted, studies concerning the
properties of paste, as well as the accurate determination of the permeability coefficient and pore
structure, are still limited. The rheological property of cement paste is one of the key factors responsible
for the preparation of good pervious concrete [18,19]; however, it has not been studied sufficiently.
Besides, when the permeability coefficient of pervious concrete is measured, the fluid leakage through
the specimen-permeameter interface is not given significant attention. In this paper, the influences of
polycarboxylate superplasticizer (SP), silica fume (SF), and W/C on the fluidity of cement pastes and
the segregation index of pervious concretes were discussed in detail. The effect of design porosity and
aggregate size on the porosity distribution of pervious concrete was studied. A visual permeameter and
an exact sidewall sealing method were established to measure the permeability coefficients accurately.
The mechanical behavior, such as the compressive strength, was also measured.

2. Materials and Test Methods

2.1. Materials

P.O 42.5 ordinary Portland cement was provided by Sunnsy Group, Jinan, China, and its chemical
composition ingredients are shown in Table 1. Silica fume (SF) was provided by Elkem Company, Oslo,
Norway, and its chemical composition is presented in Table 1. The polycarboxylate superplasticizer
(SP) was provided by Shandong Academy of Building Research, Jinan, China, and the main properties
of NC-J are shown in Table 2. According to the standard of CJJ/T135-200, the literature [13,20] and
requirements of construction projects, limestone gravel was used as an aggregate, and aggregate sizes
followed those listed in Table 3.

Table 1. Chemical composition of materials.

Name
Chemical Composition: %

SiO2 CaO Al2O3 Fe2O3 MgO K2O Na2O SO3 TiO3 LOI Others

Cement 23.52 61.47 7.59 2.42 1.70 0.57 0.27 0.65 0.11 0.84 0.86
Silica fume (SF) 97.2 0.42 0.27 0.08 0.55 0.48 0.19 0.51 - - 0.30

* Chemical compositions of cement and silica fume were tested in the laboratory.
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Table 2. Properties of Polycarboxylate Superplasticizer (SP).

Solid Content: %
Al2O3

pH
Density: g/mL

Na2O
Na2SO4: %

TiO3

Cl−: %
Others

Water Reducing Rate: %

30.25
0.42
0.27

5.01 1.095 0.67
-

0.03
0.30 32.1

* Properties of NC-J came from the manufacturer.

Table 3. Gravel sizes.

A B C D E F G

Gravel sizes: mm 4.75–9.5 9.5–16 16–19 75% 4.75–9.5
25% 9.5–16

50% 4.75–9.5
50% 9.5–16

50% 4.75–9.5
50% 16–19

50% 9.5–16
50% 16–19

2.2. Test Methods

2.2.1. Fluidity

The fluidity of cement paste was tested according to GB/T8077-2012. The truncated cone mold
had a top diameter of 36 mm, a bottom diameter of 60 mm, and a height of 60 mm. Different SP
contents (0.3%, 0.5%, and 0.7%), SF contents (5% and 10%), and W/C (0.22–0.32) were used to prepare
the cement pastes. Then, the paste was poured into truncated cone mold which was placed on a glass
pane. Next, the truncated cone mold was removed from the glass pane. The diffusion diameter of the
paste was measured with a ruler in an orthogonal direction after 30 s. The average flow value was the
initial diffusion diameter of the paste.

2.2.2. Mix Proportions

The mix proportion of pervious concrete was designed by the absolute volume method according
to CJJ/T135-2009. The cement (mc), water (mw), and admixture (mj) were calculated as follows:

mg

ρg
+

mc

ρc
+

mw

ρw
+

mj

ρj
+ P = 1 (1)

where mg is the mass of the aggregate; ρg, ρc, ρw, ρj are the apparent densities of aggregate, cement,
water, and admixture, respectively; and P is the design porosity.

In the segregation tests of pervious concrete, the aggregate size was 4.75–9.5 mm and the design
porosity was 15%. The W/C, SP, and SF were shown in the fluidity test.

In the porosity distribution tests, permeability tests, and mechanical performance tests of pervious
concrete, the aggregate sizes were as shown in Table 3. The design porosities were 12%, 15%, 18%,
21%, 24%, and 27%; W/Cs were 0.24–0.32. The SP content was 0.5%. The SF content was 5%. As an
example, the parameters of pervious concrete with a W/C of 0.28 are shown in Table 4.
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Table 4. Mix proportions of pervious concrete.

Aggregate
Size mm

Design
Porosity %

Aggregate
kg/m3

Cement
kg/m3

SF (silica fume)
kg/m3

Water
kg/m3

SP(polycarboxylate superplasticizer)
kg/m3

4.75–9.5

12 1489.0 546.1 28.7 161.0 2.87
15 1489.0 496.3 26.1 146.3 2.61
18 1489.0 446.5 23.5 131.6 2.35
21 1489.0 396.7 20.9 116.9 2.08
24 1489.0 346.9 18.3 102.2 1.82
27 1489.0 297.1 15.6 87.6 1.56

9.5–16

12 1518.0 527.8 27.8 155.6 2.78
15 1518.0 478.0 25.2 140.9 2.51
18 1518.0 428.2 22.5 126.2 2.25
21 1518.0 378.4 19.9 111.5 1.99
24 1518.0 328.7 17.3 96.9 1.73
27 1518.0 289.4 15.2 85.3 1.52

16–19

12 1529.0 519.5 27.3 153.1 2.73
15 1529.0 469.7 24.7 138.4 2.47
18 1529.0 419.9 22.1 123.8 2.21
21 1529.0 370.1 19.5 109.1 1.95
24 1529.0 320.4 16.9 94.4 1.69
27 1529.0 270.6 14.2 79.7 1.42

2.2.3. Molding and Curing

Concrete specimen preparation procedures were as follows. Firstly, the aggregate and 70% water
were mixed for 60 s. Then, the 50% cement and admixture were mixed for another 60 s. The remaining
cement and water were added and mixed for 2 min. In order for the material to uniformly fill in the
mold, fresh concrete was divided into two layers into the mold. Each layer of concrete was vibrated
for 20 s on the vibration table, and then the concrete was compacted with 0.08 MPa compressive stress.
After molding, the specimen was placed in a curing box at 20 ◦C with a relative humidity of 97%. The
specimen was removed from the mold after 24 h, and then placed in a curing box for 3 days, 7 days, or
28 days.

2.2.4. Segregation Index

The segregation index of the concrete was evaluated according to ASTMC1610; the test device is
shown in Figure 1. The specimen was produced in a polyvinyl chloride (PVC) tube. The mass of the
specimen in the top section of the column (mt) and the mass (mb) in the bottom section were measured
after vibrating for 2 min on a vibration table. The segregation index (S) was calculated as follows:

S = 2 ×
[

mb − mt

mb + mt

]
× 100% (2)

165mm

165mm

330mm

  200mm

 PVC Pipe

Vibration Table

Top

Mid

Bottom

Figure 1. The segregation test device of pervious concrete.
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2.2.5. Porosity

The volumetric porosity was measured by the water displacement method. The specimen was
dried in a drying box at 110 ◦C for 24 h, and then put into water for 24 h, so the volume of the water
(Vd) repelled by the specimen was acquired. The volume of open pores was calculated by subtracting
Vd from the sample bulk volume (Vb) [21]. The volumetric porosity of the specimen was calculated as
follows:

P =

(
Vb − Vd

Vb

)
× 100% (3)

2.2.6. Pore Structure Features

The pore structure of pervious concrete was analyzed by Image-Pro Plus 6.0. For a concrete
specimen, three to five cylinders were used, and the diameter and height of the specimen were 110 mm
and 160 mm, respectively. In the process of the pore structure test, first of all, the specimen was
sectioned into 20 mm thick slices. The surface of the specimen was grinded to obtain a flattened
surface. An image of surface was captured by a camera, and the outer region of this image was
cut to avoid edge effects. Finally, the image was processed by Image-Pro Plus 6.0 software, and an
appropriate threshold was chosen to obtain the pore size distribution and planar porosity, according to
Reference [8].

2.2.7. Permeability Coefficient

The permeability coefficient was measured by the permeameter that was designed with
transparent plexiglass by our group. As shown in Figure 2, three outlets at different heights of
the permeameter were installed to create different hydraulic gradients. The heights of the three outlets
were 10 cm, 15 cm, and 20 cm. For a concrete specimen with same mix proportions, three cylinders
were prepared, and the diameter and height of the specimen were 110 mm and 120 mm, respectively.
In the process of the permeability test, the specimen was put into the permeameter, and the sidewall
space between the specimen and the permeameter was sealed with Vaseline and transparent wrapping
film, so it was easy to know whether there was sidewall leakage. Each specimen was tested three times
under different hydraulic gradients to ensure the accuracy of the results. The permeability coefficient
of pervious concrete K was calculated by Darcy’s law as follows:

K =
Qh

HAt
(4)

where h is the specimen height (cm); H is the hydraulic gradient (cm); and A is the specimen area (cm2).

S1

S2
S3

Water
containers

Plexiglass water tank

 Specimen

Sealing material
Beaker

 Bolts

Outlet

Plexiglass tube
 Outlet

Outlet valve

Water drainage
 hole

Figure 2. The permeability test device of pervious concrete.
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2.2.8. Mechanical Strength

The flexural strength and compressive strength of the pervious concrete were tested according
to GB/T 50081-2002. The size of the specimen used in the compressive strength test was
100 mm × 100 mm × 100 mm. The size of the specimen used in the flexural strength test was
100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm. The mechanical strength of the specimen reached 70% of its peak
strength during the test, after which the test was stopped. The compressive strength and flexural
strength were tested after 3 days, 7 days, and 28 days.

3. Results, Analysis, and Discussion

3.1. Fluidity Performance

Figure 3 shows the measured flow values of pastes with different dosages of SP, SF, and W/C.
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Figure 3. Flow values of pastes with different W/C (water cement ratio). Two to three pastes
were prepared for each mix design and the figure shows an average of these together with the
standard deviation.

It can be seen in Figure 3 that the flow values linearly increased with increase of the W/C. SP
was usually added to improve the fluidity of the paste at a low W/C. The use of SP significantly
affected the flow values of the pastes; a small increase of SP could make the flow value of paste reach
the desired value under a lower W/C. SF was introduced to improve strength of pervious concrete.
However, because of the smaller particle size and large specific surface area of SF, the flow values of
pastes significantly decreased when the content of SF increased.

Figure 4 shows the effect of SP, SF, and W/C on the segregation index of pervious concretes, for
which a 4.75–9.5 mm aggregate size was used.

In Figure 4, it was obvious that the segregation index increased as the W/C increased. When
the W/C was constant, an increase of SP and a decrease of SF also increased the segregation index.
The segregation index of pervious concrete with 0.7% SP and 5% SF was the largest. This was mainly
related to the flow value of the paste; the increase of the flow value of the paste can increase the
segregation index. Moreover, it also can be seen from Figures 3 and 4 that the effects of the W/C on the
flow value of the paste and segregation index of pervious concretes were found to be not so obvious
compared with those of SP.
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Figure 4. Segregation index of pervious concretes. (Three concrete specimens were prepared for each
mix design and the figure shows an average of these together with the standard deviation).

Combined with the above test and strength test, it was found that pervious concrete with 0.3%
SP was difficult to mold. The paste easily flowed down and gathered in the bottom of the pervious
concrete with 0.7% SP. When the SF content increased from 5% to 10%, the flow values of the pastes
drastically decreased, so there were some difficulties to molding pervious concrete when the W/C was
less than 0.28. At same time, the strength of the pervious concrete also decreased. For the pervious
concrete with 0.5% SP and 5% SF, when the W/C was less than 0.26, the flow values of the pastes were
relatively small, the cohesive force of the pervious concrete was small, and the compressive strength
was low; however, when the W/C was greater than 0.30, the pastes easily flowed down and gathered
in the bottom of the pervious concrete, which was unfavorable for water permeability. The flow value
of the cement paste and segregation index of pervious concretes were satisfactory with a W/C of
0.26–0.30, 0.5% SP, and 5% SF. The W/C of 0.28 was emphatically selected for the following study.

3.2. Porosity and Pore Distribution of Pervious Concrete

3.2.1. Porosity of Pervious Concrete

As shown by the results given in Figure 5a, three different sizes of the aggregate were used to
study the effect of the specimen surface at different locations on the planar porosity. Figure 5b shows
the volumetric porosity and average planar porosity of pervious concrete with different aggregate sizes.
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Figure 5. Porosity of pervious concrete. (a) Planar porosity, the design porosity was 21%; (b) volumetric
porosity and average planar porosity, the design porosity was 15%, 21%, and 27%. The figure shows an
average value and standard deviation of three to five specimens.
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As shown in Figure 5a, the difference value between the planar porosity and design porosity was
within ±3%, so the planar porosity of the pervious concrete had less fluctuation at each cross-section.
This indicated that the quality of the specimen using both the vibration and compaction method was
more satisfactory. It can be seen from Figure 5b that the volumetric porosity and planar porosity
increased when the design porosity increased. The difference value between the volumetric porosity
and planar porosity was within ±3%. Additionally, the volumetric porosity and planar porosity of
concrete with single-size aggregates were closer to the designed porosity. The pervious concretes with
blended aggregates had higher porosity than those with single sizes of aggregates. The porosity of the
pervious concretes with 50% 9.5–16 mm and 50% 16–19 mm aggregate sizes was the largest. The reason
for this may be that a loosening effect may have occurred when big aggregates were pushed by small
aggregates [18], and this increased the porosity of the pervious concretes.

3.2.2. Pore Distribution of Pervious Concrete

Figure 6 shows the effect of a single-size aggregate on the pore distribution of pervious concrete.
Figure 6a shows the effect of a single-size aggregate on the pore size histogram. Figure 6b shows the
effect of a single-size aggregate on the cumulative frequency distribution.
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Figure 6. Effect of a single-size aggregate on the pore distribution of pervious concrete. (a) Frequency
distribution of pore sizes; (b) cumulative frequency distribution of pore sizes. The design porosity was
15%. The figure shows the average value of three to five specimens.

In Figure 6a, the pervious concrete with smaller aggregates had a higher proportion of smaller
pores, whereas the pervious concrete with larger aggregates had a relatively large proportion of large
pores. In Figure 6b, the pervious concrete with larger aggregates had a larger effective pore size
(the pore size corresponding to 50% of the cumulative frequency distribution [8]), and its cumulative
frequency curve increased more slowly. For example, when the aggregate size of concrete was
4.75–9.5 mm, the pore sizes of pervious concrete were mainly concentrated within 7 mm; 71% of the
pores were smaller than 5 mm and the effective pore size was about 2.4 mm. When the aggregate
size of concrete was 9.5–16 mm, the pore sizes of pervious concrete were mainly concentrated within
10 mm and the effective pore size was about 5 mm. However, 40% of the pores in the specimen with
9.5–16 mm aggregates were smaller than 5 mm, 28% of the pores were larger than 10 mm, and the
effective pore size was about 6.5 mm. This was because the smaller aggregate resulted in a larger
surface area and a more regular shape of the aggregate. Therefore, as the number of contact points
between aggregates increased, the internal pore size decreased and the pore number increased.

Figure 7 shows the effect of a blended aggregate on the pore distribution of pervious concrete.
Figure 7a shows the effect of a blended aggregate on the pore size histogram. Figure 7b shows the
effect of a blended aggregate on the cumulative frequency distribution.
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Figure 7. Effect of a blended aggregate on the pore distribution of pervious concrete. (a) Frequency
distribution of pore sizes; (b) cumulative frequency distribution of pore sizes. The design porosity was
15%. The figure shows the average value of three to five specimens.

The pore size distribution of pervious concrete with the blended aggregate size was close to that
of concrete with the single-size aggregate. The addition of smaller aggregates in pervious concrete
could improve the internal pore size distribution. With the increase of smaller aggregates in concrete,
the proportion of larger pores decreased; at the same time, the effective pore size also decreased.

Figure 8 shows the effect of the design porosity on the pore distribution of pervious concrete.
Figure 8a shows the effect of the design porosity on the pore size histogram. Figure 8b shows the effect
of the design porosity on the cumulative frequency distribution.
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Figure 8. Effect of the design porosity on the pore distribution of pervious concrete. (a) Frequency
distribution of pore sizes; (b) cumulative frequency distribution of pore sizes. The aggregate size was
4.75–9.5 mm. The figure shows the average value of three to five specimens.

In Figure 8b, the difference between all of the cumulative frequencies of pores was relatively
low for different design porosities. The effective pore sizes were within 2–3 mm. In Figure 8a, there
was only slight increase of large pores in the concrete with the larger design porosity. This might be
attributed to the fact that the pervious concrete with a larger design porosity only resulted in a larger
number of open and connected pores, but had little effect on the pore size of the concrete.
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3.3. Permeability of Pervious Concrete

3.3.1. Accurate Determination of Permeability Coefficient

As shown by the results given in Figure 9, different design porosities and different aggregate sizes
were used to study the effect of hydraulic gradients on the permeability coefficient, and the standard
deviations of the permeability coefficient under three hydraulic gradients were calculated.

Figure 9. Standard deviation of the permeability coefficient of pervious concrete with different
hydraulic gradients. The figure shows the average standard deviation values of three specimens.

It was obvious that the standard deviation values of pervious concrete with different mixture
ratios were no more than 0.03, and the variation of the standard deviation values was not regular. This
reflected that the dispersion degree of the permeability coefficients under different hydraulic gradients
was very small. The use of a visual permeameter and the sealed sidewall method with Vaseline and
transparent wrapping film could effectively solve the problem of the permeability coefficient changing,
as the hydraulic gradient changed due to side wall leakage.

Figure 10 shows the permeability coefficient of pervious concrete measured by the new method
and traditional method (no blocking on the sidewall of the specimen). Figure 10a shows the
permeability coefficient of pervious concrete with different design porosities. Figure 10b shows
the permeability coefficient of pervious concrete with different aggregate sizes.
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Figure 10. The permeability coefficient of permeable concrete under different test methods. (a) The
design porosity of permeable concrete with 4.75–9.5 mm aggregate sizes; (b) the aggregate size of
permeable concrete with 21% design porosity. The figure shows the average value and standard
deviation of three specimens.
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In Figure 10, the permeability coefficient tested by the traditional method was larger than that
tested by the new method. Moreover, the larger design porosity and aggregate size resulted in a
larger difference value of the permeability coefficient measured by the two methods. For example, in
Figure 10a, the difference value of the permeability coefficient in pervious concrete with 12% design
porosity was 0.35 mm/s, whereas the difference value increased to 2.8 mm/s for pervious concrete
with 27% design porosity. In Figure 10b, the difference value of the permeability coefficient in pervious
concrete with 4.75–9.5 mm aggregate size was 1.52 mm/s, whereas the difference value increased to
2.4 mm/s for pervious concrete with 16–19 mm aggregate size. This was because the larger design
porosity and aggregate size resulted in a larger pore size and greater porosity of the sidewall surfaces.
Thus, the leakage and permeability coefficient of pervious concrete increased in the traditional method.

3.3.2. Influential Factors of the Permeability Coefficient

As be seen from Figure 10a, the permeability coefficient increased as the design porosity increased.
In particular, when the porosity was greater than 15%, a small change of porosity significantly
changed the permeability coefficient. This was because the pervious concrete with a larger design
porosity resulted in a larger measured porosity. When the measured porosity reached a critical
value, the resistance of the internal structure of the concrete to water was greatly reduced, so the
permeability coefficient increased rapidly. Figure 11a shows the relationship between the permeability
coefficient and volumetric porosity of pervious concrete. It was found that the relationship between the
permeability coefficient and volumetric porosity was right for a quadratic function, and the correlation
coefficient was 0.97.
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Figure 11. Permeability coefficient of pervious concrete. (a) The relationship between the permeability
coefficient and volumetric porosity of pervious concrete with aggregate sizes of 4.75–9.5 mm; (b) the
relationship between the permeability coefficient and effective pore size of pervious concrete with 21%
design porosity.

As can be observed in Figure 10b, the effect of the aggregate size on the permeability coefficient
was significant. The permeability coefficient increased with the increase of single-size aggregates,
and the permeable coefficient of the pervious concrete with the blended aggregate was slightly lower
than that of concrete with the single-size aggregate. As shown in Figure 5b, there was little difference
in the porosity variation of pervious concrete with different mix ratios. Therefore, the permeability
coefficient was not sensitive to the porosity. The reason may be related to the internal pore sizes of
pervious concrete; the larger aggregate size in the pervious concrete result in a larger internal pore
size. Figure 11b shows the relationship between the effective pore size and the permeability coefficient.
It was found that the relationship between the permeability coefficient and the effective pore size
approximately obey the polynomial function, and the correlation coefficient was 0.93.
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3.4. Strength of Pervious Concrete

As shown in Figure 12, two different aggregate sizes and three different design porosities were
used in the pervious concrete samples. The compressive strength and flexural strength of the pervious
concrete were measured.
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Figure 12. Effect of the design porosity on the strength of pervious concrete. (a) Compressive strength;
(b) Flexural strength. The figure shows an average value and standard deviation of three specimens.

In Figure 12, it was obvious that the strength of the pervious concrete increased with the decrease
of the design porosity. It was also found that the strength of the pervious concrete with 4.75–9.5 mm
aggregate size was larger than that with 9.5–16 mm aggregate size. For the pervious concrete with
4.75–9.5 mm aggregate sizes, the compressive and flexural strengths of the concrete with 15% design
porosity were about 27.2 MPa and 4.1 MPa, respectively. Meanwhile, they were about 23.5 MPa and
3.3 MPa for the pervious concrete with 21% design porosity, respectively. For the pervious concrete
with 9.5–16 mm aggregate sizes, they were about 19 MPa and 2.4 MPa for pervious concrete with
21% design porosity, respectively. At the same time, the strengths of the pervious concrete were
satisfactory at 0.26–0.30 W/C ratios. For example, the compressive strengths of pervious concretes
with 4.75–9.5 mm aggregate sizes were about 25.2–27.2 MPa, and the related flexural strengths were
about 3.7–4.1 MPa. The strength of pervious concrete gradually increased with the increase of the
curing time. It could be deduced that the strength was mainly dependent on the bonding strength,
as well as the number of bonding points and bonding areas between cementitious materials and
aggregates. The number of bonding points, contact areas, and effective bonding points increased with
the decrease of design porosity and aggregate size.

4. Conclusions

1. The segregation index of pervious concrete increased with the increase of SP and the W/C ratio,
and the decrease of SF. The use of SP could significantly increase the flow value, while the use
of SF signally reduced the flow value. The flow values of pastes and the segregation index for
pervious concretes were obtained and found to be very suitable when the W/C of 0.26–0.30, 0.5%
SP, and 5% SF were used.

2. In the paper, volume porosity, planar porosity, and pore sizes were obtained by the water
displacement method and image processing technology. It was found that the planar porosity of
pervious concrete was close to the volumetric porosity. There was little difference between the
measured porosity (volumetric porosity and planar porosity) and the design porosity when a
single-size aggregate was used. However, the difference was large when a blended aggregate was
used. This may be due to the possible loosening effect of the blended aggregates. The aggregate
size was the main influencing factor of the pore distribution of the pervious concrete, and the
effective pore size increased with the increase of the aggregate size. The design porosity had little
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effect on the pore distribution. The dosage of cementitious material decreased when the design
porosity increased; correspondingly, the number of open and connected pores increased and the
connections became difficult.

3. Based on Darcy’s law, the permeameter and the sealed sidewall method can effectively solve
the problem of sidewall leakage and the permeability coefficient can be accurately determined.
The standard deviation of the permeability coefficient was less than 0.03 under different hydraulic
gradients. The permeability coefficient of the pervious concrete was determined by the porosity
and aggregate size jointly, and the permeability coefficient increased with increase of the
aggregate size and design porosity. It was found that the relationships between the permeability
coefficient and the volumetric porosity (or effective pore size d50) approximately obey the
polynomial function.

4. In the pervious concrete material system, the use of SF and SP improved the performance of
pervious concrete, but the dosage of SF and SP should not be excessive. The strength of the
concrete significantly increased with the increase of cementitious material and the decrease
of aggregate size. When 15% design porosity and 4.75–9.5 mm aggregate size were used in
concrete, the 28-day compressive strength was 27.2 MPa and the 28-day flexural strength was
4.1 MPa. Based on the performance of pervious concretes, the W/C of 0.26–0.30; 0.5% SP content;
5% SF content; 15–21% design porosity; and aggregate sizes of 4.75–9.5 mm and 9.5–16 mm
are suggested.
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Abstract: To solve the technical problem of supporting a water-dripping roadway below contiguous
seams at the Tuanbai coal mine, the deformation law of surrounding rocks for the roadway was
studied using Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua in Three Dimensions (FLAC3D) numerical
simulation. Then, a mechanical model of water-dripping rock using a bolt support was established,
and further, technical countermeasures to control the deformation of the roadway with a bolt and
cable support are proposed. The results show that the erosion of the water dripping on the roadway
was substantial and showed notable changes over time during roadway excavation and mining
work. These effects caused the road to heave slightly, but it tended to be stable during roadway
excavation. Moreover, the erosion of the roof and two ribs increased exponentially, and the floor
heave increased with significant displacement oscillation during mining. The anchoring length
of bolts and the rock weakening from water dripping had noticeable effects on the surrounding
rocks of the roadway. The logical parameters of the bolt spacing and tightening force (the bolt line
spacing was 0.7–0.9 m and the tightening force exceeded 40 kN) of the bolt supports were studied
and optimized. Finally, a support scheme for water dripping on the roadway at the Tuanbai coal mine
is proposed. The observation data regarding the deformation of the surrounding rocks, monitoring
of bolt and cable stress, endoscopy results of roof failure, and roof bed separation monitoring were
used to verify the reasonableness of the scheme and ensure the requirements for support were met.
The study results can serve as a reference regarding the support for water dripping on a roadway
under similar conditions.

Keywords: contiguous seams; water-dripping roadway; roadway deformation; bolt support

1. Introduction

Mining activities can change the structure and stress-state of coal and rocks, resulting in their
deformation and destruction. Internal fractures of the rock masses develop and expand, eventually
leading to the deformation of the roadway [1,2]. It is easy, then, to cause roof caving, rib spalling, and
floor heaving or induce gas outburst and rock burst, possibly resulting in fatalities [3–7]. Several on-site
photos of roadway instability are shown in Figure 1 [7].
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Figure 1. Field photos after severe roadway damage.

Contiguous seams usually refer to coal seams having relatively small vertical distance and great
shared effect when the coal seams are mined. The roof structure and the stress distribution of the
lower coal seam in contiguous seams are affected significantly by upper coal mining, leading to
the development of fractures that worsen gradually [8]. The main effect is that the strength of the
surrounding rocks reduces, and the deformation of the roadway increases significantly [9]. When an
aquifer occurs near the upper coal area, the water of the upper goaf affected by the aquifer failure can
permeate into rock masses along the roof fractures of the lower coal seam. It weakens the strength
of the surrounding rocks and aggravates the deformation failure of the roadway, thereby noticeably
reducing the roadway stability further [10,11]. Hence, water dripping below a contiguous seam onto
the roadway below results in the need to strengthen the roadway.

Bolt support, which has been widely used in roadway support, can form a stable bearing structure
with the interaction between the bolt and the rock in the corresponding zone. It can change the stress
state of surrounding rocks and increase confining pressure, thereby improving the bearing capacity
of the surrounding rocks and restraining the development of the fractured zone [12]. Many studies
show that bolt support can markedly enhance the compressive strength of the surrounding rocks of a
roadway [13].

Many studies have been conducted regarding the evolution of mining-induced stress and
deformation failure of the surrounding rocks for a roadway below a contiguous seam. Zhao [14] and
Yang et al. [15] studied the evolution laws of deformation failure and mining-induced stress of the
surrounding rocks for roadways, with or without water immersion during roadway excavation, by
numerical simulation. Yang [16] and Wu [17] studied roadway stability below a goaf of a contiguous
seam and found that the roadway was supported easily with a large coal pillar from the upper
coal seam and a large distance away from the upper coal seam. Dunning et al. [18] showed water
could change the structure and composition of rocks, resulting in the reduction of strength, cohesion,
and the friction coefficient. Hawkins and McConnell [19] carried out uniaxial compression strength
tests of 35 kinds of sandstone under dry and saturated conditions and found that water pressure
had little effect on the rock strength. Chugh and Missavage [20] showed the uniaxial compression
strength of rock specimens reduced significantly under the conditions of water and 100% humidity.
Ren [21] studied the displacement field, stress field, and seepage field affected by water, utilizing
several methods, such as numerical simulation, theoretical analysis, and field observation; moreover,
Ren showed that the support of a composite structure with pre-stressed steel bolts and rocks can
achieve a better active securing effect. Zhang et al. [22] suggested some support schemes based on the
differences in the distance between roof rock and coal seam to be conscious of safe roadway excavation
and mining work.

Currently, regarding the theories for and experiences in the control of roof strata with single
coal seam mining or long-distance coal seam mining, considerable studies have been conducted;
however, they cannot explain adequately the strata pressure appearance and mechanisms underlying
the conditions of contiguous seam mining. Contiguous seam mining, stress, and deformation of the
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surrounding rocks for a roadway are often studied, but the stability of the surrounding rocks and
the corresponding support scheme for the roadway affected by dripping water are rarely discussed.
Hence, in view of the geological and mining conditions (dripping water and contiguous seams), such
as the deformation of the surrounding rocks by the water dripping on a roadway below a contiguous
seam goaf, the mechanical model of the surrounding rocks with bolt support is established here. In this
paper, the effect of bolt anchorage length and water-dripping erosion on rock strength is studied.
The combined support scheme of bolt and cable is suggested, and two important technical parameters
of bolt support (bolt line spacing and tightening force) are examined in detail. Furthermore, feasible
measures for support to control this geological condition are suggested. The study results not only can
provide a theoretical basis and technical guidance for solving the issues of support and control of the
surrounding rocks for water dripping on a roadway below a contiguous seam goaf, but also can serve
as a reference for the application of roadway support under similar geological conditions; thus, they
are worthy of further research.

2. Numerical Analysis of Deformation for a Water-Dripping Roadway

2.1. Engineering Overviews of Tuanbai Coal Mine

Coal seam no. 11 of the Tuanbai coal mine in the Shanxi province is below coal seam no. 10.
The vertical distance between the two seams is 40 m, and they are contiguous seams. Due to the
mining activities and an aquifer fracture, a lot of water accumulates in the goaf after the no. 10 coal
seam mining exit, leading to floor strata fracture and conspicuously affecting the roof stability of the
working area in the no. 11 coal seam.

Panel 11-101, which is the testing area for the no. 11 coal seam, is below the goaf of the no. 10
coal seam and is 5.4 m away from the upper goaf. The mining depth and height of Panel 11-101
are 300–357 m and 3.1–3.3 m, respectively. Regarding the geologic column shown in Figure 2, hard
siltstone is between the two coal seams and is not deformed, expanded or affected by water.

Figure 2. Geologic column of Panel 11-101.
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2.2. Numerical Model Establishment

The numerical simulation methods, which are widely used in mining engineering, can be used
to effectively solve complex engineering problems [23]. The Fast Lagrangian Analysis of Continua
in Three Dimensions (FLAC3D) software can simulate the stress field and deformation field of a
roadway with complex conditions during the process of excavation and has achieved many research
results. FLAC3D was developed by the ITASCA consulting group of the United States of America
(U.S.A.) and has become one of the most important numerical methods for rock and soil mechanics
calculation. It can simulate the mechanical properties of three-dimensional soil, rock mass, and other
geological materials, especially the plastic rheological properties when they reach their yield limit.
It is also suitable for the analysis of progressive failure and large deformation. Moreover, it consists
of 11 constitutive models of elastoplastic materials, including static, dynamic, creep, seepage, and
temperature calculation models. Hence, it is widely used in many fields like slope stability evaluation,
support design and evaluation, tunnel engineering, and mine engineering [24]. Therefore, it can meet
the needs of this study. This software provides an idea and method for evaluating the stability and the
optimization of a support system for the roadway [25]. Based on the geological conditions of Panel
11-101 of the Tuanbai coal mine, a FLAC3D numerical model was established concerning the goaf from
the upper coal seam and a roadway for the lower coal seam experiencing a water-dripping condition.

To meet the requirements of the study in this paper, the thicknesses of the roof–floor strata of
Panel 11-101 were adjusted. Considering the boundary effect, a simulation model with dimensions
of 200 m (length) × 50 m (width) × 100 m (height) was established, as shown in Figure 3. Herein,
following the upper coal seam of the no. 10 mines, the size of the goaf is 150 m (dip length) × 50 m
(strike width) × 100 m (height); the size of the roadway in the lower coal seam, with a mining depth of
350 m and a distance from the upper coal seam of 40 m, is 4.3 m (width) × 2.7 m (height).

Figure 3. Numerical calculation model.

The mechanical properties assigned to the model were conventionally derived from laboratory
testing programs [26]. Table 1 lists the parameters of the main rocks derived from the geological report
for Panel 11-101. The Mohr–Coulomb model was used to simulate the failure of coal and rock masses.
Considering the water accumulation in the goaf of the upper coal seam and its weakening effect on the
rock strength, the double yield model was used to simulate the goaf of the upper coal seam.
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Table 1. Mechanical properties of rock masses.

Lithology Bulk/GP Shear/GPa Cohesive/MPa Internal Angle/◦ Tensile Strength/MPa

Coal seam 0.92 0.83 1.68 20 1.340
Limestone 22.6 11.1 4.72 32 7
Siltstone 6.11 4.84 2.30 30 4.47

Fine sandstone 5.87 3.38 3.26 28 3.19
Aluminous mudstone 3.06 1.89 1.80 26 3.89

Mudstone 2.17 1.21 1.30 25 2.78

The full displacement constraint boundary, in this numerical model, was used for the bottom,
while the horizontal displacement constraint and uncontrolled vertical displacement were used at
the left and right sides; moreover, the top boundary was unstructured. According to the calculation
method of reference written by Wang et al. [7], the failed simulation of the overlying strata in this
model was presumed to be the vertical stress of 7.50 MPa acting on the top boundary. Based on the
geological report on Panel 11-101, the value of the horizontal stress applied to the two sides of the
model with the trapezoidal distribution was half of the value of the vertical stress.

2.3. Numerical Scheme

(1) Stage of Roadway Excavation

The roadway in the no. 11 coal seam was excavated after the upper working phase of the no. 10
mine exit, and the total excavation length was set to be 200 m. A section of roadway at the starting
position of the excavation and an arrangement of four monitoring points were selected—located in the
roof, two ribs, and the floor—to monitor the deformation of the roadway. Hence, during the roadway
excavation, the distance between the heading face and the surveyed section rose gradually.

(2) Stage of Working Face Mining

Panel 11-101 was mined after the completion of the roadway excavation. A section of roadway
50 m from the opening was selected, and four monitoring points similar to those in the previous step
were arranged around the stage of the roadway excavation to monitor the deformation of the roadway
affected by the mining activities. Thus, during mining, the distance between the work area and the
monitoring section in the survey range decreased gradually.

2.4. Simulation Results of Roadway Deformation

Due to the roadway excavation or the mining phase, the roadway became deformed. Hence, the
roadway deformation showed a noteworthy effect during the roadway excavation and the mining
phases. Moreover, it presented significant stage characteristics, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4a,b show that the deformation variations of the roof subsidence and the two ribs were
similar. The notably affected zone of the roadway mainly occurred at the initial stage of the roadway
excavation and the stage during mining. The deformation variations rose sharply at the initial stage
of roadway excavation, with the maximum values at 0.21 m and 0.11 m, represented by Stage I.
Continuing with the roadway excavation, the subsidence values had little change and the subsidence
rate was smaller (Stage II). Following the commencement of mining during the working phase, the
deformations increase notably (Stage III); however, the subsidence rose with ladder-shape when the
monitoring point was more distant from the work area, and then it was affected sharply by significant
abutment stress.
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Figure 4. Variation curve of roadway deformation. (a) Roof subsidence; (b) Two ribs’ convergence;
(c) Floor heave deformation.

Figure 4c displays that the deformation variation of the floor heave found in Stage I was similar
to that of the roof and two ribs’ distortion. However, the variations of Stage II and Stage III were
different, when comparing the warp of the floor heave, roof, and two ribs. During roadway excavation
within Stage II (see Figure 4c), the deformation lessened slightly due to abutment stress transfers
and reduction. During the mining phase of Stage III (see Figure 4c), the floor heave increased with
significant displacement oscillation, and then dropped sharply when the surveyed section was already
into the goaf of Panel 11-101.

Thus, it can be concluded that in the initial stage of the roadway excavation (corresponding to
Stage I in Figure 4), the deformation of the roadway (roof subsidence, two ribs converging, and floor
heave, for example) rose sharply and the increase rate was large. During the middle and late stages of
the roadway excavation (Stage II in Figure 4), the deformation varied slightly; herein, the deformation
of the roof and two ribs increased, while that of floor heave decreased. Stage III in Figure 4, shows that
the deformation rose again as a whole when affected by mining activities; however, the deformation of
the roof and two ribs showed ladder-shaped growth, while that of the floor heave presented substantial
displacement oscillation.

3. Mechanical Analysis of Water-Dripping Rock with Bolt Support

Garnered from the simulation analysis in Section 2, the roadway of Panel 11-101 had large
deformations and could not be used normally; hence, bolt support was used for roadway maintenance.
Bolt support can control the deformation and the failure of the surrounding rocks and maintain the
integrity to the maximum in the anchor zone, thereby enhancing the strength and stability of the
surrounding rocks [27,28].
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3.1. Mechanical Model of Water-Dripping Rock with Bolt Support

Figure 5 shows a mechanical model of fractured rock with a bolt support. The maximum principal
stress σ1 and minimum principal stress σ3 wrought on the rock, and the normal stress and shear
stress that take effect on the fracture plane (Plane AB), are set to σ and τ in this model. When a bolt
support goes through Plane AB, the relationship between the shear stress and shear displacement can
be expressed by Equation (1) as follows [29]:

τ = Ku (1)

where τ is the shear stress, MPa; u is the shear displacement, m; and K is the interface stiffness factor
of the fracture Plane AB without water dripping obtained by a rock test.

Bolt

Figure 5. Mechanical model of fracture rock with bolt support.

When the rocks encounter water, their strength weakens. Hence, erosion factors of a rock fracture
are marked as Dm (with water dripping) are defined by Equation (2) as follows:

Dm =
K − K′

K
(2)

where K′ is the interface stiffness factor of the fracture plane with water dripping. Herein, Dm is in
the range of 0–1, and Dm = 0 means that the rock is affected by water, while Dm = 1 indicates that the
rock fractures completely. Thus, the relationship between shear stress and shear displacement with
water-dripping can be expressed by Equation (3).

τ = (1 − Dm)Ku (3)

When the shear stress of the interface between the bolt—coated with epoxy resin to prevent
corrosion—and the surrounding rock is less than its shear strength, the interface is in a completely
elastic state without relative displacement. Therefore, the bolt and the surrounding rock need to meet
the deformation coordination conditions. Figure 6 shows the stress analysis of the bolt.

According to Hooke’s law, the relationship between the displacement of the bolt u(z) and the axial
stress of the bolt P(z) at the depth of z can be expressed by Equation (4) as follows:

du(z)
dz

= − 4P(z)
πD2Ea

(4)

where Ea is the equivalent elastic modulus of the bolt-coating, Ea =
Em(D2−d2)+Ebd2

D2 , MPa; Em and Eb
are elastic modulus of the bolt coating and bolt, MPa; D and d are the diameters of the bolt coating and
bolt, respectively, m; and Lb is the anchorage length, m.
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Figure 6. Stress analysis of bolt-coating body.

Based on the static equilibrium of a unit on the bolt coating, the shear stress of the bolt τ(z) with
the depth of z can be expressed by Equation (5).

dP(z)
dz

= −πDτ(z) (5)

According to the boundary conditions of the bolt coating in Equation (6), the shear stress of the
bolt-τ(z) with the depth of z is obtained via Equation (7) as follows:⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

EaD2πdu(z)
4dz

∣∣∣∣∣ z=0
= −P

EaD2πdu(z)
4dz

∣∣∣∣∣ z=Lb

= 0

(6)

τ(z) =
λ cosh[λ(Lb − z)]

πDsinh(λLb)
P (7)

where λ is a constant, λ =
√

4(1−Dm)K1
DEa

When the interface between the bolt linkage is in elastoplasticity, the shear stress of the bolt truss
at z = 0 reaches its ultimate shear strength. Thus, the ultimate pulling force of the bolt fixture Pu is
obtained as shown in Equation (8).

Pu =
πD(1 − Dm)τtanh(λLb)

λ
(8)

Thus, from Equation (8), the ultimate pulling force of the bolt Pu had a close relation to the
anchoring length Lb, water-dripping erosion factors Dm , and other factors.

When the fractured rock supported by a bolt slipped along the fracture Plane AB, the upper part
of the rock above the fracture plane was selected and analyzed. Figure 7 shows the mechanical analysis
for the slipping of the fractured rock supported by a bolt.

Regarding the bolt, the shear stress along the fracture plane affected by the bolt was broken down
into the shear stress τN and the tensile stress τP, as expressed in Equation (9).{

τN = (τ − c − σ tan ϕ) cos α

τP = (τ − c − σ tan ϕ) sin α
(9)

where c is the cohesive of the fracture Plane AB, measured in MPa; and ϕ is the internal angle of the
fracture plane, measured in degrees.
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Figure 7. Mechanical model with the slipping of fracture rock supported by a bolt.

The stress of the fracture Plane AB, if Plane AB bears the osmotic stress p′ affected by dripping
water, can be obtained as shown in Equation (10).{

σ = 1
2 (σ1 + σ3) +

1
2 (σ1 − σ3) cos 2α − p′

τ = 1
2 (σ1 − σ3) sin 2α

(10)

Concerning the fracture rock supported by the bolt, there are two failure modes when the bolt
fails, for the most part. One is shear failure along the fracture Plane AB, and the other is the slipping
failure between the bolt and the rock.

Assuming the shear strength of the bolt body is τb, the bolt will be in the limited equilibrium state
of shear failure with τN = τb. Hence, Equation (11) can be obtained as follows:

σ1 = σ3 +
2(c + σ3 tan ϕ − p′ tan ϕ + τb/cos α)

sin 2α − cos 2α tan ϕ − tan ϕ
(11)

The bolt fixture and rock mass will be in the limited equilibrium state of slipping failure with
τP

πD2

4 = Pu if the anchorage interface is in a complete elastic state. Hence, Equation (12) can be
obtained as follows:

σ1 = σ3 +
2[c + σ3 tan ϕ − p′ tan ϕ + 4(1 − Dm)τbtanh(λLb)/Dλ sin α]

sin 2α − cos 2α tan ϕ − tan ϕ
(12)

Thus, from the previous analysis, the strength of the fracture rock supported by the bolt drops
due to deterioration by dripping water and the reduction of the anchoring bolt length.

3.2. Effect of Anchorage Length and Water-Dripping Erosion Factor on Rock Strength

3.2.1. Effect of Anchorage Length on Rock Strength

To study the effect of anchorage length on rock strength, different anchorage lengths of a bolt,
such as 0.1 m, 0.2 m, 0.5 m, 1.0 m, and 2.0 m, were examined. Equations (11) and (12) show that the
main parameters included the following: σ3 = 2 MPa, c = 0.5 MPa, ϕ = 22◦, D = 0.03 m, p′ = 0.5 MPa,
τb = 0.6 MPa, Dm = 0, and λ = 2.83. Hence, the relationship between the maximum principal stress σ1

and the dip angle of the fracture Plane AB with the different anchorage lengths is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Effect of different anchorage lengths on rock strength.

In Figure 8, the variation curves of rock strength with different anchorage lengths are similar.
However, the dip angle of the rock slipping along the failure face AB with different anchorage lengths
is different, which indicates that the effects of anchorage lengths on rock strength are different.

The maximum principal stress increased significantly with Lb ≤ 0.5 m, while having little change
within 0.5 m < Lb ≤ 2.0 m. Moreover, the affected range of the dip angle for the rock slipping along the
failure Plane AB decreased with Lb ≤ 0.5 m, while it had little change within 0.5 m < Lb ≤ 2.0 m, as
shown in Table 2. When Lb = 0.1 m, the rock failed along the fracture Plane AB within 29◦ ≤ α ≤ 86◦,
and the minimum value was 29.7 MPa, for example; when Lb = 0.5 m, the rock failed along the fracture
plane within 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 83◦, and the minimum value increased to 48.9 MPa.

Table 2. Dip angle of rock slipping along the failure face AB with different anchorage lengths.

Anchorage Length Lb/m Dip Angle of Rock Slipping along the Failure Face α/◦

0.1 29◦ ≤ α ≤ 86◦
0.2 32◦ ≤ α ≤ 84◦
0.5 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 83◦
1 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 83◦
2 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 83◦

Therefore, it can be concluded that there is an optimal value for the anchor length’s capacity to
support the roadway. When the anchor length is less than its optimal value, the support effect rises
noticeably as the anchor length increases, while it is not obvious once the anchor length exceeds the
optimal value.

3.2.2. Effect of Water-Dripping Erosion Factor on Rock Strength

To study the effect of the water-dripping erosion factor on rock strength, different water-dripping
erosion factors, such as 0, 0.3, 0.6, and 0.9, were studied. Similar to the parameters in Section 3.2.1,
some boundaries were added and adjusted, such as K = 0.6 GPa/m and Ea = 10 GPa. The relationship
between the maximum principal stress σ1 and the water-dripping erosion factor is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 shows the variation curves of rock strength with different water-dripping erosion factors
are similar; the weakening effect on the rock strength and the affected range of the dip angle for rock
slipping along the failure face AB increased markedly as the erosion factors rose. When Dm = 0, the
rock failed along the fracture Plane AB within 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 84◦ (as shown in Table 3) and the minimum
value was 49 MPa, for example; when Dm = 0.3, the rock failed along the fracture Plane AB within
32◦ ≤ α ≤ 84◦, and the minimum value fell to 41.9 MPa; when Dm = 0.6, the rock failed along the
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fracture Plane AB within 30◦ ≤ α ≤ 86◦, and the minimum value was 32.9 MPa; when Dm = 0.9, the
rock failed along the fracture Plane AB within 27◦ ≤ α ≤ 87◦, and the minimum value fell to 19 MPa.
The rock strength decreased from 41.9 MPa to 19 MPa as the erosion factor rose, making the weakening
effect obvious.

Hence, it can be concluded that the rock strength can be enhanced by increasing the anchor length
or by decreasing the water-dripping erosion factor, thereby enhancing the support for the roadway.

Table 3. Dip angle of rock slipping along the failure face with different water-dripping erosion factors.

Water-Dripping Erosion Factors Dm Dip Angle of Rock Slipping along the Failure Face α/◦

0 34◦ ≤ α ≤ 84◦
0.3 32◦ ≤ α ≤ 84◦
0.6 30◦ ≤ α ≤ 86◦
0.9 27◦ ≤ α ≤ 87◦

 

Figure 9. Effect of different water-dripping erosion factors on rock strength.

4. Numerical Analysis of Deformation of a Water-Dripping Roadway with Bolt Support

4.1. Results of Numerical Simulation

Deformation of a roadway with water dripping onto it is sizeable (see Section 2); however, bolt
support can effectively restrain deformation (see Section 3). Hence, based on the numerical simulation
used in Section 2, an alternate model of a roadway with bolt support is established and used to compare
with the model without bolt support. Regarding the model with bolt support, the support parameters
mainly included a bolt diameter of 18 mm, bolt length of 2200 mm, and bolt spacing of 900 × 900 mm.

To study the effect of the bolt support on the roadway, the index of deformation and failure of
roadway, such as roof subsidence, maximum principal stress, and plasticity zone, were studied and
discussed. Figures 10–12 depict the nephogram regarding these three indices of roadway, with or
without bolt support.

Figures 10–12 display that the peak values of the three indices—roof subsidence, maximum
principal stress, and plasticity zone distribution—without bolt support were larger than those with
bolt support. The peak values of roof subsidence with or without bolt support were 48.37 mm and
60.63 mm, respectively, which reduced the amount of subsidence by 20% with bolt support, for
example; the maximum principal stress without bolt support was 0.062 MPa of tensile stress, while
that with bolt support was −0.0063 MPa of compressive stress. Moreover, the range of the plasticity
zone without bolt support was substantial, mainly having tensile and shear failures, whereas that with
bolt support decreased noticeably with mainly shear failure. The results indicate that bolt support can
significantly reduce the roof subsidence and plasticity range of a roadway; meanwhile, it greatly drops
the maximum principal stress and changes the stress state from tensile stress to compressive stress,
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which can enhance the rock strength markedly. Thus, bolt support has a good effect on controlling the
deformation and failure of a roadway, thereby maintaining its stability.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 10. Nephogram of the roof subsidence with or without bolt support. (a) Without bolt support;
(b) With bolt support.

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 11. Nephogram of the maximum principal stress with or without bolt support. (a) Without bolt
support; (b) With bolt support.

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 12. Nephogram of the plastic zone with or without bolt support. (a) Without bolt support;
(b) With bolt support.

4.2. Effect of Bolt Parameters on Roadway Stability

According to the reference written by Kang et al. (2008), the line space and tightening force of
bolts are the important technical parameters of bolt support for the roadway. The line spacing of bolts
directly determines the range of the compressive stress of the surrounding rocks. The effect of different
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line spacing and different tightening force on the stability of a roadway was studied using the control
variable method, which only changed line spacing or tightening force.

4.2.1. Effect of Line Space of Bolt on Roadway Stability

To study the effect of the spacing of the bolts on the roadway stability, the roof subsidence and
the plasticity zone are displayed in Figures 13 and 14. Herein, the tightening force of a bolt was set to
40 kN and remained unchanged, and the different spacing of the bolts, such as 0.6 m, 0.7 m, 0.8 m,
0.9 m and 1.0 m, were the variable.

   
(a) (b) (c) 

 
(d) (e) (f) 

Figure 13. Range of the plasticity zone of the roadway with different line spacing of the bolts. (a) 0.6 m;
(b) 0.7 m; (c) 0.8 m; (d) 0.9 m; (e) 1.0 m; (f) Rock failure state.
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Figure 14. Variation of the roof subsidence for the roadway with different line spacing of bolts.
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Figures 13 and 14, with the spacing of the bolts increasing from 0.6 m to 1.0 m, show the range of
the plasticity zone, while the roof subsidence of the roof rock increased, indicating that the support
effect of the bolt weakened. However, the two parameters increased gradually as the spacing escalated
from 0.6 m to 0.9 m, with a significant rise in the spacing of 1.0 m. Herein, the roof subsidence rose
slightly from 52.56 mm to 89.74 mm as the line spacing increased from 0.6 m to 0.9 m, and it markedly
rose to 153.85 mm with the spacing of 1.0 m, with an increase of 63% compared to the spacing at 0.9 m.
Thus, the closer spacing/greater frequency of the bolts has better support for the roadway; however,
too little space between the bolts will significantly raise the cost.

Thus, from the analysis of the roof subsidence and plasticity range, the spacing of the bolts should
be selected between 0.7 m and 0.9 m, according to this simulation.

4.2.2. Effect of Tightening Force of Bolt on Roadway Stability

To study the effect of the tightening force of the bolts on roadway stability, the roof subsidence
and the plasticity zone are displayed in Figures 15 and 16. Herein, the spacing of bolts was set to 0.9 m
and remained unchanged, and the different tightening force of the bolts, such as 20 kN, 40 kN, 60 kN
and 80 kN, were the variable.

Figures 15 and 16, with the tightening force of the bolts increasing from 20 kN to 80 kN, show the
range of the plasticity zone and the subsidence of the roof rock, which indicate that the bolt enhances
the support effect. However, the two parameters dropped gradually with the tightening force of
20 kN and 40 kN, while they decreased noticeably with the tightening force of 60 kN and 80 kN.
Herein, the roof subsidence dropped slightly from 95.15 mm (assuming the tightening force was 20 kN)
to 88.98 mm (if the tightening force was 40 kN), and it markedly decreased to 55.28 mm with the
tightening force of 80 kN. Hence, the stronger tightening force, exceeding 40 kN, had better support
for the roadway.

Thus, the line spacing and the tightening force of the bolts have significant effect on the roadway
support. Moreover, it can be concluded that the reasonable parameters of bolts with the spacing of
0.7–0.9 m and a tightening force exceeding 40 kN for roadway support are more effective.

Figure 15. Range of the plasticity zone of the roadway with different tightening forces.
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Figure 16. Variation of the roof subsidence for the roadway with different tightening forces.

5. Field Observations About Support Effect of Roadway with Dripping Water

5.1. Support Scheme

According to the geological report for Panel 11-101, a scheme of bolt and cable support for the
roadway was carried out, as shown in Figure 17. Based on the previous studies, the mechanism of a
cable support was similar to that of a bolt support; however, the support effect of the cable was more
obvious than that of the bolt support. Hence, the bolt and cable support for the roadway could better
control the deformation of the surrounding rocks [6,13].

Figure 17. Scheme of bolt and cable support.

It can be divided into bolt support and cable support in this analysis, and the main parameters
are as follows:
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(1) Bolt Support System. The system used a high strength bolt made of screw steel, measuring
Φ18 × 2200 mm, and used a tightening force exceeding 40 kN. The anchoring agent marked as
FSCK2340 had waterproof resin properties. The line and row spacing of the bolts were 800 mm
and 900 mm, respectively.

(2) Cable Support System. The system used a cage-type cable, measuring Φ 17.78 × 4500 mm,
with a tray size of 100 × 100 × 10 mm. The anchoring agent marked as FSCK2340 × 4 was a
waterproof resin.

5.2. Analysis of Field Observation

A section of the roadway was selected as the starting position for the excavation and the assembly
of four monitoring points located in the roof, two ribs, and floor to monitor the deformation of the
roadway. Moreover, the roof development and bolt and cable forces are discussed. The observation
data are shown in Figures 18–20.

5.2.1. Observation with Roadway Excavating

(1) Deformation Monitoring of Roadway

Table 4 and Figure 18 show that, with roadway excavation, the variation of the roadway
deformation, such as roof subsidence, two ribs’ convergence, and floor heave, had similar growth
tendencies. When the excavating distance exceeded 100 m, the roof subsidence and two ribs’
convergence tended to be stable, while the floor heave also tended to be stable when the mining
distance exceeded 200 m. Moreover, the roof subsidence and two ribs’ convergence had small peak
values, which indicated that the bolt and cable support effectively restrained the deformation of the
roadway with good support; however, the floor heave was relatively large due to the significant effect
of the dripping water.

Table 4. Deformation variation of the roadway with roadway excavating.

Excavating Distance/m Roof Subsidence/mm Floor Heave/mm Two Ribs’ Convergence/mm

1.5 0 0
9 0 3

40.5 1 4
49.5 1 4
57 1 4

72.5 2 0 6
86 2 1 16

101.5 4 1 16
105.3 4 28 16
143 4 47 16
176 4 52 16
209 5 54 16
240 5 57 16
269 5 57 16
342 5 57 16
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Figure 18. Deformation variation of the roadway with roadway excavating.

(2) Stress Monitoring of Bolt and Cable

Table 5 and Figure 19 allow for the conclusion that the stresses on the bolts and cables were
small and showed little change during the roadway excavation. The stresses on the roof bolt, right
rib bolt, and roof cable remained unchanged with tightening forces of 48 kN, 39 kN, and 68 kN,
respectively. Moreover, the stress on the left rib bolt increased by 8 kN, but the value was still small.
This indicates that the roadway was in a low stress state and shows the support of the bolt plus the
cable is more effective.
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Figure 19. Stress variation of the bolt and cable with the roadway excavation.
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Table 5. Stress variation of the bolt and cable with the roadway excavation.

Excavating Distance/m Roof Bolt/kN Right Rib Bolt/kN Left Rib Bolt/kN Roof Cable/kN

1.5 48 39 40 65
9 48 39 48 66

40.5 48 39 48 66
49.5 48 39 48 66
57 48 39 48 66

72.5 48 39 48 68
86 48 39 48 68

101.5 48 39 48 68
105.3 48 39 48 68
143 48 39 48 68
176 48 39 48 68
209 48 39 48 68
240 48 39 48 68
269 48 39 48 68
342 48 39 48 68

(3) Endoscopy Results of Roof Failure

A drill hole was set up on the roadway roof and the rock failure with different depths depicted by
an electronic drilling peep instrument, as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20 shows that there was no severe damage to the roof except that a vertical crack at the
depth of 2 m occurred. The drill hole was basically intact, and there was no bed separation observed in
the roof rocks. This shows that the surrounding rocks of the roadway formed an effective load-bearing
structure with the support of the bolt and cable, and the support was better.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 20. Rock failure with different depths depicted by electronic drilling peep instrument. (a) Drill
hole depth of 1 m; (b) Drill hole depth of 2 m; (c) Drill hole depth of 3.5 m; and (d) Drill hole depth of
4.5 m.
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(4) Results of Roof Bed Separation

Two monitoring points were set up at the roadway roof with different heights—2.4 m and 6.0
m—to study the bed separation of the roof, as shown in Table 6 and Figure 21.

Table 6. Variation of the roof bed separation with the roadway excavation.

Excavation Distance/m
Roof Bed Separation Values/mm

Monitoring Point of Height 2.4 m Monitoring Point of Height 6.0 m

20.7 0 0
37 0 2

40.5 0 2
49.5 0 2
57 0 2
66 0 2
86 0 2

101.5 0 2
105.3 0 4
143 0 4
209 0 4
240 0 4
269 0 4
342 0 4
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Figure 21. Rock failure with different depths depicted by electronic drilling peep instrument.

Regarding the roadway excavation, the maximum bed separation values of the two monitoring
points on the roadway using the bolt and cable support were insignificant at only 0 mm and 4 mm,
respectively. This indicates that bed separation basically did not occur in the roof using this support
scheme and further shows that a bolt and cable fixture had high efficiency for initial support, laying a
good foundation for maintaining the long-term stability of the roadway.

5.2.2. Observation with Working Face Mining

During mining, a section of the roadway with the distance from the open-off cut of 50 m was
selected as a monitoring station to survey the roof subsidence and two ribs’ convergence by the method
of cross-cloth point.
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Figure 22, with the mining area approaching the surveyed section, shows the two ribs’ convergence
rose exponentially and tended to be stable. However, the value with the distance of 10 m was only
5 mm, and it was in a low level. This indicates that the deformation of the two ribs was affected by the
mining activities and shows certain periodicity; moreover, it also shows that the support effect of the
bolt and cable applied to the roadway was noteworthy.
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Figure 22. Variation curve of the two ribs’ convergence for the roadway section.

Figure 23 shows that the roof subsidence rose slowly as the mining area approached the surveyed
section, while the distance of 10 m had a value of 14 mm. This indicates that the abutment stress had
no abrupt change, and the roof moved smoothly; moreover, it also shows that the support of the bolt
and cable applied to the roadway was better and significant.
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Figure 23. Variation curve of the roof subsidence for the roadway section.
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Comparing the prior numerical simulation results to the support and field observation results
after installing anchors, the field observation results of the roof subsidence and two rib convergence
during the roadway excavation process (9 mm and 16 mm shown in Figure 18 and Table 4) had more
significance than that of just the numerical simulation results (180 mm and 115 mm shown in Figure 4).
The stresses of the bolts and cables were small with little variation, as shown in Figure 19; it was very
close to the installation stress at the initial stage of excavation. The stress of the roof cable rose to 68 kN,
which was close to the installation stress of 80–100 kN, for example. Moreover, Figure 21 and Table 6
show the maximum roof bed separation value was only 4 mm, which indicates that bed separation
basically does not occur in the roof affected by this support scheme. Thus, when a scheme of bolt
and cable support was applied to the roadway of Panel 11-101 in the Tuanbai coal mine, the roadway
deformation was small, the bolt/cable stress was low, and the roof fracture was rarely observed. Hence,
it can be concluded that the support scheme is reliable and effective to control the deformation of
a roadway, thereby ensuring the safety of the roadway support. Moreover, the results of the field
observation verify the aforementioned numerical simulation results and deserve further promotion
and application.

6. Conclusions

Based on the technical problem of support for a water-dripping roadway below a contiguous
seam goaf in the Tuanbai coal mine, this study on the deformation and control countermeasures of the
surrounding rocks for water dripping on a roadway was carried out in detail by means of numerical
simulation, theoretical analysis, and field observation. The main study contents and the conclusions
are obtained as follows:

• The deformation of the water-dripping roadway was noticeable and showed marked effect
over time, particularly during the roadway excavation and mining. It presented significant
stage characteristics as follows: during the initial stage of roadway excavation, the roadway
deformation rose sharply, and then it varied slightly in the middle and late stages of the roadway
excavation, at which point the deformation of the roof and two ribs increased, while the floor
heave decreased. During the stage of mining, the deformation rose again while affected by mining
activities; however, the deformation of the roof and two ribs showed ladder-shaped growth, while
that of the floor heave presented a significant displacement oscillation characteristic.

• Based on the large deformation of the surrounding rocks by the dripping water onto the roadway,
the mechanical models of surrounding rocks with bolt supports was established; the effect of
the bolt anchorage length and water-dripping erosion on the strength of rocks was studied.
The authors found that there was an optimal value for the anchor length support for the roadway,
and the support effect increased noticeably with an increase in length following the point where
the length was less than the value. It was not obvious once the length exceeded the value;
moreover, the effect weakened significantly as the water-dripping erosion factor on the bolt rose.
Hence, a bolt with a reasonable anchor length and waterproof fixative agent can help to exert the
needed support for the surrounding rocks of the water-dripping roadway.

• According to the above conclusions, a combined support scheme of bolt and cable was
recommended, and two important technical parameters of bolt support (line spacing and
tightening force) were studied in detail. Finally, the reasonable and optimized parameters
of spacing and the tightening force of bolts were found to be 0.7–0.9 m and exceeding
40 kN, respectively.

• Combined with the above study results and the actual conditions at the Tuanbai coal mine, feasible
measures for bolt and cable support were proposed. A field case regarding the deformation of
the surrounding rocks, monitoring of anchor stress, endoscopy results of roof failure, and roof
bed-separation monitoring were used to verify the logic of the scheme.
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The study results can serve as a reference regarding supports for a roadway with water dripping
onto it under similar conditions.
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Abstract: Fracture grouting has been a mitigation measure widely used against seepage in the
Yellow River Embankment. However, there is currently a lack of systematic investigations studying
the anti-seepage effect of the fracture grouting employed in this longest river embankment in
China. Therefore, in this work, laboratory and in situ experiments are carried out to investigate
the reinforcement effect of fracture grouting in the Jinan section of the Yellow River Embankment.
In particular, laboratory tests concentrate on studying the optimum strength improvement for
cement–silicate grout by varying the content of backfilled fly ash and bentonite as admixtures.
Mechanical strength and Scanning Electron Microscope photographs are investigated for assessing the
strength and compactness improvement. Subsequently, based on the obtained optimum admixtures
content, in situ grouting tests are carried out in the Jinan section of the Yellow River Embankment
to evaluate the reinforcement and lapping effect of fracture grouting veins, where geophysical
prospecting and pit prospecting methods are employed. Laboratory results show that, compared
with pure cement–silicate grouts, the gelation time of the improved slurry is longer and gelation
time increases as fly ash content increases. The optimum mixing proportion of the compound
cement–silicate grout is 70% cement, 25% fly ash, and 5% bentonite, and the best volume ratio
is 2 for the investigated cases. Geophysical prospecting including the ground penetrating radar
and high-density resistivity method can reflect the lapping effect of fracture grouting veins on
site. It shows that the grouting material mainly flows along the axial direction of the embankment.
The treatment used to generate directional fracture is proved to be effective. The injection hole
interval distance is suggested to be 1.2 m, where the lapping effect of the grouting veins is relatively
significant. For the investigated cases, the average thickness of the grouting veins is approximately
6.0 cm and the corresponding permeability coefficient is averagely 1.6 × 10−6 cm/s, which meets the
anti-seepage criterion in practice.

Keywords: fracture grouting; cement–silicate grout; geophysical prospecting; seepage; Yellow
River Embankment

1. Introduction

The Yellow River Embankment is the longest river embankment in China, and is mainly
constructed of Yellow River alluvial soils, i.e., silt with low surface strength, high porosity, and
drastic capillarity. Many scholars [1–3] have investigated the Yellow River Embankment from different
points of view. Seepage-induced instabilities such as infiltration, piping, and leakage frequently
occurred in the Yellow River Embankment during its long-term operation period, mainly due to its
unfavorable soil properties, animal interference, and water level change [4]. Among the potential
seepage control methods, fracture grouting has been developing rapidly recently due to its low cost
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and high efficiency [5]. According to the statistics, more than 3000 dangerous reservoirs and 2000 km
of embankments have been reinforced with fracture grouting in the past 20 years [6].

Researchers have carried out a series of studies on grouting materials [7–9], grouting mechanism,
and fluid flow [10,11] against seepage through indoor experiments and theoretical analysis.
In particular, Warner et al. [12] used compaction grouting to mitigate the sinkholes at WAC Bennett dam,
showing satisfactory reinforcement effect. Grotenhuis [13] predicted the fracture length and thickness
of grouting in sandy soil through analytical solutions. Tunçdemir et al. [14] investigated fracture
grouting in fissured Ankara Clay with low-viscosity cement grouts, where the effect of water/solid
ratio and the applied vertical stress on fracturing pressure was studied. Bezuijen [15] studied fracture
grouting in sand by developing a conceptual and analytical model and obtained the relationship
between crack dimensions and grouting material properties. Yoneyama et al. [16] discussed the
mechanism by which cement grout controlled water permeation through fractures in rocks, focusing
on the effectiveness of the clogging of cement particles for closing water paths. Yun et al. [17] studied
the injection process of fracture grouting and proposed an analytical solution to determine fracture
pressure, length, and thickness. Wang et al. [18] performed laboratory tests on loose sand under
confined boundary conditions to explore the grouting evolution and diffusion process, with different
grout water cement ratios and degrees of saturation of soil. They highlighted the influence of these two
factors on the injected grout volume, grout density, and the characteristics of the grouted bulbs. Sun [19]
put forward the important factors affecting diffusion radius and derived the calculation formula of
fracture grouting diffusion radius based on the assumption that the soil is isotropic and the calculated
model is an ideal parallel plane model. However, those introduced works mainly concentrate on
investigating grouting in sand or some specific soil whose engineering properties are very different
from the Yellow River silt. Therefore, the grouting parameters in existing studies cannot be directly
used to investigate the anti-seepage grouting in the Yellow River Embankment. Furthermore, due to
the complexity and randomness of grouting mechanism and material properties, there is a need for
a systematic assessment for the grouting effectiveness in the Yellow River Embankment.

In existing studies, experimental or theoretical works have been conducted to investigate the
properties of the Yellow River silt. In particular, Liu et al. [20] established the stress–strain behavior of
the Yellow River silt under dynamic loading through dynamic triaxial and resonance column tests.
Xiao et al. [21] investigated the basic physical–mechanical properties of the Yellow River silt by a series
of laboratory experiments to treat the distress of silt rainfall of the Beijing–Jiulong railway in the Yellow
River alluvial plain area. Song et al. [22] simulated the rainfall infiltration and capillary rising through
laboratory tests and analyzed the hydrophilic characteristics of silty roadbed in the Yellow River
alluvial plain. Zhu et al. [23] studied the attenuation law of strength and stiffness of silty embankment
under capillary water and evaluate the reinforcement effect of the embankment by using the Soletanche
method based on large-scale indoor model tests. Chen et al. [24] carried out a number of triaxial tests
with stress-controlled monotonic loading and cyclic loading for the Yellow River silt under the CU
condition to investigate factors that influence the mechanical behavior of the Yellow River silt. Shi [25]
studied the bond performance between polymer anchorage body and silt through ultimate pullout
tests on vertical polymer anchors. It is noted that the existing studies concentrate on investigating
the mechanical properties of the Yellow River silt through indoor tests. However, laboratory tests
cannot comprehensively reflect the in situ state of soil or reveal realistically the grouting mechanism of
fracture grouting in the Yellow River Embankment.

Therefore, in this work, laboratory and in situ experiments are carried out to investigate the
reinforcement effect of fracture grouting in the Jinan section of the Yellow River Embankment.
In particular, firstly, the laboratory tests concentrate on studying the optimum strength and
compactness improvement for cement–silicate grout by varying the content of backfilled fly ash
and bentonite as admixtures. Flexural strength and Scanning Electron Microscope photographs are
investigated for assessing the strength and compactness improvement. Subsequently, based on the
obtained optimum admixtures content, in situ grouting tests are carried out in the Jinan section of the
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Yellow River Embankment to investigate the anti-seepage effect of fracture grouting, where geophysical
prospecting and pit prospecting methods are employed. The work provides references for determining
the technical construction parameters of practical fracture grouting in river embankment, i.e., distance
of grouting holes, the optimum mixing proportion of grouting material and termination condition.

2. Experimental Scheme and Testing Procedure

2.1. Grouting Material Laboratory Experiment

Grouting effectiveness significantly depends on the grouting materials used in practice.
Cement–silicate grout has been widely used due to its short gelation time and high stone rate.
However, it has some limitations, such as low-level stability and fluidity, which has restricted its
further development. Therefore, experiments are designed to investigate the improvements on the
reinforcement effect of the existing cement–silicate grout aiming for the optimum content of backfilled
fly ash and bentonite as water reducing agent and expansive agent respectively.

2.1.1. Raw Material

The cement used in the experiment is a Portland cement (PC) graded 42.5 and produced by
Sunnsy Group in Jinan. The fly ash (FA) can be classified as Class F according to ASTM C618-05 [26].
The compositions of PC and FA are shown in Table 1. The main characteristics and properties
of bentonite (B) are shown in Table 2. The Baume degree and modulus of the silicate are 40 and
3.3 respectively.

Table 1. Main chemical composition of PC and FA.

Material CaO (%) SiO2 (%) Al2O3 (%) Fe2O3 (%)

PC 62.60 22.61 4.35 2.46
FA 3.75 54.64 28.09 6.20

Table 2. Main characteristics and properties of bentonite and silicate.

Water Absorption Swell Volume Colloid Valence Particle Size (75 μm) Water Content

420% (2 h) 49 mL/g 630 mL/15 g 95% 9%

2.1.2. Experimental Scheme

To improve the grouting effects of cement–silicate grout, fly ash and bentonite are added as
admixtures. In particular, first, construction cost can decrease when partially replacing cement with
fly ash. Second, the fluidity of grout increases as fly ash particle is spherical and finer than the
cement ones. Last but not the least, secondary reaction can occur between fly ash and the reactants of
hydration action of cement, and low calcium hydrates like CaSiO3 can be generated, which improves
the anti-aqueous solubility of the concretion and promotes the durability of the anti-seepage curtain.
According to Sha [27], the optimum percentage of fly ash ranges from 20% to 30%.

Bentonite can improve the stability and infiltration capacity of grout. However, bentonite affects
the hydration of cement and lowers concrete strength [28]. Therefore, the mixing content of bentonite
should be controlled in a certain range. Based on the research of Liu [29], the percentage of bentonite
is controlled at 5% in this paper to achieve an optimum improvement.

In addition, the water over solid (W/S) ratio is controlled at 1.0 according to practical engineering.
The volume ratios (VR) between cementitious suspensions and silicate are parametrically varied with
1:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 4:1. The specific proportion of mixture of experimental grout is shown in Table 3.
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2.1.3. Testing Procedure

Inverted cup tests are firstly carried out to measure the gelation time of the slurry under different
fly ash content (FA) and volume ratio between cementitious suspensions and silicate (VR). Secondly,
the specimens are produced in laboratory and the dimensions of the specimen are 40 × 40 × 160 mm
according to GB/T 17671-1999 [30]. The specimens are subsequently maintained in a standard curing
room (23 ± 3 ◦C and 100% R.H.) for seven and 28 days, two maintenance conditions. Thirdly,
a WDW-100E mechanical press is used to measure the compressive and flexural strength of the
specimen with a speed of 2 kN/min and 2 mm/min respectively. Finally, Scanning Electron Microscope
(SEM) photographs are investigated for assessing the anti-seepage properties in a micro perspective.

Table 3. Proportion of mixture of experimental grout. VR: Volume ratio; FA: Fly ash; PC: Portland
cement; B: Bentonite.

Number VR FA/% PC/% B/%

A1 1:1 20 75 5
A2 1:1 25 70 5
A3 1:1 30 65 5
B1 2:1 20 75 5
B2 2:1 25 70 5
B3 2:1 30 65 5
C1 3:1 20 75 5
C2 3:1 25 70 5
C3 3:1 30 65 5
D1 4:1 20 75 5
D2 4:1 25 70 5
D3 4:1 30 65 5

2.2. In Situ Grouting Test

2.2.1. Yellow River Silt

According to Cui [31], Yellow River silt consists of over 80% silt and a small amount of clay,
with low surface strength, high porosity, and drastic capillarity.

Prior to the in situ tests, particle gradation tests, direct shear tests, and permeability tests are
carried out. The result of the particle gradation testis shown in Figure 1. The non-uniform coefficient
(Cu) and curvature coefficient (Cc) of Yellow River Silt are 3.6 and 1.51 respectively. It can be seen
that the particle gradation of the Yellow River silt is relatively uniform and the particles in the size
range 0.002–0.074 mm account for more than 80%. In addition, the gradation of the soil is poor as
Cu is smaller than 5. Based on the results from the direct shear tests, the cohesion (cq) and angle of
shearing resistance (ϕq) are 10.78 kPa and 23.67◦, respectively. The permeability of the Yellow River
silt is obtained by the variable water head permeability test and the tested permeability coefficient is
5.913 × 10−5 cm/s.

Figure 1. Particle size distribution curve.
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2.2.2. Design of In Situ Grouting Tests

(1) Layout of grouting holes

The interval distance between grouting holes is determined by diffusion radius and grouting
range, while diffusion radius is decided by rheological property of grouting material, grouting pressure
and grouting time. However, there is a lack of theoretical relation for confirming the diffusion radius
at present. As a consequence, the determination of the distance will be determined empirically based
on practical applications.

When determining the interval distance, the lapping effect between two holes should be taken into
consideration. Based on the fact that the permeability of Yellow River silt is relatively low, the fracture
grouting would be the dominant type when conducting grouting experiment. According to the existing
applications [32], the distance between two grouting holes can be determined as 1.0–2.0 m. In order to
further decide the optimum distance, the interval distance is parametrically varied from 0.8 m to 1.5 m
in the tests. The layout of the grouting holes and the schematic cross section of the grouting field are
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Layout of field test.

(2) Grouting pressure

It is crucial to control the grouting pressure during the grouting process, which affects the
compactness of the soil. However, deformation or even destruction of earth structures can occur
when grouting pressure exceeds a critical value. Therefore, the grouting pressure should be controlled
in a certain range. The maximum allowed value of fracture grouting pressure can be calculated by
Equation (1) [33]:

Pmax = γh + σt, (1)

where γ, h and σt represent the specific weight of soil, the depth of grouting pipe and soil tensile
strength respectively.

After substituting γ = 15.5 kN/m3, σt = 10 kPa(empirical value) and h = 3 m into Equation (1),
the maximum allowable pressure is determined to be 56.5 kPa.
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Considering that emitting slurry phenomenon may happen when grouting in shallow strata,
the ultimate grouting pressure can be calculated by Equation (2) [32]:

Pu ≤ γhtan2(45◦ + ϕ/2) + 2c tan (45◦ + ϕ/2). (2)

Based on the results in Section 2.2.1, the ultimate grouting pressure is calculated as 141.9 kPa.
Combining the calculated results, initiation pressure and the ultimate pressure are determined as

60 kPa and 150 kPa in the field grouting experiment.

2.2.3. Grouting Procedure

Perforated pipe grouting is used in in situ tests. The grouting procedure involves grouting pad
construction, positioning and drilling of grouting holes, preparation of the grout, and, finally, injection
of the grout. A flow chart of grouting is shown in Figure 3a.

Figure 3. Flow chart of perforated pipe grouting and production of perforated pipe.

A concrete slab with dimensions of 8.4 m × 5 m × 10 cm (length × width × depth) is produced
as the grouting pad a week before the grouting injection. After fabricating the grouting pad for three
days, the grouting holes are excavated according to Figure 2. At the same time, the perforated pipes
are produced with seamless steel tube with diameter of 48 mm and wall thickness of 3.5 mm. In order
to generate directional grouting fractures along the axis, the hole distances on the pipe are designed to
be different in two direction where one direction is 20 cm and the other is 40 cm. The direction of the
dense holes on the pipes is marked with red oil paint. The detailed process is shown in Figure 3b.

The optimum admixture content is obtained from the laboratory tests and is adopted in the in
situ tests. The cementitious suspensions and the water glass with Baume degree of 40 are placed in
different agitated tanks. The prepared grout is agitated in case of sedimentation or setting. Meanwhile,
drilling rig is used to bore the grouting holes according to the grouting holes positions.

After boring the grouting holes, perforated pipes are placed into the holes. It should be noted
that the painted direction is parallel to the axial direction of the layout of the in situ grouting test.
Before injection, cement–silicate grout with volume ratio of 2:1 is used to seal the holes to avoid
slurry inflow.

After preparation, the grout is pumped into the grouting holes and the sequence of grouting holes
number is 1, 3, 5, 2 and 4. Thin slurry is used at the beginning and the grouting pressure increases
progressively until it reaches the fracture pressure (about 0.06 MPa). After spitting the soil, the grouting
pressure is decreased and adjusted to the defined level. Meanwhile, the slurry is gradually densified.
The injection process does not complete until one of the following two criteria is satisfied: either the
volume of the injected grout is equal to the predefined volume (150–200 kg/m) or the inflow injection
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pressure reaches the ultimate pressure (about 0.15 MPa). When the injection completes, the circuits of
the injection pump should be washed with clean water to avoid blocking. Besides, concentrated grout
is injected to the grouting holes to seal the holes.

2.2.4. Geophysical Prospecting Method

In order to comprehensively evaluate grouting effectiveness, both the ground-penetrating radar
(GPR) and high-density resistivity method (HDRM) are used to avoid the limitation and multiplicity
induced by a single method, as shown in Figures 4 and 5. Pit prospecting is additionally carried
out to investigate the reinforcement mechanism and the created grouting veins. The results of pit
prospecting can verify the validity of the geophysical prospecting method and can further help to
better understand the grouting mechanism in the soil.

The in situ test procedure is described as follows. First, the reinforcement condition is detected
using GPR and HDRM two weeks after grouting, where the layout of geophysical prospecting is shown
in Figure 6. After geophysical prospecting, the grouted field is excavated to observe the grouting veins.
Finally, part of the grouting veins is sampled, and the thickness of the grouting veins is measured.

 

Figure 4. Ground-penetrating radar.

 

Figure 5. High-density resistivity method.
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Figure 6. The layout of GPR and HDRM.

3. Discussion of Laboratory Results

3.1. Gelation Time of the Slurry

The test results in terms of gelation time of the slurry are shown in Figure 7. The gelation time
prolongs as fly ash content increases. When partly replacing cement with fly ash and bentonite,
the water over cement ratio (W/C), that is a key factor in determining the setting time, decreases.
In particular, the backfilled bentonite influences the hydration of cement and prolongs the gelation
time. In practice, a slurry with appropriate gelation time is of great significance to avoid small range
diffusion or water erosion. Therefore, the gelation time of slurry needs to be adjusted without greatly
changing the slurry property by adding specific amount of fly ash.

Figure 7. Test result of gelation time of the slurry (VR: the volume ratio).

3.2. Strength of the Specimen

The tested flexural strength and compressive strength of the specimens are shown in Figures 8
and 9 respectively. According to Figure 8, except for the case of 28-day maintenance and under the
volume ratio of 1, all the other seven tests results show that the flexural strength firstly increases and
then decreases as the fly ash content increases. The flexural strength reaches the peak when the fly ash
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content is in the range of approximately 25%. As to the result of compressive strength, it is noted that
the compressive strength decreases as the fly ash content increases from 20 to 30%.

Figure 8. Test result of flexural strength of the specimen (VR: the volume ratio).

Figure 9. Test result of compressive strength of the specimen (VR: the volume ratio).

W/C influences concrete strength as a result of the weakening effects from cement hydration
when incorporating fly ash and bentonite. While backfilling 20% fly ash, pozzolanic reaction between
fly ash and the hydrate of cement (such as calcium hydroxide) can supplement concrete strength.
In this case, fly ash is almost reacted and therefore its effect on improving the compactness of grout
material is insignificant. When the percentage of fly ash increases to 25%, the hydration of fly ash
further completes and the residual fly ash fills the pore in the concrete. However, the residual fly ash is
redundant and plays a negative role to the compactness when the content of fly ash reaches to 30%.
In seepage control engineering of embankment, the veins generated by fracture grouting tend to be
relatively thin, which makes it more susceptible to bending [34]. Therefore, the optimum range of
fly ash is in the range of approximately 25% where the flexural strength is relatively large under the
test condition.

Regarding the influence of volume ratio, when it is in the range of 2, the hydration action is
relatively complete and the strength maximizes. After a threshold value of approximately 2, the volume
ratio is so large that the silicate is not sufficient to react with hydration products (like calcium
hydroxide), which eventually results in slightly decrease of the mechanical strength of the specimens.
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3.3. SEM Analysis of Specimen

According to the test result in 3.2, the specimen B1, B2 and B3 are selected to investigate the
influence of fly ash on the microstructure for the volume ratio of 2 using the scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The photographs of SEM of the specimens under different fly ash are shown in
Figure 10.

 

Figure 10. Photographs of SEM of the specimens under different fly ash content.

According to Figure 10e, it is noted that the pores on the concrete of B3 (30%FA + 5%B + 65%PC,
VR = 2) are large and numerous. It is presented in Figure 10f that there is a large amount of fly ash
particles in the surface of the microstructure of B3. According to Figure 10c, the compactness of B2
(25%FA + 5%B + 70%PC, VR = 2) significantly increases compared with B3, and the micro-aggregate
effect of fly ash is obvious with different sizes of fly ash particles embedded in the hydrates and those
fly ash particles fill some void of the concrete. Furthermore, it is shown in Figure 10d that a large
amount of calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) form, which increases concrete strength of B2. In Figure 10a,
there are more cracks and less fly ash particles on the surface of the concrete of B1 (20%FA + 5%B +
75%PC) compared with B2. The unreacted fly ash is insufficient and therefore the filling effect is not
obvious as the microstructure of B2 in Figure 10c.

Considering the results of mechanical strength and SEM, the macroscopic analysis and microscopic
analysis show good agreements. In particular, the optimum mixing proportion of the grout is 70%
cement, 25% fly ash and 5% bentonite, and the best volume ratio is 2 for the investigated cases.
The slurry under this mix proportion is selected for the subsequent in situ grouting experiment.

4. Discussion of In Situ Test Results

Based on the obtained optimum admixture content, in situ grouting tests are carried out in
the Jinan section of the Yellow River Embankment to investigate the anti-seepage effect of fracture
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grouting, where geophysical prospecting and pit prospecting methods are employed. In order to
comprehensively discuss the grouting effect, the geophysical prospecting results are divided into two
parts: results in the axial direction and vertical direction.

4.1. Geophysical Prospecting for Grouting Effectiveness

4.1.1. Results in Axial Direction

The results from the GPR and HDRM tests in the axial direction are shown in Figures 11 and 12
respectively. According to Figure 11, the soil in the grouting area can be divided into three layers,
with the grouting slab and miscellaneous filling in the first layer, the unreinforced Yellow River silt in
the second layer and the strengthened silt in the third layer. The results show that there is continuous
inhomogeneous medium close to the grouting pipe, which is defined as the grouting vein. It is noted
that there is obvious inhomogeneous medium near the pipes, numbered 3 and 4 in the upper of the
excavation line.

Based on the prospecting results in Figure 12, the distribution of resistivity includes three main
horizontal layers in the grouting area. The first layer is a high-resistance region with an average
thickness of 0.5 m, which consists of low water content soil in the upper layer. The second layer is
low-resistance area with the depth of 1.5 m, without reinforcement. The third layer is a part with
high resistivity compared with the second layer, where the overall water content is relatively low in
this layer.

In summary, the grouting area can be divided into three layers and it shows good agreements with
the actual grouting process. Regarding the grouting effectiveness, the mainly reinforcement area is the
third layer where the water content is relatively low and there are grouting veins in the axial direction.

Figure 11. Photographs of GPR in the axial direction.
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Figure 12. Photographs of HDRM in the axial direction.

4.1.2. Vertical Direction

The results from the GPR and HDRM tests in the vertical direction are presented in Figures 13
and 14 respectively. Similarly, the soil can be divided into three layers according to Figure 13.
The depths of the first two layers are 0.30 m and 1.65 m respectively. The grouting materials are
mainly found in the third layer. However, the grouting effectiveness is not as obviously observed as
with the results in the axial direction, indicating that the grout mainly flows along the axial direction.
Therefore, the treatment to the perforated pipe to induce the fracture direction is proved to be effective.

It is noted that the HDRM prospected depth in the vertical direction is only 1.91 m. Figure 14
shows that there are two layers in this range. The upper layer is a high-resistance area which is the
grouting slab and miscellaneous filling. The lower part is a low-resistance region where there is no
significant boundary in this layer in the depth of 1.5 m, which indicates that the water content of the
soil keeps unchanged. In other words, the grouting effectiveness is low.

Figure 13. Photographs of GPR in the vertical direction.
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Figure 14. Photographs of HDRM in the vertical direction.

4.2. Pit Prospecting for Grouting Effectiveness

The pit prospecting result is presented in Figure 15. Considering that the groundwater level
is 1.27 m and the mechanical strength of Yellow River silt is relatively low, the excavation depth is
determined as 1.8 m. In Figure 15, the four color lines represent the grouting veins generated by
grouting holes 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Based on Figure 15, it can be seen that the grouting type in the Yellow River Embankment is
fracture grouting. The grouting veins between grouting holes 2 and 3 do not exactly follow the axial
direction. The adjacent grouting overlaps at the vertical cross section of the grouting axis. When the
interval distance of grouting holes is 1.2 m, the grouting veins induced by holes 3 and 4 laps and the
thickness is relatively large, which indicates that the lapping effect is relatively satisfactory. When
the grouting veins formed by grouting hole 5 laps with those of 4, it is evident that there is another
grouting vein that is almost vertical to the axis. This is unfavorable for the reinforcement effect in
generating anti-seepage curtain.

In order to quantitatively investigate the grouting effectiveness, the grouting veins are sampled
and the thickness of the veins is measured in the laboratory. The test results are shown in Figure 16.
It can be seen that the four grouting veins overlap and form an anti-seepage curtain in the ground,
showing satisfactory anti-seepage effects. The thickness of the grouting veins decreases when they
are further from the grouting hole. It is noted that the average thickness of the grouting vein induced
by grouting holes 3 and 4 is relatively large, due to the appropriate grouting interval distance.
After conducting permeability tests for the grouting vein samples from grouting veins 3 and 4,
the permeability coefficient is found to be 1.6 × 10−6 cm/s on average. According to DL/T 5129-2013,
the required permeability coefficient for an impervious body should be less than 1.0 × 10−5 cm/s.
The modified cement silicate grouting material used in the in situ tests can meet the anti-seepage
criterion in practical engineering.

 

Figure 15. Pit prospecting result.
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Figure 16. Measured value of the grouting veins. GV: Grouting vein.

According to the pit prospecting result, the pit test results show good agreement with the
geophysical prospecting in the excavation range. The soil conditions within the excavation depth are
well reflected by both the GPR and HDRM results. Therefore, the result of geophysical prospecting
is reliable and the grouting effectiveness of the unexcavated part can be evaluated by geophysical
prospecting. Moreover, when the interval hole distance is between 1.0 m and 1.2 m, the lap joint
is relatively close to the grouting hole and the anti-seepage curtain can be easily controlled. When
the interval distance is over 1.2 m, some grouting veins are almost vertical to the reinforcement
direction and they are unfavorable to the reinforcement effect in generating anti-seepage curtain.
Therefore, the optimum interval hole distance should be in the range of 1.2 m under the test conditions.
After conducting a permeability test for the grouting vein samples from grouting veins 3 and 4,
the permeability coefficient is found to be 1.6 × 10−6 cm/s on average, which meets the anti-seepage
criterion in practical engineering. In summary, the grouting type in Yellow River silt is mainly fracture
grouting. The grouting effectiveness of the field test is satisfactory based on the results of geophysical
prospecting and pit prospecting tests.

5. Conclusions

In order to investigate grouting material and the anti-seepage effect of fracture grouting employed
in the Yellow River Embankment, laboratory and in situ experiments were carried out to research
the reinforcement effect of fracture grouting in the Jinan section of the Yellow River Embankment.
In particular, laboratory tests concentrated on studying the optimum strength improvement for
cement–silicate grout by varying the content of backfilled fly ash and bentonite as admixtures.
Subsequently, in situ grouting tests were carried out in the Jinan section of the Yellow River
Embankment to evaluate the anti-seepage effectiveness of fracture grouting, where geophysical
prospecting and pit prospecting methods were employed. Based on the experimental results,
the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Compared with pure cement–silicate grouts, the gelation time of the improved slurry is longer
and gelation time increases as fly ash content increases. The optimum mixing proportion of the
compound cement–silicate grout is 70% cement, 25% fly ash, and 5% bentonite, and the best
volume ratio is 2 for the investigated cases.
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(2) Good agreement is found between the ground-penetrating radar and high-density resistivity
methods and the two geophysical prospecting methods can both reflect the anti-seepage
effectiveness of fracture grouting on site.

(3) The pit prospecting result shows that grouting material mainly flows along the axial direction of
the embankment, which means that the treatment used to generate directional fracture is proven
to be effective. The injection hole interval distance is suggested to be 1.2 m, where the lapping
effect of the grouting veins is relatively significant.

(4) For the investigated cases, the average thickness of the grouting veins is approximately 6.0 cm
and the corresponding permeability coefficient is averagely 1.6 × 10−6 cm/s, which meets the
anti-seepage criterion in practice.
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Abstract: In solid backfill coal mining (SBCM), loose gangue backfill material (LGBM) is used to
backfill the goaf after coal resources are exploited from the underground mines. Under certain
geological conditions, LGBM with a certain height may be soaked in the water, and then becomes
saturated, significantly altering its mechanical properties. The confined compression experiments
were used in this paper to analyze the deformation and the crushing characteristics of LGBM with
varying water soaked heights in coal mines. The results showed that a large number of small holes that
were distributed in the gangue blocks were the main reason why the material absorbed water and was
softened. The crushing ratio and the maximum axial strain of LGBM samples gradually increased
with the water soaked heights of the samples. In addition, there was a strong linear correlation
between the crushing ratio and the maximum axial strain. When LGBM was used as a solid backfill
material in SBCM, its deformation resistance would significantly decrease after it was soaked in
the water. Higher water soaked height of LGBM led to lower deformation resistance and greater
influence on the quality of backfilling. This research has great significance in getting a deep and
better understanding of the mechanical properties of LGBM, as well as guiding engineering practice.

Keywords: solid backfill coal mining; goaf; water soaked height; loose gangue backfill material;
deformation; crushing ratio

1. Introduction

Solid backfill coal mining (SBCM) is a green mining technology that can meet the challenges
of gangue dumps on the surface and the coal mining under buildings, railways, and water bodies.
This technology is aimed at using the solid waste material, such as loose gangue and fly ash, to
backfill the goaf and to support the overburden strata after the coal resources are exploited from the
underground. The main purpose is to stabilize the overlying strata and reduce surface subsidence in
the process of recovering coal reserves that are located under buildings, railways, and water bodies,
thus reducing piled gangue on the surface and the environmental pollution. Currently, this technology
has become a preferable technological measure that is widely used in the modern green exploitation
of coal resources [1,2]. In the process of SBCM, loose gangue backfill material (LGBM) and other
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solid backfill materials are transported by material-feeding shaft to the surge bin under the mine.
When needed, these solid backfill materials are transported to the scraper conveyor suspended at the
rear of the SBCM hydraulic support from the surge bin through an underground conveyor system.
Then, these materials are offloaded from the discharge port with the flashboard at its bottom and
filled into the goaf. After that, tamp mechanism, as a key structure in the backfilling process, pushes
and compacts these materials to fully connect the immediate roof with required density and fully
fill the goaf. Finally, these solid backfill materials become the main support bearing the overburden
strata [3,4]. The basic principle of SBCM is shown in Figure 1.

(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 1. Basic principle of solid backfill coal mining (SBCM). (a) Overview; and, (b) Detailed view of
hydraulic roof support at longwall/backfill face.

After the coal resources are exploited, water from the overburden layer seeps into the goaf through
cracks and pores that exist in the roof. Wastewater that is produced in the process of coal production
can also be stored in the goaf and soak in a portion of LGBM in the goaf. The amount of water in the
goaf determines the soaked height of the LGBM, as is shown in Figure 1. The portion of the gangue
that is soaked in water for a long time eventually becomes saturated, and its mechanical properties
change dramatically. Thus, the mechanical strength of LGBM in bearing the overburden load varies
with the water soaked height.

According to the research conducted by Yilmaz., and Fall., in terms of paste backfill, many factors
affect its short-term and long-term strength and stability. They can be mainly classified into two
categories: intrinsic factors and extrinsic factors. Intrinsic factors included all of the parameters that are
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related to the physical, chemical, and mineralogical properties of the three main components of paste
backfill (the tailings, binder, and mixing water), as well as their mixing properties (e.g., water-to-cement
ratio). Extrinsic factors are related to all phenomena that occurred in a stope filled with paste backfill
and show interaction between the stope and the adjacent rock. Another extrinsic factor affecting the
properties of cemented paste backfill is the in situ curing temperature [5]. In the process of SBCM,
there were also many factors that would have influence on the filling quality, including the types and
the mechanical properties of solid backfill materials, mining geological conditions, backfilling process
design, etc. The mechanical properties of solid backfill materials are one of the most important factors
determining the filling quality [3,4]. Water invariably presented in the goaf of coal mines. After the
solid backfill, materials were soaked in the mine water and their mechanical properties would change
significantly, which would affect the filling quality.

At present, a large number of researches on the mechanical properties of non-viscous bulk
materials have been done. Marsal et al. [6–8] and Kong et al. [9] researched the crushing characteristic
of rockfill materials. Their results showed that the crushing characteristic of particle is related to
particle shape, strength, size, density, gradient, stress conditions, and other factors. Jaroslav [10]
and Wang et al. [11] studied the stress and the strain of coarse grain materials, such as sand pebbles
and rockfill, by using compression tests. They found that these materials clearly demonstrated their
dilatancy effect. Bagherzadeh-Khalkhali [12] studied the effects of the maximum particle diameter
on the shear strength of coarse soils. Kjaernsli et al. [13] and Hall et al. [14] carried out tri-axial
compression tests on sand specimens and discovered that under fixed stress, irregular particles with
rough surfaces are more easily to be crushed. In addition, well-graded sand specimens are less crushed
than the poorly-graded sand specimens. Zhang et al. conducted the confined compaction tests on
LGBM in the steel cylinder and obtained the relationships among strain, compaction, stress, as well
as the influence of compaction time [15]. Huang et al. [16] used numerical simulations to study the
macro-scale mechanical response and micro-scale movement characteristics of LGBM during tri-axial
compression testing.

Clearly, there is an abundance of researches on non-viscous bulk materials with natural moisture
content. However, very little researches have focused on the mechanical effects that are caused by
soaking these materials in the water. After the solid backfill, materials are soaked in the mine water,
and their mechanical properties will change dramatically, thus affecting the filling quality. As a result,
the influence of water on the mechanical properties (the deformation and crushing characteristics)
of LGBM will be studied in this paper. It is of great significance to guide the engineering practice of
SBCM and to ensure the filling quality.

2. Materials and Test Procedure

2.1. Materials and Sample Preparation

The experimental study took SBCM face of Pingmei No. 12 mine (Henan province, China) as
the project background. The goaf was backfilled with “excavation gangue” (gangue produced in
the excavation process of rock roadway and coal roadway) piled on the surface, whose lithology is
sandstone. The gangue was first crushed by a crusher and then filtered by a classifying screen to obtain
five different distribution of particle sizes, including 10~20 mm, 20~30 mm, 30~40 mm, 40~50 mm,
and 50~60 mm. When the samples were well prepared, the weight of gangue in each particle size
group was 3.2 kg, and the mass ratio was 1:1:1:1:1. Then, the LGBM samples were mixed evenly,
and their distribution of particle size is listed in Table 1. After that, they were divided into two parts.
The first part was kept at natural condition and the other was immerged in water for 48 days, until the
gangues were fully saturated.
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Table 1. The particle size distributions of loose gangue backfill material (LGBM) samples.

Particle size/mm 10–20 20–30 30–40 40–50 50–60

Content/% 20 20 20 20 20

2.2. Equipment

A scanning electron microscope (SEM) was first used to analyse the density of the samples. In this
experiment, FEI Quanta TM 250 SEM was adopted. Then, an X-ray diffractometer (D/Max-3B, Rigaku
Company, Tokyo, Japan) was used to identify and to quantify the mineral and chemical contents
of the samples. The equipment parameters were as follows: Incoming radiation mainly include
copper target and Kα radiation (λ = 1.5406 Å), the X-ray tube operating voltage was 35 kV, the tube
current was 30 mA, the slit width was 1◦, and the scan rate was 8◦/min. Lastly, confined compression
experiments were carried out to study the effects of water soaked height on the deformation and the
crushing characteristics of LGBM. In the process of SBCM, when LGBM is filled into the goaf, it is
surrounded by coal pillars, which limits the lateral displacement of LGBM, thus leading to LGBM only
having vertical displacement, as is shown in Figure 1. As a consequence, the confined compression
tests (the tri-axial compression was under uniaxial strain condition) are usually used to research the
deformation characteristics of LGBM [17–20]. Before the experiment, LGBM was directly placed into
the steel cylinder, as shown in Figure 2a. During the compression experiment, the lateral deformation
of the sample was limited by the wall of the cylinder and the lateral stress was passively generated
produced during the compression process due to Poisson’s ratio effect. The actual lateral stress
constantly changes with the change in vertical compression load.

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2. The process of confined compression tests. (a) Before experiment; (b) During confined
compression experiment; and, (c) After experiment.

The loading control system that was used in the experiments was an MTS815 rock mechanics
electrohydraulic servo test system (MTS company, Eden Prairie, MN, USA), as shown in Figure 2b.
The container that was used in the confined compression tests of LGBM was a Q235 seamless steel
drum that was specifically designed to test solid backfill materials that were used in coal mines. It had
the following dimensions: the internal diameter is 350 mm, the depth is 378 mm, the loading platen
thickness is 40 mm, and the maximum loading height capacity is 338 mm. The height of the material
samples that were used in the following experiments was 338 mm.

2.3. Test Procedure

Firstly, the mineral composition and mesostructure of the sandstone-type “excavation gangue”
samples were tested by using the scanning electron microscope and X-ray diffractometer. Then,
the MTS815 rock mechanics electrohydraulic servo system was applied to measure the basic mechanical
properties of the rock samples. Finally, the confined compression tests were employed to examine the
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effects of water soaked height on the deformation and the crushing characteristics of LGBM. When
designing the loading conditions, two key factors were taken into account: the mining depth and the
interaction of LGBM with surrounding coal pillars. The maximum loading stress was used to represent
the mining depth of 600 m, and the uniaxial strain condition instead of conventional tri-axial condition,
was applied for all of the tests in this work due to the restraint of its lateral movement from coal pillars.
The same constant loading rate was applied for all of the tests and the loading rate was 1 kN/s.

In the process of testing, the solid backfill materials with different water soaked heights in the
mine were simulated by varying the water saturated height of the gangue. When the water soaked
heights of LGBM are small, the mechanical properties of LGBM are less affected. Therefore, this study
only considered the conditions that the water soaked height was higher than 50% of the total samples.
At the same time, the LGBM with a water soaked height of 0 served as a control group. The saturated
gangue was loaded into the bottom of the steel drum and the gangue with natural moisture content
was placed on the top of the saturated. The test schemes included four-group experiments, as are listed
in Table 2 and shown in Figure 3

Table 2. Test design.

Test Case Saturated Gangue Content (Height Ratio)/h = 338 mm

#1 0 h
#2 0.5 h
#3 0.66 h
#4 1 h

 

Figure 3. The schematic diagrams of test schemes.

3. Results and Analysis

3.1. Mineral Content and Mesostructure

The mineral and chemical composition of the sandstone type “excavation gangue” samples
were tested by using the X-ray diffracrometer. The X-ray diffraction spectrum of the samples
is shown in Figure 4. The mineral and chemical composition of the samples are shown in
Figures 5 and 6, respectively.
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction spectrum.

 

Figure 5. The mineral composition of the sandstone-type “excavation gangue” samples.

 

Figure 6. The chemical composition of the sandstone-type “excavation gangue” samples.

The study indicated that the mineral composition and the category of rocks are two main
factors influencing the water absorption characteristics of rocks. The content of clay minerals,
such as I/S (illite-smectite mixed layer), kaolinite, illite, and chlorite, is a key factor affecting water
absorption characteristics of rocks. In particular, the montmorillonite has a stronger ability to absorb
water [21]. Figures 4–6 show that the sandstone-type “excavation gangue” is composed mainly of
37% quartz, some illite, mixture of illite and smectite, as well as small amounts of chlorite. Therefore,
the sandstone-type “excavation gangue” has a certain ability to absorb water. As for the chemical
composition of the sandstone-type “excavation gangue” samples, the content of SiO2 is 53.1%, which is
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relatively high, contributing to these samples having a rather high hardness and deformation resistance.
In addition, the content of Al2O3 is 24.3%, which makes these samples prone to hydrolysis when the
samples are immersed in water.

SEM images of LGBM under different magnifications are shown in Figure 7.

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 7. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of LGBM under various magnifications. (a) 80×;
(b) 160×; (c) 200×; (d) 250×; (e) 350×; and, (f) 450×.

It is shown in Figure 7 that the coarse particles form a certain skeletal framework by being filled
with smaller particles. The surface of particles is rough and irregular with a coarse texture. Many
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pores are visible. However, there are not many large holes or fissures. The existence of many small
holes and crevices explains the reason why the material absorbs water and softens.

3.2. Mechanical Properties of Gangue Block

Basic mechanical parameters of the rocks, such as elastic modulus E (secant modulus), Poisson’s
ratio μ, uniaxial compressive strength σc, uniaxial tensile strength σt, cohesion c, and internal friction
angle ϕ, were measured by uniaxial compression testing, point load splitting testing, and variable-angle
shear testing under both saturated and natural-moisture-content conditions. In the experiments, a total
of 42 samples were used and the details are listed in Table 3. Each experiment was repeated three
times, and the average of the value of each mechanical parameter was taken as the ultimate value of
each mechanical parameter. The ultimate results are listed in Table 4.

Table 3. The number of the samples.

Experiment
Name

Uniaxial Compression Testing Point Load Splitting Testing Variable-Angle Shear Testing

Sample type
Gangue with

natural moisture
content

Saturated
gangue

Gangue with
natural moisture

content

Saturated
gangue

Gangue with
natural moisture

content

Saturated
gangue

Number 3 3 3 3 15 15

Table 4. Basic mechanical properties.

Sample Type E/GPa μ σc/MPa σt/MPa c/MPa ϕ/◦

Gangue with natural moisture content 74.58 0.18 134.33 18.85 12.91 37.65
Saturated gangue 65.21 0.16 121.14 16.56 10.23 35.12

(1) Uniaxial compression testing

The sample was placed on MTS815 rock mechanics electrohydraulic servo test system and was
compressed at the rate of 500 N/s, and the pressure was recorded. In this experiment, four axial strain
gauges were employed to measure the axial strain and the lateral strain of the samples. Specifically,
two strain gauges were used to monitor the axial strain, and the other two strain gauges were used to
monitor the lateral strain. The layout of the strain gauges is shown in Figure 8. The tests were repeated
three times, and the average of the axial strain values and lateral strain values that were obtained
through three tests were taken as the ultimate result.

 

Figure 8. Uniaxial compression testing of gangue block.
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(2) Point load splitting testing

The sample was placed on the point splitting clamp and split at the rate of 500 N/s, during which
time the peak pressure was recorded. The tests were repeated three times, and the average of peak
pressure obtained through three tests was taken as the ultimate result. The experimental process is
shown in Figure 9.

 

Figure 9. Point load splitting testing of gangue block.

(3) Variable-angle shear testing

In the experiment, the shear angles were respectively taken 45◦, 50◦, 55◦, 60◦, and 65◦. The samples
were loaded to damage at the rate of 500 N/s, and the peak pressure was recorded. The experimental
process is shown in Figure 10.

 

Figure 10. Variable-angle shear testing of gangue block.

Table 4 shows that the basic mechanical properties of the sandstone-type “excavation gangue”
decreased after the gangue was soaked in the water and became saturated. To be specific, gangue’s
elastic modulus E, uniaxial compressive strength σc, and uniaxial tensile strength σt, respectively,
decreased from 74.58 GPa, 134.33 MPa, and 18.85 MPa under a natural-moisture-content condition to
65.21 GPa, 121.14 MPa, and 16.56 MPa under a saturated condition. In addition, its cohesion c dropped
from 12.91 MPa under a natural-moisture-content condition to 10.23 MPa under a saturated condition,
reducing by 20.8%. Similarly, its friction angle ϕ decreased from 37.65◦ to 35.12◦, reducing by 6.7%.
This means that the hardness of the gangue decreased significantly after the gangue was soaked to
saturation, and the gangue was more easily damaged when compressed.
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3.3. Deformation Characteristics of LGBM

Figure 11 shows the axial strain—stress curves of the samples in each test case of the confined
compression testing. Field monitoring datas from a number of mines (e.g., Pingdingshan twelfth
coal mine [22], Zhai zhen coal mine [23], and Jining 3# coal mine [24]) have consistently shown that
after LGBM is backfilled into the goaf, the roof experiences rapid subsidence (i.e., sagging), with a
sagging rate of greater than 0.075 m/month (average value of the three Coal Mines). It is believed the
subsidence reflects the compaction of the solid backfill materials are also in a rapid deformation stage
with the same rate. When the roof sagging rate drops to less than 0.0075 m/month (average value of
the three Coal Mines), the overburden strata is considered to be at a stable subsidence stage, so is the
solid backfill materials. For this reason, in this work, the two key values 0.075 and 0.0075 were selected
to divide the axial strain-axial stress curve of LGBM into three segments (rapid deformation stage, slow
deformation stage, and stable deformation stage). The sagging rate was the slope of strain-stress curve,
which was defined as the ratio of strain change due to stress change for each stress step. The maximum
applied pressure in these tests was 16 MPa. When the load reached 16 MPa, the corresponding axial
strain of the samples at that time was defined as the maximum axial strain. The relationship between
the maximum axial strain and the height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample is shown in Figure 12.

Figures 11 and 12 show that as the load increased, the overall deformation of the samples in
each test case could be divided into three segments: rapid deformation (segment I), slow deformation
(segment II), and stable deformation (segment III). All of the samples were in the slow deformation
stage when the applied axial stress was around 1.7 MPa. When the applied axial stress was around
12 MPa, the samples were in the stable deformation stage. At a given level of axial stress, the axial
strain increased with the height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample. This is because the hardness
of the gangue decreases after gangue is soaked in water. Gangue particles are more easily to be crushed
under the compressive loading after the materials are saturated, which makes the saturated portion of
the samples deformed more easily in the compression testing.

 

Figure 11. Axial strain-axial stress (ε-σ) curves.
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Figure 12. The relationship between the maximum axial strain and the height ratio of saturated gangue
in the sample.

Therefore, the height ratio of saturated gangue in the samples was higher, the overall axial strain
of the samples was greater. When the samples #1–#4 reached the slow deformation stage, their axial
strain was 0.161, 0.2, 0.2, and 0.25, respectively. When the samples reached the stable deformation
stage, the axial strain was 0.374, 0.398, 0.408, and 0.425, respectively. There was an exponential
relationship between the maximum axial strain and the height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample.
The maximum axial strain of the samples #1–#4 were 0.412, 0.425, 0.431, and 0.448, respectively. When
compared with the maximum axial strain of sample #1, the maximum axial strain of samples #2–#4
increased by 3.2%, 4.6%, and 8.7%, respectively. Apparently, these changes were significant.

The above results indicated that the deformation resistance of LGBM used in SBCM would become
significantly lower after it was soaked in water underground the mine. The higher the water level of
LGBM, the lower the deformation resistance of the materials, leading to larger influence on the quality
of backfill.

3.4. Crushing Characteristic of LGBM

(1) Quantitative index of particle crushing

In the loading process of gangue, the grain will be crushed. In order to study the impact of grain
crushing on the strength and the deformation characteristics of LGBM, there is a need to quantitatively
reflect the crushing degree of particle. Currently, the Marsal crushing ratio (Bg) [6], particle size control
difference (B) [25], and relative crushing ratio (Br) [26] are considered as three different quantitative
indexes that are the most commonly used in geotechnical engineering. The Marsal crushing ratio (Bg)
is defined as the sum of positive values of difference in particle content with different gradation before
and after the test, which is expressed as a percentage. Its computational formula is, as follows:

Bg = ∑ Wki − Wkf (1)

where, Wki—particle content of a certain gradation in size before the test; and, Wkf—the corresponding
particle content of the identical gradation in size after the test.
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The Marsal crushing ratio is a multi-gradation difference-value summation method, which can
reflect the full aspect of crushing condition of particle. Having the merits of simple calculation and
clear physical definition, as well as high accuracy, which can meet the need of practical engineering,
the Marsal crushing ratio (Bg) was used in this study as an essential quantitative index to describe the
crushing condition of particle.

(2) Quantitative analysis of loose gangue crushing

After testing, the samples were allowed to dry naturally. Then, they were sieved to obtain
the proportions of each particle size group and crushing ratio listed in Table 5. Figure 13 shows
the relationship between the maximum axial strain and saturated gangue content, as well as the
relationship between the crushing ratio and the saturated gangue content. Figure 14 shows the
relationship between the maximum axial strain and the crushing ratio of each sample.

Table 5. Percentage of each particle size group and crushing ratio for each sample after testing.

Percentage of Each Particle Size Group/%

Range of Particle Diameters
0–10
mm

10–20
mm

20–30
mm

30–40
mm

40–50
mm

50–60
mm

Crushing
Ratio Bg/%

Sample name

Before testing 0 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 0
#1 43.11 21.43 13.28 9.39 10.79 1.98 44.56
#2 47.50 20.68 12.66 8.53 8.02 2.32 48.47
#3 48.70 20.62 12.90 10.22 4.95 2.65 49.28
#4 48.41 18.67 13.50 9.38 10.04 0 58.41

 

Figure 13. The relationship of the saturated gangue content with the crushing ratio or the maximum
axial strain.

It can be obtained from Table 5 and Figures 13 and 14 that when the load reached 16 MPa,
the particles of all loose gangue samples would be crushed significantly. The crushing ratios were all
higher than 40%. The crushing ratio increased with the height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample.
As for the samples that were not saturated in the water, the crushing ratio was 44.56%. In terms of
the samples with the height ratio of saturated gangue of 0.5 h, 0.66 h, and 1 h, the crushing ratios
were 48.47%, 49.28%, and 58.41%, respectively, rising by 8.8%, 10.6%, and 31.1%, respectively, when
compared with the crushing ratio of the samples that were not saturated in the water. This can be
explained by significantly decreased hardness of the saturated samples. When the samples were
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compressed under the same maximum axial stress of 16 MPa, the higher the height ratio of saturated
gangue in the sample, the higher the crushing ratio and axial strain. In addition, there is a strong
linear relationship between the axial strain and the crushing ratio, meaning that in the process of
compression, particle crushing is the main cause of the deformation of the samples.

 

Figure 14. The relationship between the maximum axial strain and the crushing ratio.

4. Conclusions

This paper describes the experiments that were conducted to examine the mineral composition,
mesostructure, and basic mechanical parameters of gangue rock. Then, details of the confined
compression experiments that were carried out to study the effects of water soaked height on the
deformation and the crushing characteristics of LGBM are presented. The conclusions are as follows:

(1) Sandstone-type “excavation gangue” is mainly composed of two minerals: quartz and kaolinite,
with quartz and kaolinite accounting for 37% and 35% of the whole content, respectively. There
are many small holes in the gangue material, which are the main reason why the material absorbs
water and softens.

(2) The hardness of sandstone-type “excavation gangue” decreases significantly after the gangue is
soaked in water. At a given load, the particles of saturated gangue are more easily crushed than
gangue with natural moisture content.

(3) Under a given level of applied axial stress, the axial strain of gangue samples increased with the
height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample. There was an exponential relationship between
the maximum axial strain and the height ratio of saturated gangue in the sample. It had been
shown that LGBM that is used to backfill the goaf in SBCM loses a certain amount of its ability to
resist deformation after it is soaked in water existing in the mine. The higher the water level of the
solid backfill materials was, the less likely that the solid backfill material can resist deformation,
leading to a greater impact on the quality of backfill.

(4) When the loose gangue samples were compressed at 16 MPa, a higher saturated height ratio
of the samples corresponded to a larger crushing ratio. The crushing ratios were all higher
than 40%. In addition, the maximum axial strain was strongly correlated to the crushing ratio,
meaning that particle crushing was the main cause of deformation of the gangue samples in the
compression process.
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There are some limitations in this study. Besides LGBM, the solid backfilling materials also
include loess, aeolian sand, fly ash, and so on. This work solely focusses on the LGBM material and
only single LGBM particle size distribution feature was studied. In the future studies, the effects of
water soaked height on the deformation and the crushing characteristics of different solid backfilling
materials would be strongly recommended. Moreover, the maximum pressure that was applied in this
work was 16 MPa, which may not be representative of coal mining conditions at greater depth, thus
it is recommended that the deformation characteristics of LGBM under greater loading conditions
be studied in the future. In this work, the lateral deformation was monitored via two strain gauges,
the average value was used together with the vertical displacement measurements to determinate the
Poisson’s ratio. The value may not be very reliable due to the limitation of the points, but this does not
sacrifice the aim of the measurement, which is to gain the information of the key mechanical properties
of gangue and how they are different to other rocks.
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Abstract: Gob-side entry retaining (GER) employed in a thin coal seam (TCS) can increase economic
benefits and coal recovery, as well as mitigate gas concentration in the gob. In accordance with the
caving style of a limestone roof, the gas concentration and air pressure in the gob were analyzed,
and a roof-cutting mechanical model of GER with a roadside backfill body (RBB) was proposed,
to determine the key parameters of the GER-TCS, including the roof-cutting resistance and the
width of the RBB. The results show that if the immediate roof height is greater than the seam height,
the roof-cutting resistance and width of the RBB should meet the requirement of the immediate
roof being totally cut along the gob, for which the optimal roof-cutting resistance and width of RBB
were determined by analytical and numerical methods. The greater the RBB width, the greater its
roof-cutting resistance. The relationship between the supporting strength of the RBB and the width of
the RBB can be derived as a composite curve. The floor heave of GER increases with increasing RBB
width. When the width of the RBB increased from 0.8 m to 1.2 m, the floor heave increased two-fold
to 146.2 mm. GER was applied in a TCS with a limestone roof of 5 m thickness; the field-measured
data verified the conclusions of the numerical model.

Keywords: gas concentration; gob-side entry retaining (GER); limestone roof; roof-cutting resistance;
roadside backfill body (RBB)

1. Introduction

In China, thin coal seams (TCS), defined as less than 1.3 m thick, are rich in resources but
challenging technically to mine. The mineable reserves of these seams account for 20.4% of the total
coal resources in China but only 10.4% of the current total annual production [1]. The mining of
TCS not only meets requirements of sustainable development but also has economic and social value
on the gas extraction and the recovery rate of coal resources [2]. Entries in TCSs are excavated in
mixed coal and rock mass, which decrease excavation speed of roadway and delay the mining plan
and exacerbate environmental problems of gangue hills [3]. Gob-side entry retaining (GER), where a
roadway of previous panel is retained without coal pillars by constructing a roadside backfill body
(RBB) lagging behind the working face along the gob-side, was proposed to solve these problems, as
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of Gob-side entry retaining-thin coal seam-limestone roof (GER-TCS-LR):
(a) Plan view; (b) I-I section and (c) II-II section.

GER is an effective approach for sustainable and efficient exploitation of coal resources [4,5].
Through the analysis of the ground pressure and physical simulation, Lu [6] believed that the
“given deformation” of roof subsidence in GER is proportional to mining height. Some researchers
investigated the stress environment of GER in roof caving laws [7,8]. Based on the development
of the Wilson model and the static analysis of structure, Whittaker and Woodron [9] proposed a
mechanical model of separation rock, which can determine the parameters of roadway support.
Hidalgo and Nordlund [10] compared the laboratory test result with the numerical simulation result,
concluding that the laboratory test data can predict the excavation damage process of hard rock.
Villaescusa et al. [11] used the method to analyze the performance quantization of the resin anchor of
hard roof during underground mining. Sun et al. [12] determined the key parameters in GER formed
by roof cutting and pressure releasing in TCS, such as the pre-split blasting height of roof, the pre-split
blasting angle and the pattern of pre-split blasting holes.

In this paper, the GER technique was employed under conditions of a hard roof with strong ground
pressure and quick-caving behaviors, the gas concentration and air pressure in the gob were analyzed
and a roof-cutting mechanical model of GER with RBB was proposed to determine the key parameters
of the GER-TCS, including the roof-cutting resistance and the width of the RBB. An alternative RBB
with high-water, fast-setting material was constructed. Based on a mechanical model and a numerical
model, the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB and RBB width were determined. A field case study in the
Nantun coal mine, Shandong Province, China is also presented to validate the model results.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. GER Techniques in a Thin Coal Seam (TCS) with a Limestone Roof (LR)

Based on the principle of GER with high-water, fast-setting material, the technical process of
GER in a TCS with a limestone roof (LR) (GER-TCS-LR) is shown in Figure 1. The fracturing and
caving of the roof occurs as it loses coal support in the gob and the load of the surrounding rock
transfers to the solid coal that forms the abutment pressure. The bearing capacity of the shallow part
of the gob-side coal body declines significantly when subjected to extensive coal mining, leading to
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decreasing pressure of GER. An abutment pressure zone and a decreasing pressure zone existing from
deep to shallow, respectively, is the stress environment for GER.

Taking into account the complexity of the mining geology and the roof caving after coal mining,
the inner area of the gob is simplified as a homogeneous and homogenous porous medium [13],
the gob dimension in the simulation model is 200 m and 150 m in mining direction and dip direction,
respectively. Because the roof boundary of the gob is uncertain and mining height is negligible
compared with the gob length in the dip and strike direction, the gob is simplified as a two-dimensional
plane. The density of the gas in the gob is assumed to be unchanged with time. The flow process is
steady and constant and the gas in the gob is incompressible.

(1) Gas concentration in gob

As shown in Figure 2, the gas concentration in the gob under the Y-style ventilation mode of a
mining face shows that the gas concentration around the gob-side entry in the dip direction of the gob
is lower than that in the return entry under the influence of the airflow in the intake entry. The gas
concentration in gob is high within the range of 25 m away from the return entry. Meanwhile, with the
increase of gob depth in the strike direction, the concentration of gas increases. The direction of gas
concentration gradient is approximately the same as that of air leakage.

Figure 2. Contour of gas concentration in the gob of GER-TCS-LR.

(2) Contour of air pressure in the gob

Figure 3 shows the contour of air pressure in the gob under the Y-style ventilation mode, it can be
seen that the air pressure of the return entry in the T-junction is the lowest and it is the highest in the intake
area of the gob-side entry. The air pressure in the gob decreases gradually along the mining direction.

Figure 3. Contour of air pressure in the gob of GER-TCS-LR.
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2.2. Mechanical Model for GER-TCS-LR

When the caved roof height is more than five times the mining height, the caved rocks can be full
of gob. The caved roof at the gob edges often breaks into regular blocks that extrude and integrate
mutually to form a “voussoir beam” structure. Using the method of roof load strip segmentation,
a roof-cutting mechanical model of GER was proposed considering the actual size and proportion
of the various rock seams [14,15], as shown in Figure 4. The mechanical model of the roof allows
separation and misalignment in sedimentary rocks and applies to continuous materials and hinged
rock blocks and not to loose rock mass.

Figure 4. Roof-cutting mechanical model of GER: (a) Plan view: supported by three edges (periodic
weighting) and (b) Section view: loading state of caved roof.

The assumptions in the model are as follows: (1) the intersection of the fracture zone and
the plastic zone in the solid coal is the supporting point of the roof (clamped support or simple
support); (2) the immediate roof is broken on the outside of the RBB under the effect of overlying
rock, the immediate roof and the RBB; (3) when the immediate roof is broken down, MP designates
the ultimate bending moment of the facture point; and (4) the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB is
simplified as a concentrated load. Using the block balance method, sections DE and AD (as shown in
Figure 4a are derived according to Equations (1) and (2), respectively.{

∑ Fy =FM − γh1L1 − q1L1 = 0
∑ M = 2MP − γh1L1

2/2 − q1L1
2/2 = 0

(1)

∑ M = MA + F1

(
a + d

2 + x0

)
+
∫ x0

0 σy(x0 − x)dx

−MP − γh1(a+d+x0)
2

2 − FM(a + d + x0)

− q1(a+d+x0)
2

2 = 0

(2)
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Using Equation (1), q1 = 4MP/L1
2 − γh1; combining this with Equations (2) and (3) is derived.

F1 = MP−MA
a+ d

2 +x0
+ 4MP

L1(a+ d
2 +x0)

(a + d + x0)

+
(4MP−γh1L1

2)(a+d+x0)
2

2L1
2(a+ d

2 +x0)

+ γh1(a+d+x0)
2

2(a+ d
2 +x0)

−
∫ x0

0 σy(x0−x)dx
a+ d

2 +x0

(3)

where F1 is the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB, N/m; γ is the unit weight of the immediate roof,
N/m3; h1 is the thickness of the immediate roof, m; a is the roadway width, m; d is the width of the
RBB, m; q1 is the load of soft rocks above the immediate roof, MPa; L1 is the broken length of transverse
caved blocks, which equals the periodic breakage length of roof, m; MA is the bending moment of
broken immediate roof, Nm; MP is the ultimate bending moment when the immediate roof is breaking
down, Nm; x0 is the width of the limited equilibrium zone, m; σy is the bearing stress of the limited
equilibrium area, MPa; and x0, σy and L1 can be expressed in the following general forms [16]:

x0 =
hm A

2 tan φ0
ln

kγ0H + C0
tan φ0

C0
tan φ0

+ Pc
A

(4)

σy =

(
C0

tan φ0
+

Pc

A

)
e

2 tan φ0
hm A x − C0

tan φ0
(5)

L1 = h1

√
Rt

3q1
(6)

where hm is the mining height, m; A is the side abutment pressure coefficient; φ0 is the internal friction
angle of the coal seam, ◦; C0 is the cohesion of the coal seam, MPa; k is the stress concentration factor;
γ0 is the unit weight of overlying strata, N/m3; H is the mining depth, m; Pc is the support strength of
solid coal, MPa; and Rt is the tensile strength of the immediate roof, MPa.

In Equation (3), the greater L1 is, the smaller F1 is, meaning there is an inversely proportional
relationship between the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB and the periodic breakage length of the
roof. The greater MP is, the greater F1 is, meaning the larger the resistibly flexural capacity of the roof,
the larger the roof-cutting resistance needed.

When Point A is the simply supported end, MA = 0 and Equation (3) was derived. It then
follows that:

F1 = γh1L1
2+q1L1

2

4(a+ d
2 +x0)

+ γh1L1+q1L1
a+ d

2 +x0
(a + d + x0)

+ (q1+γh1)(a+d+x0)
2

2(a+ d
2 +x0)

−
∫ x0

0 σy(x0−x)dx
a+ d

2 +x0

(7)

Based on the characteristics of GER and the mechanical model of the immediate roof, the key
parameters of GER in TCS are described below.

(1) Roof-cutting resistance of the RBB

When the thickness of the immediate roof is five times the mining height or more, the caved
immediate roof can be full of a gob in TCS. However, when the main roof of mudstone and
the immediate roof of hard limestone compose an “upper soft and lower hard” roof structure,
the immediate roof cannot actively collapse. This requires a high roof-cutting resistance of the
RBB to break down the immediate roof, while the main roof of weak strata collapses passively with
immediate roof caving.
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(2) The width of the RBB

In Equation (7), the relationship between the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB and the RBB width
is positive, that is, the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB increases with increasing RBB width. In view
of economy and labor intensity of GER, a slender width of RBB is preferred. Therefore, the optimal
width of RBB is a key parameter of GER-RRB-TCS-LR.

Traditional roadside support can be achieved with many techniques [9,17–19], including the wood
stack, waste rock pillar, dense hydraulic props, concrete blocks and other artificial product supports of
low intensity. The supporting resistance and deformability of traditional roadside support cannot adapt
for the deformation of surrounding rock and is unable to isolate gob effectively, making it difficult to
achieve high mechanization. Currently, the main roadside support material is high-water material
which is made of sulphoaluminate cement clinker, gypsum, lime, compound retarder, suspension agent,
compound accelerator and so on [19]. The uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) test of the standard
specimens (diameter 50 mm and height 100 mm) with high-water quick-setting materials under
water-to-cement ratio of 1.5:1 was conducted. The material is consolidated under the test temperature
of 20 ◦C and the initial strength is 4.48 MPa after 2 h. The strain-stress curve of the standard specimens
obtained by the laboratory test system MTS815 is shown in Figure 5. Point O, A, B and C mean the
initial strength, ultimate strength, post-peak strength and residual strength, respectively.

The GER takes advantage of these combined impacts, including high-water material with rapidly
increasing support resistance, the high support resistance of the RBB and the overlying load, which
make the limestone roof cut off along the gob-side wall and reduce the load around the GER. Therefore,
a dynamic disaster caused by a roof collapse of a large area can be avoided.

Figure 5. The stress-strain curve of the high-water material in the laboratory.

3. Determination of RBB Width

3.1. Mining and Geological Conditions of the Tested Roadway

The Nantun coal mine, which is located in the Yanzhou mining area of Shandong Province, eastern
China (Figure 6), was selected for the case study. Panel 3602 in the Nantun coal mine mainly mines the
No. 16-1 coal seam, buried at a depth of 575 m. The average thickness of the coal seam is 0.9 m, with
an average inclination of 4◦. The panel employs fully mechanized mining technology with a panel
width of 164.5 m. The roof and floor lithology of panel 3602 is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 6. Location of the test site.

Table 1. Roof and floor lithology of panel 3602.

Name Lithology Thickness (m) Lithological Description

Main roof Mudstone 6.4 Light grey, with mudstone and siltstone stripe
Immediate roof Limestone 5.0 Dense hard, rich fracture

Coal bed Coal 0.9
Immediate floor Aluminous mudstones 2.1 Light grey, water expand

Main floor Sandstone 5.0 Grey with horizontal bedding

Rock mechanics tests and field observations of panel 3602 showed that for the high strength
limestone roof, roof caving occurs suddenly when subjected to a small deformation. The main roof
and immediate roof of panel 3602 are mudstone and limestone, respectively, that is, the typical “upper
soft and lower hard” stratum, passively caved limestone roof. Therefore, the construction of the GER
requires higher roof-cutting resistance or other measures to make the gob roof cave immediately with
coal mining, to prevent a dynamic disaster or strong dynamic load to the surrounding rock of the GER.

3.2. Determination of the Roof-Cutting Resistance of the RBB

In accordance with the mining and geological conditions of panel 3602, where m = 0.9 m, A = 0.8,
φ0 = 21◦, C0 =1.4 MPa, k = 3.0, γ0 = 2.5 × 104 N/m3, H = 420 m, Pc = 0.1 MPa, γ = 2.7 × 104 N/m3,
h1 = 5.0 m, q1 = 0.5 MPa and Rt = 6.23 MPa, using the math software Mathcad, the above data were
put into Equations (4) and (6) to give x0 = 2.1 m and L1 = 10.2 m.

The ratio of roof-cutting resistance of the RBB and the width of the RBB is defined as the RBB
supporting strength, as described by Equation (8):

σF =
F1

d
(8)

When the average roadway width is 3.4 m, the relationship between the width of the RBB and the
roof-cutting resistance of the RBB and supporting strength can be obtained from Equations (7) and (8),
as shown in Figure 7.

From Figure 7, the relationship between the supporting strength of the RBB and the width of the
RBB can be derived as a composite curve: σF = 9.88 − 9.53 ln(d − 0.1), variance is 0.978.

The derived curve of the supporting strength of the RBB and the RBB width shows that the
required supporting strength of the RBB increases rapidly as the width of the RBB decreases, when the
RBB width is between 0.1 m and 1.1 m. Otherwise, the required support strength of the RBB decreases
slowly. Considering the cost and mechanical properties of the RBB, the width of the RBB should be
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greater than 1.1 m, while the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB should be greater than 8.465 MN/m
and the supporting strength of the RBB should not be less than 7.696 MPa.

Figure 7. Roof-cutting resistance and support strength of the roadside backfill body (RBB) with respect
to RBB width.

Using an example of an RBB with high-water, fast-setting material and considering a given safety
coefficient k0, the width of the RBB is d, the required supporting strength of the RBB is σF and the
uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) of the high-water material (7 d age) is σ0. Then:

σ0 ≥ k0[σF] (9)

If k0 is defined as 1.2, the UCS of the high-water material (7 d age) is required to be greater than
9.24 MPa. When the water-to-cement ratio of high-water material is 1.5:1, its UCS is 10 MPa after
7 days [19], meeting the requirements of the RBB supporting strength.

The analytical results show that the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB should not be less than
8.465 MN/m when the width of the RBB is greater than 1.1 m and the water-to-cement ratio of the
high-water material is 1.5:1.

3.3. Determination of the RBB Width

To determine an appropriate width of the RBB, a numerical simulation was used to analyze the
vertical stress and the surrounding rock deformation of the GER with respect to different widths of
RBB. Results of the numerical model were combined with the result of the theoretical calculations to
determine the width of the RBB.

3.3.1. Numerical Model

Based on the mining and geological conditions of Panel 3602 in the Nantun coal mine, FLAC3D [20]
was used to construct a numerical model of plan-strain conditions, as shown in Figure 8. The model
dimensions were 173.6 m × 200 m × 82 m, with one-half of panels 3604 and 3602 and the roadway
system between them. At the top of the models, a vertical load was applied to simulate the overburden
weight. The at-rest pressure coefficients along the x and y directions were both taken as 0.8 according to
the in situ stresses of the No. 16-1 coal seam. The horizontal and bottom sides were roller constrained.
The Mohr–Coulomb criterion was used to simulate the rock strata and the Cvisc creep model was used
for the RBB of the GER.

Based on the laboratory results of the mechanical properties of rock and coal samples,
the parameters employed in the model have been determined that elastic modulus, cohesion and
tensile strength is 0.2 of the laboratory testing results and the Poisson ratio is 1.2 of the laboratory
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testing results, following the primary works of Perry [21] and Mohammad [22]. In addition, few
trial model tests have been carried out and the mechanical parameters were adjusted in reference
to the in situ measurement of the displacement and the width of yield zones developed around the
roadways [23]. The final rock strata property parameters in the numerical model are shown in Tables 2
and 3. The modeling process was as follows: (i) calculation of the initial state induced by gravity; (ii)
modeling the excavations of the headgate in panel 3602; (iii) retreating panel 3602; and (iv) modeling
the retaining of the headgate in panel 3602 with respect to different RBB widths (0.8 m, 1.2 m, 1.6 m
and 2.0 m).

Figure 8. Numerical simulation model.

Table 2. Rock mechanical properties used in the numerical model.

Rock Strata
Thickness

(m)
Denstity
(kg/m3)

Bulk
Modulus

(GPa)

Shear
Modulus

(GPa)

Cohesion
(MPa)

Friction
Angle (◦)

Underlying strata 12 2500 10.0 7.6 5.2 41
Siltstone 2.1 2550 8.8 6.3 4.0 38

Aluminum mudstone 1 1800 5.2 4.0 2.5 25
No. 16-2 coal seam 0.5 1400 4.3 2.7 1.6 23

Sandstone 5 2650 3.5 2.1 1.0 17
Aluminum mudstone 2.1 1700 4.2 2.4 2.2 25

No. 16-1 coal seam 0.9 1400 3.0 1.5 1.4 21
Limestone 5 2900 9.7 7.1 5.2 36
Mudstone 6.4 1800 4.3 2.2 1.5 28

Overlying strata 17 2500 8.9 6.2 3.2 32

Table 3. Mechanical parameters of RBB.

Properties Values Properties Values

Bulk modulus (GPa) 2.9 K shear (GPa) 1.6
Shear modulus (GPa) 1.3 Kviscosity (GPa) 3.0

Cohesion (MPa) 3.2 Mshear (GPa) 2.2
Internal friction angle (◦) 32 Mviscosity (GPa) 2.4

3.3.2. Results and Discussion

(1) Convergence of GER with respect to RBB width

The RBB width plays an important role in the convergence of surrounding rock in the GER, as
shown in Figure 9. The roof-cutting effect of the RBB becomes stronger as the RBB width increases.
When the width of the RBB is greater than 1.6 m, the roof subsidence changes little and the roof-cutting
effect is weakened.
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The floor heave of GER increases with increasing RBB width. When the width of the RBB increased
from 0.8 m to 1.2 m, the floor heave increased two-fold to 146.2 mm, representing an increase of 68.3%.

The RBB convergence gradually decreases with the increasing width of the RBB. When the width
of the RBB increased from 1.2 m to 1.6 m, the convergence of the RBB decreased from 281.1 mm to
237.7 mm, representing the convergence reduction of 15.4%. When the width of the RBB increased
from 1.6 m to 2.0 m, the convergence of the RBB decreased 16.8 mm, a reduction of 15.4%.

Figure 9. GER convergence with respect to the width of RBB.

(2) Stress distribution around the GER with respect to RBB width

Vertical stress distributions around the GER with respect to the different widths of RBB are shown
in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Vertical stress distribution with respect to RBB width (units: Pa): (a) RBB of 0.8 m wide;
(b) RBB of 1.2 m wide; (c) RBB of 1.6 m wide; and (d) RBB of 2.0 m wide.

The results show that the vertical stress of the RBB gradually increases and the bearing capacity
of the RBB becomes stronger with increasing RBB width. When the width of the RBB increased from
0.8 m to 1.2 m, the vertical stress of the RBB increased from 10.715 MPa to 13.25 MPa, an increase of
23.7%. When the width of the RBB increased to 1.6 m, the vertical stress of the RBB increased 6.8%
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to 14.15 MPa, representing a relatively small increase. When the width of the RBB increased to 2.0 m,
the vertical stress of the RBB remained stable.

With increasing RBB width, the vertical stress in the coal rib wall increases gradually and the
peak stress is approximately 3.5–4.0 m away from the roadside. When the width of the RBB increased
from 0.8 m to 1.2 m, the vertical stress of the coal rib wall increased from 28.86 MPa to 30.67 MPa,
an increase of 6.3%. When the width of RBB was subsequently increased to 1.6 m, the vertical stress
of the coal rib wall increased 2.1% to 31.3 MPa. When the RBB width increased to 2.0 m, the vertical
stress in the solid coal rib wall remained stable.

Therefore, a headgate of panel 3602 is retained with the RBB width of 1.2 m; this could decrease
the GER convergence and reduce RBB construction costs.

4. Field Test and Field Monitoring

According to the above analysis, the RBB is 1.2 m wide, 0.9 m high and has a 1.33 width-height
ratio. High-water, fast-setting material with a water-cement ratio 1.5:1 was used to construct the RBB.
Figure 11 shows the GER effect. In the 100 m ranges behind the working face, hydraulic props and a
steel beam are used to temporarily support the roof of RBB. The roof in the gob nearby the GRE will
collapse under the effect of RBB.

Figure 11. GER effect.

During construction of the GER of panel 3602, two monitoring stations were installed in the GER
to record the convergence and RBB loading. The results in Figure 12 show that GER convergence
behind the working face can be divided into three stages under the hard roof condition in a TCS (Stages
I, II, III):

Stage I—in the range of 30 m behind the working face, the gob roof continuously subsides
and the surrounding rock deformation increases after the RBB is constructed; in the area of 30 m
behind the working face, the limestone roof of the GER in the gob side is cut off under the action of
complicated forces, where the convergence almost accounts for the one-third of total convergence, and
the convergence rate of surrounding rock reaches the maximum at this time.

Stage II—in the range from 30 to 110 m behind the working face, the convergence rate of
surrounding rock gradually decreases. After the limestone roof collapses, the bearing structure
composed of the coal seam support, caved rocks and RBB undertakes the load from the overlying
rock, caved rocks compact the gob, and the surrounding rock deformation gradually increases as the
convergence rate of the surrounding rock slows down.

Stage III—at a distance of 110 m behind the working face, the surrounding rock deformation of
GER tends to be stable; the roof to floor convergence and RBB rib to coal rib convergence of the RBB
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are approximately 353 mm and 297 mm, respectively. The roof-to-floor convergence is always more
than that of rib-to-rib in the mining period. It showed that the parameters of rock properties and RBB
in the simulations were reasonable and reliable. Considering the requirement of GER cross-sections for
ventilation, the section of the GRE in the mining period could meet the requirement. Field measurement
results indicated that RBB width and roof-cutting resistance in the field were rational.

Figure 12. Convergence of GER-LR-TCS.

5. Conclusions

In accordance with the caving style of a limestone roof, using the Y-style ventilation mode, the air
pressure of the return roadway in the T-junction is the lowest and it is the highest in the air inlet area
of the gob-side entry. The gas concentration around the gob-side entry in the dip direction of the gob
is mitigated.

The mechanics model of the GER roof and the RBB indicate that the hard roof collapsed passively
under the interaction of the RBB and the overlying rock strata; the roof-cutting resistance of the RBB
and its width play a key role in GER with limestone roof in a TCS. A roof-cutting mechanical model of
GER with a roadside backfill body (RBB) was proposed to determine the roof-cutting resistance and
the width of the RBB.

Based on the mechanical model, analytical results show that the greater the RBB width, the greater
its roof-cutting resistance. Fitting algebraic relationships between the RBB’s roof-cutting resistance
and its width can determine an optimal roof-cutting resistance. The floor heave of GER increases with
increasing RBB width. When the width of the RBB increased from 0.8 m to 1.2 m, the floor heave
increased two-fold to 146.2 mm. Using numerical simulation to study the stress distributions and the
deformation of GER with respect to RBB width, an appropriate RBB width can be determined.

Based on the geological conditions of panel 3602 in a TCS with a limestone roof, the roof-cutting
resistance of the RBB was determined as 8.465 MN/m, and the width of the RBB and the
water-to-cement ratio of high-water material were 1.2 m and 1.5:1, respectively. Field measurement
indicated that these research results were successfully applied in engineering practice.

It is noted that this model was only tested on a TCS. Further study is necessary for medium-thick
or thick seams. In addition, further research efforts to improve the high-water material are required to
popularize the GER technique.
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Abstract: A detailed understanding of the engineering properties for grouted sand is a key concern
in foundation engineering projects containing sand layers. In this research, experiments of grouting
with various grain sizes of sand specimens using a new type of improved chemical material-urea
formaldehyde resin mixed with oxalate curing agent (UF-OA), which has rarely been used as grout
in the reinforcement of soft foundations, were conducted on the basis of a self-developed grouting
test system. After grouting tests, the effects on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand specimens
were investigated through uniaxial compression tests considering the grain size, the presence or
absence of initial water in sand, and the curing time for grouted sand. Experimental results show that
with the increase in the grain size and the presence of initial water in the sand specimen, the values
of uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) and elastic moduli (E) of the grouted specimens decreased
obviously, indicating that the increase of grain size and the presence of initial water have negative
impacts on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand; the peak strains (εc) were almost unchanged
after 14 days of curing; no brittle failure behavior occurred in the grouted specimens, and desirable
ductile failure characteristics were distinct after uniaxial compression. These mechanical behaviors
were significantly improved after 14 days of curing. The micro-structural properties obtained by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of the finer grouted sand indicate preferable filling performance
to some extent, thereby validating the macroscopic mechanical behaviors.

Keywords: chemical grouts; grain size of sand; initial water contained in sand; grouted sand;
macroscopic mechanical behaviors; microstructure characteristics; ductile failure

1. Introduction

Chemical grouting is a well-known reinforcement method in geotechnical engineering, and
is used to reduce the permeability and increase the mechanical strength of the soil and rock mass.
Grout flowing through the soil and fracture network within the rock mass are similar to the flow
of fluid (or gas) through rock fracture networks [1–4]. Chemical grouts can penetrate tiny pores in
some dense but weak sand layers, where conventional Portland cement grouts are likely to fail [5,6],
although cement-based grouts are more widely used [7–9]. In recent years, many experimental results
on the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand using chemical grouts have been achieved. For example,
Anagnostopoulos, Papaliangas [10] investigated the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand and found
that the epoxy resin grouts of low water content caused an increase in strength and a decrease in
water permeability. Xing, Dang [11] conducted experiments to study the mechanical properties of
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chemically grouted sand and found that the dense polymer film–sand matrix after grouting also
led to a significant decrease in water permeability and an increase in mechanical strength. Porcino,
Ghionna [12] discussed the mechanical and hydraulic properties of sand injected with mineral-based
grouts or silicate solution, and showed that both mechanical strength and initial shear modulus in the
mineral-based grouted sand were higher than those of grouted sand using silicate solution. Dayakar,
Raman [13] performed an experiment on the influence of cement grouts on the supporting capacity
of sandy soil, and demonstrated that the strength of grouted specimens was improved with the
increase of the cement content. Some researchers also investigated the strength properties of sodium
silicate-grouted soils [14–18], and found that within a certain range, the mechanical strengths of the
grouted soils decreased with the increase of water content in different types of grouts.

The above research results mainly focused on the influence of the different chemical and cement
grouts (especially the amount of water in the grouts) on the mechanical parameters of the grouted
sand; however, no variation of the curing time of grouted sand specimens was considered. Moreover,
in terms of the grouting material, the improved chemical material UF-OA (a urea formaldehyde resin
mixed with an oxalate curing agent that can be used to accelerate the curing process), characterized by
high bonding strength, low production cost, sufficient raw materials and non-polluting nature [19],
has rarely been used as grout for reinforcing soft foundations. Furthermore, the impact of the initial
water contained in sand is also crucial to the mechanical mechanism, which has yet to be studied
in chemical grouted sand up to now. To address these gaps in knowledge, a series of samples were
prepared, and studies were conducted:

The gel time, concretion rate, and mechanical and rheological properties of UF-OA grouts with
various volume ratios between A and B (A-volume of urea formaldehyde resin, and B-volume of
oxalate curing agent) were determined to obtain a suitable volume ratio of A and B in the grouts.

The sand specimens with different grain sizes were prepared (defined as “large-grain sand”,
“medium-grain sand” and “small-grain sand”, corresponding to different porosity), and the grouting
apparatus was developed specifically for the grouting experiments in the study.

Through the tests of permeation grouting using the UF-OA chemical grouting material, uniaxial
compression and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), the mechanical and microscopic characteristics
of the grouted sand specimens were obtained, taking into account the different particle size (porosity),
the existence (or absence) of the initial water (to facilitate the comparative study of the two, ωwc of 0%
and 5% were only selected in the study) in the sand specimens, as well as the different curing times of
3, 7, 14 and 28 days.

2. Experimental Work

2.1. Specimen Preparation

The results of tests of the physical parameters of the sand are shown in Table 1, including grain
size, water content, average porosity and mass density. Based on the relative grain size, the sand
specimens used in the experiment were divided into three major types (large-grain, medium-grain,
and small-grain sand, which can be quantified as the porosity); the specimens were placed in
a cylindrical grouting barrel with diameter of 150 mm and height of 200 mm and then subjected
to grout injection with UF grouts during the grouting tests.
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Table 1. Physical parameters of sand specimens before grouting.

Sand Category
Used in the Tests

Grain Size (mm) Water Content (%)
Average Initial

Porosity
Average Mass

Density (g/cm3)

Large-grain 0.5 < d < 0.85 0 34 2.52
5 30 2.61

Medium-grain 0.25 < d < 0.42 0 36 2.67
5 32 2.74

Small-grain 0.11 < d < 0.21 0 40 2.72
5 37 2.80

The parameter acquisition process is briefly described below:

Grain size:

The different grain sizes were gained by using a shaking screen, etc.

Water content:

ωWC =
g1 − g2

g2
× 100% (1)

where ωwc refers to the water content of initial sand (before grouting), g1 and g2 denote the weight
of the specimen with water and the dry specimen, respectively. It is worth noting that the water
content in this paper was known (5%), and the amount of water needed to be added was calculated by
using this formula in the process of sample making. A high-precision electronic balance and an oven
are necessary.

Initial porosity:

We measured the volume of the material in the natural state V0 (apparent volume), quality of the
material m and density of the material ρ, and then used the formula for porosity expressed as:

φ = (1 − m/V0

ρ
)× 100% (2)

2.2. Chemical Reaction of Grout Components

When the urea formaldehyde resin was mixed with the oxalate curing agent to improve the
property of the urea formaldehyde resin, the following reactions occurred, as shown in Equations
(3)–(5) [20]. According to the reaction equation, in the addition reaction stage (Equation (3)), urea
reacts with formaldehyde water, generating hydroxymethyl urea and dihydroxymethyl urea in the
case of the weak base. Then, the oxalic acid reacts with the hydroxymethyl urea and dihydroxymethyl
urea according to Equations (4) and (5), respectively, to produce acidic solution. In the acidic condition,
various polymethylenes are produced to achieve solidification.

NH2

|
CO
|

NH2

+ HCHO
pH7∼9→

NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NH2

+

NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NHCH2OH

(3)

NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NH2

−H2O→

N
|

CO
|

NH2

= CH2

→

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N
|

CO
|

NH2

−CH2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

n

(4)
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NHCH2OH
|

CO
|

NHCH2OH

−H2O→

N
|

CO
|

N

= CH2

= CH2

→

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
N
|

CO
|

N

−CH2

= CH2

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
n

(5)

2.3. Properties of UF-OA Grouts

Through a series of physical and mechanical tests, the elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the
grout gels with different volume ratios were obtained by mechanical test, as shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the grout gel with different volume ratios obtained by
using uniaxial compressive strength tests.

A:B 4:1 5:1 6:1 7:1

Elastic Modulus (MPa) 120 140 180 220
Poisson’s Ratio 0.187 0.211 0.25 0.3

Moreover, the gel time and concretion rate with different volume ratios, viscosity variation with
time, UCS variation with different curing time, and the ultimate compressive failure characteristics
of the grout gel were determined: the gel time, concretion rate, and viscosity were tested by using
a digital viscometer, as shown in Figure 1a. The uniaxial compressive strengths (UCSs) were obtained
after the uniaxial compression tests, as displayed in Figure 1b. Figure 1c shows that the gel time and
concretion rate both increased as the volume ratio of A and B increased. The values of gel time and
concretion rate at A:B of 7 were 330 s and 99.2%, respectively. Similar to the above two parameters,
the uniaxial compressive strengths at the same curing time were enhanced with the increasing A:B.
In addition, the mechanical strengths also increased with the increase of curing time while keeping A:B
unchanged, as shown in Figure 1e. The ultimate compressive failure of the UF-OA grouts, featuring the
expansion and vertical splitting fracture of the gel, are as shown in Figure 1f. As shown in Figure 1d,
the viscosity of the grouts increased with time but decreased with the increase in A:B. These findings
indicated that the UF-OA grouts with an A:B of 7 would have better mechanical characteristics and
flow properties than those with other volume ratios. Therefore, UF-OA grouts with a volume ratio of 7
were chosen in this study.

Figure 1. Cont.
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Figure 1. Rheological and mechanical properties of the UF-OA (urea formaldehyde resin mixed with
oxalate curing agent) grouts, including (a) the digital viscometer; (b) specimen under compression;
(c) gel time and concretion rate with different volume ratios; (d) viscosity variation with time;
(e) uniaxial compressive strength (UCS) variation with different curing time; and (f) the ultimate
compressive failure characteristics of grout gel.

2.4. Laboratory Procedure

The grouting test was conducted by injecting a measurable quantity of UF grouts into the sand
specimen that was placed in the grouting barrel by using the self-designed grouting experimental
setup, which is composed of a ground stress simulation system, a grouting test system (the cylindrical
grouting barrel is assembled by two pieces of semi-cylindrical barrels for convenience in installation
and disassembly), a grouting pressure gauge, a grout transmission system, and a grout supply system,
as shown in Figure 2. Note that the testing machine can apply an axial pressure as well as a lateral
restraining action (Poisson effect) on the specimen inside the grouting barrel via the load-bearing plate,
which can be easily moved up and down in the grouting barrel to represent the ground stress in the
real situation (Equation (6)). Moreover, the fixed axial pressure and the lateral restraint in the grouting
apparatus can ensure that the porosity remains close to constant during the experiment.

F
A

= γH, (6)

where F and A refer to the axial force provided by the testing machine and the area of load-bearing
plate (0.02 m2), respectively, γ denotes the average unit weight for sand layers (20 kN/m3), and H is
related to the ground depth. Here, H of 10 m was set up in the study, and the corresponding axial force
F of 4 kN was calculated.
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Figure 2. (a) Grouting experimental setup and (b) detailed schematic layout of the grouting test system.

After performing the grouting tests and curing for the designed times (3, 7, 14 and 28 days),
referring to the uniaxial compression test standard [21], the grouted standard cylindrical sand
specimens with the same height-to-diameter ratio of 2 (100 mm × 50 mm) for different grain size and
initial water conditions were extracted from the grouting reinforced body (150 mm × 200 mm) in the
grouting barrel, and then these grouted specimens were subjected to uniaxial compression tests using
the CMT5305 electronic universal testing machine at a loading rate of 3 × 10−3 mm per second. Finally,
after 28 days of curing, the microstructure scanning tests for the grouted specimens not subjected to
the uniaxial compression tests were conducted using SEM.

To prevent the hydrofracturing of sand specimens from occurring, the grouting pressure during
the grouting experiments must be maintained at a lower level (while the grouting pressures in
the “hydrofracturing grouting” are larger and have larger serrated changes during the grouting
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experiments) using a hand grouting pump (which allows for easy adjustment of the grouting pressure)
and a pressure gauge to ensure the penetration of the grouts in the sand samples. Note that each of the
reported values for mechanical parameters in this study represent the average value of three specimens.

3. Results

3.1. Macroscopic Mechanical Parameters

To study the differences in mechanical behaviors among the multiple grouted specimens of
different grain size and initial water conditions at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days of curing, different axial
stress–strain curves of grouted sand specimens after the uniaxial compression tests are shown in
Figure 3. Because the grouts in small-grain sand could not be sufficiently hardened in a short time,
no corresponding effective experimental results were obtained on the small-grain grouted specimens
after 3 days of curing, as shown in Figure 3a. More details are described in the Discussion.

Figure 3. Axial stress–strain curves of representative grouted sand specimens with different grain
size and water-contained condition of sand after curing treatment: (a–d) at 3, 7, 14 and 28 days of
curing, respectively.

Figures 4 and 5 illustrate the evolution of the different mechanical parameters (namely, uniaxial
compressive strength (UCS), elastic modulus (E), and peak axial strain (εc)) of the grouted sand
specimens (see Table 3) with curing time (t) and porosity (ϕ), respectively. Figure 4a revealed that
the average values of UCS for all of the grouted specimens in different grain sizes and initial water
content increased distinctly with the increase in curing time (from 3 to 28 days). However, the slopes
of curves decreased gradually after 14 days of curing (the slopes were quantified by linear fit, as
shown in Figure 4a), this observation indicated that the mechanical behaviors for grouted specimens
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after 14 days of curing appeared to obtain satisfactory improvement. From the curing time of 3
(or 7) to 28 days, the average values of UCS of the grouted specimens not containing initial water
increased by approximately 80% in the specimens with small grain size, compared to 76% and 51%
with medium and large grain size, respectively, indicating that the curing time had positive effects on
improving the mechanical characteristics of the sand after grouting, especially for the sand of smaller
grain size. The evolution of UCS over curing time in grouted specimens containing initial water was
consistent with that of the specimens without initial water. Additionally, as shown in Figure 5a, for
the same curing time, the UCS curves all approximately increased with the increase in the porosity
(corresponding to the grain size of sand) (Table 1); in other words, as the sand particle size decreased,
the strength of the grouted sand increased, as confirmed by previous research results [22,23]. Zebovitz,
Krizek [24] reported that this phenomenon occurs because the number of grain-to-grain contacts per
unit volume of sand increases as the gradation of sand becomes finer or as the specific surfaces of the
sand become larger; therefore, it is reasonable that the finer sand would exhibit higher strength than
the coarser sand. Moreover, because of the presence of initial water in the specimen, the decrease in the
UCS of grouted sand was also obviously observed. For example, the UCS of the small-grain grouted
specimen without initial water (corresponding to the porosity of 40, see Figure 5) decreased from
12.83 MPa to 7.19 MPa (the UCS value of the small-grain grouted specimen containing initial water
corresponding to the porosity of 37, see Figure 5) at the age of 28 days, a reduction of 44% compared to
a reduction of 38% in a specimen of medium grain size and a reduction of 33% in a specimen of large
grain size.

Figures 4b and 5b show the relationships of E–t and E–ϕ, respectively, where E is calculated as the
average slope in the elastic deformation stage of the stress–strain curve. Overall, the average values of
E appeared to be increasing with the increase in curing time and grain size (porosity), and this was
similar to those of the UCS. For the grouted sand specimens with the same grain size, the average
values of E in the specimens not containing the initial water were found to be significantly higher than
those with the initial water. For example, they increased by approximately 66%, 55% and 57% after
28 days of curing in the specimens with small, medium, and large grain size, respectively, further
demonstrating the adverse impact of initial water contained in sand on the mechanical behaviors of
grouted sand.

The average values of peak axial strains of grouted specimens ranging from 3% to 6% are shown in
Figure 4c. These results illustrated that the peak strains of different specimens were almost unchanged
after 14 days of curing, revealing that the deformation characteristics of grouted specimens tended to
be stable with the increase of curing time.

Figure 4. Cont.
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Figure 4. Different average values of mechanical parameters versus curing time. (a) σc, (b) E, (c) εc.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Figure 5. Different average values of mechanical parameters versus initial porosity. (a) σc, (b) E.

Table 3. Average values of mechanical parameters of grouted sand specimens.

Sand
Types

ωwc

(%)
UCS (MPa) E (GPa) εc (×10−2)

ϕ
3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ 3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ 3 d 7 d 14 d 28 d σ

Large 0 5.70 6.21 7.62 8.59 1.34–3.12 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.35 0.14–0.29 4.36 3.78 3.19 3.63 0.04–0.09 34
5 2.38 3.31 4.30 5.76 1.21–2.45 0.08 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.21–0.35 5.22 4.58 3.67 3.12 0.05–0.10 30

Medium 0 5.70 6.50 8.58 10.03 0.94–3.57 0.27 0.30 0.35 0.36 0.32–0.37 4.10 5.09 4.53 4.25 0.08–0.13 36
5 3.78 4.30 5.28 6.22 0.89–2.63 0.08 0.11 0.15 0.23 0.19–0.54 4.73 5.55 4.85 4.5 0.03–0.05 32

Small 0 - 7.12 10.02 12.83 1.14–3.01 - 0.32 0.38 0.40 0.27–0.51 - 4.46 4.57 4.74 0.11–0.14 40
5 - 5.69 6.24 7.19 1.25–1.85 - 0.16 0.20 0.24 0.38–0.43 - 5.75 5.62 5.60 0.09–0.15 37

Note: ωwc refers water content of initial sand (before grouting); d represents days; σ means standard deviation; and
ϕ represents porosity. For instance, UCS (E, εc) for 3 d means the average values of uniaxial compressive strength
(elasticity modulus, peak axial strain) of the grouted sand specimens after 3 days of curing.

3.2. Microstructure Characteristics

According to Figure 6, which shows the SEM images of sections in grouted specimens (three pieces
of specimens chosen with 28 days of curing), the preparation of SEM samples generally includes the
following steps: determining the sampling site from the grouted samples, and then obtaining the
SEM samples by thin section identification method. The abovementioned macroscopic mechanical
results of the grouted sand (the finer the particle size of sand, the greater was the UCS of the grouted
sand) can be explained from a microscopic perspective to a certain extent. For example, according to
the magnified surfaces in the scale of 1:500 displayed in Figure 6(a1–c1), the finer the particle size of
sand, the thicker and denser was the grout filling layer. In more detail, compared to the small-grain
specimen magnified at the scale of 1:5000 (Figure 6(c2)), micro-cracks that were not completely filled
by UF grouts were found in the large- and medium-grain specimens because of the larger grain size of
the sand, as shown in Figure 6(a2,b2). Moreover, referring to Figure 6(c2), finer sand clearly possessed
desirable filling performance because the UF grouts filled almost all of the voids and cracks between
grains in many section surfaces; this observation was consistent with the observation results of other
finer sand specimens after 7 and 14 days of curing. However, at present, it is difficult to draw reliable
observations from qualitative SEM images. Therefore, the microstructural characteristics of grouted
sand should be investigated and quantified in future research. Moreover, a study on the presence of
such micro-cracks occurring in the grouted large-grain and medium-grain sand is needed in the next
work because a dissipative phenomenon is associated to them [25–27]. Sometimes this dissipative
behavior can be as a desired mechanical property, such as in absorbing seismic excitations, provided
that it does not lower the resistance too much.
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Figure 6. Representative SEM images (the magnifications are 500× (set 1) and 5000× (set 2)) of section
surfaces in grouted sand specimens after 28 days of curing: (a) large-grain sand; (b) medium-grain
sand; (c) small-grain sand.

4. Discussion

From the representative axial stress–strain curves shown in Figure 3, the ductile behaviors of
various grouted sand specimens under uniaxial compression is analyzed below.

The stress–strain curves are divided into four stages: compaction stage, elastic deformation stage,
yield stage, and post-peak stage. It was noticed that at the post-peak stage for all tested sand specimens,
no obvious instant drop (brittle failures) occurred for the curves, demonstrating that the grouted sand
specimen had the expected ductility with deformation up to a larger strain of approximately 7%,
where the ultimate failure was observed; this property is advantageous to the delay of structural
damage when disasters occur [28]. From the macroscopic and microscopic observations, the strong
adhesion between the UF grouts and sand particles was found to essentially improve the mechanical
and deformation characteristics of the grouted sand.

5. Conclusions

The finer grouted specimens were found to achieve higher strength, whereas the presence of
initial water had a negative impact on the mechanical behaviors compared with the absence of
water. These results are complemented and verified by the study of the microstructure through SEM,
demonstrating that the grouts adhered better to the grains in the finer sand by almost filling all the
cracks. Through the above study, the following conclusions can be drawn:
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(1) The gel time, concretion rate, and mechanical and rheological properties of the improved chemical
grouts (UF-OA grouts) with various volume ratios of A and B were investigated to obtain
a suitable ratio (A:B of 7) in the grouts used in this study.

(2) With the increase in the grain size of the sand and the existence of initial water contained in sand,
the values of the strength (UCS) and elastic moduli (E) for most of the grouted sand specimens
decreased distinctly. Moreover, with the increase in the curing time, the UCS and E presented
an increasing trend, and the mechanical behaviors of grouted sand after 14 days of curing were
significantly improved. Moreover, the peak strains for the grouted specimens were found to
remain constant with the increase of curing time after 14 days of curing.

(3) The microstructural characteristics indicate that the finer grouted sand was found to achieve
higher mechanical strength via the better filling performance.

(4) Most of the grouted sand specimens under uniaxial compression at curing times of 3, 7, 14 and
28 days revealed desirable ductile failure characteristics.
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Notations

ωwc water content of initial sand (before grouting)
σ standard deviation
ϕ porosity
UF-OA urea formaldehyde resin mixed with oxalate curing agent
σ1 axial stress (MPa)
ε1 axial strain (10−2)
UCS (σc) uniaxial compressive strength (MPa)
E elasticity modulus of grouted sand (GPa)
εc peak axial strain (10−2)
t curing time
SEM scanning electron microscope
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Abstract: This study experimentally analysed the influence of temperature levels (200, 300, 400, 500,
600, and 800 ◦C) on the permeability of granite samples. At each temperature level, the applied
confining pressure was in the range of 10–30 MPa, and the inlet hydraulic pressure varied below
the corresponding confining pressure. The results are as follows: (i) With an increase in the
temperature level, induced micro-fractures in the granites develop, and the decrement ratios of
both the P-wave velocity and the density of the granite increase; (ii) The relationship between the
volume flow rate and the pressure gradient is demonstrably linear and fits very well with Darcy’s law.
The equivalent permeability coefficient shows an increasing trend with the temperature, and it can be
best described using the mathematical expression K0 = A × 1.01T; (iii) For a given temperature level,
as the confining pressure increases, the transmissivity shows a decrease, and the rate of its decrease
diminishes gradually.

Keywords: scanning electron microscope (SEM) images; permeability; high temperature; Darcy’s law;
confining pressures

1. Introduction

Rock properties that are related to high-temperature exposure are involved in many fields, such as
the disposal of nuclear wastes, underground coal gasification, and the exploitation and utilization
of geothermal resources [1–4]. In the case of nuclear wastes disposal, the rock mass is subjected to a
high-temperature environment and is affected by the temperature gradient. Numerous studies have
demonstrated that both the physical and mechanical properties of rocks are affected by temperature
exposure [5–7]. With an increase in temperature from 25 ◦C to 900 ◦C, the average mass loss rate
of sandstone increases from 0 to 2.97% [8]. The thermal destruction can be significantly observed
by scanning electron microscope (SEM) [8]. Yong et al. [9] quantify thermal cracking in granite
as a function of thermal stresses. Additionally, researchers investigate thermal cracking in granite,
which is monitored or quantified in different ways [10–12]. In the range of temperature exposure
from 25 ◦C to 850 ◦C, the density and P-wave velocity of granite show decreases of 4.92% and 79.17%,
respectively [13]. The tensile strength decreases from 12.8 MPa to 1.37 MPa at different rates [13].
The mechanical properties, including the peak strength and the elastic modulus of marble fluctuate
when the temperature is lower than 400 ◦C, and gradually decrease when the temperature is greater
than 400 ◦C [14].

Thermal damages result in changes in micro-characteristics, such as porosity, pore throat
geometry, and the pore connectivity of rocks, which would directly affect the corresponding
permeability [15]. Zoback et al. [16] investigate the influence of micro-fracturing on permeability
generally. The permeability of sandstone after high-temperature exposure slowly decreases when
the temperature is below 400 ◦C, and increases rapidly as the temperature increases from 400 ◦C
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to 600 ◦C [17]. The initial permeability of granite shows small changes when the temperature is below
300 ◦C, which is a slight increase from 300 ◦C to 500 ◦C, but a significant increase when the temperature
exceeds 500 ◦C [18]. Although many studies have been reported, the effects of temperature and the
confining pressure on the permeability have not been fully understood.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the permeability of granites after high-temperature
exposure. First, cylindrical granite samples were prepared and exposed to various temperature
levels (200, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 800 ◦C). Next, a series of hydro-mechanical tests with respect to
different inlet hydraulic pressures and increasing confining pressures from 10 MPa to 30 MPa were
conducted. The equivalent permeability of granites as a function of temperature and confining pressure
was analysed.

2. Experimental Methodology

2.1. Sample Preparation

The coarse granites for the experiment were taken from a single rock block in Rizhao, Shandong,
China. The granites are fine-grained and composed mainly of quartz, feldspar, and calcite, containing
abundant large phenocrysts and having an average density of approximately 2.68 g/cm3. In addition,
the granite materials have no surface texture that is visible to the naked eye, and are gray in color in
the natural state. This kind of granite has an initial uniaxial compressive strength of approximately
104.00 MPa. The cohesive force and the internal friction angle are 19.57 MPa and 49.17◦, respectively.
Based on the ISRM (International Society for Rock Mechanics) standard [19], a series of cylindrical
samples with lengths of 100 mm and diameters of 50 mm were machined. Both ends of the samples
were polished to achieve smooth surfaces for tests.

Then, by using a high-temperature furnace, the granite samples were exposed to high
temperatures (200, 300, 400, 500, 600, and 800 ◦C). The heating rate was 10 ◦C/min until the set
temperature level, and this temperature was maintained for 2 h to ensure that the samples heated
evenly. When considering the heating rate of 10 ◦C/min, we assume that the heat travels fast in
solids [20]. Finally, the samples were naturally cooled to room temperature. The samples after
high-temperature exposure are shown in Figure 1.

 

Figure 1. Tested granite samples after high-temperature exposure.

2.2. Fluid Flow Test Procedure

The granite samples after high-temperature exposure were used to conduct fluid flow tests at
room temperature using the LDY-50 permeability testing system (Haian county petroleum research
instrument co. LTD, Nantong, China) (Figure 2). The maximum confining pressure of the system
is 50 MPa. The system consists mainly of the following four units: (1) a water supplying system;
(2) a triaxial cell clamping device; (3) a speed constant pressure pump; and, (4) a water measurement
and collection system. Before testing, the samples were enclosed by a 3-mm-thick rubber jacket.
Then, the samples were inserted into the triaxial cell clamping device with two porous stone platens
over the ends to ensure an even distribution of the water pressure. Then, the water was fed using a
fluid pump to the left side of the rock sample, flowed to the right side, and finally exited via a stainless
steel tube.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the rock permeability test system.

During the tests, for a given rock sample, the confining pressure pc was increased from 10 MPa
to 30 MPa at 5MPa intervals. For a given pc, a wide range of inlet hydraulic pressures Pi lower than
the designated pc was adopted repeatedly. The hydraulic difference Ps was defined as the difference
between the inlet hydraulic pressure Pi and the outlet hydraulic pressure Po on the other end of
the sample. In the experiment, Ps was continuously recorded using a differential pressure gauge,
which had a resolution of 0.01 MPa. When the volume flow rates at the two sides of the samples were
equal and stable for approximately ten minutes under a given Ps lower than pc, the samples were
considered to be water-saturated, and the fluid flow was considered in a steady state; the equivalent
permeability coefficient could then be obtained. By this method, the effects of the confining pressure
and high temperatures on granite permeability can be discussed.

3. Physical Properties of Granites after High-Temperature Exposure

The ultrasonic velocity is an effective index to characterize the overall damage in the
thermally-cracked granite [21]. The velocities of the compressional waves in the tested granite
samples were measured at room conditions using a PDS-SW sonic detector (Wuhan Geostar Scientific
& Technological Co., Ltd., Wuhan City, Hubei Province, China). Physical properties of samples
after high-temperature treatment, including P-wave (P-wave is one of the two main types of elastic
body waves, called seismic waves in seismology, the first signal from an earthquake to arrive at
a seismograph. It may be transmitted through gases, liquids, or solids.) velocity and density,
were measured, as listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Physical properties of granite samples.

Samples T (◦C) ρ (g/cm3) ρ′ (g/cm3) Δρ (%) v (km/s) v′ (km/s) Δv (%)

CH-01# 200 2.68 2.67 0.17 4.70 4.50 4
CH-02# 300 2.68 2.67 0.33 4.94 4.10 17
CH-03# 400 2.67 2.66 0.41 4.97 3.70 26
CH-04# 500 2.68 2.66 0.64 4.54 3.08 32
CH-05# 600 2.67 2.65 0.79 4.70 2.60 45
CH-06# 800 2.67 2.64 1.08 4.70 1.70 64

Figure 3 presents the variations in density and P-wave velocity for the granite samples after
high-temperature exposure, in which Δρ and Δv denote the decrement ratios of the density and
P-wave velocity, respectively, and can be calculated, as follows:

Δρ =
ρ − ρ′

ρ
(1)
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Δv =
v − v′

v
(2)

in which ρ and ρ′ are the densities of rock samples in natural state (25 ◦C) and after high-temperature
exposure, respectively, and v and v′ are the corresponding P-wave velocities.
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Figure 3. Effect of temperature on the decrement ratio of density and P-wave velocity of the
tested granites.

From Figure 3, in the range of temperature (T) from 200 ◦C to 800 ◦C, Δρ increases from
0.17% to 1.08%, and Δv increases from 4.0% to 64.0%. There is a negative correlation between
P-wave and temperature. A relatively weak decrease of velocity occurs at a low temperature level.
However, it decreases significantly with a continuous increase in the temperature, especially after
500 ◦C. These results suggest that a great many new, thermally induced cracks were generated during
the thermal treatment. These cracks form mainly because, with an increase in the heating temperature,
the loss of interlayer water and bound water, as well as a transformation in the mineral composition,
occurs in the granites, resulting in the degradation of the density and the P-wave velocity [20,22].
Through mercury injection testing, Zhang [23] studied the development of the internal porosity of
granites with in heating temperature and found that the internal porosity shows an increase with a
magnitude of 2.83 as T increases from 25 ◦C to 800 ◦C (Figure 4). Similar to Figure 3, the internal
porosity experienced a slight increase from 100 ◦C to 500 ◦C. After that, the figures for porosity grow
significantly above 500 ◦C, with a large increase of thermally induced cracks.
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Figure 4. Variations of internal porosity of granites with temperature.
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Then, scanning electron microscope (SEM) tests were conducted on the sample granites.
Blocks with a size of approximately 8.0 × 8.0 × 5.0 mm3 were cut from the thermally damaged
samples. To achieve a better comparison, SEM was also conducted on the samples at room temperature.
Magnifications of 500, 1500, and 5000 were selected in the present study. During the scanning electron
microscope observation, we first observed the fracture development from different angles in the sample,
and then, the representative points were selected for scanning. Figure 5 shows the typical SEM images
of the thermally damaged granites. For T = 25 ◦C, there exist almost no micro-fractures in the granite.
In the range of 200–400 ◦C, the quantity of the micro-cracks inside and across the aggregates increases
slightly. However, as T increases from 400 ◦C to 800 ◦C, thermally induced cracks were developed
along inter-crystalline boundaries and the surrounding crystals. Both of the cracks opening at the
boundaries of aggregates and the number of internal pores in the rock increased greatly (Figure 5e).
As analysed by Zhang et al. [24], thermally induced cracks are the result of strong bound water loss,
dihydroxylation loss of constituent water, and solid mineral expansion in the temperature range of
100–500 ◦C. Intra-granular cracks in feldspar and quartz crystal appeared successively at temperatures
higher than the second threshold, 573 ◦C [18]. During the heating process, physical properties present
significant changes at the temperature of about 573 ◦C, where the α-β transition occurs. Inner cracks
extend quickly and the porosity increases, leading to a reduction of the density and an increase of the
conductivity [25]. It is presumed that the increase in the inter-granular thermal stress significantly
induced more inter-granular and more trans-granular cracks, for the anisotropic expansion that is
linked to the α/β phase transformation of quartz, which is abundant in granite, at 573 ◦C led to 5%
volume growth in quartz [26,27]. Griffiths et al. [28] provided a Python-based open source tool for
quantifying micro-cracks in the two-dimensional (2D) micro-crack density of granite samples using
a newly developed algorithm and suggested that the continued evolution of physical properties at
temperatures of 600 ◦C and above is due to a widening of the existing micro-cracks rather than their
formation or propagation. The existence of these pores and cracks doubtlessly affects the permeability
of granites [29]. Therefore, it is of great significance to quantitatively evaluate the permeability
characteristics of granites after high-temperature exposure.

Figure 5. Cont.
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Pores

Figure 5. Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of granites at room-temperature and after
high-temperature exposure. (a) Room temperature; (b) 200 ◦C; (c) 300 ◦C; (d) 400 ◦; (e) 500 ◦C;
(f) 600 ◦C; (g) 800 ◦C.
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4. Fluid Flow Behaviours of Granites after High-Temperature Exposure

For all of the test cases, as the pressure gradient dPs/dL increases, the volume flow rate Q flowing
out of the sample shows an increasing trend. The relations between dPs/dL and Q can be well described
using a zero-intercept linear function, and are shown by the solid lines in Figure 6, in which L denotes
the length of the sample. From Figure 6, the correlation coefficients or the R2 values are all larger than
0.99, indicating that the linear Darcy’s law fits the raw experimental data very well, and that the fluid
flow is laminar. In addition, the increase in pc does not change the linearity of the fluid flow through
the samples, but the slopes of the dPs/dL-Q fitting curves become steeper with the increase in pc due
to the closure of defects, indicating a higher flow resistance. However, for a given pc, the slopes of the
fitting curves show decreases with increases in T.
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(c) 400 °C (Sample CH-03#) 
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Figure 6. Volume flow rate Q as a function of pressure gradient dPs/dL of the granite samples
after high-temperature exposure. (a) 200 ◦C (Sample CH-01#); (b) 300 ◦C (Sample CH-02#); (c) 400 ◦C
(Sample CH-03#); (d) 500 ◦C (Sample CH-04#); (e) 600 ◦C (Sample CH-05#); (f) 800 ◦C (Sample CH-06#).

The equivalent permeability is one of the most important parameters to assess the hydraulic
properties of fractured rock masses [30,31]. Using the linear Darcy’s law, the equivalent permeability
coefficient K0 of the samples after high-temperature exposure can be calculated using Equation (3),
and are listed in Table 2:

− dPs

dL
=

μ

K0 A0
Q (3)

in which μ is the dynamic viscosity, 10−3 Pa·s, and A0 is the cross-sectional area of the sample, m2.
Here, the water was assumed to be viscous and incompressible.

Table 2. Equivalent permeability after different temperature under different confining pressure.

Temperature (◦C)
Average Equivalent Permeability (×10−18 m2)

pc = 10 MPa pc = 15 MPa pc = 20 MPa pc = 25 MPa pc = 30 MPa

200 1.84 1.53 1.21 0.9 0.64
300 6.26 4.06 2.65 2.02 1.48
400 15.60 10.29 6.85 4.63 2.58
500 75.17 36.13 28.16 21.96 10.53
600 371.13 257.25 170.72 98.9 72.38
800 2336.46 1619.23 1130.04 799.18 608.17

Variations of K0 as a function of T are displayed in Figure 7. For a given σs, as T increases,
all K0 exhibit nonlinear increasing trends, and the variation process can be divided into the following
two stages.
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Figure 7. Variation in the equivalent permeability coefficients of granite samples with temperature.

In the range of 200–400 ◦C, K0 increases slowly. For T = 200 ◦C, the K0 values for the samples
are 1.84 × 10−18 (pc = 10 MPa), 1.53 × 10−18 (pc = 15 MPa), 1.21 × 10−18 (pc = 20 MPa), 8.90 × 10−19

(pc = 25 MPa), and 6.43 × 10−19 m2 (pc = 30 MPa). However, for T = 400 ◦C, the K0 values are
1.56 × 10−17 (pc = 10 MPa), 1.03 × 10−17 (pc = 15 MPa), 6.85 × 10−18 (pc = 20 MPa), 4.62 × 10−18

(pc = 25 MPa), and 2.58 × 10−18 m2 (pc = 30 MPa), showing increases by factors of 7.47, 5.74, 4.66,
4.14, and 3.02, respectively. From the SEM results in Figure 5, as T increases from 200 ◦C to 400 ◦C,
several micro-cracks occur in the granites, but the cracks are not fully developed, which leads to a
slight increase in the conductivity of the samples.

In the range of 400–800 ◦C, K0 increases sharply. For T = 800 ◦C, the K0 values for the samples
are 2.34 × 10−15 (pc = 10 MPa), 1.62 × 10−15 (pc = 15 MPa), 1.13 × 10−15 (pc = 20 MPa), 7.99 × 10−16

(pc = 25 MPa), and 6.08 × 10−16 m2 (pc = 30 MPa), increasing by factors of 148.82, 156.37, 163.90, 171.82,
and 234.36, respectively, over the values for T = 400 ◦C. The main reasons for the variations are as
follows. At temperatures between 400 ◦C and 800 ◦C, thermal expansion and ion transformation occur
in the granites. The samples undergo irreversible thermal damage. The interior cracks of the rocks
extend quickly, and the porosity increases, resulting in a sharp increase in the conductivity.

From the experimental results that are discussed above, as T increases from 200 ◦C to 800 ◦C,
variations of K0 against T can be well described using the following exponential function:

K0 = A × 1.01T (4)

in which A is a fitting coefficient, m2, representing the sensitivity of changes in the permeability
coefficient to the confining pressure.

Chen et al. [18] studied the evolution of thermal damage and the permeability of the Beishan
granite, and found that the permeability of granite samples after different temperature treatments
and under a hydrostatic pressure of 5 MPa can be described using an exponential function (Figure 8).
Generally, the evolution characteristics of permeability are consistent with the experimental results
that are obtained here in this study. Then, the permeability in Chen et al.’s study as a function of
temperature was evaluated using Equation (4). The comparison results are displayed in Figure 8.
It shows that the fitting quality using Equation (4) is more suitable, with a correlation coefficient R2

of 0.98.
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Figure 8. Evolution of permeability versus heat treatment temperature.

Figure 9 shows the variations of coefficient A with an increase in pc. In the range of 10–30 MPa,
A shows a decrease from 9.65 × 10−19 to 8.41 × 10−20 m2, or by 91.28%. From Equation (4), for granite
samples in the natural state (T = 25 ◦C), the K0 values of the samples are 1.24 × 10−18 (pc = 10 MPa),
7.69 × 10−19 (pc = 15 MPa), 4.73 × 10−19 (pc = 20 MPa), 1.90 × 10−19 (pc = 25 MPa), and 1.10 × 10−19 m2

(pc = 30 MPa). In the range of pc from 10 MPa to 30 MPa, K0 shows a decrease of 91.06%, which is
consistent with some previous results [32].
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Figure 9. Variations in coefficient A with the confining pressure.

To evaluate the migration law for fluid in a fractured porous medium, the transmissivity (Ta) was
defined [33–35].

− dPs

dL
=

μ

Ta
Q (5)

Combinations of Equations (3) and (5) yield the following Equation (6):

Ta = K0 A0 (6)
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in which, Ta is the transmissivity, m4.
The variations in Ta as a function of pc are displayed in Figure 10. As pc increases, Ta shows a

decrease. However, Ta shows an increase with the heating temperature, and the extent of increase
gradually increases. For smaller pc values (10, 15 and 20 MPa), Ta is sensitive to pc due to pore/crack
closure, especially for samples at higher temperature levels. However, for larger pc values, the reduction
rate for Ta gradually decreases, because the induced cracks that are due to thermal damage generally
reach their residual crack apertures.
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Figure 10. Transmissivity as a function of the confining pressure.

5. Conclusions

From the SEM results, thermal damages, such as micro-cracks and pores, initiate in the granites as
a result of high-temperature exposure. As the temperature increases, both the density and the P-wave
velocity show degradation.

The relationships between the volume flow rate and the pressure gradient in granite samples
after high temperatures at various confining pressures can be well described using Darcy’s law.
The equivalent permeability coefficients of the samples show an increase with the temperature, and the
variation process can be described using the mathematical expression K0 = A × 1.01T.

As the confining pressure increases, the conductivity of the samples shows a decrease due to
crack/pore closure, especially for samples after higher temperature treatment. In the range of confining
pressure from 10 MPa to 30 MPa, the transmissivity shows a decrease of 65.12%–85.99%. These results
are useful for research and applications that are involved in many areas, such as the disposal of
nuclear wastes.
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Abstract: In Southwest China large-scale hydropower projects, the hydraulic conductivity and
fracture aperture within the rock mass of a reservoir bank slope has dramatically undergone a time
series of evolution during dam abutment excavation, reservoir impounding and fluctuation operation,
and discharge atomization. Accordingly, seepage control measures by hydro-structures such as
drainage or water insulation curtains should be guided by scientific foundation with a dynamic
process covering life-cycle performance. In this paper, the up-to-date status of studying the evolution
mechanism of seepage characteristics relating to fractured rock hydraulics from experimental samples
to the engineering scale of the rock mass is reviewed for the first time. Then, the experimental
findings and improved practice method on nonlinear seepage flow under intensive pressure drives
are introduced. Finally, the scientific progress made in fractured rock seepage control theory and
optimization of the design technology of high-steep slope engineering is outlined. The undertaken
studies summarized herewith are expected to contribute to laying a foundation to guide the further
development of effective geophysical means and integrated monitoring systems in hydropower
station construction fields.

Keywords: hydro-power; high-steep slope; fractured rock; permeability; seepage control

1. Introduction

In Southwest China, from Sichuan to Yunnan province, large-scale hydro-power stations such
as Xiaowan in Lantsang River, Jinping in Ya-lung (Nyag Chu in Tibetan) River (shown in Figure 1),
Dagangshan in Dadu River, Xiluodu, Xiangjiaba, Wudongde and Baihetan successively in Chin-sha
Chiang River have been constructed in the last 10 years. As shown in Table 1, taking four of them as
examples, their complex rock slopes as dam abutments are high and steep.
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Figure 1. A bird’s eye view of Jinping I Hydropower Station by man-made satellite.

Table 1. Height of the dam abutment slopes for some hydro-power stations in southwest China 1.

Project Name Xiaowan Jinping Dagangshan Wudongde

Slope Natural Height (m) 700–800 >1000 >600 830~1036
Slope Excavation Height (m) 670 530 410 430

1 After Zhou C.B., Presentation for End of State Key Fundamental Research 973 Project (No. 2011CB013500).

Slope stability is a major issue during design, construction. and operation of hydraulic and
hydro-power engineering [1]. It is justified by the large quantity of research that the vast majority of
landslides are related to water [2]. Distinguishing rock hydraulics [3] from classical poromechanics
was recognized by humans by learning tragic lessons from world-shaking catastrophes such as the
French Malpasset arch dam break in 1959 and the Italian Vajont tremendous left bank landslide in
1963 [4]. Hydraulic characteristics of rock discontinuities and the regularity of groundwater movement
are the foundation and key to implement slope seepage analysis. In the case of saturated conditions,
theoretical and experimental findings on the seepage in a single rock fracture are abundant. They reflect
the influences of geometric configurations and stretch features of fracture walls on seepage flows
in a fracture, the applicability of the cubic law and its modifications as well as stress sensitivity in
fracture seepage [5–8]. Nevertheless, in the case of unsaturated conditions, there is not yet plenty of
in-depth findings on water and air two-phase flow through a rock fracture. The theoretical models on
multiphase flow in fractured rocks are mostly founded on soil–water characteristic curves in porous
media [9–11]. More seriously, the study on flow regime as well as the hysteretic behavior of water and
air two-phase flows through a rock fracture are rarely seen.

To study the seepage characteristics and seepage law of motion in fractured rock mass, equivalent
continuum and discrete network approaches have been mainly adopted. Between them, the highlight of
the equivalent continuum approach is to study the scale effect and anisotropy of hydraulic conductivity
and specific storage coefficient so as to establish the equivalent permeability tensor of rock mass and
discover the stress sensitive evolution regularity of seepage characteristics [12–14]. Although field
testing methods represented by the cross-hole permeability test [15,16] have been made, progress
to develop effective geophysical approaches such as microseismic monitoring is urgently needed.
This facilitates understanding of how damage or failure occurring inside the rock mass influences its
corresponding seepage characteristics while a dam abutment slope is being excavated or loaded [17,18].
Many researchers [19–21] studied the features of permeability evolution along the process of rock
deformation as well as progressive failure. Their findings embodied the intensive scaling effect of
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permeability. Nevertheless, for unsaturated seepage properties of fractured rock mass, mechanisms of
air and water two-phase flow as well as rainfall infiltration, study progresses only slowly.

Equivalent continuum, discrete network, and dual porosity methods are usually adopted to
numerically simulate the seepage field of slope rock mass. Concerning the steady and transient seepage
flow related problems, in order to solve the numerical stability problem caused by nonlinearity of flux
spillage boundary, formulations of elliptical and parabolic Signorini’s type variational inequality have
been successively established [22]. Accordingly, incorporated with a drainage substructure method
to numerically simulate its seepage flow, a precise simulation technique was proposed for analyzing
large-scale drainage curtain structures [23]. Nowadays, the seepage control technique for slope
rock mass has developed from the early stage of leakage prevention to the stage of taking drainage
to be as important as leakproof. The rationality and effectiveness of slope seepage control design
depends on not only correctly understanding the seepage control mechanism but also scientifically
evaluating seepage control results. Fortunately, a number of researchers’ achievements paved the
way to evaluate the effect of seepage control in high-steep slopes [24–28]. It has been summarized in
recent years that the mechanism comes down to process, state, parameter, and boundary, i.e., the four
categories of rock mass seepage control [23]. Thus, laying a theoretical cornerstone for seepage control
optimization design.

Therefore, it is badly needed in an intensive way to study the topics: evolution of seepage
characteristics for intensively un-loading slope rock mass, unsaturated seepage and water-air
two-phase flow motion features, rainfall infiltration mechanism as well as seepage control
optimization design.

Encompassing three key aspects of the titled problem, i.e., seepage related properties, seepage
motion regularities, and seepage control, it is the aim to systematically summarize the following
latest findings in this review. These profound studies concern not only the macro- and meso-scopic
mechanism, multiple scaling effect and anisotropic feature on the process evolution of the seepage
characteristics of high-steep slope fractured rocks, but also the model solution and value selection of
non-linear seepage flow parameters, as well as multi-purpose whole process dynamic inverse analysis
of rock mass seepage fields.

2. Evolution Mechanism on Seepage Characteristics of High-Steep Slope Rock Mass

Natural evolution of deep valleys and large scale excavation of high-steep slopes both cause a
strong unloading impact on the slope rock mass. Extensively developed discontinuous structures as
well as rock damage play a dominant role in seepage flow properties. The following parts contain
three aspects of the distinct findings: (1) the rapid laboratory technique on the permeability testing
for low-permeable rocks and evolution models; (2) evolution mechanism and its scaling effect on the
seepage characteristics of fractured rocks; (3) the multipurpose and whole process dynamic inverse
analysis method on the seepage characteristics of fractured rock mass. They have been studied to
deal with the challenge of predicting the performance of instantaneous seepage characteristics in the
rock mass.

Utilizing a TAW-1000 deep water pore pressure tri-axial servo rock testing machine and a
French tri-axial seepage rheological experimental system where the water pressure attains 70 MPa,
the association between the seepage and deformation properties of fractured rock was studied [29].
Furthermore, acoustic emission signals were recorded from the whole stress–strain process of rock
deformation and failure [30]. The inherent connection between deformation, permeability, and acoustic
emission data was setup. In the meantime, sonic wave and radial testing using thick-wall cylindrical
ring rock sample [31] was also attempted and developed, respectively. As well, simulators of various
kinds of numerical methods such as Finite Element Method, Boundary Element Method, Distinct
Element Method, Control Volume Finite Difference Method, and Particle Flow Code were adopted to
analyze the experiments accordingly in both continuum and discontinuous, macro- and mesoscopic,
parallel and large-scale high performance scientific computational ways. These studies obtained a
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large amount of fundamental systematic data sets on the relationship between hydraulic conductivities
and the whole process of stress–strain behaviors, especially in (red) sandstone, limestone, granite,
and marble. The fact that modelling computations displayed matching results with experimental
data laid a solid foundation to further understand the evolution of seepage characteristics along with
various loading and deformation states.

Blocked by high cost and long cycle, the existing rapid testing way of rock low permeability
has become a technical difficulty. Through integrating an instantaneous pressure pulse device into
the Temperature-Hydraulic-Mechanical coupling testing facility, shown in Figure 2, an experimental
technique coupling water–air two-phase seepage flows and triaxial compression of low permeable rock
samples was researched and developed. This system contains servo measuring of the axial, transverse
surrounding and air– water partial pore pressures as well as automatic data acquisition and recording.
As its range reaches 10−12–10−22 m2 wide with internationally equivalent level of precision, it was
successfully applied in the Canadian URL (Underground Research Laboratory) deep underground
laboratory [32,33].

 
(a)       (b) 

Figure 2. Coupled triaxial compression and two-phase flow testing system for low permeable rocks [34]:
(a) Experimental facility by Research & Development; (b) Tested curves as an example.

Through analyzing sonic waveforms which penetrate different categories of rock samples under
various conditions of moisture and saturation, the association between the features in time, frequency,
time-frequency domains of acoustic signals and the pore and microcrack development, water-bearing
condition of rocks was explained [35]. Through modeling acoustic emissions and energy dissipation
of particle flows in rocks under water-mechanical coupling conditions, it was concluded that tensile
cracks are always dominant under low confining pressure and shearing cracks are dominant when
strain increases under high confining pressure [36]. Under an environment of particle flow discrete
element software PFC2D, a fluid–solid coupling numerical simulation analysis of the particle flow
discrete element is carried out by using embedded FISH (An imbedded programming language
to enable users to define variables and functions). The influence of porosity dynamic distribution
on permeability evolution characteristics under different osmotic pressures was explained by the
micro-mechanism [37], as illustrated in Figure 3. The stress–strain curves and acoustic emission data
of sandstone were obtained through a hydraulic coupling triaxial test and real-time Acoustic Emission
monitoring. In the meantime, a hydraulic coupling bi-axial model of discrete element and particle flow
was established to study the laws of acoustic emission and energy evolution in sandstone.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 3. Contour of simulated progressive permeability distribution along with stress–strain
process [37]: (a) under maintained pore pressure 7 MPa; (b) eventual peak stress states under various
maintained pore pressures.

Coupled Hydraulic-Mechanical-Damage model and efficient solution of large-scale Finite Element
equations for fully coupled problems were also studied [38]. The numerical solution to the two-part
Hooke model (TPHM) was realized in TOUGH-FLAC3D. The conditions of its applicability were
also defined. This method essentially reflects the nonlinear deforming behavior during the course
of loading/unloading in a low stress stage so as to conform to the excavation unloading induced
deforming features in the surrounding rocks. This model is more practical to design and analyze
deformation characters of surrounding rocks in engineering with unloading disturbance [39]. Through
the numerical simulation using the statistical meso-damage finite element method [40], as shown in
Figure 4 [41], the effects of inhomogeneity, confining pressure, and joint density on the size effects
of mechanical and seepage characteristics were discussed. A quantitative estimation method was
proposed for the mechanical and hydraulic properties of rock mass with meso- to macro-levels
of multi-scale fractures through numerous systematic simulations. The parameters of deformation,
strength, fracture porosity, and permeability of the rock mass were represented in the numerical models.
Although computational resources and cost are in most cases rather expensive and the applicability of
cubic law as well as its restriction needs further validation, it can provide a reference for reasonably
acquiring and extrapolating computational engineering parameters for practical high-steep slope
rock mass.
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(a) 

 
(b) 

(c) 

Figure 4. Illustration of high-performance fine modelling on a rock sample stress–strain process using
statistical meso-damage Finite Element Method [41]: (a) Simulated permeability evolution along with
stress–strain process; (b) Progress cracking states on the middle cross-section at five typical moments;
(c) Cracking states on three typical cross-sections at the peak-stress moment.

In a recent study, an energy conservative microscopic and anisotropic damage mechanics model
was established for brittle rocks [34]. The aforementioned study considered the normal stiffness
recovery and sliding dilatancy of microcracks as follows [34]:

E = Ss : Σ +
1

4π

∮
l2

[
β(n)n ⊗ n + γ(n)

s⊗ n
]

dS (1)

where, E is the macropscopic strain tensor; Ss is the flexibility for rock matrix; Σ is the macroscopic
stress tensor of inhomogeneous rock; β, γ are internal variables characterizing crack opening and
sliding, respectively; l2 is the unit spherical area, ⊗ represents the symmetrical tensor formed by cross
multiplication from two vectors.

Also, considering crack initiation, propagation, changes in crack morphology, and volume fraction
as well as the micro-structural feature of crack connectivity, a new damage-induced permeability
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evolution model was established [34]. This model in addition characterizes crack connectivity as an
important microscopic structural feature as follows [34]:

kVoigt = (1 − ϕc)ks +
1

4π

∮
l2

kc
0

β3

β2
0

(
d
d0

)2α−2

(δ − n ⊗ n)dS (2)

where, ϕc is the density function of cracks; n is the unit normal vector of a crack; δ is the two-order
unit tensor; ks is the permeability tensor of rock matrix; k0

c is initial permeability of microcracks; β0,
β are the initial and current internal variables of microcracks; d0, d are the initial and current density of
crack distribution, respectively.

It was proved that the traditional multi-scale homogenization based model has a lower bound
estimate nature and overcomes the limitation due to lack of describing the microcracks’ connectivity.
The number of parameters is less by 1 to 4 that of other models [42,43].

Compared with experimental tests on Swedish Äspö diorite, Lac du Bonnet, Senones and Beishan
granite, the correctness of the above models was verified due to the consistent agreement between
prediction and measurement [44]. Anisotropic damage of rock, structural plane dilatancy, and wear
as well as statistical characteristics of fracture development is taken into account in this model.
It reveals the macro–meso mechanism, multi-scale effect, and anisotropic characteristics of permeability
evolution in rock mass, which was applied to study the excavation disturbance effect and permeability
evolution law for Jinping I hydropower station left-bank slope.

Based on a multi-scale homogenization approach, the model of elasto-plastic damage and seepage
characteristics evolution for fractured rock mass was established [45]. Among the scales of rock,
structural plane and rock mass, macro-/meso-scopic mechanism, the multiscale effect and anisotropy
in rock mass seepage characteristics evolution was revealed. The above mentioned models count not
only the dominant function of fracture development features on rock mass permeability but also the
contribution to rock mass seepage characteristics from rock damage caused by intensive disturbance
and post-peak deformation behavior of structural planes. The advantage brought by converging
between the rock mass structure model and the damage model created a condition for coupling
mechanical and hydraulic analysis on rocks during implementing large-scale excavation. The findings
were successfully applied in studying the influence of excavation relaxation on seepage characteristics
evolution as well as field seepage control effects of the high-steep slopes and underground powerhouse
group in Jinping I and Kala hydropower stations [46,47].

3. Nonlinearity in Seepage Flow of High-Steep Slope Rock Mass and Its Analysis

A series of theories and control technologies on seepage flow analysis under the condition of
high osmotic pressure was established. It not only manifests the seepage motion characters in slopes
under rainfall or atomization conditions, but also reveals the unsaturation, multi-phase coupling,
and non-Darcy flow features of seepage flows in deformable rough-wall fractured rocks.

First, experiment and modeling on the seepage mechanism of a rough fracture under high osmotic
pressure were undertaken. As shown in Figure 5, using high-precision 3D laser scanning, an accurate
technology was proposed to reconstruct the initial aperture distribution of a structural plane.
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(a)                             (b)                             (c) 

Figure 5. Morphology scanning and aperture reconstruction of a rough fracture: (a) Fracture
surface morphology scanning [48]; (b) fracture aperture reconstruction and correction; (c) fracture
aperture distribution.

In order to study the seepage characteristics of rough structural planes in a visual environment,
a multi-phase percolating flow testing device which is capable of replicating a transparent rough
crack by epoxy resin material was developed. At the same time, as shown in Figure 6, it provides
an important means for visual observation of coarse-fracture multiphase flows, solute migration,
and viscous fingering [49,50]. By laboratory experiments, the nonlinear coefficient for Forchheimer’s
law on the non-Darcy flow relationship between flow rate Q and pressure gradient P of a deformable
rough fracture was determined. Furthermore, as shown in Figure 7, three mechanisms causing
non-Darcy flow were revealed. They are namely inertia effect of water flow (a), pore swelling caused by
dislocating rough fissure walls (b), and interaction between fluid–solid deformations (c). The physical
parameter model for Forchheimer’s law, critical Reynolds number model, and flow regime criterion
were proposed and validated. Considering fracture morphology and fluid regime, the friction factor
was given in a theoretical expression. Three flow zones covering fracture flow regimes were established.
They are Darcy flow zone, Forchheimer flow zone, and complete turbulent zone [51,52]. It should be
noted that the existing practice in fields had followed the linear seepage rule of Darcy flow over a long
history. The newly developed permeability estimate method for high-pressure packer testing based
on the above findings achieved favorable effects in the 450 m deep practice at the central region of
Hainan Island.

 
(a)                                        (b) 

Figure 6. Experimental outcomes of solute migration and viscous fingering along a transparent
rough fracture [52–56]: (a) Solute migration test and breakthrough curve; (b) developing process of
viscous fingering.
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      (a)                          (b)                          (c) 

 
(d) 

Figure 7. Experimental regularity and theoretical study of non-Darcy flows along a deformable rough
rock fracture: (a) non-linearity from inertia effect of water flow (b) non-linearity from pore swelling
due to dislocating rough fissure walls (c) non-linearity from coupling fluid–solid deformations [50];
(d) zone division for flow regimes [57].

Second, an analytical method for nonlinear seepage parameters of fractured rock mass was
established. Based on a borehole high pressure test, aided by borehole video recording and sonic
wave detection, it yielded a P–Q curve type, its feature and the intrinsic relationship between water
injection pressure, rock mass integrity, and geostress level. An analytical model for high water pressure
testing under nonlinear flow conditions was given. The model overcomes the disadvantage that the
permeability coefficient obviously turns out to be smaller when conventional pressure test rules are
applied to a high water pressure test which brings a huge safety risk to the engineering anti-percolation
and drainage design. The test showed that the P–Q curve can be divided into three typical stages:
Darcy flow segment (I), non-Darcy flow segment (II), and hydraulic splitting segment (III). As shown
in Figure 8, it can also be divided into two basic types, A and B: Curve A-type only contains two
sections I and II. The pressure rising curve and falling curve are basically coincident. The fracture
irreversible deformation is not distinct; Curve B-type includes three sections I, II, and III. The rising
and falling curves do not coincide and irreversible deformation or hydraulic cleavage occurs to the
fracture [58]. Under the spherical diffusion flow assumption, an analytical model for nonlinear seepage
parameters of rock mass based on nonlinear Izbash law and Forchheimer’s law (−∇P = AQ + BQ2)
under high pressure condition was established. The method to estimate the permeability coefficient of
the rock mass in three different stages, namely linear, nonlinear, and hydraulic fracturing sections, was
recommended [59,60]. It should be noted that the above model would soon be included in the revising
test code after going through successful verifications in the field application.
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(a)                             (b)                                (c) 

Figure 8. Types and features of P–Q curves in drilled borehole high-pressure Parker tests [59]:
(a) Typical P–Q curve; (b) curve Type A; (c) curve Type B.

Third, as shown in Figure 9, a large-scale physical experiment was carried out to study the water
coupling deformation features of a slope under strong atomization. The model scale is 8000 × 2000
× 4000 mm3, which realized water level fluctuation, simulated groundwater head varying in rock
layers, and studied the evolution process of slope displacements under reservoir water fluctuation
and rainfall conditions. The dip angle of the slope was adjusted to study the ultimately stable dip
angle under different saturation. In addition, a contactable monitor system and a non-contactable
digital speckle measurement system realized on-line continuous deformation measurement [61].
On the other hand, the model for the soil-water characteristic curve containing the deformation and
hysteresis effect was established. It revealed the coupling mechanism between nonlinear deformation
of soil swelling, its collapse by moisture, and unsaturated seepage flow. Based on these, as shown in
Figure 10, the water-holding characteristic curve of deformable rock mass and the calculation method
of unsaturated hydraulic conductivity were formed [62,63]. According to the proposed soil water
characteristic curve model, a modified Mualem statistical model for the relative permeability coefficient
of unsaturated soil, considering soil deformation effect, was established. The comparison with the
experimental results showed that the model can estimate the relative permeability coefficient of the soil
under deforming conditions, whose prediction ability is stronger than the Mualem statistical model.
It provides a more reliable theoretical model for studying the seepage law of unsaturated soil and
its numerical simulation of H–M coupling. In addition, according to the seepage characteristics of
the slope rock mass in the atomized area, a coupled model of slope water–air two-phase flow motion
considering rock mass deformation was established to explain the hysteretic effect of the wet front
advancing process, gas migration, rock mass deformation, and drainage on the infiltration evolution
process under heavy rainfall [64].

 
Figure 9. Large-scale physical experiment on deformation features of the reservoir bank under
intensive atomization.
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(a)                                          (b) 

Figure 10. Water-holding characteristics curve of deformable soil/rockmass [62]: (a) Dominant
moisture ab-/de-sorption contours; (b) Unsaturated characteristic curves containing dry/humid
cycling effect on seepage and deformation.

Fourth, the thermo–hydro–mechanical coupling mechanism and modeling of unsaturated soils
were established. A large number of studies have shown that the adhesion effect between soil particles
in the unsaturated state has a significant impact on its deformation. Pore distribution as well as
its evolution inside soil, play a decisive role on the soil-water characteristic curve. Based on the
soil meso-structure and its evolution characters, an explicitly expressed factor which has definite
mechanical meaning in characterizing bonding between unsaturated soil particles was proposed.
Under the framework of the modified Cambridge model, an elastoplastic constitutive model of
unsaturated soil was setup with a homogenized skeleton stress and particle bonding factor as basic
variables. On the basis of the soil pore distributive evolution law during the deformation process,
a soil-water characteristic curve model considering the deformation and hysteresis effect was expressed.
As shown in Figure 11, the model of unsaturated seepage characteristics, the full-coupling model
of elastoplastic deformation, and the capillary hysteresis of unsaturated soil were established under
a thermodynamic framework, revealing the coupling mechanism of seepage flow on nonlinear
deformation and unsaturation. Compared with the classic Barcelona (BBM) model in the field of
unsaturated soil mechanics [65], the above fully coupled hydraulic model for unsaturated soil not only
in a more fundamental way reflects two-way coupling characteristics of elastoplastic deformation and
capillary hysteresis under the thermodynamic framework, but also has a more direct building method
and clearer physical meaning. Only a single yield surface (BBMs has two) and fewer parameters (four
less than BBM) are adopted. A mechanism of shear zone formation during a rain-induced landslide
was revealed, laying a foundation for precisely simulating the hydraulic coupling process of the 300 m
level of rockfill dam wall.

Lastly, the theory and method for seepage analysis of high-steep slope engineering were
established. The seepage flow problem under high water head conditions involves strong physical
and boundary nonlinearities. Conventional analysis methods generally have defects such as poor
convergence and numerical instability. They are difficult to adapt to complex large engineering
problems. The Signorini type unified complementary form for complex seepage flow boundary
conditions such as infiltration, evaporation, and overflow were proposed. The Signorini parabolic
variational inequality analysis method based on both continuum media and fracture network discrete
models was established. The theory of seepage flow analysis in high-steep slope engineering
was extended: from stationary/transit to saturated/unsaturated analyses; from linear Darcy to
nonlinear non-Darcy flow analysis; from continuous medium to fracture network seepage flow
analyses. In general, a high-efficiency numerical simulation method on the complex seepage flow
process of high-steep slopes in hydropower projects with high water heads was solved under a
unified framework.
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Figure 11. Fully coupling mechanism on elastoplastic deformation and capillary hysteresis of
unsaturated soils [66].

4. Theory and Technology of Seepage Control in High-Steep Slope Engineering

This section mainly explains how to realize feedback of the seepage anomaly, the fine
simulation of the seepage control structure, and the dynamic optimization design of leak-proof
and drainage capability.

The standards of seepage control design in hydropower projects are mainly determined by
hydraulic conductivity (q) of bedrock. Nevertheless, its hydrogeological significance and value
acquisition under high water head conditions are not yet well understood. Thus a seepage control
design criterion was proposed based on the maximum permeability of the rock mass under various
pressures in a high-pressure packer permeability test. Based on the analytical model for non-linear
seepage parameters of rock mass, this criterion has a rigorous theoretical foundation. It fits for laminar
flow, turbulence, expansion, erosion, filling, and other P–Q curve types. Having been applied to
the seepage control optimization design of the high-pressure diversion system in the Qiongzhong
Pumped Storage Power Station, it was furthermore adopted by the energy industry standard ‘The
Rules for Drilling Packer Permeability Test for Hydropower Engineering’ in China. A seepage control
theory divided into medium property, boundary condition, initial state, and coupling process was
proposed. Founded on seepage motion models, the theory broke through traditional empirical design
methods such as engineering analogy, scheme comparison, and selection by quantifying leak-proof,
drainage and filtration mechanisms. From the above, as shown in Figure 12, a leak-proof and drainage
optimization design method on the basis of hydrogeological conditions, precise simulation of seepage
control structure, and dynamic feedback was established. In the project design stage, it is beneficial
to layout and optimize the seepage control system. In construction and initial impounding stages, it
enables feeding abnormal seepage flow back and carrying out treatment. In the long-term operation
stage, it realized seepage safety evaluation and regulation.
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Figure 12. Optimization of the design method for seepage flow control of high-steep slope
engineering [67].

As shown in Figure 13 [59,60], a multi-objective and whole-process dynamic inverse solution
for analyzing seepage flow field was proposed based on orthogonal design, forwarding analysis of
transient seepage, the BP neural network, and the non-inferior sequencing genetic algorithm. As to this
approach: The fine precise simulation of the large drainage hole–curtain system and Signorini-type
parabolic variational inequality method for transit seepage analysis are taken as the mean; the dynamic
evolution of permeability and hydrogeological boundary conditions are taken as the parameters to
be inversed; The optimal approximation of measured time series of data such as seepage pressure,
water level and flow rate are taken as the objectives as follows [68],

min f1
(
K, φL

)
=

M

∑
i=1

‖φi
(
K, φL

)− φm
i ‖2

2
dimφi

, min f2
(
K, φL

)
=

N

∑
i=1

‖Qi
(
K, φL

)− Qm
i ‖2

2
dimQi

(3)

where K, φL are the parameter sets of permeability coefficient and water-level boundary conditions to
be inverted; Qi, Qi

m are the calculated and measured time series of data for flow amount at measuring
point i, respectively; φi, φi

m are the calculated and measured time series of data of osmotic pressure at
measuring point i, respectively; M and N are the numbers of measuring points for osmotic pressure
and flow amount, respectively.
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Figure 13. Flowchart for multi-objective, full process dynamic inverse analysis [69,70].

This method belongs to the positive feedback analysis method, which embodies the characteristics
of multi-objective optimization and whole-process inversion. It realizes the uniqueness and reliability
of inverse solution to seepage field and has good application to large-scale hydropower projects.

Based on multi-field coupling theory and precise and fine simulating technology for the
engineering seepage control system, CoupledHM3D, a platform for both hydro-mechanical coupling
analysis and seepage control optimization design, was developed by integrating the multi-scale model
of seepage characteristics evolution, the unsaturated soil-water-mechanics fully coupling model,
and the non-Darcy flow model of Geotechnical media. Considering seepage control, drainage, and
reverse filtration, a global optimization design method for seepage control of water conservancy and
hydropower engineering was developed. Thus a complete seepage control system including medium
property control, boundary condition control, initial state control, and multi-field coupling control
was realized.

The inverse analysis system has been successfully applied to dynamically analyze water gushing
of a gallery in the dam foundation at the left bank in the Jinping hydropower project during the
impoundment period. The Jinping first-class double-curvature arch dam on Yalong River has a
maximum dam height of 305 m (shown in Figure 1) and complex geological conditions in the site area.
Since the second stage of impoundment in June 2013, the water inflow of the drainage gallery in the
base layer of the left bank (at elevation of 1595 m) had been large. The total water inflow exceeded
30 L/s and the water pressure inside the holes reached 0.3 MPa after closure of drainage holes at Pile
No. 266 m.

Based on analyzing geology, water quality, monitoring and testing data, by means of
multi-objective and whole-process inversion analysis of seepage field, the dynamic inversion analysis
of the seepage tensor and hydrogeological boundary conditions of the rock mass at the left bank
in Jinping was carried out in stages. As illustrated in Figure 14, three important conclusions were
drawn as follows: (1) It was proved that water in the reservoir is the source of water inflow from the
dam foundation; (2) The leakage passage of the gushing water was identified to be T2(6–8) 2–3z, i.e.,
namely two groups of predominant steeply dipping fractures along the river flow direction developed
in marble. The geological origin of leakage passage and the mechanism of water inflow were also
revealed. (3) It demonstrated the effectiveness of curtains, revealing the permeability characteristics
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as well as their strong anisotropy in the rock mass. A treatment measure was put forward to directly
close and seal the drainage holes which fall in part with large water inflows.

   
(a)                                                (b) 

          
(c)                                                (d) 

Figure 14. Inverse modelling and enforcement to water gushing from a drainage gallery at the left
bank with altitude 1995 m in project Jinping [68]: (a) the inverse analysis numerical model; (b) the
measured flow rates out of the drainage holes in the drainage tunnel at 1595 m above sea level on
July 23, 2013, when the reservoir water level was about 1800 m above sea level; (c) comparison of the
measured and calculated hydraulic heads at piezometers installed on the downstream side of grouting
curtain; (d) comparison of the measured and calculated discharges through the measuring weirs.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

The up-to-date studies were reviewed on three main aspects from safety perspectives in Southwest
China large-scale hydropower projects. They are the dynamic evolution of hydraulic properties of the
slope rock mass fractured in different scales, regularities of non-Darcy flows under extreme pressure
differences in lofty rock slopes, and field hydraulic controls based on systematical and feedback
modelling analyses.

In this paper, the experimental tests on seepage characteristics of both rock samples and
rough-walled fractures as well as the corresponding simulation analyses were summarized in a
relatively systematic way. Not only the damage change defined by crack growth but also the evolution
of seepage characteristics were predicted using the models established by researchers. Furthermore,
the advances in studying the non-linear regularities of high-speed seepage flows under high pressure
gradient and the unsaturated water-holding characteristics within deformable rock mass are introduced
for the sake of broader application to hydraulic motion problems in high-steep slopes. Based on these
latest findings, the significant achievements are also concisely elaborated in promoting seepage
control theory such as a complete system covering medium property, boundary condition, initial state,
and multi-field coupling as well as seepage control practice through inverse modeling analysis during
construction of large-scale hydropower stations.

The hydraulic characteristics of fractured hard rocks of a reservoir bank slope undergo progressive
evolution in the course of dam abutment excavation, reservoir impounding and fluctuation operation,
and discharge atomization in hydropower engineering. Accordingly, seepage control measures by
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hydro-structures such as drainage or water insulation curtains should be guided by an innovative
scientific foundation which concerns dynamic transformation of parameters, laws, and models during
life-cycle performance.

Although applying hydraulic structures to seepage flowing control in a large-scale fractured
rock mass resulted in a distinct achievement in Chinese hydropower engineering, a profound
progress on fundamental fractured rock hydraulics is still on the way. It is expected that competent
geophysical means and integrated data from effective monitoring systems will play a more valuable
role in discovering and understanding the science intertwining complex flows and fractured rocks in
engineering fields.
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Abstract: This study experimentally investigated the effects of fracture surface roughness, normal
stiffness, and initial normal stress on the shear-flow behavior of rough-walled rock fractures. A series
of shear-flow tests were performed on two rough fractures, under various constant normal stiffness
(CNS) boundary conditions. The results showed that the CNS boundary conditions have a significant
influence on the mechanical and hydraulic behaviors of fractures, during shearing. The peak shear
stress shows an increasing trend with the increases in the initial normal stress and fracture roughness.
The residual shear stress increases with increasing the surface roughness, normal stiffness, and initial
normal stress. The dilation of fracture is restrained more significantly under high normal stiffness
and initial normal stress conditions. The hydraulic tests show that the evolutions of transmissivity
and hydraulic aperture exhibit a three-stage behavior, during the shear process—a slight decrease
stage due to the shear contraction, a fast growth stage due to shear dilation, and a slow growth stage
due to the reduction rate of the mechanical aperture increment. The transmissivity and hydraulic
aperture decreased, gradually, as the normal stiffness and initial normal stress increase.

Keywords: rock fracture; shear-flow coupled test; constant normal stiffness conditions; transmissivity;
hydraulic aperture

1. Introduction

Underground fracture rock masses consist of the intact rock matrix and various discontinuities.
Discontinuities such as joints and fractures play a significant role in the hydro-mechanical behaviors of
a host rock mass [1–7]. Hence, the analysis of the shear-flow behaviors of rock fractures is critical to
many mass and energy transport engineering activities, such as nuclear waste disposal, oil, natural gas
production, and geothermal energy extraction [8–12].

Many efforts have been made to take into account the influence of shear displacement on fluid flow
in a single fracture [13–19]. Yeo et al. [13] carried out radial and unidirectional flow tests through single
rough fractures. The results showed that with increasing shear displacement, the fracture aperture
became heterogeneous and anisotropic, and the permeability, in the direction perpendicular to the
shear, was larger than that along the shear direction. Esaki et al. [14] developed a laboratory technique
for coupled shear-flow tests, to investigate the coupled effect of joint shear deformation, and dilatancy,
on the hydraulic conductivity of rock joints. The results showed that the conductivity increased, rapidly,
for the first 5 mm of shear displacement, and then gradually became a constant value, with continuous
increase in the shear displacement. Li et al. [15] conducted a series of shear-flow coupling tests,
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to evaluate the influence of morphological properties of rock fractures, on their hydro-mechanical
behavior. The results showed that the contact ratio drops rapidly at the very beginning of the shear
and then kept a small value. However, the transmissivity changed inversely with the contact ratio
change, during shearing. Javadi et al. [16] conducted coupled shear-flow tests on three granite
specimens, to investigate the variation in the critical Reynolds number (Rec), during the shear process,
under different normal stresses. It was found that the Rec was in the range of 0.001 to 25, as the
shear displacement increased from 0 to 20 mm. Similar shear-flow tests were also conducted by
Rong et al. [17]. They suggested the Rec ranged from 1.5 to 13.0, as shear displacement increased from
0 to 10.9 mm.

Most of these shear-flow tests were conducted under constant normal load (CNL) boundary
conditions, in which the normal load applying on the fracture surface was constant, during shearing.
However, the CNL boundary condition was only appropriate for the non-reinforced rock slope
or planar fractures, with no dilation during shearing [20–24]. For deep underground opening or
rock anchor-reinforced slopes, the loads acting normal to the direction of shear were not constant,
and the shear-induced dilation acted against the normal stiffness of the surround rock mass. The rock
joints were subject to a variable normal load and the stiffness of the surrounding rock mass could
significantly affect the shear behavior. In this case, during the shear process, the constant normal
stiffness (CNS) boundary condition should be selected, rather than the CNL boundary condition.
Some previous studies have experimentally investigated the shear behavior under CNS boundary
conditions [20–22,25–27]. It was reported that the shear behavior was affected by the fracture surface
roughness, normal stiffness, and initial normal stress. Note that the fracture aperture and its evolution
during shear, under the CNS condition, was far more complicated than that under the CNL condition.
On the one hand, shear-induced dilation could increase the fracture aperture. On the other hand,
increasing the normal stress induced severe asperity degradation, which reduced joint dilation.
However, few studies focused on the hydraulic behavior of fracture, during shear, under the CNS
boundary condition. Li et al. [28] and Koyama et al. [29] investigated the effect of the boundary
condition on the hydraulic behavior of the joint, during the shear process. The results showed that the
hydraulic aperture under the CNL condition was larger than the CNS condition. Olsson et al. [30,31]
investigated the effects of normal stiffness and initial normal stress on the hydraulic behavior of joint,
during the shear process. The results showed that the transmissivity decreased with increasing normal
stiffness and the initial normal stress. Sato et al. [32] studied the effect of roughness on the hydraulic
behavior, under the CNS and the CNL condition. They expressed that the permeability of joints was
larger for rougher fractures. However, the effects of surface roughness, normal stiffness, and initial
normal stress on the shear-flow behavior were usually studied independently, and the corporate effects
of these factors on the shear-flow behavior of fractures needed to be further investigated.

In this study, we conducted shear-flow tests on two types of fractures, with different surface
roughness, under the CNS boundary conditions. For each type of fracture specimen, a series of
hydraulic tests were performed for the different shear displacements (0 ~ 20 mm), under different
normal stiffness (1.0, 2.0, 3.0 MPa/mm), and initial normal stresses (1.0, 2.0, 3.0 MPa). Finally, the effects
of shear displacement, joint surface roughness, normal stiffness, and initial normal stress on mechanical
and hydraulic characteristics of fractures were analyzed.

2. Experiment

2.1. Specimen Preparation

Two types of granite fractures (labeled as G1 and G3) were created using the Brazilian test.
The fracture specimens were composed of upper and lower parts—200 mm in length, 100 mm in
width, and 100 mm in height. In order to carry out repeated tests, under various boundary conditions,
using specimens that had similar surface geometry, artificial replicas were manufactured by a mixture
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of plaster, water, and retardant, with a weight ratio of 1: 0.2: 0.005. Table 1 lists the physico-mechanical
properties of these rock-like specimens.

Table 1. Physico-mechanical properties.

Physico-Mechanical Properties Index Unit Value

Density ρ g/cm3 2.066
Compressive strength σc MPa 38.5
Modulus of elasticity Es GPa 28.7

Poisson’s ratio v – 0.23
Tensile strength σt σt 2.5

Cohesion c MPa 5.3
Internal friction angle ϕ ◦ 60

Replica surface geometries were scanned using a high resolution 3D laser scanning profilometer
system [25]. The scanning intervals in both X and Y axes were set to be 0.5 mm. Based on the scanned
data, the surface topographies of the two replica of the tension fractures are shown in Figure 1a,b.
To quantify the roughness of the rock joints, the Joint Roughness Coefficient (JRC) values of the
replicas were evaluated using the replica profiles, which were obtained by the scanning data, along the
length direction. The JRC was calculated according to the equations proposed by Tse and Cruden [33],
written as:

Z2 =

[
1

(n − 1)(Δx)2

n−1

∑
i=1

(z i+1 − zi
)2
]1/2

(1)

JRC = 32.2 + 32.47 log Z2 (2)

where Z2 is the root mean square slope of the profiles, based on the extracted data, zi represent the
coordinates of the fracture surface profile, n is the number of the data points, and Δx is the interval of
the data points. The mean JRC values of the fractures G1 and G3 are 3.21 and 7.36, respectively.

2.2. Test Equipment and Procedures

The shear-flow coupled tests under the CNS conditions were carried out on the servo-controlled
shear-flow test system, in the Nagasaki University, as shown in Figure 1c. The test system mainly
consisted of three units—a hydraulic-servo actuator unit, a hydraulic testing unit, and a visualization
unit. The hydraulic-servo actuator unit includes horizontal and vertical load jacks, to apply the shear
and normal loads, through a servo-controlled hydraulic pump. The capacity of both the normal and
the shear loads was 200 kN, with a precision of 99%. The shear and normal displacements were
monitored by three linear variable differential transformers (LVDTs), with an accuracy of 0.001 mm.
Two LVDTs were used to monitor the normal displacement. The capacities of the shear and normal
LVDTs were 20 mm and 10 mm, respectively. In this system, the CNS boundary condition was achieved
by detecting the signal of normal displacement, during shearing, and servo-controlling the normal
load applied to the specimen.

The change in the normal stress, due to the application of normal stiffness (kn) was calculated
as follows [1]:

ΔPn = kn·Δδn (3)

Pn(t + Δt) = Pn(t) + ΔPn (4)

where ΔPn and Δδn are changes in the normal load and the normal displacement, respectively.
The shear-flow tests were conducted on the two sets of replicas, with their different roughness,

under the various boundary conditions. The experimental cases and their corresponding boundary
conditions are shown in Table 2. The flow tests were conducted, under a constant water head of
0.3 m, during shearing. The shear displacement increased from 0 to 20 mm, with an interval of 1 mm.
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The shear rate was 0.5 mm/min. The outflow of the water was measured using an electrical balance
that had a precision of 0.01 g. Numerous shear-flow tests were conducted using this testing system,
showing a good sealing effect in these test studies [15,28,34,35].

  
(a) (b) 

(c) 

 

Figure 1. (a) Scanning graph of fracture G1. (b) Scanning graph of fracture G3. (c) Schematic view of
the coupled shear-flow test system (Arrow represents water flow direction).

Table 2. Experimental cases and their corresponding boundary conditions.

Joint Specimens Loading Cases Roughness (JRC)
Normal Loading Conditions

Initial Normal
Stress, σ0 (MPa)

Normal Stiffness,
kn (MPa/mm)

G1

G1—1

3.21

1 1
G1—2 1 2
G1—3 1 3
G1—4 2 2
G1—5 3 2

G3

G3—1

7.36

1 1
G3—2 1 2
G3—3 1 3
G3—4 2 2
G3—5 3 2
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3. Experimental Results

3.1. Effect of the Normal Stiffness on the Shear Characteristics

Figure 2 shows the results of the shear mechanical properties of the fractures G1 and G3,
under different normal stiffness, with an initial normal stress of 1 MPa. In this study, the peck
shear stress was defined as the point of shear stress, with a sharp change in curvature [20]. As shown
in Figure 2a,b, in the pre-peak range, the shear stress increased linearly to the peak value, at the
very beginning of shear. The test results indicate that the peak shear stress did not show obvious
tendencies with respect to the normal stiffness. The peak shear stress values were similar, under various
normal stiffness conditions. This is because the normal stress was approximately the same at the
peak shear displacement (Figure 2e,f). In the post-peak range, the post shear strength was related to
the fracture surface roughness and normal stiffness. For the relatively smooth fracture G1, when the
normal stiffness was small (kn = 1 MPa/mm), the shear strength abruptly increased to the peak,
and then gradually decreased to the residual stress stage. With increase in the normal stiffness, the post
peak strength decreased slightly, followed by a gradual increase. However, for the relatively rough
fracture G3, as the normal stiffness increased, the post-peak strength grew, appreciably, with increasing
shear displacement. This phenomenon showed that a higher value of the normal stiffness and larger
roughness of the fracture surfaces indicate a more pronounced stress hardening behavior. It was also
found that the residual shear stress showed an increasing trend, with increase in the value of the JRC
and the normal stiffness.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 2. Cont.
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(e) (f) 

Figure 2. Shear behavior of rock fracture replicas under different normal stiffness. (a,b) Shear stress vs.
shear displacement for the replicas G1 and G3; (c,d) Normal displacement vs. shear displacement for
replicas G1 and G3; and (e,f) Normal stress vs. shear displacement for replicas G1 and G3.

The relationship between normal displacement and shear displacement are shown in Figure 2c,d.
For all test cases, the normal displacement slightly decreased in the pre-peak stage and then increases,
gradually, with increasing shear displacement. The normal displacement decrease was due to the
deformation of the asperity and surface interlocking, at the beginning of the application of the shear
load. With continuous increase in the shear displacement, the normal displacement increased due
to shear-induced dilation. As the normal stiffness increased, the increment of normal displacement
decreased, whereas the increasing rate of normal stress increased (Figure 2e,f). This indicates that
dilation was restrained at the higher normal stiffness condition. Additionally, the rougher the replica
surface, the larger dilation and normal stress that could be obtained.

3.2. Effect of the Initial Normal Stress on the Shear Characteristics

Figure 3 shows the shear mechanical properties of the fracture G1 and G3, under different initial
normal stress, with a constant normal stiffness of 2 MPa/mm. As shown in Figure 3a,b, the shear
stress was related to the initial normal stress and the replica fracture surface roughness. The peak shear
stress and residual shear stress became larger, with an increase in the initial normal stress and JRC
value. In the post-peak range, the test results indicated that the high initial normal stress condition
increased the tendency toward the stress softening behavior. The transition from stress hardening
to stress softening behavior was more obvious with an increase in the initial normal stress, for the
rougher fracture G3.

Figure 3c,d show the relationship between normal displacement and shear displacement.
The increasing rate of dilation decreased as the initial normal stress increased. For the rougher
fracture G3, the dilation was larger than the fracture G1, under the same initial normal stress condition.
Comparison with the dilation results, under different normal stiffness conditions, showed that the
influence of the initial normal stress, on dilation, was more obvious than the normal stiffness. This was
because the normal stress increased more significantly, according to Equations (3) and (4), and more
significant failure of asperities was created, under higher normal stress conditions.

3.3. Evolution of Transmissivity during the Shear-Flow Tests

For a steady laminar flow through a single fracture, the flow rate is considered to be linearly
proportional to the cubic of the fracture aperture, which is the cubic law [36–38], written as:

Q = −ΔP
Lμ

wbh
3

12
(5)
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where Q is volumetric flow rate, ΔP is the pressure drop along the flow direction, w is the fracture
width, bh is the hydraulic aperture, L is the fracture length over which the pressure drop takes place,
and μ is the viscosity of the fluid. The transmissivity T equals to the term wbh

3/12 in Equation (5),
which is an important parameter to estimate the flow characteristics [36].

T =
Qμ

∇Pw
=

wbh
3

12
(6)

Note that the fluid flow patch, in the shear direction, will progressively become short, during shear.
Therefore, the transmissivity and the hydraulic aperture are calculated using the actual length [34].

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

(e) (f) 

Figure 3. Shear behavior of the rock fracture replicas with different initial normal stresses. (a,b) Shear
stress vs. shear displacement for the replicas G1 and G3; (c,d) Normal displacement vs. shear
displacement for the replicas G1 and G3; and (e,f) Normal stress vs. shear displacement for the
replicas G1 and G3.
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The evolution transmissivities of the relicas G1 and G3, during shearing, under different boundary
conditions, have been plotted in Figure 4. The changes in transmissivity exhibited three-stage behavior,
during the shear process. For all test cases, the transmissivity experienced a slight descend at 0–1 mm
shear displacement. Then the transmissivity increased rapidly, at a shear displacement of 1–4 mm.
When the shear displacement exceeded 4 mm, the transmissivity gradually increased, until reaching a
stable value. Similar behavior have also been reported in previous studies [14,15,28]. The transmissivity
showed an increment of 2—3 orders of magnitude, as the shear displacement increased from 0 to 20
mm. For the rougher replica G3, the transmissivity increment was larger than the smooth replica G1.
This is because the rougher joint created a relatively larger void space between the two surfaces of
a fracture, during shearing. The transmissivity decreased with the increases in normal stiffness and
the initial normal stress. This was because the rougher fracture created a relatively larger void space
between the two surfaces of a fracture, during shearing. The transmissivity decreased with the increase
in normal stiffness and the initial normal stress.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 4. The evolutions of transmissivity of the replicas G1 and G3, during shearing, under different
boundary conditions. (a) Transmissivity of replica G1, with different normal stiffness, under an initial
normal stress of 1 MPa; (b) transmissivity of replica G3, with different normal stiffness, under an initial
normal stress of 1 MPa; (c) transmissivity of replica G1, with different initial normal stresses, under a
constant normal stiffness of 2 MPa/mm; (d) transmissivity of replica G3, with different initial normal
stresses, under a constant normal stiffness of 2 MPa/mm.

3.4. Evolutions of the Mechanical Aperture and the Hydraulic Aperture

The evolution of the aperture, during shearing, was the key issue to study the fluid flow
behaviors of fractures. Based on Equation (5), the hydraulic aperture at different shear displacements,
can be calculated. The mean mechanical aperture (em) can be calculated based on the following
equation [14,29]:

em = e0 − Δbn + Δd (7)
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where e0 is the initial mechanical aperture, Δbn is the change in mechanical aperture due to normal
loading, and Δd is the change in mechanical aperture induced by shear dilation. The initial mechanical
aperture at the small shear displacement (0–1 mm) was assumed to equal to the hydraulic aperture.
Note that the normal stress changes with increasing the shear displacement, under CNS boundary
conditions, therefore, the Δbn should be revised, based on the corresponding normal stress.

Figure 5 shows the evolutions of hydraulic and mechanical aperture of the fractures G1 and G3,
during shearing, under different boundary conditions. Similar with the changes in the transmissivity,
the evolution of the hydraulic aperture also exhibited a three-stage behavior, during the shear process:
(1) A declining stage due to the shear contraction of the fracture, at the beginning of shear; (2) A fast
growth stage, in which the aperture increased rapidly, due to shear-induced dilation; (3) A slowly
growth stage, during which the aperture gradually increased and approximately approached a constant
value, due to the reduction of shear dilation. Both the hydraulic and mechanical aperture decreased,
with increasing normal stiffness and initial normal stress. This indicated that the stiffness- and
the initial-normal-stress-induced normal stress increase caused a larger degree of asperity damage,
which decreased the mechanical aperture. The mean mechanical aperture was always larger than the
hydraulic aperture. For a rougher fracture surface, the degree of hydraulic aperture deviated more
significantly from the mechanical aperture than the smoother fracture surface.

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5. Evolution of the hydraulic and the mechanical apertures of the replicas G1 and G3, during
shearing, under different boundary conditions. (a) Replica G1 with different normal stiffness, under an
initial normal stress of 1 MPa. (b) Replica G3 with different normal stiffness, under an initial normal
stress of 1 MPa. (c) Replica G1 with different initial normal stresses, under a constant normal stiffness
of 2 MPa/mm. (d) Replica G3 with different initial normal stresses, under a constant normal stiffness
of 2 MPa/mm.
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4. Conclusions

A series of shear-flow tests for the rough fractures G1 and G3, under various CNS boundary
conditions, were performed to investigate the effects of surface roughness, normal stiffness, and initial
normal stress on shear-flow behavior. The peak shear stress showed an increasing trend with the
increase in surface roughness and initial normal stress, while the peak shear stress did not show
obvious tendencies, with respect to the normal stiffness. The residual shear stress was related to the
surface roughness, normal stiffness, and initial normal stress. With increments of surface roughness,
normal stiffness, and initial normal stress, the residual shear stress increased. The dilation of the
fracture was significantly related to the roughness, normal stiffness and the initial normal stress.
The dilation of the fracture in the shear process was restrained, more significantly, under higher normal
stiffness and initial normal stress conditions.

The evolutions of transmissivity and hydraulic aperture exhibited a three-stage behavior, during
the shear process. A slight decreasing stage occurred, first, due to the contraction of the fracture at
the beginning of the shear. Then, the transmissivity increased rapidly, at a shear displacement of
1–4 mm, due to the shear-induced dilation. The transmissivity of the fractures increased by 2–3 orders
of magnitude, during this stage. Finally, the transmissivity and the hydraulic aperture gradually
increased and approximately approached constant values, due to the reduction of shear dilation.
The transmissivity and hydraulic aperture decreased, gradually, as the normal stiffness and initial
normal stress increased.
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Abstract: The mega debris flow that occurred on 13 August 2010 in Zoumaling Valley in Mianzhu
County, China has done great damage to the local inhabitants, as well as to the re-construction projects
in the quake-hit areas. Moreover, it is of high possibility that a secondary disaster would reappear
and result in worse consequences. In order to maximize risk reduction of this problem, the local
government planned to construct seven debris-resisting barriers across each ditch for mitigation
of debris flow hazards in the future. In this paper, the numerical simulation fields of flow velocity,
pressure, and mud depth of the Zoumaling debris flow had been computed by using finite volume
method software based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The Bingham fluid was chosen as the
constitutive model of this debris flow. The debris flow geometry model was a 3D model. The initial
conditions, boundary conditions, control equations, and parameters were determined and adjusted
by the actual conditions and analyses. The flow field data obtained from numerical simulations were
substituted into the finite element software ANSYS. Then the calculations of fluid-solid coupling
action between the flow and dam had been done. All these results of simulations and analyses could
be the guide and suggestion for the design and construction of prevention engineering of Zoumaling
debris flow.

Keywords: debris flow; dynamic characteristics; numerical analysis; debris-resisting barriers

1. Introduction

Debris flows are a highly unpredictable hazard in areas of mountainous terrain and high
runoff. The local geological configurations caused by orogenesis result in a large proportion of steep
topography and mountainous areas where earthquakes occur frequently [1]. Meanwhile, torrential
rains during the monsoon season are major factors that enhance the occurrence of debris flows,
soil erosion, and landslides.

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) numerical methods have been successfully used to analyze
multiphase and multicomponent flows and to investigate fluid–structure interaction in various settings.
From the standpoint of dynamic mechanics, Elverhøi et al. [2] performed a numerical model of
submarine debris flows with Computational Fluid Dynamics X (CFX). Zakeri et al. [3] applied CFX to
simulate the submarine debris flow impact on pipelines. Liu and Tian [4] employed CFX to analyze
the impact forces of submarine landslides on free-span pipelines. In recent years, ANSYS CFX has
become the most commonly adopted debris flow simulation model.
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On 13 August 2010, high intensity heavy rain triggered a debris flow within the watershed,
which was classified as a group-occurring debris flow, resulting in worse damages to human life
and property than in previous decades [5]. Following this accident, the local government planned to
construct seven debris-resisting barriers across each ditch for mitigation of debris flow hazards in the
future, for which numerical analysis is an effective method to evaluate the performance of the barriers.

In this study, numerical simulation on the dynamic characteristics of the debris flow was
conducted to evaluate the fields of flow velocity, pressure, and mud depth of the debris flow by
using CFD software, ANSYS CFX 13.0 (ANSYS, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), which is based on the finite
volume method. The Bingham fluid model was chosen as the constitutive model of this debris
flow. The debris flow geometry was modeled in 3D. The initial conditions, boundary conditions,
controlling equations, and parameters were determined and adjusted by the actual conditions and
analyses. The flow field data obtained from numerical simulation were imported into the finite element
software ANSYS. Then the calculations of coupled fluid-solid action between the flow and barriers was
performed. The results of these simulations and analyses could be used as guidance and suggestions
for the design and construction of prevention engineering of the debris flow.

2. Summary of the Study Area and Its Debris Flow Disaster

2.1. Study Area

The Mianyuan River, a branch of the Tuojiang River, is in Mianzhu County of Sichuan province
(Figure 1). It is about 80 km northeast of the earthquake epicenter, with a basin area of approximately
400 km2. The Yingxiu–Beichuan seismogenic fault of the Wenchuan earthquake goes through the
middle part of the river basin. Outcrops within the river basin are locally covered by loose Quaternary
materials (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Location of the study area—the Mianyuan River basin. MWF: Miaoxian–Wenchuan Fault,
YBF: Yingxiu–Beichuan Fault, JGF: Jiangyou–Guanxian Fault, QPF: Qingchuan–Pingwu Fault [5].
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Figure 2. Geological setting of the Mianyuan River Basin [5].

2.2. Debris Flow Events in the Mianyuan River Basin

The co-seismic landslides triggered by the Wenchuan earthquake produced at least 4.0 × 108 m3 of
loose material in the Mianyuan River Basin. Loose materials are widespread on the hilly terrains and in
gullies. Figure 3 shows the characteristics of long-term activity in the local watershed. Since numerous
rainfall events, long cracks developed along the back edge of each gully resulting in an increasing
source of potential landslide. These materials, as well as cracked slopes, are marginally stable under
normal conditions, and can lose stability due to rainfall infiltration and become sources of deadly
debris flows. The antecedent rainfall and rainfall intensity on 13 August 2010 were 82.6 mm/d and
37.4 mm/h, respectively.

A storm swept over the Mianyuan River Basin from 12 to 13 August 2010. The accumulative
rainfall was about 200 mm and the duration was 10 h [7]. According to witnesses, seven debris flows
occurred in Qingping Town at 23:45 on 12 August. Shortly afterward, another outbreak of debris flows
occurred in other areas surrounding the town of Qingping. A depositional fan was formed and the
Mianyuan River was blocked in a matter of seconds (Figure 4).

A field survey showed that the debris generated by this event buried the whole town, with a
covering area of 1.4 × 106 m2 (length of 4.3 km, width of 400–500 m) and an average thickness of 5 m
(Figure 4b). In the event 379 houses were destroyed, which account for 20.9% of the total number of
houses in Qingping Town. Furthermore, seven people were killed, seven were missing, and 33 were
injured. The field investigation survey and remote sensing interpretation indicate that during the
12–13 August rainstorm, the total volume of deposited materials was 5.65 × 106 m3.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the Zoumaling Gully after the Wenchuan earthquake [6].

Figure 4. Images of the 13 August 2010 debris flow in Qingping Town: (a) aerial photo taken on 18
May 2008; and (b) a Worldview image from 13 December 2010.

According to the field survey, the Wenchuan earthquake has produced as much as 4.0 × 108

m3 of loose material in this area. However, the Zoumaling debris flow has only transported about
5.65 × 106 m3, which means the most remained resting on the hill slope nearby. If another flash flood
breaks out, more debris flows would be more likely to take place. Hence, it is of great importance to
understand the dynamic processes of the Zoumaling debris flow and examine the risk mitigation by
the debris-resisting barriers.

The field investigation survey indicates that the slope is steep in the upstream gullies and flat
in the downstream gullies, as well as alternating steep with flat in some local places. The width is
narrow in the upstream gullies and broad in the downstream gullies, as well as alternating narrow
with wide in some local places. The above geological condition is favorable for the construction of
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barriers. Due to the relatively short length of barriers and the relatively flat gully and broad valley
upstream, the barriers have a relatively large reservoir capacity, playing a strong role in adjusting the
peak flow rate of debris flow.

Due to the large amount of loose mass in the back edge of gully DF05-DF07 (see Figure 3),
which may contribute to potential debris flow, multiple barriers were planned to be constructed in
the three gullies to counteract erosion by reducing debris flow velocity, as well as to reinforce the
foundations. Additionally, drain ditches were employed in the accumulation area to guide flows
along designed paths from damaging residential houses and residents near the gully, for which
the embankment wall is planned to be constructed uptown. A barrier should be constructed on a
loose foundation within the watershed to prevent erosion from debris flow and to reduce the source
contributing to debris flow. Barriers are installed upstream of the main gully to reinforce foundations
and obstruct debris flows. Seven barriers will be constructed at a height of 8–12 m, with an upstream
batter of 1:0.70, and a downstream batter of 1:20. The length of the axis of the barrier crest is 50–71 m.
Barriers reserve coarse materials and fine materials pass, and they slow the velocity of debris flow.
Thereby, sources reaching downstream are reduced, as is the unit weight, resulting in a smaller
peak discharge. As a result, scour resistance walls and protection embankments are subjected to
less pressure.

3. Modeling of Debris Flow

ANSYS CFX is a general purpose CFD program that includes a solver based on the finite volume
(FV) method for unstructured grids, as well as pre- and post-processing tools for simulation definition
and data extraction, respectively. The FV method uses the integral form of the conservation equations.
With tetrahedra or hexahedra control volumes (CVs), unstructured grids are best adapted to the
FV approach for complex 3D geometries [8]. In general, there are two types of multiphase flows:
disperse flows and separated flows. The disperse flows consist of finite particles, such as drops or
bubbles (the dispersed phase), distributed in a connected volume of another continuous phase (fluid),
whereas the separated flows comprise two or more continuous streams of different fluids separated by
interfaces [9].

3.1. Assumption

On the basis of CFX, the following assumptions are made for the numerical simulation of the
debris flow: (1) debris flow fluid is a homogeneous single phase flow; (2) the gully and mountain
models are stiff so that no deformation occurs during debris flow. Hence, erosion was not considered.

3.2. Construction of Model and Mesh

The 3D geological model gully for debris flow is regarded too complex to be directly modeled by
ANSYS. The modeling process is combined with AutoCAD, Surfer, and Design Modeler, etc., following
the rules of point to line, line to area, area to cubic, and bottom to top.

The first step was to create the contour line of the watershed where the Zoumaling gully debris
flow occurred based on the topographically surveyed data. A plug-in was applied to input elevation
points read from contour lines into Surfer. Then the plane range and division space of the model
were selected in Surfer and a grid-formatted file was generated to create the terrain model by ANSYS.
Finally, a terrain model was imported into Workbench to stretch the terrain to create an entity model
of the watershed. The model was meshed with tetrahedrons for the terrain and hexahedrons for the
fluid domain and barriers by CFD in Workbench. The number of nodes, cells, and areas are 180,203,
935,994, and 92,224, respectively, as shown in Figure 5. The safety factor of the barriers was calculated
according to the Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion.
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(a) Terrain

(b) Fluid domain

(c) Barrier

Figure 5. Mesh example with tetrahedron elements.
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3.3. Preprocess

Dynamic parameters of debris flow associated with unit weight and flow rate at each gully should
be determined in advance.

The unit weight of debris flow was found to be 18.00 KN/m3 by field investigation of the slurry.
The elastic modulus and Poisson’s ratio are 3.15 × 107 kPa and 0.2, respectively. The coefficient of
friction between the barriers and the debris flow is 0.35.

Referring to a 50-year flood discharge, the inlet flow discharges were 74.6 m3/s for the main
gully (DF01), 725.8 m3/s for the DF02 ditch, 40.9 m3/s for the DF03 ditch, 56.7 m3/s for the DF04
ditch, 124.1 m3/s for the DF05 ditch, 64.4 m3/s for the DF06 ditch, and 57.0 m3/s for the DF07
ditch, respectively.

The rheology of the debris flow follows the Bingham model:

τ = τy + μ
du
dy

(1)

where τ is the shear stress, τy is the yield stress, μ is the Bingham viscosity, and du/dy is the shear
strain rate. For a Bingham fluid, viscosity that affects the maximum flow velocity was defined by the
CFX Expression language. τy can be expressed as:

τy = 0.098 exp(Bε + 1.5) (2)

ε =
SV − SV0

SVm
(3)

SV =
SVm

1 + 1
λ

(4)

SV0 = 1.26S3.2
Vm (5)

where SV is the volume concentration, SVm is the limit volume concentration, λ is the linear
concentration, B is a constant. In this study, SV, SVm, λ and B are 0.65, 0.56, 8.45, and 1.8.

Moreover, turbulence generated in the water was simulated using the k–ε model. Inherent is the
dependency of the undrained shear strength on the shear strain rate.

4. Modeling Results

4.1. Debris Flow Simulation

The three-dimensional debris flow numerical model and computation conditions described
previously were implemented to perform a debris flow simulation. Without considering barriers, the
debris flow state, pressure nephogram of the riverbed, velocity vector, and shear stress on the riverbed
wall are shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, respectively. The debris flow field data at the
main gully in Zoumaling is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Debris flow field data at the main gully in Zoumaling.

Position Velocity (m/s) Deposition Thickness (m)

Barrier01 2.29 1.49
Barrier02 5.69 0.82
Barrier03 2.41 1.29
Barrier04 3.64 0.82
Barrier05 5.69 0.58
Barrier06 7.83 0.84
Barrier07 6.92 1.83

Outlet 2.75 1.81
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(a) time = 1.6 s (b) time = 28.9 s

(c) time = 240.0 s (d) time = 1634.2 s

Figure 6. Simulation of the debris flow state.

Figure 7. Debris flow pressure nephogram on the riverbed (time = 1634.2 s).
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Figure 8. Debris flow velocity vector (time = 1634.2 s).

Figure 9. Debris flow shear stress on the riverbed wall (time = 1634.2 s).

This shows that the maximum pressure on riverbed was 149 kPa, occurring at the junction of
gully DF02 and the main gully; maximum shear stress on the riverbed wall and velocity were 8.32 kPa
and 13.57 m/s, respectively, occurring at gully DF05. This indicated that in gullies DF02 and DF05,
the impact and erosion forces were so strong that the debris flow could greatly influence the stability
of the gully bed and bank slope.

The debris flow velocity increased from upstream to downstream. A steeper or narrower riverbed
resulted in a larger velocity of debris flow. The deposition thickness decreased with increasing debris
flow velocity. A steep or wider riverbed resulted in a smaller deposition thickness of the debris flow.

4.2. Fluid-Solid Coupling Simulation of Debris Flow and Barriers

Debris flow field data at the main gully of Zoumaling was imported to ANSYS for fluid-solid
coupling computation to yield flow pressure and characteristics on the barriers proposed to be
constructed. Then we can obtain the stress and strain of the barrier in response to the debris flow.
The debris-barrier interaction results are listed in Table 2. It can be seen that the stress and strain
responses are similar for each barrier.

The deposition thickness of the debris flow in front of the barrier is shown in Figure 10.
The deposition thickness increased with the debris-barrier interaction. When the debris flow reached
the barrier, it was impeded by the obstruction of the barrier. Debris at the frontal portion ran up
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against the barrier. A deposition was formed by the debris that was stopped and trapped behind the
barrier. The extent of the deposition developed when further debris was stopped behind the barrier.
The debris flow subsequently rode on the plug and overtopped the barrier. Debris overflowing from
the barrier launched into a ballistic flight, and resumed its travel on the runout trail after landing.

Table 2. Debris-barrier interaction.

Barrier 01 02 03 04 05 06 07

Max shear stress (Mpa) 1.22 1.29 1.05 0.898 0.332 0.456 0.534
Max von –mises stress (MPa) 2.36 2.49 2.04 1.74 0.634 0.857 1.02

Max equivalent elastic strain (×10−5) 7.48 7.90 6.48 5.53 2.01 2.72 3.24
Max displacement at crest (mm) 0.334 0.368 0.388 0.333 0.12 0.193 0.229

Debris flow horizontal impact forces (kN) 3350 3690 4800 4110 2390 3870 5430
Debris flow vertical impact forces (kN) 9220 9470 12,600 11,400 55,500 8360 14,400

Barrier antioverturning counter moment (kN·m) 17,600 15,900 32,400 28,900 16,400 29,900 69,500
Safety factor (deposition filled) 2.12 2.01 2.45 2.87 2.63 2.34 1.94

Figure 10. Deposition thickness at the front of the barrier.

Figure 11 shows the variation of safety factor of barrier with deposition thickness at the front of
the barrier. The safety factor of a barrier decreased with the deposition thickness at the front of the
barrier. When the deposition overtopped the barrier, the safety factor reached its lowest point.

Figure 11. Variation of the safety factor of the barrier with deposition thickness at the front of the barrier.
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The total pressure of debris flow on the barrier along the height is shown in Figure 12. It shows
a similar distribution of total pressure of the debris flow on each barrier. Herein, we just present
the results on Barrier 01. The total pressure distribution in front of Barrier 01 is shown in Figure 13.
Accordingly, the total deformation, total stress, and safety factor of Barrier 01 are shown in Figure 14.

The maximum force on the barrier was 3360 kN in horizontal direction and 9220 kN in vertical
direction. The friction force by the weight of the barrier itself and the vertical force on the it was
3220 kN, which was less than the maximum horizontal force. It meant that the barrier was prone to
fail unless the soils along the flow path were protected from erosion. The lower deposition thickness
led to a higher safety factor for the barriers.

Figure 12. Total pressure with the height of the barrier.

Figure 13. Total pressure distribution on Barrier 01.
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(a) Total deformation

(b) Total stress

(c) safety factor

Figure 14. Total deformation, total stress, and safety factor of Barrier 01.
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5. Conclusions

On 13 August 2010, a debris flow occurred in the Zoumaling of Mianzhu County in the southwest
part of China due to heavy rainfall. Meanwhile, it formed nearly 5.65 × 106 m3 of deposits before
being transformed into a debris flow. Based on numerical simulations of the formation process of the
debris flow, the peak velocity of the debris flow, the maximum pressure and maximum shear stress
on the riverbed wall were approximately 13.57 m/s, 149 kPa, and 8.32 kPa, respectively. Deposition
thickness increased with the debris-barrier interaction. The safety factor of a barrier decreased with the
deposition thickness at the front of the barrier. When the deposition overtopped the barrier, the safety
factor reached its lowest point. The barrier was prone to fail unless the soils along the flow path were
protected from erosion. The lower deposition thickness led to a higher safety factor for the barriers.

Based on the numerical analysis of this debris flow, it is suggested that the soils on the surface
of gullies should be protected from erosion and soils on the riverbed should be removed so that the
deposition is reduced.
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